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Special issue on “The Tenth International Symposium on 

Information and Communication Technology ―SoICT 2019” 

Since 2010, the Symposium on Information and 

Communication Technology―SoICT has been organized 

annually. The symposium series provides an academic 

forum for researchers to share their latest research 

findings and to identify future challenges in computer 

science. The best papers from SoICT 2015, SoICT 2016, 

and SoICT 2017 have been extended and published in the 

Special issue “SoICT 2015”, “SoICT 2016”, and “SoICT 

2017” of the Informatica Journal, Vol.40, No.2 (2016), 

Vol. 41, No. 2 (2017), and Vol. 42, No. 3 (2018), 

respectively. 

In 2019, SoICT was held in the scenic Ha Long bay, 

Vietnam, during December 4–6, commemorating the 

tenth event of the symposium series.  The symposium 

covered four major areas of research including Artificial 

Intelligence and Big Data, Information Networks and 

Communication Systems, Human-Computer Interaction, 

and Software Engineering and Applied Computing. 

Among 145 submissions from 28 countries, 63 

papers were accepted for presentation at SoICT 2019. 

Among them, the following two papers were carefully 

selected, after further extension and additional reviews, 

for inclusion in this special issue.  

The first paper, “Privacy Preserving Visual Log 

Service with Temporal Interval Query using Interval 

Tree-based Searchable Symmetric Encryption” by Viet-

An Pham, Huy-Hoang Huy Chung-Nguyen, Dinh-Hieu 

Hoang, Mai-Khiem Tran, and Minh-Triet Tran 

developed a smart secure service for visual logs with a 

temporal interval query.  The proposed scheme achieves 

efficient search and update time while also maintaining 

all important security properties such as forward privacy, 

backward privacy, and it does not leak information 

outside the desired temporal range. 

The second paper, “Cycle Time Enhancement by 

Simulated Annealing for a Practical Assembly Line 

Balancing Problem” by Huong Mai Dinh, Dung Viet 

Nguyen, Long Van Truong, Thuan Phan Do, Thao Thanh 

Phan, and Nghia Duc Nguyen investigated the assembly 

line balancing problem. For this problem, they proposed 

a solution that takes the simulated annealing approach, 

which was proved to be effective and potentially 

applicable in practice. 

 

We hope that readers interested in Information and 

Communication Technology will find this Special Issue a 

useful collection of papers. 

 

 

Huynh Thi Thanh Binh 

Ichiro Ide 
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Privacy Preserving Visual Log Service with Temporal Interval Query using
Interval Tree-based Searchable Symmetric Encryption
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Visual logs become widely available via personal cameras, visual sensors in smart environments, or surveil-
lance systems. Storing such data in public services is a common convenient solution, but it is essential to
devise a mechanism to encrypt such data to protect sensitive information while enabling the capability to
query visual content even in encrypted format at the services. More precisely, we need smart systems that
their security and practicality must be balanced against each other. As far as we know, in spite of their
importance in preserving personal privacy, such reliable systems have not gained sufficient attention from
researchers. This motivates our proposal to develop a smart secure service for visual logs with a tempo-
ral interval query. In our system, visual log data are analyzed to generate high-level contents, including
entities, scenes, and activities happening in visual data. Then our system supports data owners to query
these high-level contents from their visual logs at the server-side in a temporal interval while the data are
still encrypted. Our searchable symmetric encryption scheme TIQSSE utilizes interval tree structure and
we prove that our scheme achieves efficient search and update time while also maintaining all important
security properties such as forward privacy, backward privacy, and it does not leak information outside the
desired temporal range.

Povzetek: Problem uravnoteženja proizvodne poti je predstavljen odprto, brez omejitev npr. števila
delavcev, zato je izviren. Avtorji testirajo več algoritmov in predlagajo najboljšega.

1 Introduction

In daily activities, people usually take photos and record
video clips to capture moments and events in their lives.
Besides, with the booming trend of developing smart inter-
active environments, such as smart homes, offices, or even
cities, visual sensors are densely integrated to our habitats
to record then analyse external contexts, such as monitoring
users, objects, activities, etc. Consequently, visual lifelogs
become increasingly available and are usually uploaded to
store in online storage services.

In this paper, we target two challenging problems to bet-
ter develop an online storage service for private visual data:
(i) to search photos or video clips based on their content,
and (ii) to protect private data leakage at server-side acci-
dentally or intentionally.

First, we aim to bridge the gap between visual data and
their semantics by allowing data owners to search with key-
words. Each photo or frame in a video clip is processed
to extract high-level concepts, including entities, scene at-
tributes, activities, etc. Different types of high-level con-
cept extractors can be plugged into our framework to meet
specific requirements in real applications. Consequently, a
photo or video frame can be considered as a document or
a set of concepts, which are ready to be retrieved by key-

words. We also demonstrate a prototype smart edge cam-
era which can be re-configured remotely to generate visual
data with associated extracted concepts.

Second, a typical solution to protect data secrecy is to
encrypt before uploading data to an online storage server.
However, after encryption, data are no longer suitable to
be searched normally. Symmetric Searchable Encryption
(SSE), first proposed by Song et al. [23], can be used as a
promising solution to privately save data while maintaining
the ability to search in a collection of encrypted records.
We adopt the approach of SSE in our proposed solution,
and carefully design it to ensure the property of a dynamic
SSE [13], i.e. to add, update, and delete data efficiently
without re-encrypting the whole database.

Besides, we also consider the forward and backward pri-
vacy criteria for SSE. Informally, the former means that
an update query does not leak information if a newly added
document contains keywords that were searched in the past,
while the latter is to make sure that it is impossible to re-
trieve data from deleted files. Forward privacy has been
receiving a lot of attention, while backward privacy is only
studied in recent years. Most of the existing schemes suf-
fer from key-size overgrowing after deletion queries [2, 4],
thus limits the practicality of these schemes.

Moreover, in particular cases, there are new security
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properties that must be satisfied: search only in a tempo-
ral interval, and do not leak any information outside of the
requested range. For example, a police wants to check the
private security camera of a company from a range of time
for a criminal event. The company wants to provide the
information exactly from the requested range and not leak
any information from other temporal intervals. A similar
problem is when we want to search for some disease in a
medical database in a temporal interval, it is best to prevent
leaking information of patients in other time. This moti-
vates us to define Temporal Interval Query SSE (TIQSSE),
a new SSE problem to search by keywords for documents
in a particular temporal interval.

This work is the extension paper of previous TIQSSE
work [20], with more in-depth explanations and analysis.
This paper is also a significantly enhanced version of [7].
Our previous work only guarantees a one-sided access pat-
tern. For more clarity, the one-sided access pattern means
that it can only preclude adversaries from extracting in-
formation about the documents that were added after the
queried interval, while still leaking information of doc-
uments that were added before the requested range. In
this paper, there is a great improvement on security since
our SSE scheme now guarantees two-sided access pattern,
which means it also prevents adversaries from gaining in-
formation of added documents.

Our newly defined problem is different from the existing
range query SSE schemes [1, 14]. In a range query SSE
scheme, a server returns every document whose key/iden-
tifier is in a queried range. In our temporal interval SSE
problem, the server only examines documents whose iden-
tifiers are inside the temporal interval to select the docu-
ments containing a query keyword w.

Our secure SSE scheme does not suffer from key-size
overgrowing after sufficient deleting queries like previous
schemes. Our idea is based on Σoϕoς from Raphael Bost
et al. [2] in 2016 and modifies it to match our problem. Al-
though there are many improved constructions later [4, 24],
these ideas are not suitable for our problems that the use
cases we target require efficient deletion operations which
(1) have an acceptable time complexity and (2) do not in-
crease server-side usage.

Our main contributions in this paper are as follows.

– We propose a solution for a public visual data stor-
age service to assist data owners to search their pho-
tos and video clips with keywords, i.e. concepts ex-
tracted from visual content, and preserve data pri-
vacy in query and data manipulation (insert, update,
delete). We also develop a prototype smart edge cam-
era to handle concept extraction for recorded photos
or video clips.

– We also define TIQSSE as a new SSE problem to
search with encrypted documents in a temporal in-
terval while preventing data leakage outside the re-
quested range. We then propose an efficient solution
to search for a keyword in documents within a deter-

mined time range and achieves both forward and back-
ward privacy.

In Section 2, we briefly review approaches and methods
related to the two main aspects of our work, visual retrieval
with concepts, and searchable symmetric encryption. We
propose a smart secure framework for visual data storage
service and smart edge camera in Section 3. in Section
4, We review the necessary preliminaries of cryptography,
then define the novel TIQSSE problem. Our scheme which
tackles this problem is introduced in Section 5. The secu-
rity analysis of our proposed scheme is presented in Section
6. In Section 7, we draw our conclusion and discuss some
fascinating directions for future works.

2 Related work

2.1 Visual retrieval with semantic concepts
Visual log retrieval is one of the important problems to
analyse and understand visual content. Different ap-
proaches have been proposed to provide users with var-
ious modalities to input queries and get retrieved results
[17, 18, 26]. Visual semantic concepts from images are
usually used as tags or keywords for interactive retrieval
systems[26, 25]. The concepts can be detected using avail-
able APIs, such as Google Cloud Vision API, or pre-trained
object detectors, such as Yolo [21], FasterRCNN [22], etc.
Besides, scene attributes and categories [30] can be ex-
tracted from images to augment further environmental in-
formation of visual data[25]. Some works also utilize cap-
tioning [27] or activity recognition to capture the dynamic
nature of an image or video clip[16, 15].

In this work, we propose to integrate different concept
extractors to create the associated metadata for each photo
or video clip stored in the smart visual service. We also
develop a prototype smart edge camera that can locally ex-
tract concepts in certain tasks before uploading visual data
to online storage service (see Section 2.1).

2.2 Searchable symmetric encryption
Song et al. [23] first proposed a solution to Searchable
Symmetric Encryption in 2000. Although the first SSE
scheme was not efficient, it provided a solid foundation for
the problem. Many works were proposed [10, 6] to im-
prove search time and security. However, leakage problems
in SSE were not formally defined. Curtmola et al. [8] were
the first to explicitly define the general acceptable leakage
criteria for SSE problems, including search patterns and ac-
cess patterns that are frequently used several years later.

Although the previous schemes were optimal in search
time, there was no way to update a database without re-
encrypting the whole database. To remove this limitation,
in 2012, dynamic SSE was proposed by Kamara et al. [13].
Their scheme can efficiently add or remove files with the
trade-off by leaking some information when those queries
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are executed. In particular, forward privacy and backward
privacy are not fully satisfied.

SSE problem is continuously studied and improved.
Raphael Bost achieved forward privacy in 2016 [2], and
also achieved backward privacy one year later [4]. In 2018,
Sun et al. [24] proposed Puncturable Symmetric Encryp-
tion to construct and improve backward secure. Unfortu-
nately, all schemes mentioned above not only suffer from
key-size overgrowing after many deleting queries, but also
do not support range query property that we need.

Other than proposing new SSE constructions, many ef-
forts were made to attack the proposed security models.
Some notable works are inference attacks on deterministic
encryption (DTE) and order-preserving encryption (OPE)
[19, 11], leakage-abuse attacks [5, 3, 11, 12] and File-
Injection attacks [29, 12].

Before us, there are many works about range queries.
However, they all are different from ours. Their solution is
used for indexing in relational databases and return entities
that have acquired attributes within some range, while in
our scheme, we need to return all the files containing the
searched keyword in a period.

3 Smart secure framework for
visual data storage service

In this section, we present our proposal for a smart secure
framework for a visual data storage service. We are in-
spired by the idea of edge computing to shift the concept
extraction task toward the smart camera. There has been
an ongoing interest on this shift, particularly from privacy-
aware users due to recent breaches in data centers, where
sensitive user data is processed and may be used for ma-
licious purposes. If the process is on users’ premise, they
will have more control over the data that is generated.

3.1 Smart edge camera with concept
extraction

Figure 1 illustrates the process for concept extraction from
photos/clips in a smart edge camera before uploading vi-
sual data with their associated metadata to the secure vi-
sual service. Different modules for various concept types
can be deployed in the smart edge camera, such as object
detection, person recognition, action recognition, scene at-
tribute, category classification, and image captioning.

In our prototype, we utilize NVIDIA Jetson Nano em-
bedded computers with dedicated 128 Maxwell CUDA
cores to handle various machine learning tasks. Our smart
edge camera prototype can be specialized for various spe-
cific tasks with different models to be deployed and up-
dated (see Figure 2). In our model repository, not only
there are existing pre-trained models, such as ResNet-50,
MobileNet-v2, SSD ResNet-18, SSD Mobilenet-V2, Tiny
YOLO V3, but we also prepare our own custom models for
other tasks, such as custom object detectors for contexts

Visual Content Analysis

Object Detection
Person 

Recognition

Scene 
Classification

Scene Attribute 
Extraction

Action 
Recognition

Image 
Captioning

Smart Edge Camera

Secure                       
Visual Service

Photo/
Clip

{Keyword}

Associated Concepts

………

Figure 1: Concept extraction from photos/clips in a smart
edge camera.

originated from Vietnam or image captioning with concept
augmentation [27].

Future custom models can also be created and further
optimized with various techniques such as quantization, fu-
sion, and scheduling available in NVIDIA TensorRT SDK,
then deployed to the smart camera. Due to its cloud nature,
the devices’ software can be remotely updated, and addi-
tional machine learning models can be added in a secure
manner.

Model Manager

Model 
Deployment

Pretrained Model
Repository

Pretrained Model
Retrieval

Custom Model
UploaderSmart Edge Camera

Custom Model

Figure 2: Model update for an edge camera.

3.2 Components in a smart secure visual
system

We propose a scenario in which a system collects, pro-
cesses, and synchronizes the data from various cameras,
including the proposed smart edge ones, to a visual data
server that utilizes our proposed secure scheme for SSE.
Figure 3 illustrates the three key components of the sys-
tem: a storage and query processing server, camera nodes,
and query nodes.
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Figure 3: Main components in smart secure visual system.
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In our system, the storage and query processing server
supports multiple users, and the server owner can be dif-
ferent from the data owners. The owners of the server can
fully examine the stored data, but are expected not to un-
derstand or to exploit useful information from stored data.
Thus, to ensure this crucial property of our visual system,
i.e. preserving data privacy for data owners, we define a
new problem of Temporal Interval Query SSE (in Section
4) and propose an efficient solution for this problem (in
Section 5).

A user, after signing up, is provided a means to sub-
mit and retrieve data over commonly utilized protocols,
such as HTTP SSL, SMB, or SFTP. Querying is done over
an API with a common contract protocol implemented in
gRPC, a protocol buffer library that utilizes HTTP2 over
an SSL Channel. With gRPC’s wide adoption status across
numerous languages and libraries, the implementation is
relatively easy and open for everyone. Connections to the
server are secured with the server’s certificate by default.
We assume this certificate is self-signed and pre-installed
on every query node via personal trusted channels before-
hand. A user usually plays both roles as a generator party
at upload time from a camera node and a querying party
at retrieve time from a query node, which can be his or
her mobile device. Thanks to the loosely coupled architec-
ture, our proposed system allows new users to dynamically
join in without any interruptions on the server-side using a
streamlined user interface.

4 Temporal interval query
searchable symmetric encryption

In this section, we first provide background knowledge that
includes several cryptographic primitives and the dynamic
SSE problem. Then we introduce the definition and secu-
rity properties for TIQSSE.

4.1 Preliminaries

For consistency in presentation, we denotes:

– x
$←− {0, 1}n as randomizing n bits then store the re-

sult to x.

– n as the number of added files. Fn as the n-th file.
EFn as the encrypted file corresponding to Fn.

– ⊥ as null or empty. λ as the security parame-
ter. Security parameter means that unless specified
explicitly, the keys used in SSE scheme is λ-bit in
length, and the probability for an adversary to break
the scheme is 2−λ.

We use several cryptographic primitives from Dan
Boneh and Victor Shoup [9] which includes: negligible

function, pseudo random generator (PRG), pseudo ran-
dom function (PRF), simulator, and symmetric encryp-
tion. For the symmetric encryption, we denote the encryp-
tion of plaintext m with secret key sk as SE.enc(sk,m),
and the decryption of ciphertext c with secret key sk as
SE.dec(sk, c).

We also inherit the idea of trapdoor permutation from
Bost et al. [2] and denote the function as π. For-
mally: One can compute π of p1 with the secret key Ks:
p2 ←− π(Ks, p1). Given p2 in π’s proper, one can derive
the original p1 with the public key: p1 ←− π−1(Kp, p2).
Finally, for all p we have p = π(Ks,π−1(Kp, p)) =
π−1(Kp,π(Ks, p)).

4.2 Dynamic symmetric searchable
encryption

In SSE, we view the database as an array of files
F = (f1, f2, ..., fn) where fi consists of multiple words
(w1, w2, ..., wmi

). Later when the client request a search
on keyword w, the client obfuscate or encrypt w into trap-
door T and give it to server. The server when receiving T
must return a list of result identifiers R = (id1, id2, ..., idr)
such that when returned to the client, for every i we have
w ∈ Fidi . It is notable that the act of obfuscating w into
T is essential because it hides the original keyword from
the server, in this paper we call this as trapdoor generation
procedure.

In other words, dynamic SSE consists of one algorithm
Setup and two protocols Search and Update.

– In Setup phase, the client creates some keys and key-
pairs that will be used in the other 2 protocols.

– The Search protocol consists of multiple interactions
between client and server when the client request a
search. For each client’s request, the server should
receive the trapdoor T and return a list of files as we
mentioned in the above paragraph.

– The Update protocol is comprised of 2 types of up-
dates which is add a new file and delete an existed
file. Depending on which update protocol, the en-
crypted database on the untrusted server will be mod-
ified based on the SSE scheme.

Correctness. An SSE is correct if the probability that
the search protocol returns the false results to client is neg-
ligible.
Security. The SSE scheme Σ is said to be adaptively

secure, if for any adversary A who issues a polynomial
number of queries q(λ), there exist a polynomial-time sim-
ulator S such that:

|P [SSERealΣA(λ, q) = 1]

− P [SSEIdealA,S,L(λ, q) = 1]| < negl(λ)
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Informally, the simulator S can be thought of as an effi-
cient probabilistic algorithm such that its output distribu-
tion is identical to the real scheme’s output distribution.
Then, the theorem above can be semantically understood
as: if we can prove there exists a simulator S of SSE
scheme Σ, then it is very hard for the adversary to distin-
guish between the real case with a simulation case. Hence,
we achieve adaptive security for SSE.

4.3 Definition of temporal interval query
SSE

Temporal Interval Query SSE continues to use the model
of the original dynamic Symmetric Searchable Encryption
but modifies the Search protocol. When the client issues a
search request, firstly he chooses a range of interest [L;R],
then he chooses a keyword w he wants to search on, then
he generates the trapdoor vector T that represents the key-
word w for that range [L;R], finally he gives (T, L,R)
to server. The server when receiving (T, L,R) must re-
turn a list of result identifiers Rw,L,R = (id1, id2, ..., idr)
such that when returned to the client, for every i we have
w ∈ Fidi and L ≤ idi ≤ R (see Figure 4).

4.4 Security

Forward privacy: Informally, a SSE scheme achieves for-
ward privacy if its Update query does not leak any infor-
mation about the newly added file even if it contains key-
words that are previously searched keywords. For example,
the client searched for a keyword w. Later, when the client
add a file F that contains w, the server should not know
that w exists inside F. Many researches [5] showed that
if a scheme does not attain forward privacy, the client’s
queries, or even the plaintext, can be revealed even with
small leakage. There also exist attacks [29] that can effec-
tively exploit the vulnerability of those schemes to break
query privacy. In addition, forward privacy can also im-
proves time and space performances [2].

Backward privacy: To have backward privacy in dy-
namic SSE, we must prevent the adversary from gaining
knowledge of deleted files from new queries. For example,
if there exists a deleted file F that contains a word w and
has never been queried, in the future when client search for

Time instant t1

{Keyword}

Photo/
Clip

Time instant L

{Keyword}

Photo/
Clip

Time instant R

{Keyword}

Photo/
Clip

Time instant tn

{Keyword}

Photo/
Clip

… … …

timeline

Search for keyword w in “documents” 
only from time instant L to R

Figure 4: An example of temporal interval query.

word w, it is expected to prevent the server from knowing
w ∈ F.

In order to have searchable property over encrypted data,
there must be some leaking information throughout the
process. We follow many previous works [2, 4, 24] and
call this as leakage function L = (LStp,LSrch,LUpdt).
The leakage function L is used to express the information
learned by the untrusted server from 3 protocols Setup,
Search, Update.

Setup leakage: In the setup algorithm, the client gener-
ates some keys and keypairs for later usage in Search and
Update protocol. Because of that, the leakage of setup
phase is the public keys (if there is any) that the client wants
to share with the server LStp = PK.

Search leakage: Firstly, let Q as the search requests of
the client where Qi = (Ti, Li, Ri); R as the results re-
turned by the untrusted server; Ri as the result of Qi where
its content is (idi,1, idi,2, ..., idi,ri); H as the history of
previous searches from the client that H = (Q,R). We
define the allowed leakage of search protocol is comprised
of search pattern σ(H) and access pattern α(H).

The access pattern α(H) indicates the leakage of the re-
turned values of the queries. That is for each query we want
to only leak the existence of keyword w within the existed
files within the interval [L;R] and non elsewhere.

The search pattern σ(H) represents the leakage of the
query parameters from the client. The search pattern con-
sists of 2 levels of security:

– Perfect security: when analyzing 2 different queries i
and j with common keyword w, it is very hard for the
server to deduce Ti and Tj to be the same keyword
w. Because of that in this setup, the client perfectly
hide the search pattern and can secure against many
inference attack types [19, 11].

– Weak security: when analyzing 2 different queries i
and j with common keyword w, the server can easily
deduce Qi and Qj has the same search keyword w if
and only if the queried range [Li;Ri] intersects with
[Lj ;Rj ] at some point.

Update leakage: The update leakage consists of the
leakage of add new file protocol and delete file protocol.
The add new file protocol leaks n as the number of added
files and the size of all the files. The delete file protocol
leaks the identifier of deleted files.

5 Proposed scheme for TIQSSE

In this section, the parts are arranged as the followings.
Firstly, we outline our scheme at the first part, the remain-
ing parts describe how our scheme works in setup protocol,
add new file protocol, search protocol and delete file proto-
col.
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5.1 Scheme outline
There are 7 polynomial-time algorithms in total. The first
6 algorithms are executed by the client, while the last algo-
rithm is done by the server.

– (sk,K)←− KeyGen(1λ): is a probabilistic algorithm
that uses the security parameter λ to setup the secret
key sk for encryption/decryption and a vector of key-
pairs K for trapdoor generation procedure.

– EFn ←− Enc(sk,Fn): is a probabilistic algorithm
that encrypt Fn into EFn.

– Fn ←− Dec(sk,EFn): is the reverse algorithm of
Enc.

– tn ←− Trpdr(sk,K, n, w): is a deterministic algo-
rithm that illustrates the process of generating trap-
door value of keywordw in file Fn into trapdoor value
tn.

– In ←− CreateIndex(sk, n,Fn): is a deterministic al-
gorithm that illustrates the process of creating an in-
dex file In. This index file acts as a look up table for
the untrusted server to search on in the search proto-
col.

– T ←− SearchToken(sk,K, w, L,R): is a determin-
istic algorithm that illustrates the process when the
client prepare the search request. Using the keys and
(w, L, R) it outputs trapdoor T and give it to the
server.

– Rw,L,R ←− Search(T, IL,...,R, L,R): be a determin-
istic algorithm that illustrates how the untrusted server
uses the trapdoors T and the range of interest [L,R]
to return the appropriate files back to the client.

5.2 Setup protocol
The client runs KeyGen algorithm: (sk,K) ←−
KeyGen(1λ) to generate sk and K. For sk, the client

can randomize λ bits and store it in sk as: sk $←− {0, 1}λ.
For K which consists of 2 trapdoor permutation keypairs
(Kul,Kur), the client can generate these keypairs by gen-
erating trapdoor permutation keypair on λ bits.

A side note here is the client must assure that the id of
each files given to the server are incremental. Thus, id
starts from -1 and n starts from 0 when no file has been
added.

5.3 Add new file protocol
In the following algorithms, let n be the number of added
files, Fn be the new file that client wants to add, EFn be
the encrypted file of Fn, In be the encrypted index of Fn.

The main idea for the add new file protocol is for each
file Fi, the client encrypts Fi into EFi and generates the
encrypted index Ii. Finally, the client gives EFi and Ii

to the server. The usage of encrypted index Ii is for the
server to indicate whether word w is contained inside the
corresponding encrypted file EFi or not.

5.3.1 Encrypt file

With the above idea, because the searching step at the
server-side only requires the encrypted index, it is trivial
to encrypt the file Fn using popular symmetric encryption
algorithm like AES. Plus, the decryption algorithm is the
reverse function of encryption. Let SE be the symmetric
encryption algorithm:

– Enc : EFn ← SE.enc(sk,Fn)

– Dec : Fn ← SE.dec(sk,EFn)

5.3.2 Create encrypted index

In this section we use a data structure called map for the
encrypted index. Firstly, we initialize In as an empty map.
Then for each word w in Fn we create the trapdoor and
store it inside In as following procedure:

1. tn ←− Trpdr(sk,K, n, w).

2. Check whether tn already exists in In as: tn ∈ In, if

yes, then repeatedly randomizing tn as: tn
$←− {0, 1}λ

until tn 6∈ In. After this step, we call tn garbage data
if tn 6= Trpdr(sk,K, n, w).

3. Store tn into In.

With the algorithm above, there will not have any word
duplication within an index file I because whenever a word
already exists inside, it will be substituted as a garbage
word by randomization. Furthermore, when provided a
trapdoor t, the server can easily check whether t exists in-
side an encrypted index I, which enables searchability.

5.3.3 Trapdoor generation

The interval tree model is mainly for this step and is quite
complicated. Briefly, Interval tree (or Segment tree) is a
binary tree where each node contains information about
a specific range [L,R]. Every none-leaf node also has
two child node to manages [L,M ] and [M + 1, R] where
M = bL+R

2 c. The complexity of search and update query
is O(log2 n).

Firstly, we visualize how interval tree trapdoor genera-
tion works, then we give an example of it in practice. We
also provide graphical Figure 5 that is easier for readers to
visualize the appearance of interval tree in our model.

– We view the files as nodes at level 0 and is arranged
from left to right with incremental id starting from 0
to n− 1.
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L3,0

L2,0 L2,1

L1,0 L1,1 L1,2 L1,3

0 54321 6 7Level 0

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

sk wPRF(sk,w)

Figure 5: Interval Tree for Trapdoor generation visualiza-
tion and trapdoor transformation in practice.

– The nodes at higher levels are treated as interval
nodes, that is it will cover an interval of continuous
files. For example in Figure 5, node L2,1 covers files
from 4 to 7 and node L1,1 covers files 2 and 3.

– From any word w, client can generate trapdoor for
file 0 by: t0 ← PRF(sk, w). And from any node,
the client can "move" the trapdoor at that node onto
the Up-Right node by using trapdoor permutation on
secret component of Kur as: tur ← π(Kurs , t).
And from any node, we can "move" trapdoor to the
Down-Left node by applying reverse trapdoor per-
mutation using public component of Kur as: tdl ←
π−1(Kurp , t). In case of moving Up-Left and
Down-Right, we just need to apply π and π−1 on
Kul like above steps.

The important point here is the public key of Kur and
Kul is available for both client and server but only the
client holds the secret component of Kur and Kul. Hence,
for any node Li,j , the server can only move the trapdoor
value to nodes in sub-tree of Li,j . However, the client can
move anywhere he wants because he holds the secret key.

We denote ti,j to be the trapdoor value at node Li,j ; ti
and t0,i to be the trapdoor value at Fi. Below we show an
example of generating t2 from keyword w. Figure 5 also
demonstrates the process.

1. t0,0 ← PRF(sk, w)

2. t1,0 ← π(Kurs , t0,0)

3. t2,0 ← π(Kurs , t1,0)

4. t1,1 ← π−1(Kulp , t2,0)

5. t0,2 ← π−1(Kurp , t1,1)

5.4 Search protocol
To search for the existence of keyword w within range
[L;R], the client runs SearchToken algorithm to create
trapdoor vector T then give it to the server. The server
will use the range [L;R] and T to run Search algorithm
and return the appropriate encrypted files to the client.

L3,0

L2,0 L2,1

L1,0 L1,1 L1,2 L1,3

0 54321 6 7Level 0

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

Figure 6: Client issue SearchToken from file 2 to file 7,
sending t1,1 and t2,1 to query the server.

5.4.1 SearchToken algorithm

Previously we mentioned that given a trapdoor ti,j at some
node Li,j , the server can easily compute all trapdoor values
at nodes inside sub-tree of Li,j . With this special charac-
teristic, the client only needs to compute trapdoor value at
nodes such that it covers only in range [L;R]. To optimize
the computational complexity, the client needs to find as a
minimal number of interval nodes as possible.

The algorithm is simple. Iterates from L toR, let L0,i be
our current node, while there exists an up-right parent node
and the parent node still covers within the range [L;R],
traverse to the parent node and repeat the process. After
finding the appropriate parent of L0,i, let k be the level of
that parent node, we can skip the next 2k nodes and repeat
the process until we cover all nodes from [L;R].

In Figure 6, we demonstrate SearchToken when issuing
query from file 2 to file 7, the red nodes L1,1 and L2,1

is sufficient to cover the range [2, 7]. After finding the
interval nodes that cover [L;R], the client can use trap-
door generation procedure mentioned earlier to calculate
T = (t1,1, t2,1) and send it to server.

5.4.2 Search algorithm

For each value ti,j in the received trapdoor vector T, the
server can useπ−1 with the public key of Kur and Kul to
traverse down to any nodes in sub-tree of ti,j . After travers-
ing down to the level 0 nodes, the server can easily check
whether trapdoor t0,i exists inside the encrypted index Ii.
Finally, the server returns all the encrypted file EFi that
satisfies above conditions.

5.5 Delete protocol

To delete a file, the client sends a single variable k to the
server to indicates that he wants to delete EFk and Ik. Af-
ter that, the server deletes EFk and Ik in its database/hard
drive. Later when Search algorithm occurs, without the
data of Ik, the server cannot check trapdoor t exists in
Ik or not because Ik has already been deleted. However,
only deleting EFk and Ik is not efficient because the server
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must iterate through every file at level 0, even the deleted
ones, which would result in O(R− L).

We can optimize the runtime by storing an additional
boolean isDeleted in each node Li,j . The isDeleted
boolean indicates whether the entire sub-tree of Li,j has
been deleted or not. Then we fix the deletion algorithm as
following: when deleting the k-th file, mark L0,k.isDeleted
as True. Then iterate to the parent of L0,k, if the 2 children
of that current parent are also deleted, then mark that parent
as deleted and continues to move onto its parent and repeat
the process.

With the above optimization, the Search algorithm by
the server will be modified a little bit. At server-side while
traversing to the nodes of sub-tree of Li,j , if server encoun-
ters a deleted node, the server can ignore all the nodes in
that sub-tree, which can optimize the computation.

6 Scheme analysis

6.1 Correctness
We will prove the correctness of our scheme based on the
correctness that we introduced in section 4.2. Our proof
has two parts:

The search result contains all documents having the
searched keyword w. Obviously, for each document
having the searched keyword w, the tree associated with w
must mark it containing this keyword. Thus, on executing
the searching protocol, server will see that the document is
included in the tree, which means that the document will
be listed in the result.

For any document which does not have the searched
keyword w, the probability that it is listed in the search
result is extremely small. We consider some arbitrary
document. Letm be the size of the output of trapdoor func-
tion which is used to encode the words, size the size of the
document, amtw the amount of valid distinct keywords of
that document, and dictsize the amount of valid distinct
keywords of the whole dataset.

Obviously, the probability that there does not exist any
garbage data that collides with a valid keyword is:

p =

(
2m − dictsize− amtw

size− amtw

)/( 2m − amtw
size− amtw

)
which is reduced as,

p =

size−amtw∏
i=1

2m − dictsize− size+ amtw + i

2m − size+ i

By using a suitable trapdoor permutation whose output
size m is big enough, we make the probability that the
server falsely determines a searched keyword w exists in
a document, which equals (1 − p), very small. The bigger
m is, the more precise the returned results are.

6.2 Formal adaptive security proof

We formally describe adaptive security proof of our scheme
based on section 4.2. We retrieve the following games from
the TIQSSE scheme:
Game G0. The first game G0 is completely identical to

the real world game SSERealΣA(λ, q). Thus,

P [SSERealΣA(λ, q) = 1] = P [G0 = 1]

Game G1. In this game, we replace the function PRF
by a truly random key generator. More precisely, G1 will
get a random element in the domain of PRF whenever it
comes to a new word w, and stores this element in a table
Key containing all key associated with each queried word
w. So in order to exist some adversary who can distinguish
between G0 and G1, he must break the security of PRF.
Therefore we have:

P (G0 = 1)− P (G1 = 1) ≤ AvdPRFB1
(λ)

Game G2. G2 does not use trapdoor permutation any-
more. Instead, it uses random oracles for π and programs
π−1 such that πkey(π−1

key)(i) = i for any arbitrary key
and i. Obviously, the problem of distinguishing between
G1 and G2 can be reduced to the problem of cracking
the onewayness of π. Since our scheme uses two pair of
public-private keys, there exists an efficient adversary B2

such that:

P (G1 = 1)− P (G2 = 1) ≤ AvdOWB2
(λ)

The simulator S. We construct our simulator S iden-
tical to game G2 which changes PRF and Trapdoor Permu-
tation as random oracles:

P (G2 = 1) = P (SSEIdealΣA,S,LΣ
= 1)

Combining all above results, we conclude that we can
simulate the original scheme and achieve adaptive security
mentioned in Section 4.2:

P (SSERealΣA = 1)− P (SSEIdealΣA,S,LΣ
= 1)

≤ AvdPRFB1
(λ) + AvdOWB2

(λ)

6.3 Informal adaptive security proof

To make it more understandable, we also provide an in-
formal proof for the adaptive security of SSE. From our
scheme we can derive several consequences:

Truly random encrypted file. The encrypted file EF is
obtained by encrypting the plain file with a secure sym-
metric encryption algorithm. So to break the randomness
of EF the adversary must break the symmetric encryption
algorithm.
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Truly random encrypted index. Let us recall how we
create an encrypted index. Firstly from keyword w we ap-
ply PRF to generate t0. So if an adversary able to break the
randomness of t0, he must break PRF. After that, we apply
several trapdoor permutationπ andπ−1 to generate other
ti values. Again, to break the randomness of ti, the adver-
sary must find a way to crack trapdoor permutation. Hence,
we claim that we generate truly random encrypted indexes.

Conclusion. From the 2 above proofs, we say that our
scheme can use a random oracle to simulate the process
of generating encrypted file EF and encrypted index I
and therefore we achieve adaptive secure SSE mentioned
in section 4.4.

6.4 Access pattern security
Without knowing secret component of Kul and Kur, when
receiving some trapdoor ti,j of node Li,j , in order for the
adversary to figure out trapdoor value at parent node of
Li,j , he must find a way to break the trapdoor permuta-
tion function. Furthermore in our scheme, the client only
gives server values ti,j that cover the interval [L;R]. With
this, our scheme achieves access pattern security.

6.5 Search pattern security
Assume that the client has issued 2 queries Q1 =
(T1, L1, R1) and Q2 = (T2, L2, R2) where T1 and T2

refers to the same keyword w. There are 2 cases:

1. If [L1;R1] intersects with [L2, R2]: let k be a number
where k ∈ [L1;R1] ∩ [L2;R2], the server obviously
can check T1 and T2 be the same search keyword be-
cause the trapdoor tk of the 2 search queries will be
the same.

2. If [L1;R1] does not intersect with [L2, R2]: it is im-
possible for the untrusted server to check T1 and T2

to be the same search keyword unless he can calculate
π and achieve trapdoor value at parent nodes of T,
which is very hard and the probability is negligible.

By analyzing the 2 above cases, we claim that our
scheme achieves weak search pattern security of TIQSSE.

6.6 Forward privacy
We already stated that our scheme achieves access pattern
security which prevents the server from gaining knowledge
of outside the interval query. Furthermore, it is obvious that
newly added files are outside of past search queries. To sum
up, we claim that our scheme obtains forward privacy.

6.7 Backward privacy
When receiving a deleting query, the server deletes the
encrypted file along with the encrypted index on the

database/hardware which prevents the server from gaining
more knowledge from it in future searches.

However, if the attacker can clone the encrypted index to
elsewhere without the client’s knowledge, then our scheme
does not achieve backward privacy. Because of that, our
scheme can only guarantee backward privacy if we as-
sume that the system is honest-but-curious. The honest-
but-curious property implies that the system follows explic-
itly how the scheme is supposed to do, but still listens to the
client’s queries and try to exploit for vulnerabilities. This
is an important property that has been used widely in many
constructions [8, 13, 2, 4, 24].

6.8 Complexity analysis
Search complexity. Let nadd = R−L+ 1 be the num-
ber of historically added documents, n be the number of
remaining documents, and m be the number of document-
deleted segments in the searching range [L,R], respec-
tively. For each value ti,j received from client, server must
traverse all nodes of the sub-tree associated with ti,j . The
size of that sub-tree is equal to 2 · nleaf − 1 where nleaf
is the number of leaves of that sub-tree. However, we
don’t have to consider nodes which is assigned as deleted.
That means we do not traverse any sub-tree whose root is
deleted. In conclusion, the search complexity isO(n+m).
Add document complexity. Obviously, the

server’s time complexity of Add operation isO(1). For the
client’s time complexity of Add operation: The first step
(encrypt file) implementation time depends on which sym-
metric encryption is used. Let size be the number of words
in file. Because the complexity of Trpdr is O(log(n))
where n is the identifier of the file, the complexity of
creating encrypted index is O(log(n) · size).
Delete document complexity. Trivially, the

client’s time complexity of deleting document is O(1).
On server, the complexity of deleting document is propor-
tional to the number of iterations which is not greater than
log(n) where n is the total number of historically added
documents.
Storage complexity. The client’s storage isO(1) be-

cause the user only needs to store the keys. About the
server’s storage, we can see that the size of encrypted in-
dexes is the same as that of encrypted data. Plus, each
node of the interval tree holds an isDeleted attribute that
totally costs the complexity storage as the number of ex-
isting nodes in the tree. Therefore, we can conclude that
the storage complexity of server is O(esize) where esize
is the size of encrypted data.

7 Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we first introduce a smart secured multimedia
service to provide visual content analysis with smart edge
cameras while preserving the privacy of data owners. We
also define a new problem for range queries with search-
able symmetric encryption to prevent sensitive information
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leakage to service provider. Finally, we propose a secured
scheme for the new problem.

It is impractical that our scheme only supports single
keyword search although there has been many previous
works toward multi keywords search [28]. To make our
scheme works for multi keywords search, we can combine
multiple keywords that is near each other into one single
word. For example, we can combine k consecutive words
into one and mark it as existed in the encrypted index. For
further versatile, we can even permute these k words into
k!. With this approach, we have multi keywords search
property.

In order to achieve perfect secrecy in search pattern, we
can simply not searching for keyword w of the same range
[L;R] that has been issued before. Because the client has
already searched for word w within range [L;R], we can
store the result in our memory. Later when we want to
query the keyword w within other range [L2;R2], we first
eliminate all the shared intersection on word w that has
been searched before, let the interval after elimination be
S. Then, we only query on S and merge the returned re-
sults with the solutions in our memory. With this approach,
we can achieve perfect secrecy of the search pattern be-
cause we never search for keyword w that intersects with
the previous search interval. However, the downside of this
is the client must have some mechanism to store previously
search queries, which makes it impractical.

Currently, we are improving our system to optimize its
performance, scalability, and reliability. We also analyse
other data structures to enhance the solution for SSE and
consider potential leakage via side-channel information.
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In the garment industry, assembly line balancing is one of the most significant tasks. To make a product, a
manufacturing technique called assembly line is utilized, where components are assembled and transferred
from workstation to workstation until the final assembly is finished. Assembly line should always be as
balanced as possible in order to maximize efficiency. Different types of assembly line balancing problems
were introduced along with many proposed solutions. In this paper, we focus on an assembly line bal-
ancing problem where the upper bound of the number of workers is given, tasks and workers have to be
grouped into workstations so that the cycle time is minimized, the total number of workers is minimized
and balance efficiency is maximized. With unfixed number of workstations and many other constraints,
our problem is claimed to be novel. We propose three different approaches: exhaustive search, simulated
annealing and simulated annealing with greedy. Computational results affirmed that our simulated anneal-
ing algorithm performed extremely good in terms of both accuracy and running time. From these positive
outcomes, our algorithms clearly show their applicability potential in practice.

Povzetek: Problem uravnoteženja proizvodne poti je predstavljen odprto, brez omejitev npr. števila
delavcev, zato je izviren. Avtorji testirajo več algoritmov in predlagajo najboljšega.

1 Introduction

The assembly line consists of a set of workstations ar-
ranged along a material transport system. Parts of the
clothes are assembled on workstations, which are trans-
ported from workstation to workstation in one direction
until the final product is completed. Workers perform a
number of tasks in each workstation to create the product.
The assembly line rhythm, which is called the cycle time, is
the average time for each workstation to complete its tasks
before transferring the product’s subassembly to the next
workstation. After that, the workstations receive new sub-
assembles and repeat the assigned work.

In the fashion industry, patterns of clothing are ever-
changing, each product has a set of tasks to assemble the
details of clothes together. Each task has unique time to
be performed on a specific type of machine or done man-
ually. Among tasks there are precedence relationships,
where some tasks must be performed before some other
tasks to create a certain clothing product. Different prod-
ucts will have different numbers of tasks and the prece-
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dence relationships among tasks will be different. The or-
der of execution between tasks is a directed graph with no
cycles.

The assembly line balancing problem (ALBP) is to as-
sign tasks to workstations so that one or more objectives
are optimized while ensuring that the precedence relation-
ship among tasks are satisfied. Bryton [3] was the first to
propose the ALBP in 1954, while Salveson [24] first pub-
lished it in a mathematical form in 1955.

There are many ways to classify an ALBP. It is classi-
fied into simple and generalized problems [2, 26, 19]. The
simple assembly line balancing problem (SALBP) is for
straight single, dedicated lines, the duration of the task is
determined and the only goal is to optimize line efficiency.
SALBP according to the research objectives has been clas-
sified by Scholl and Becker [26] into 4 categories: SALBP-
1, SALBP-2, SALBP-E, SALBP-F. SALBP-1 objective is
minimizing the number of workstations given the cycle
time [27]. SALBP-2 goal is to minimize the cycle time
given the number of workstations [21]. SALBP-E relates
to maximizing line efficiency while simultaneously consid-
ering the relationship between the number of workstations
and the cycle time [11]. SALBP-F is a feasibility study to
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determine if there is a balanced assembly line when fixing
both the number of workstations and the cycle time. How-
ever researchers usually want to challenge with more real-
istic problems than SALBP. These problems consider rele-
vant factors including equipment selection, parallel work-
stations, mixed-model production, processing alternatives,
etc. All of them form a very large class of problems called
generalized ALBP (GALBP) [1].

The ALBP is usually based on a number of assumptions
such as: only one type of product is produced on the line,
the processing time of each task is determined and given,
the processing sequence of tasks is subject to priority con-
straints (precedence relations), each task is only assigned
to one worker, the maximum processing time of a task is
less than the cycle time, etc. [12, 1]. When we assume
that the maximum processing time of a task is less than
the cycle time, the production speed of the assembly line is
limited by that maximum processing time. This problem is
solved by creating parallel workstations, which consist of
two or more copies of the workstation performing the same
group of tasks. The purpose of creating parallel worksta-
tions is to speed up production and balance time between
workstations. However the number of tasks performed by
each worker increases then and they require higher skills
from workers. In order to control this process, several stud-
ies have set conditions when forming parallel workstations.
Sarker and Shanthikumari [25] limited the number of par-
allel workstations. Buxey [4] limits the number of tasks
per worker. McMullen et al. [22] allowed to form parallel
workstations so that the processing time of workstations is
closest to the cycle time. Vilarinho and Simaria [29] al-
lowed the creation of parallel workstations when the max-
imum processing time of the tasks did not exceed twice of
the cycle time and there is no more than two parallel work-
stations.

Since an ALBP usually falls into the NP-hard class of
combinatorial optimization problems [13], heuristic algo-
rithms are constantly being developed to estimate optimal
solutions. Methods such as Hoffmann [15], Helgeson-
Birnie [14], Kilbridge-Wester [17] have been applied to
ALBP and have certain results, but the solution may fall
into the local optimization area. To explore the optimal so-
lution area, meta-heuristic methods were applied. Chiang
[7], Lapierre et al. [20] applied the Tabu search method to
solve type 1 of SALBP. Ponnambalam et al. [23] applied
the multi-target genetic algorithm (GA) to consider differ-
ent criteria such as number of workstations, line efficiency,
the maximum difference between the processing time of
workstations and CPU.

ALBP studies in the garment industry have been devel-
oped with the goals and constraints of various actual pro-
duction models. Kayar and Akyalçin [16] have applied a
number of heuristic methods to balance the line given the
cycle time. Chen et al. [6] used GA to solve the ALBP
with the goal of minimizing the number of workstations
given the cycle time, while taking into consideration the
influence of the skill level of each worker. Eryürük uti-

lized heuristic methods to balance the assembly line in the
garment industry in articles [9, 10] and compared the line
efficiency of the methods applied when the cycle time was
constant.

In this paper, we solve a GALBP in economic production
conditions of Dong Van Garment Factory of Hanoi Textile
and Garment Corporation, Vietnam. This problem is close
to the SALBP of type 2, since its main objective is to min-
imize the cycle time. In our problem, the upper bound of
number of workers (operators) is fixed. The factory mainly
produces knitting products, each worker is trained to be
able to carry out up to 3 different tasks, which requires not
too many skills for workers in the garment industry. We
have built a model of ALBP where given the upper bound
of number of workers, the minimum cycle time has to be
determined while ensuring numerous conditions. Having
the minimum cycle time, we also need to determine the
minimum number of workers and the maximum balance
efficiency achievable. We deal with this GALBP by ap-
plying the result of our existing paper [8] which solved
another GALBP where the minimum number of workers
needs to be determined given the cycle time. Our GALBP
has many similarities with the ALBP mentioned in [21],
where the minimum cycle time has to be determined given
the number of workers and parallel workstations. However,
our problem has many different points compared to the one
in [21]. While they fixed the number of workers on the
assembly line, we allow it to be not greater than a certain
number. Moreover, we allow each workstation to complete
its tasks in a longer period of time than the cycle time, but
not longer than the upper limit of the cycle time which will
be mentioned later. Specifically, our research contributions
are consistent with actual production in the following char-
acteristics:

– The number of workers is not fixed, but the upper bound
is given. This constraint is a very new factor, which is
much more flexible in real conditions when the factory
has a fixed budget for hiring labors or when they do not
need to use all of their workers.

– Each workstation is allowed to have up to three workers
and perform up to three tasks.

– There are up to two devices under specific constraints in
each workstation.

– The processing time R (or cycle time) of each worksta-
tion should deviate by approximately±∆R from the cy-
cle time. Depending on the level of organization of the
line, one of the following values is assigned to ∆: 5%,
10% or 15%. This is a very different case compared to
other studies. The value R + ∆R is called the upper
limit of the cycle time, the cycle time of each worksta-
tion must not be greater than this value. The interval
[R − ∆R,R + ∆R] is called the balanced cycle time
interval, and workstations having cycle time within the
balanced cycle time interval are called balanced work-
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stations. These balanced workstations are the key factor
to increase balance efficiency.

Tasks are combined into groups and assigned to work-
stations with the primary objective of minimizing the cycle
time, which means maximizing production speed. The sec-
ondary goal is to minimize the total number of workers on
the assembly line in order to reduce labor costs and save
labor for other jobs in the factory. The tertiary goal is to
maximize the proportion of balanced workstations out of
all workstations created, thus maximize balance efficiency.
In our solutions, binary search is used and proven to be cor-
rect to find the optimal cycle time, total number of work-
ers and balance efficiency. Within each iteration of the bi-
nary search process, a meta-heuristic method is applied for
approximate calculations. We propose three different ap-
proaches: exhaustive search, simulated annealing (SA) and
simulated annealing with greedy. The proposed algorithms
have been evaluated on the actual data set of Dong Van
Garment Factory, Hanoi Textile and Garment Joint Stock
Corporation, Vietnam. Computational results affirmed that
our SA algorithm performed extremely good in terms of
both correctness and time. From positive outcomes of this
paper, our algorithms clearly show their applicability po-
tential in practice.

2 Problem formulation

2.1 Notations

Throughout the paper, the following notations listed in Ta-
ble 1 are used.

Table 1: Notation list

Tasks Set of all tasks
M Number of tasks in Tasks

N̂ Upper bound of number of workers
N Total number of workers
ti Processing time of task i
R Cycle time
R′ Upper limit of the cycle time
∆ Deviation coefficient of cycle time
Si Set of all tasks in workstation i

Ti
Total processing time of all tasks in work-
station i

ni Number of workers in workstation i
Ri Cycle time of workstation i
k Total number of workstations
k′ Number of balanced workstations
H Balance efficiency

2.2 Problem statement
Our GALBP has the primary goal of minimizing the cycle
time given the upper bound of number of workers. The
secondary goal is minimizing the total number of workers
on the assembly line. Then the last goal is determining
the maximum balance efficiency. Since its main goal is
minimizing the cycle time which is also the objective of
SALBP type 2, we denote our problem as GALBP-2. Some
particular characteristics of it are described below.

– There is a set Tasks of M tasks. The ith task consumes
ti processing time performed by a machine or by manual
work. These M tasks need to be assigned to worksta-
tions. Each task will be done in only one workstation.

– There are 3 types of tasks: Type 1 includes tasks using
common machines, Type 2 includes tasks using special
machines which requires a large investment while having
short processing time and Type 3 is manual work.

– On the assembly line of a factory, each workstation can
have up to three tasks. In a workstation, if two or three
tasks use the same kind of machine, it is counted as one
machine only. Machines/manual works assigned into a
workstation must match with one of the three cases be-
low:

+ All are manual works.
+ There is exactly one machine and other machines/-

manual works, if there are any, are all manual works.
+ There are exactly two special machines (from Type 2

tasks).

– The precedence relations are represented as a directed
acyclic graph. This precedence graph is used to deter-
mine the execution order of tasks during the assembly
process. Some tasks must be done before other tasks.
If there is an edge from task u to task v, it means that
task u must be done before task v. As a consequence, a
task u must be done before task v if there is a path from
u to v on the precedence graph. Furthermore, between
two different workstations X and Y , if there is a task
u ∈ X and a task v ∈ Y such that umust be done before
v, then there must not exist a task u′ ∈ X and a task
v′ ∈ Y such that v′ must be done before u′, otherwise
the product cannot be made.

– Workstations run in parallel.

– In each workstations, all workers do the same task at the
same time before moving to another task. Therefore, the
processing time (or cycle time) of each workstation i to
finish all of its tasks, denoted by Ri, is equal to sum of
processing time of all of its tasks (Ti) divide by the num-
ber of workers in it (ni). After all tasks in a workstation
are done, the process is operated again with the same set
of tasks.

– The total number of workers in all workstations, denoted
by N , must not exceed N̂ .
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– The cycle time (or rhythm), denoted by R, is the time
limit for each workstation to complete the assigned tasks
before transferring the product to another workstation.
The sum of all tasks’ processing time in a workstation
must not exceed 3(R+ ∆R). The cycle time Ri of each
workstation i must not be greater than R + ∆R, where
∆ is given and takes one of the following values: 5%,
10% or 15%.

– If Ri lies within the balanced cycle time interval [R −
∆R,R + ∆R], then workstation i is called a balanced
workstation.

– Balance efficiency, denoted by H, is the percentage of
the number of workstations having their cycle time lies
within [R−∆R,R+ ∆R].

2.3 Optimization formulation
In addition with the problem statement, here are some
induced constraints and formulas which completes the
definition of our problem:

GALBP-2 objectives:

Primary: minimize R

Secondary: minimize N

Tertiary: maximize H

Input: Tasks, N̂ ,∆ (∆ ∈ {5%, 10%, 15%})

Definitions:

M = |Tasks| =
k∑
i=1

|Si| (1)

N =

k∑
i=1

ni (2)

H =
k′

k
.100(%) (3)

R′ = R+ ∆R (4)

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k : Ti =
∑
j∈Si

tj (5)

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k : ni =


1, Ti ≤ R′ (6a)

2, R′ < Ti ≤ 2R′ (6b)

3, 2R′ < Ti ≤ 3R′ (6c)

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k : Ri =
Ti
ni

(7)

Constraints:

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k : |Si| ≤ 3 (8)

∀i, j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k : Si ∩ Sj = ∅ (9)

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k : Ti ≤ 3R′ (10)

N ≤ N̂ (11)

Constraint (8) ensures a workstation always has no more
than 3 tasks. Constraint (9) along with definition (1) guar-
antees that a task can only be assigned to exactly one work-
station. Constraint (10) shows that the total processing time
of all tasks in a workstation is always less than or equal to
3 times the upper limit of the cycle time. Constraint (11)
shows that the total number of workers cannot be greater
than the upper bound of the number of workers which is
given as input.

2.4 Examples
As an example, in Table 2 we show technological indexes
of a Polo-Shirt product at Dong Van Garment Factory,
Hanoi Textile & Garment Joint Stock Corporation, Viet-
nam (Figure 1). The process of manufacturing such a Polo-
Shirt includes 25 tasks. In the table, ti(s) denotes the pro-
cessing time of Task i.

The precedence graph of the Polo-Shirt product in Table
2 is shown in Figure 2, along with a sample assignment of
tasks into workstations. This sample assignment ensures
that the constraints about machines in a workstation and
precedence relations are satisfied.

Figure 1: Model of Polo-Shirt.

Table 2: Product technological indexes of Polo-Shirt

No Task Machine Type ti(s)

1
Check, mark
placket

Check-table 1 32.0

2
Sew placket to
front

Lockstitch
machine

1 30.0

3 Topstitch placket
Lockstitch
machine

1 118.5

4
Trim top of
placket

Hand-made 3 12.0

5
Sew collar with
collar band

Lockstitch
machine

1 59.1
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6
Trim bottom edge of
collar band

Hand-made 3 12.0

7
Trim bottom edge of
collar band

Hand-made 3 10.0

8 Sew shoulder
Overlock ma-
chine

1 23.2

9 Topstitch shoulder
1 needle -
chainstitch
machine

1 11.5

10
Sew collar band with 2
point top of placket

Lockstitch
machine

1 27.3

11 Sew collar
Overlock ma-
chine

1 32.4

12 Topstitch collar band
Lockstitch
machine

1 87.9

13
Attach sleeve set to
armhole

Overlock ma-
chine

1 43.9

14 Topstitch armhole
1 needle -
chainstitch
machine

1 24.8

15 Side seam
Overlock ma-
chine

1 61.4

16 Hem bottom opening
2 needles -
chainstitch
machine

1 30.8

17 Hem sleeve opening
2 needles -
chainstitch
machine

1 41.6

18 Sew bottom of placket
Lockstitch
machine

1 15.4

19
Sew bottom opening,
sleeve opening

Lockstitch
machine

1 23.0

20
Button hole on collar
band

Button holing
machine

2 9.5

21 Button hole on placket
Button holing
machine

2 19.0

22 Button
Button ma-
chine

2 38.0

23 Bartack placket
Bartack
machine

1 9.5

24
Bartack hem sleeve
opening

Bartack
machine

1 19.0

25 Trim thread Hand-made 3 36.0

Figure 2: Precedence graph and a sample assignment of tasks into
workstations.

3 Solution overview

3.1 Solution outline
To solve the GALBP-2 problem, we simply use binary
search method to find the minimum cycle time. Because if
there is a solution which consumes no more than N̂ work-
ers when R = x then the minimum value of R is certainly
not greater than x, and if such a solution does not exist it
means thatRmust be greater than x (the correctness of this
argument will be proven in section 3.2). To check for the
existence of such a solution, we will have to solve a sub-
problem which is also a GALBP: Given the set of all tasks,
the values R and ∆, find a way to assign tasks into work-
stations in order to minimize the total number of workers.

The following GALBP2 procedure is the framework for
our solution. Given the set Tasks of tasks, the upper bound
of number of workers N̂ and the deviation coefficient of
cycle time ∆, GALBP2 will produce an estimated optimal
solution wstSet which is a set of workstations, along with
its corresponding values R, N , and H . The return value of
GALBP2 has the form (R,N,H,wstSet). In this proce-
dure, we assume that ε is a very small real positive number,
α is the maximum processing time of a task in Tasks and
β is the sum of processing time of three tasks which have
largest processing time in Tasks (if M ≤ 3 then β is the
sum of processing time of all tasks in Tasks).

The procedure GALBP1 inside GALBP2 solves the
sub-problem which is also a GALBP. It takes three pa-
rameters: Tasks, R and ∆. It generates a solution
wstSet, which is set of workstations that first minimizes
the total number of workers N and then maximizes the
balance efficiency H . The return value of GALBP1 is
(N,H,wstSet). This sub-problem is denoted as GALBP-
1 because its primary objective is minimizing the total
number of workers, close to the SALBP-1 which has the
goal of minimizing the number of workstations where each
workstation consists of only one worker. Since GALBP-
1 is an NP-hard problem, GALBP1 can only be approxi-
mately calculated. Therefore, several meta-heuristic meth-
ods are deployed in section 4 to increase the accuracy of
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Procedure 1 Solve GALBP-2
Require: Tasks: set of all tasks,

N̂ : upper bound of total no. of workers,
∆: deviation coefficient of the cycle time.

1: procedure GALBP2(Tasks, N̂ , ∆)
2: lowR← α

3(1+∆)
. min valid R

3: upR← β
1−∆

. max effective R
4: while upR− lowR > ε do
5: R← upR+lowR

2

6: (N,H,wstSet)← GALBP1(Tasks,R,∆)
7: if N > N̂ then
8: lowR← R
9: else

10: upR← R

11: (N,H,wstSet)← GALBP1(Tasks, upR,∆)
12: if N > N̂ then . no solution
13: return (∞,∞, 0%, NULL)
14: else
15: return (upR,N,H,wstSet)

this procedure.

3.2 Binary search correctness
Recall that in section 3.1, we have stated that if there is
a solution which consumes no more than N̂ workers when
R = x then the minimum value ofR is certainly not greater
than x, and if such a solution does not exist it means that R
must be greater than x. The correctness of this argument is
proven in Lemma 3.1 below.

Lemma 3.1. Let Tasks be any set of tasks and ∆ ∈
{5%, 10%, 15%}. Let R1, R2 such that α

3(1+∆) ≤
R1 < R2, where α is the maximum processing
time of a task in Tasks. Assume that procedure
GALBP1 can always produce an accurate result, if we
set (N1, H1, wstSet1) = GALBP1(Tasks,R1,∆) and
(N2, H2, wstSet2) = GALBP1(Tasks,R2,∆), then
N1 ≥ N2.

Proof. First we need to show that for all R ≥ α
3(1+∆) , a

valid solution for GALBP1 always exists. Indeed, a so-
lution where each workstation contains exactly one task
would fit all the constraints mentioned in the problem state-
ment.

Then, we consider an interesting observation here:
wstSet1 is also a solution when R = R2 since all men-
tioned constraints are still satisfied. Moreover, if R = R2,
solution wstSet1 will consumes not as many workers as
itself when R = R1, because of the way we calculate
the number of workers in each workstations. Assume that
when R = R2, wstSet1 consumes N workers, then we
have N2 ≤ N ≤ N1 which is what we want to prove.

Actually, when R < α
3(1+∆) , there will be no solu-

tion. Because there exists at least one workstation i which
has Ti > 3(R + ∆R), contradict with problem statement.

Therefore setting lowR = α
3(1+∆) at the beginning of pro-

cedure GALBP2 is indeed appropriate. Moreover when
R > β

1−∆ , the minimum number of workers stops to de-
crease further, so initializing upR = β

1−∆ is suitable too.

4 Methods to estimate the procedure
GALBP1

With the application of GALBP2 procedure, our original
GALBP-2 is turned into solving another GALBP-1 in pro-
cedure GALBP1. GALBP-1 is very similar to the origi-
nal problem GALBP-2, with all the constraints remain the
same except that the number of workers is not bound any-
more.

Since the GALBP-1 in procedure GALBP1 is an NP-
hard problem, it cannot be fully solved in polynomial time.
Therefore, we tried to apply exhaustive search (brute-force
search) along with different meta-heuristic methods such
as simulated annealing (SA for short) and SA with greedy
to produce answers as close as possible to the optimal ones.
For a similar version of this GALBP-1 where H must not
be less than 80%, we have already proposed an efficient SA
algorithm [8] which performs excellently in terms of accu-
racy and speed. Therefore, with some reasonable modifi-
cations, we could expect our same methods to work well in
this GALBP-1.

Throughout section 4, we introduce about our ap-
proaches in detail to cope with this GALBP-1. The follow-
ing section 5 will contain a full evaluation of all methods
when being applied to solve our original GALBP-2 based
on experimental results on real data of the garment indus-
try.

4.1 Exhaustive search

The exhaustive search finds the optimal result by consider-
ing all possible solutions. We design a simple exhaustive
search algorithm for this GALBP-1 in the procedure 2.

In this procedure, wst is the current built workstation
which consists of tasks, curSol is the current solution
which is a set of workstations and bestSol is the current
best solution. By initializing bestSol as a random valid
solution and calling exhaustive(1, 1, ∅, ∅), we will have
bestSol as our optimal solution when exhaustive termi-
nates.

For our Polo-Shirt example, when the number of tasks is
not too large, the exhaustive search can still return an op-
timal solution after a reasonable time. Nonetheless, when
input is big enough, it takes hours to run until termination,
which is infeasible in industrial environment. Therefore,
better approaches should be applied to deal with this prob-
lem.
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Procedure 2 Exhaustive search for GALBP-1
Require: i: 1st task in current workstation,

j: last added task in current workstation,
wst: current workstation,
curSol: current solution.

1: procedure exhaustive(i, j, wst, curSol)
2: if i > M then
3: if curSol is better than bestSol then
4: bestSol← curSol
5: else if wst = ∅ then
6: if taski is marked then
7: exhaustive(i+ 1, i+ 1, ∅, curSol)
8: else
9: Push taski into wst

10: exhaustive(i, i, wst, curSol)
11: Pop taski out of wst
12: else
13: if wst is valid then
14: Mark all tasks in wst
15: Push wst into curSol
16: exhaustive(i+ 1, i+ 1, ∅, curSol)
17: Pop wst out of curSol
18: Unmark all tasks in wst
19: if |wst| < 3 then
20: for k ← j + 1 to M do
21: if taskk is not marked then
22: Push taskk into wst
23: exhaustive(i, k, wst, curSol)
24: Pop taskk out of wst

4.2 Simulated annealing

SA algorithm has been widely applied due to its feasibil-
ity in NP-hard problem classes through a randomized con-
trolled process with reasonable calculation time. There-
fore, the SA algorithm is a good tool for ALBP with a lot
of constraints.

4.2.1 Motivation and idea

Simulated annealing (SA for short) was first applied to op-
timization problems by S. Kirkpatrick et al. [18] and V.
Cerny [5]. In the book "Metaheuristics: From design to
implementation" of El-Ghazali Talbi [28], the author de-
scribed almost every aspect of SA in detail. It is a meta-
heuristic to approximate optimal solution in a large search
space for an optimization problem. The idea of SA algo-
rithm is derived from physical metallurgy. The metal is
heated to high temperatures and cooled slowly so that it
crystallizes in a low energy configuration.

SA is chosen to solve this ABLP because of its simplicity
and efficiency. It allows for a more extensive search for the
global optimal solution, and can even find a global optimal
solution if it runs for enough amount of time.

We represent our SA approach in Procedure 3. This Pro-

cedure is a close edition of the general SA algorithm from
Talbi’s book [28].

Procedure 3 Simulated Annealing

Require: s0: initial solution,
Tmax: starting temperature,
L: neighbor generation loop time limit,
Tdec: temperature drops after each step,
P : probability to accept worse solution.

1: procedure SA(s0, Tmax, L, Tdec, P )
2: s← s0

3: T ← Tmax
4: while T > 0 do
5: for i← 1 to L do
6: Generate a random neighbor s′

7: if s′ is better than s then
8: s← s′

9: else
10: Assign s← s′, probability P (T )

11: T ← T − Tdec
12: return Best solution found

There are five parameters that we need to decide for SA:
s0 as the initial solution; starting temperature Tmax, L and
Tdec for cooling schedule; and P as the acceptance prob-
ability of moving to a worse solution. Also we need to
design a procedure to generate a random neighbor s′ from
a current solution s. All these factors will affect the quality
of our algorithm.

4.2.2 Initial solution

In theory, the initial solution s0 can be any valid solution
and it does not affect the quality of SA. However, when the
solution searching space is too large, a good initial solution
can be a suitable approximation for the global optimum in
a short amount of time. In section 4.2 we set a random
solution as the initial solution for SA, and in section 4.3 we
will assign a solution obtained from a greedy method to s0.
Result comparison between these two approaches shows a
remarkable efficiency difference.

4.2.3 Neighbor generation

A neighbor of a solution s is generated simply by moving
a task from a workstation to another workstation (includ-
ing creating a new workstation consist of only that task) or
swapping two tasks in two different workstations. There
are at most M2 valid neighbors of a solution.

Among all valid neighbors of s, we just consider its χ
best neighbors and randomly choose one of them. The rea-
son why we do not choose among all valid neighbors is
to save computation cost without worsening the algorithm
efficiency too much.
χ is set high at the beginning and decreases as the tem-

perature decreases, so that when temperature is high a wide
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range of neighbor is considered and at the end only better
solutions are chosen.

4.2.4 Move acceptance

Usually, the probability P that a worse solution is accepted
depends on the current temperature T , the current solution
s and the new solution s′. One of the most basic forms of
P [28] can be written as:

P (T, s, s′) = e−
f(s′)−f(s)

T = e−
∆E
T

In which ∆E = f(s′) − f(s) is the different of quality
between the new and current solution. However in our SA
algorithm, P depends only on T by a simple formula:

P (T ) = T
Tmax

∆E is not used in our case since the quality of s and
its chosen neighbor s′ are not too different, they are even
very close. Because s′ is generated from s by just moving
a task from a workstation to another or swapping two tasks
in two workstations, and also s′ is chosen among χ best
neighbors of s. Therefore, ∆E tends to be very small and
negligible. Also, it is very hard to find an ideal formula for
calculating the quality of a solution. Any tuned formula for
a solution’s quality is just overfit to some set of tests and
performs badly in other tests.

Computational results show that P (T ) works well com-
pared to any tuned version of P (T, s, s′) that we design.
Moreover, in our case P (T ) formula is much simpler and
more reasonable.

4.2.5 Cooling schedule

In theory, the higher Tmax and L are the higher chance for
optimal solution to be discoverable. Similarly, the lower
Tdec is, the better our final solution will be. However, to
save computation energy, these three parameters should be
carefully tuned.

4.2.6 Multiple execution

Since the solution search space for this GALBP-1 is very
large, it is not guaranteed that when SA is applied on a
unique input, a unique output will be produced. There-
fore, given an input, SA algorithm will be repeated multi-
ple times to provide multiple answers, then the best answer
among them will be the solution for GALBP1 procedure.
By experimenting on actual data, we realize that 10 times
of repetition is enough to stabilize our SA algorithm with-
out taking too much of time.

4.3 Simulated annealing with greedy
A good initial solution provided by a greedy approach can
always be a suitable approximation for the optimal result
in a short amount of time. Also, when the solution search
space is too large, it could help SA to find better final solu-
tion by focusing the process on a critical region only. With
our GALBP-1, our initial solution s0 for SA is constructed
by a 5-step algorithm described below:

* Step 1: Choose a task u such that there is not any
remaining task v 6= u where v must be done before u is
processed.

* Step 2: Create a workstation X which contains u and
some of the remaining tasks so that X is valid and the
following WsX value is maximize (Ws here stands for
"worker saved"):

WsX = n′X − nX
Where n′X is the total number of workers needed to com-
plete all the tasks in workstation X if we divide these tasks
into separated one-task-only workstations. If there are
many workstations X with the same value WsX , choose
any workstation which is balanced.

* Step 3: Add X to s0.
* Step 4: Remove all tasks belong to X .
* Step 5: If there is some task remaining, go back to

Step 1.
At step 2 of this algorithm, a greedy strategy is utilized:

the best workstation which contains task u is added to the
solution. Such a strategy efficiently exploits a signature
property of an assembly line: Its precedence graph is al-
most identical to a tree with only a few number of branches.
Therefore, a workstation tends to consist of connected tasks
on the precedence graph, and removing them does not af-
fect our future decisions so much. Indeed, experimental
results which will be discussed in section 5 show that the
SA with greedy solution’s efficiency is usually better than
that of exhaustive search and traditional SA, in terms of
both accuracy and running time.

5 Computational results

If the exhaustive search procedure were allowed to run
fully, it would take several hours or even days until termi-
nation which is infeasible in industrial environment. There-
fore, for each test, we forced it to terminate when it is called
more than 6× 106 times recursively, and its best produced
result is collected. Besides that, for all versions of SA, we
set Tmax = 100, L = 20 and Tdec = 5 to guarantee so-
lution quality without consuming too much time. All al-
gorithms are implemented in C++, and run on a computer
which has 2.60GHz i7-8850H CPU (12 CPUs), NVIDIA
Quadro P1000, 16GB RAM and 512GB SSD.

Our algorithms were tested on real data set related to the
production of Polo-Shirt products at Dong Van Garment
Factory, Hanoi Textile & Garment Joint Stock Corporation,
Vietnam. There are 12 cases, where 6 tests are created from
each of these cases by modifying ∆ and N̂ . The values of
∆ and N̂ for each test are the combinations of three values
of ∆ (5%, 10% and 15%) and two different values of N̂
where N̂high the greater is about twice as N̂low the smaller
and N̂low ≤ 1.5M . N̂high and N̂low are different among
cases. Hence there are 72 tests in total. The number of
tasks M spreads evenly among tests, from 15 to 60. The
performance of each algorithm on all tests in terms of the
cycle time R, number of workers N , balance efficiency H
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Table 3: Results for tests having ∆ = 5% and N̂ = N̂low

M N̂ R-Ex R-SA R-SA-
gr

N-
Ex

N-
SA

N-
SA-
gr

H-Ex
(%)

H-SA
(%)

H-SA-
gr(%)

T-Ex
(s)

T-SA
(s)

T-SA-
gr(s)

15 18 31.429 31.429 31.429 18 18 18 54.545 54.545 54.545 0.055 10 10

20 18 30.952 31.157 30.953 18 18 18 55.556 55.556 50 37 28 28

25 24 41.857 41.857 41.857 24 24 24 29.412 29.412 29.412 11 57 55

30 28 41.81 41.81 41.81 28 28 28 23.81 23.81 19.048 110 89 90

32 26 84.762 72.621 69.02 26 26 26 23.81 38.889 29.412 843 125 128

33 36 93.016 92.245 91.429 36 36 36 33.333 25 37.5 952 125 127

35 32 42.857 37.871 37.66 32 32 32 28 52.381 44.444 911 155 162

47 33 No 35.05 32.273 No 32 33 No 34.783 54.545 1240 439 432

48 40 87.619 61.903 60.272 40 40 40 14.286 32 40.741 1368 343 347

50 40 47.143 34.822 33.225 40 40 40 11.111 33.333 46.154 1353 439 447

52 52 66.952 53.401 48.857 49 51 51 18.421 32 52 1552 531 531

60 40 No 71.011 59.831 No 38 40 No 32.143 58.333 1625 895 897

and running time in seconds is documented to make dia-
grams on Figure 3.

The top six diagrams on Figure 3 show the cycle time R
obtained from exhaustive search, SA and SA with greedy
algorithms, divide by a number R0 which is calculated as:

R0 =

M∑
i=1

ti

N̂
(12)

R0 is used as an approximation for the lower bound of
R, since if ∆ = 0% then R0 is exactly the lower bound
of R and actually ∆ is quite small (∆ ≤ 15%) which
means the real lower bound of R is not so different from
R0. Therefore R0 is used to normalize R. Among the top
six diagrams, the upper three of them consist of tests hav-
ing N̂ = N̂low and the lower three consist of tests having
N̂ = N̂high. Each column contains a pair of diagrams
sharing a particular ∆ value (5%, 10% or 15%). The same
order applies to diagrams of the balance efficiency H and
running time.

For example, Table 3 shows results of 12 tests having
∆ = 5% and N̂ = N̂low. Here "Ex" is exhaustive search,
"SA" is simulated annealing and "SA-gr" is simulated an-
nealing with greedy. These results are used to built the top-
left diagram in each set of six diagrams in Figure 3.

Since R0 is an approximation for the lower bound of R,
a value of R is a good answer if it is not so far from R0.
When N̂ = N̂low, based on Figure 3, we can see that both
SA and SA with greedy results are as good as results of

exhaustive search in small tests but much better than ex-
haustive search in medium and large tests. Even in some
cases, due to early termination, exhaustive search does not
provide any valid solution, as opposed to SA algorithms,
which still produces quality answers for all tests. In case
of N̂ = N̂high, the results of R may not be close to R0

since N̂high ≈ 2N̂low can be a bit too high which made
R0 too much lower than the real lower bound of R. Nev-
ertheless, SA algorithms still show that they are always not
worse than exhaustive search. In addition, SA with greedy
is usually slightly better than traditional SA in terms of R,
which reveals the effectiveness of greedy initial solution.

For the balance efficiency H , SA algorithms can be
slightly worse than brute force when the number of tasks
M is small. However as M grows larger, SA algorithms
clearly become superior to the exhaustive one. Moreover,
H is usually higher than 40% and often fluctuates from
60% to 80% when SA is utilized which are quite satisfy-
ing outcomes. A point worth noting is that SA with greedy
is remarkably better than exhaustive search and traditional
SA in almost all test cases.

In case of running time, SA algorithms completely out-
perform exhaustive search as expected since they are poly-
nomial time algorithms while exhaustive search theoreti-
cally runs in exponential time. Also, results are produced
from SA in less than 20 minutes even for the largest test
cases. With its fast processing speed, SA is perfectly suit-
able for real industrial environment.

With all the evaluation above, we can conclude that SA is
an efficient meta-heuristic for our GALBP-2. In addition,
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Figure 3: Diagrams of cycle time (R), balance efficiency (H) and running time of exhaustive search, SA and SA with greedy
on 72 tests from Dong Van Garment Factory, Hanoi Textile & Garment Joint Stock Corporation, Vietnam.

the SA with greedy version is clearly the most excellent,
compared to both exhaustive search and traditional SA.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we represented a Simulated Annealing algo-
rithm to solve a generalized assembly line balancing prob-
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lem in the garment industry. Our GALBP-2 has the primary
goal of minimizing the cycle time given the upper bound of
number of workers. The secondary goal is minimizing the
total number of workers on the assembly line. Then the last
goal is determining the maximum balance efficiency. We
efficiently utilized binary search to turn the original prob-
lem into a simpler problem GALBP-1, where the primary
objective is minimizing the total number of workers and
the secondary goal is maximizing the balance efficiency,
given the cycle time. Then we introduced three methods to
solve this GALBP-1: exhaustive search, SA and SA with
greedy. All of them have their particular advantages in
terms of accuracy and running time, depend on different
test sizes. These algorithms are good supporting tools for
garment factory managers to make plans before decisions.
In other real assembly line balancing cases, our mentioned
methods should also be considered as promising directions.
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Large networks not only have a large number of vertices but also have a large number of edges. Although
such networks are generally sparse they are usually difficult to visualise, even locally. This paper considers
the case where large weights on edges represent similarity between the corresponding end-vertices. We
follow two main ideas in this paper. The first one is network pruning, that is removal of edges that makes
the resulting network more manageable while keeping the main characteristic of the original network. The
other idea is to partition the network vertex set in such a way that the induced connected components repre-
sent groups of network elements that fit together. Furthermore, we assume that the vertices of the network
are labeled by types. Here we apply our approach to co-authorship network of researchers in Slovenia in
order to identify research groups, finding group leaders and the degree of interdisciplinarity of the group.
For the network pruning phase we use a MST-pathfinder network and for vertex partition appropriate line-
cuts. Each cluster is assigned a distribution of types. In this case, the types correspond to scientific fields,
also known as research interests of authors. A measure of interdisciplinarity of research group is derived
from such a distribution.

Povzetek: Velika omrežja nimajo le mnogo vozlišč, ampak imajo tudi mnogo povezav. Čeprav so običa-
jno taka omrežja redka, so nepregledna in jih je težko prikazati na sliki, tudi lokalno. Ta prispevek obrav-
nava omrežja, pri katerih velike vrednosti uteži na povezavah pomenijo podobnost pripadajočih krajišč. V
prispevku sledimo dvema glavnima idejama. Prva je kleščenje omrežja, to je odstranitev manj pomembnih
povezav, zaradi česar je nastalo omrežje bolj obvladljivo, hkrati pa se ohrani glavna značilnost prvotnega
omrežja. Druga ideja je razdeliti vozlišča omrežja tako, da inducirane povezane komponente predstavljajo
skupine omrežnih elementov, ki se med seboj prilegajo. Poleg tega predpostavljamo, da so vozlišča omrežja
označena s tipi. V tem prispevku uporabljamo naš pristop k omrežju soavtorstev raziskovalcev v Sloveniji
z namenom identifikacije raziskovalnih skupin, iskanja voditeljev skupin in stopnje interdisciplinarnosti
skupine. Za fazo kleščenja omrežja uporabljamo usmerjevalno omrežje (MST-pathfinder network), za
vozliščno razbitje pa ustrezne reze povezav. Vsaki skupini je dodeljena porazdelitev tipov. Mero inter-
disciplinarnosti raziskovalne skupine izpeljemo iz takšne porazdelitve. V tem primeru tipi predstavljajo
znanstvena področja, oz. raziskovalne interese avtorjev.

1 Introduction

In contemporary research community scientists collabo-
rate within formal or informal research groups. Identify-
ing such groups from data available in various bibliometric
networks is an interesting challenge. In this note we pro-
pose a method that uses the co-authorship network on the
one hand and declared scientific field of authors that can be
extracted from some bibliographic databases, on the other.

We propose a theoretical model that uses a network, i.e.
graph with weights on edges and labels, called types, on
its vertices. We may view labels as scientific fields or sub-
fields. Our approach is quite general and can be applied to
any weighted network with types. In this paper we apply
it to co-authorship networks. Note that scientific fields are
sometimes caller research interests.

The method consists of two steps. In the first step the
original co-authorship network is pruned in order to reduce
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the number of edges and increase the number of compo-
nents, in our case producing research groups. In this step
line-cuts are determined. In the second step a collection
of induced monotype subnetworks is pruned by applying
MST-pathfinder algorithm to further reduce the number of
edges while keeping the same connectivity. Our original
contribution is combination of both methods and the use of
symmetric predicate in the first step; see Algorithm 3. Note
that the idea of using MST, pathfinder and MST-pathfinder
has been used extensively in the past in variety of contexts
of bibliographic and other research[6, 8, 11, 22, 23].

This rough general approach may be refined in several
different ways. We present in detail only one such refine-
ment and discuss some others in the conclusion. In general,
bibliographic networks are very large and allow for a vari-
ety of methods for data mining [15], however in this pilot
study we focus our attention on a relatively small data set.
The data is restricted to Slovenian researchers and is taken
from Slovenian bibliographic system SICRIS. Moreover,
only researchers that are co-authors of mathematicians are
considered.

2 Pruning of co-authorship network

2.1 Co-authorship network
For basics in graph theory, the reader is referred to [4], for
network theory, see for instance [3].

Let V be a list of authors from some bibliographic
database. We say that u, v ∈ V are adjacent: u ∼ v, if
u and v are co-authors of a common work from the corre-
sponding database. Sometimes we restrict our attention to
certain types of works or certain types of co-authorships.
Usually only scientific works are considered and the co-
authorship graph is computed from a two-mode network
WA composed of pairs (w, a), works and authors for each
co-author a of work w. Since binary relation ∼ is irreflex-
ive1 and symmetric it defines a simple graph G = (V,∼)
that we call the co-authorship graph. Let E = {uv ∈
V 2|u ∼ v} denote the set of unordered pairs of adjacent
vertices of G. Instead of G = (V,∼) we may use notation
G = (V,E) to denote the same graph. The graph may be
weighted where the weights w on the edges represent the
number of joint papers between the two authors. In this
way a network N = (V,E,w) is obtained. Let w(u, v) de-
note this weight. Sometimes, we may consider the weight
of co-authorship differently for different number n(w) of
co-authors of work w. Let W (u, v) denote the collection
of works co-authored by u and v. For any work w let n(w)
denote the number of authors of w. Then

w(u, v) = |W (u, v)|.
1Sometimes one may use also loops at each vertex. The weight associ-

ated with a loop may depend on the method that the co-authorship graph
is constructed. If it is obtained by multiplication of two-mode networks
[4] it represent the number of works for a given author. In the fractional
approach it may represent the total contribution of an author. Loops are
removed if we follow Newman’s approach.

In a fractional approach [2] the weight f(u, v) is defined
as:

f(u, v) =
∑

w∈W (u,v)

2

n(w)2
.

In case of Newman’s normalization the weight is:

f(u, v) =
∑

w∈W (u,v)

2

n(w) · (n(w)− 1)

A network N is a weighted graph N = (V,E,w), where
w : E → R is the weight function. In our case it is positive
and the value 0 means there is no edge between u and v.

A graph G = (V,∼) is transformed into the network
N = (V,E, a), where a(u, v) = 1 for all adjacent pairs of
vertices u ∼ v. The same bibliographic database can pro-
duce at least three types of networks for the weight func-
tions a,w, f, defined above:

1. (V,E, a), the binary case,

2. (V,E,w) the standard case, and

3. (V,E, f), the fractional case.

Algorithm 4 Prune the network N = (V,E,w),
n = |V |,m = |E|

1: Partition the edge set E into subsets Ei with equal
weights: Ei = {e ∈ E|w(e) = wi}.

2: Order the parts in descending order of weights w1 >
w2 > . . . > wk

3: for u ∈ V do
4: Su = {u}
5: F = ∅
6: for i = 1, 2, . . .,k do
7: Fi = ∅
8: for e = uv ∈ Ei do
9: Let Su, Sv be the corresponding sets.

10: if Su 6= Sv then
11: Append e to Fi.
12: for e = uv ∈ Fi do
13: if Su 6= Sv then
14: Su = Sv = Su ∪ Sv
15: Extend F by Fi
16: return subnetwork Pr(N) = (V, F,w).

There is another aspect that we have not considered in
this paper. Namely, the weight of an edge e = uv between
two authors u and v may depend also on the total num-
ber of papers authored by each of the two authors. In this
case we may modify the network to allow loops and define
w∗(u, v) = w(u, v) for u 6= v and let w∗(u) = w∗(u, u)
denote the total number of papers having u as an author.
Note that in general w∗ cannot be computed directly from
w since we have no information about the single-authored
papers. In this case the best way to compute w∗ is to mul-
tiply WAT by WA, where WA represents a two-mode net-
work work-author. The theory of two mode networks and
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their applications to bibliographic data can be found, for
instance in [3].

2.2 Pruning networks
In the analysis of large networks, dense networks present a
challenge. Usually one tends to partition the set of vertices
and investigate the induced networks on such parts. In [3]
one may find a variety of concepts that are useful in such
analysis, e.g. cuts, islands, etc. Nevertheless, such subnet-
works may be dense again and the role of particular vertices
is not clearly visible. For this reason we prune the original
networkN = (V,E,w) by appropriately selecting a subset
of important edges E′ ⊂ E. If w′ denotes the restriction
of w on E′, the pruned subnetwork N ′ = (V,E′, w′) is
obtained.

In case of co-authorship networks large weights indicate
close collaboration between authors. When considering re-
search groups one may assume strong collaboration within
each group. Hence, in such a case a natural approach to
pruning would be to remove all edges of lesser weights,
while keeping the same connected components. A pos-
sible solution is given by the well-known maximum cost
spanning tree. More precisely, in case of a disconnected
network the resulting graph is a maximum cost spanning
forest.

However, the problem with a maximum cost spanning
forest is that, in case when several edges have the same
weights, the forest may not be unique. We use a Kruskal-
like algorithm that produces a unique pruned network.
Algorithm 1 is almost identical to the MST-pathfinder
algorithm of [14] and produces the pathfinder network
Pn(∞, n− 1); for discussion and various aspects see also
[19, 5, 20].

It is not hard to see, that the following is true:

Theorem 1. The network N ′(V, F,w) is uniquely deter-
mined from the original network. If all weights are positive,
the connected components are the same as in the original
network.

Theorem 2. If all weights in N(V,E,w) are distinct, Al-
gorithm 1 produces the (unique) maximum cost spanning
forest. On the contrary, if all weights are the same no edge
is discarded.

Moreover, we easily compute the running time of Algo-
rithm 1.

Theorem 3. The time complexity of the above algorithm is
O(m logm).

In fact, the time complexity is the same as for
Kruskal’s algorithm[10]. The sorting and partitioning takes
O(m logm) steps. There are two loops, each with O(m)
steps, and the time complexity for the UNION-FIND is of
lesser order.

By applying this pruning method strong ties among the
nodes remain visible.

3 Line-cuts

For further refining the network N(V,E,w) one may
choose a parameter t > 0, the threshold, or cut parame-
ter and prune the edges with weights less than t. In this
way the network Nt(V,Et, w) is obtained, where

Et = {e ∈ E|w(e) ≥ t}.

The choice of parameter t depends on our aims. There
are several obvious goals. For instance:

1. We may choose maximal value of t that guarantees at
least a prescribed number of connected components,
say κ.

2. An alternative is to insist that all components have at
most prescribed number of vertices, say ν.

We present the basic pruning algorithm; see Algorithm
2. It produces essentially a line-cut, see for instance [3].
The only difference is that we keep isolated vertices.

Algorithm 5 Prune the network N = (V,E,w), given
threshold parameter t. Connected components of the re-
sulting network are called line-cuts.

1: F = ∅
2: for e ∈ E do
3: if w(e) ≥ t then
4: Append e to F .
5: return subnetwork Pr(N, t) = (V, F,w).

In Python, Algorithm 2 can be reduced to a single state-
ment:

F = [e for e ∈ E if w(e) ≥ t]

4 Pruning networks with vertex
types

Let us assume we are given a finite number of types, or col-
ors T , a network N(V,E,w) and a mapping c : V → T .
The structure N(V,E,w, T, c) will be called a weighted
network with vertex types. When pruning network with ver-
tex types, a connected component consisting of vertices of
a single type will be called monotype. Additionally, we
will refer to the number of types used in a connected com-
ponent as its type number. The maximum of type numbers
of network components is called the type number of the
network, In particular, we are interested in networks of low
type number, preferably with monotype networks.

Parameters of pruning may be adjusted in such a way
that a monotype network is obtained. For networks with
vertex types, in addition to the two goals described in Sec-
tion 3, a third goal may be considered.
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– One may insist that all connected components are
monotype, or more general that each component has
at most δ types (colors).

The following basic algorithm (Algorithm 3) for a given
network with types removes all edges that have endpoints
of different types, or more generally, when they satisfy a
symmetric predicate P .

Algorithm 6 Prune the network with vertex types N =
(V,E,w, T, c) with given threshold parameter t and (sym-
metric) predicate P : T 2 :→ {>,⊥}. Connected com-
ponents of the resulting network are called monotype line-
cuts.

1: F = ∅
2: for uv = e ∈ E do
3: if P (c(u), c(v)) and w(e) ≥ t then
4: Append e to F .
5: return subnetwork Pr(N, t, P ) = (V, F,w, T, c).

As we mentioned above the predicate P usually is true
if both endpoints are of the same type. However, other op-
tions are possible. Namely we may have a similarity im-
posed on the predicates and P signifies that two types are
sufficiently similar.

We need an algorithm to analyse the network with vertex
types; see Algorithm 4. Using these numbers we may select
different parameters and re-run this algorithm to reduce the
size of the maximal component or alternatively limit the
number of different components. We may also insist that
all components be composed of a single type.

5 Interdisciplinarity of research
groups and leaders of research
groups

For a given network with vertex types one may perform
basic statistics on it. Namely, one may compute absolute
frequencies of types on the vertex set.

f(x) = |{v ∈ V |c(v) = x}|

fi(x) = |{v ∈ Vi|c(v) = x}|

or relative frequencies

φ(x) = f(x)/n

φi(x) = fi(x)/ni

where n = |V | and ni = |Vi|.
We consider two measures:

r(N) = max{φ(x)|x ∈ T}

s(N) = |supp φ| = |{x ∈ T |φ(x) > 0}|

and for each component:

r(Vi) = max{φi(x)|x ∈ T}

s(Vi) = |supp φi| = |{x ∈ T |φi(x) > 0}|

Both measure the diversity of research interests in a re-
search group. If r(Vi) < 0.5 there is no dominant disci-
pline. If r(Vi) = 1, the group is totally homogeneous.

Algorithm 7 Analyse network with vertex types N =
(V,E,w, T, c).

1: Partition V into connected components V1, V2, . . . , Vk
2: Let d = max{|Vj |; j = 1, 2, . . . , k}
3: for j = 1, 2, . . . , k do
4: b(j) = number of different types in Vj .
5: Let γ = max{b(j); j = 1, 2, . . . , k}
6: return number of connected components k, order of

maximal connected component d, and maximal num-
ber of types γ in any component.

One way to define a leader of a research group is to de-
termine the vertex of maximal degree in the corresponding
network, or even better the sum of weights of edges to the
neighbouring vertices. There are two parameters that we
are interested in. Let m be the number of edges of network
N and let d be the maximal degree attained at vertex x. Let
d′ be the second largest degree. Then x can be defined as a
leader of the research group, while dominance is the quo-
tient d/m and absolutism is defined by expression 1−d′/d.
Note that it would be also interesting to explore the diver-
sity index [21] in this context. However, we will address all
of these in a future work.

6 Example

The data used in our experiments was taken from COBIS-
S/SICRIS [18] for the works indexed in Scopus [17]. Only
papers, where at least one author was a mathematician,
were considered. Co-authors that were not registered as
researchers in Slovenia were not included. Scientific fields
alias research interests, used in Slovenia have three levels.
On Level 1 we have:

1 Science
2 Engineering
3 Medicine
4 Biotechnology
5 Social Sciences
6 Humanities
7 Interdisciplinary

The next table shows division of Science on Level 2.
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1.01 Mathematics
1.02 Physics
1.03 Biology
1.04 Chemistry
1.05 Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
1.06 Geology
1.07 Comp. Intensive Methods and Appl.
1.08 Environment Protection
1.09 Pharmacy

Figure 1: Line-cuts for threshold values t = 0, 1, 2, . . . for
four different predicates, each depending on the level ` =
0, 1, 2, 3. Each predicate depends on the interpretation of
equality between two research types. Red – ` = 0, blue –
` = 1, green – ` = 2 and yellow – ` = 3.

Finally, the division of Mathematics in the Level 3 is
indicated here:

1.01.01 Analysis
1.01.02 Topology
1.01.03 Numerical and Computer Mathematics
1.01.04 Algebra
1.01.05 Graph Theory
1.01.06 Probability and Statistics

Level ` may be interpreted as the length of the research
interest code that is used to test equality: for ` = 0, the
string is not used at all, for ` = 1 only the first characters
are compared, for ` = 2, the first four characters are com-
pared, while for ` = 3 all seven characters are compared.
Different levels can be associated with the suitable choice
of predicate P in Algorithm 3. Let P` denote the predicate
applicable to level `. For instance, for u = 1.01.01 and
v = 1.01.04 P2(u, v) = > while P3(u, v) = ⊥.

Here we give an example of a pruned research group net-
work. We intend to perform a thorough analysis on more
complete data set elsewhere.

Figures 2 and 3 depict the same research group. The
network in Figure 3 is tree-like and is obtained from the

Figure 2: One of several research groups determined by the
line-cut for t = 8.

Figure 3: The research group of Figure 2 , pruned by
the MST-pathfinder network. Red – Graph Theory, Yel-
low – Algebra, Blue – Numerical Mathematics, Green –
Mathematics

network of Figure 2 by MST-pathfinder method. Vertex
colors denote vertex types: red: 1.01.05, yellow: 1.01.04,
blue: 1.01.03 and green 1.01.00. In the database some re-
searchers were assigned research interest at level 2, e.g 1.01
(Mathematics). For consistency, we expanded that to level
three as 1.01.00. Note that the research group in Figure 3 is
composed of two subgroups, one predominantly interested
in graph theory and the other in algebra. There is a central
triangle connecting the two subgroups.

7 Conclusion
Co-authorship graphs and networks are important in the
study of research structure and dynamics; see for instance
[7, 9, 12, 1]. Their practical value has first been recog-
nised by specialised systems, such as MathSciNet and Zb-
Math; see [16, 24]. Including them in more general bibli-
ographic systems such as SICRIS [18] would be beneficial
for most users. Potential applications are plenty. In this
paper we presented only one aspect of such applications.
In a recent paper [13] a completely different application is
sought, namely, organising talks at a conference in such a
way that speakers with similar topics are scheduled at dif-
ferent times.

The data that was available to us has also authors with
UNKOWN research interest. In this preliminary study we
considered it as a separate research interest. It would be in-
teresting to repeat the study with some flexibility and con-
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sider the function: c : V → T ∪ {UNKNOWN}.
Clearly line-cuts refine the vertex partition and apply

only within a component. Note that in general one could
take different thresholds in different components. In case
we intend to have components with given maximal size
ν, then indeed different threshold values may be used.
In or future more comprehensive work we intend to ad-
dress some further extensions and applications of the MST-
pathfinder method as well as some of the parameters that
we have introduced.
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This paper deals with expressive speech synthesis in a dialogue. Dialogue acts – discrete expressive cate-
gories – are used for expressivity description. The aim of the work is to create a procedure for development
of expressive speech synthesis for a dialogue system in a limited domain. The domain is here limited to di-
alogues between a human and a computer on a given topic of reminiscing about personal photographs. To
incorporate expressivity into synthetic speech, modifications of current algorithms used for neutral speech
synthesis are made. An expressive speech corpus is recorded, annotated using a predefined set of dialogue
acts, and its acoustic analysis is performed. Unit selection and HMM-based methods are used to synthe-
size expressive speech, and an evaluation using listening tests is presented. The listeners asses two basic
aspects of synthetic expressive speech for isolated utterances: speech quality and expressivity perception.
The evaluation is also performed for utterances in a dialogue to asses appropriateness of synthetic expres-
sive speech. It can be concluded that synthetic expressive speech is rated positively even though it is of
worse quality when comparing with the neutral speech synthesis. However, synthetic expressive speech is
able to transmit expressivity to listeners and to improve the naturalness of the synthetic speech.

Povzetek: Razvita je metoda za izrazno govorno sintezo v češčini.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, speech synthesis techniques produce high qual-
ity and intelligible speech. However, to use synthetic
speech in dialogue systems (ticket booking [1], informa-
tion on restaurants or hotels [2], flights [3], trains [4] or
weather [5]) or in any other human-computer interactive
systems (virtual computer companions, computer games),
the voice interface should be more friendly to make the
user to feel more involved in the interaction or commu-
nication. Synthetic speech cannot sound completely nat-
ural until it expresses a speaker’s attitude. Thus, expres-
sive (or emotional) speech synthesis is a frequently dis-
cussed topic and has become a concern of many scientists.
Even though some results have already been presented, this
task has not been satisfactorily solved yet. Some papers
which deal with this problem include, but are not limited
to [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

To reduce the complexity of the general expressive
speech synthesis, the task is usually somehow limited (as
well as limited domain speech synthesis systems are) and
focused on a specific domain, e.g. expressive football an-
nouncements [13], sport commentaries [14] or dialogue
system in a tourism domain [15]. In this work, we limited
the domain to conversations between seniors and a com-

puter. Personal photographs were chosen as the topic for
these discussions since the work started as a part of a ma-
jor project aiming at developing a virtual senior companion
with an audiovisual interface [16].

Once the specific limited domain is defined, the task of
expressive speech synthesis becomes more easily solvable.
However, this work tries to propose a general methodology
for designing an expressive speech synthesizer in a limited
domain. Thus, it should be possible to create a synthe-
sizer for various limited domains following the procedure
described herein.

In the first phase of our research, becoming acquainted
with the defined domain was the main goal. Thus, an
extensive audiovisual database containing 65 natural di-
alogues between humans (seniors) and a computer (rep-
resented by a 3D virtual avatar) was created using the
Wizard-of-Oz method which was proposed in [17] and used
e.g. in [18, 19]. Afterwards, the dialogues were manually
transcribed so that the text could be used later. The process
of the database recording is described in Section 2.

Next, on the basis of these dialogues (the texts and the
audio recordings), an expressive speech corpus was de-
signed and recorded. The recording of the expressive cor-
pus was performed in the form of a dialogue between a
professional female voice talent and a computer. The di-
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alogues were designed on the basis of the natural dia-
logues recorded in the previous phase. Thus, the voice
talent (acting as the virtual avatar now) was recording pre-
defined sentences as responses to the seniors’ speech that
the voice talent was listening to. The expressive speech cor-
pus recording process is in more details described in Sec-
tion 3.

To synthesize expressive speech, an expressivity descrip-
tion has to be defined. Many approaches have been sug-
gested in the past. Continuous descriptions using multidi-
mensional space with several axes to determinate “expres-
sivity position” were described e.g. in [20, 21]. Another
option is a discrete division into various groups, for emo-
tions e.g. happiness, sadness, anger, joy, etc. [22]. The dis-
crete description is the most commonly used method and
various sets of expressive categories are used, e.g. dialogue
acts [23, 15], emotion categories [24, 7, 25] or categories
like good news and bad news [8, 26]. Thus, a set of ex-
pressive categories was defined and used to annotate the
expressive speech corpus. The expressive categories used
in our work are presented in Section 4 and annotation of
the expressive speech corpus is described in Section 5.

There are various methods to produce synthetic speech,
the mostly used are unit selection [27], HMM-based meth-
ods [28], DNN-based methods [29] or other methods based
on neural networks [30, 31]. These methods can be cer-
tainly used also for the expressive speech synthesis. In ad-
dition, a method for voice conversion [32] can be taken into
consideration. Although this method is primarily used for
a conversion of source voice to a target voice in the pro-
cess of the speech synthesis, it can be also used to convert
one speaking style to another [33]. DNN-based approaches
then allows e.g. adaptation of an expressive model to a new
speaker [34].

To incorporate expressivity into speech using unit selec-
tion method, the baseline algorithm used e.g. in [35, 36]
was slightly modified. The main modification consists in a
different target cost calculation. A prosodic feature repre-
senting an expressive category is considered in addition to
the current set of features used for the cost calculation. To
get specific penalties for speech units labelled with an ex-
pressive category different from the requested one, enumer-
ated differences between various expressive categories are
used. To compute the penalties, a penalty matrix based on
perception and acoustic differences is used. The complex
acoustic analysis of the expressive speech corpus along
with the unit selection method modifications is described
in Section 6.

Even though this work is mainly focused on using the
unit selection method for expressive speech synthesis, a
brief description of preliminary experiments with HMM-
based method is also presented. The HMM-based TTS sys-
tem settings is described in Section 7.

The results and evaluation are presented in Section 8.
The expressivity perception ratio is investigated for natu-
ral speech and for synthetic speech generated by both the
unit selection based TTS system and the HMM-based TTS

system. The synthetic speech quality is also discussed in
that section. As the results of this work are to be used in
a dialogue system, the suitability of produced expressive
synthetic speech is evaluated also directly in dialogues.

2 Natural dialogues
To become acquainted with the limited domain, an exten-
sive audiovisual database1 of natural dialogues was created
using the Wizard-of-Oz method. This means that each di-
alogue was recorded as a dialogue between a human (se-
nior) and a computer (avatar) which was allegedly con-
trolled only by the human voice. However, the computer
was covertly controlled by human operators from another
room. Thus, the operators were controlling the course of
the dialogue whereas the recorded human subjects thought
they are interacting with an independent system based on
artificial intelligence. The avatar was using neutral TTS
system ARTIC [35] to speak to the human subjects. The
recording procedure is described in [37] in more details.

2.1 Recording setup
A soundproof recording room has been established for the
recording purposes (the scheme is shown in Figure 1). In
the recording room, the human subject faces an LCD screen
and two speakers. The speech is recorded by two wireless
high-quality head microphones (one for the human subject
and one for the computer avatar), and the video is captured
by three miniDV cameras. A surveillance web-camera was
placed in the room to monitor the situation, especially the
senior’s state. The only contact between a user and the
computer was through speech, there was no keyboard nor
mouse on the table.

Wireless
microphones

LCD

MiniDV
cameras

speaker speaker

Surveillance Web camera

Figure 1: Recording room setup.

A snapshot captured by the miniDV cameras during a
recording session is presented in Figure 2. The cameras

1The video recordings are not used for the purposes of the expressive
TTS system design. They were just archived and are intended for future
use in audiovisual speech recognition, emotion detection, gesture recog-
nition, etc.
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were positioned to be able to capture the subject from three
different views to provide data usable in various ways.

Figure 2: Screenshot captured by the miniDV cameras dur-
ing a recording session.

2.2 Recording application description
A snapshot of the screen presented to human subjects is
shown in Figure 3 (“Presenter” interface). On the left up-
per part of the LCD screen, there is visualized 3D model
of a talking head. This model is used as the avatar, the im-
personate companion that should play a role of the partner
in the dialogue. Additionally, on the right upper part, there
is shown a photograph which is currently being discussed.
On the lower half of the screen, there is a place used for dis-
playing subtitles (just in case the synthesized speech is not
intelligible sufficiently). The subtitles were displayed only
during the first few sessions and then they were switched
off as the generated speech turned out to be understandable
enough.

Figure 3: Snapshot of the WoZ system interface - the user’s
side.

In Figure 4, a screen of the operator’s part of the record-
ing application is shown (“Wizard” interface). The inter-
face provides the human operators with possibilities of dia-
logue flow controlling. The middle part of the screen serves
to display the pre-prepared scenario for a dialogue. Note
that the wizards could select the sentences from the sce-
nario, the assumption on how the dialogue could develop,

by clicking on them. Each sentence of the scenario was
given a number related to the picture displayed on the left.
This enabled the orientation in large pre-prepared scenar-
ios. Under the picture there is a button for displaying the
picture on the “Presenter” screen. Once a sentence is se-
lected by clicking on the list, it appears in the bottom edit
box just above the buttons “SPEAK” and “clear”. The dis-
played sentence can be modified before pressing “SPEAK”
button and also an arbitrary text can be typed into the edit
box. The right part of the screen is intended for displaying
buttons bearing non-speech acts (smile, laughter, assenta-
tion, hesitation) and quick phrases (Yes. No. It’s nice. Al-
right. Doesn’t matter. Go on; etc.).

Figure 4: Snapshot of the WoZ system interface - the oper-
ator’s side.

2.3 Audiovisual database statistics

Almost all audio recordings are stored using 22kHz sam-
ple rate and 16-bit resolution. The first six dialogues were
recorded using 48kHz sample rate, later it was reduced to
the current level according to requirements of the cooperat-
ing team dealing with ASR (automatic speech recognition).
The total number of recorded dialogues is 65. Based on
gender, the set of speakers can be divided into 37 females
and 28 males. Mean age of the speakers is 69.3 years;
this number is almost the same for both male and female
speakers. The oldest person was a female, 86 years old.
The youngest one was also a female, 54 years old. All the
recorded subjects were native Czech speakers; two of them
(1 male and 1 female) spoke a regional Moravian dialect.
This dialect differs from regular Czech language in pronun-
ciation and also a little in vocabulary. Approximately one
half of the subjects stated in the after recording form that
they have a computer at home. Nevertheless, most of them
do not use it very often. Almost all the dialogues were rated
as friendly and smooth. And even more, the users were re-
ally enjoying reminiscing on their photos, no matter that
the partner in the dialogue was an avatar. Duration of each
dialogue was limited to 1 hour, as this was the capacity of
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tapes used in miniDV cameras, resulting in average dura-
tion 56 minutes per dialogue. During the conversation, 8
photographs were discussed in average (maximum was 12,
minimum 3).

3 Expressive corpus recording

3.1 Texts preparation

For developing a high-quality expressive speech synthe-
sis system, an expressive speech corpus has to be created.
Such a corpus can be then merged or just enhanced by
a neutral one to create a robust corpus containing neutral
speech as well as expressivity while keeping a maximum
speech units coverage (phonetic balance). The process of
designing texts for the expressive corpus recording is very
important. The real natural dialogues and their transcrip-
tions were taken as a basis for such a design. Thus, almost
all the texts (more than 7000 sentences) uttered by the com-
puter avatar during the natural dialogues were used. Texts
containing unfinished phrases due to e.g. speakers overlap-
ping were omitted. These texts form a set of sentences to
be recorded.

3.2 Recording process

For the expressive corpus recording, a method using so-
called scenarios was applied. A scenario in our case can
be viewed as a natural dialogue whose course is prepared
in advance, just with missing audio of one of the partic-
ipants (the avatar). This means that the parts of the dia-
logues to be uttered by a voice talent represent the com-
puter avatar responses and order of these parts is fixed. The
parts also follow the natural dialogues and are accompa-
nied with the other participant’s original speech to provide
the voice talent with information about the context. Actu-
ally, the recording was a simulation of the natural dialogues
where the voice talent was standing for the computer avatar
and was pronouncing its sentences. This should stimu-
late the voice talent to became naturally expressive while
recording.

As the voice talent, a female professional stage-player
experienced in speech corpora recording was chosen. The
voice talent had already recorded the neutral speech corpus
for our neutral TTS system. This corresponds with the in-
tention suggested in Section 3.1 that the expressive corpus
should be enhanced by the neutral one to keep the speech
units coverage. To improve the performance of tools pro-
cessing the recorded speech corpora, glottal signal was cap-
tured along with the speech signal during the recording.

3.3 Recording application description

To record the expressive corpus using the above described
method, a special recording application was developed.
The application interface is depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Interface of the application for expressive corpus
recording.

On the upper part of the application window, the text to
be recorded is displayed. However, the voice talent was
allowed to change the exact sentence wording if unclear2

while keeping the same meaning. On the middle part, there
are, among other things, control buttons for recording and
listening. On the bottom, the waveform of the just recorded
sentence is shown. The application can be also controlled
via keyboard short-cuts to make it more comfortable for the
voice talent.

4 Expressivity description

To incorporate expressivity in synthetic speech, some kind
of its description is necessary. A general description of
expressivity is a very complex task that has not been sat-
isfactorily solved yet even though there are some studies
(e.g. [38]) dealing with this topic. For various research
fields and their tasks, there are various possibilities of ex-
pressivity description. In our work, a description making
use of so-called dialogue acts was used. It is a categori-
cal description based on a classification of expressivity into
pre-defined classes (used also in [39, 23, 15]).

Although there are several schemas describing expres-
sivity using dialogue acts (including DAMSL [40, 41],
SWBD-DAMSL [42], VERBMOBIL [43, 44] or AT&T
schema [39]), a new schema was employed to describe ex-
pressivity in our limited domain in question. The set of
proposed dialogue acts is shown in Table 1 along with a
few examples.

The definition of the dialogue acts was based on the au-
diovisual database of the natural dialogues (described in
Section 2) and on the expressive speech corpus (described

2Since the texts for the recording were prepared automatically and
were not manually checked due to their high number, they could contain
some typos, unintelligibilities or unclarities.
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dialogue act example
directive Tell me that. Talk.
request Let’s get back to that later.
wait Wait a minute. Just a moment.
apology I’m sorry. Excuse me.
greeting Hello. Good morning.
goodbye Goodbye. See you later.
thanks Thank you. Thanks.
surprise Do you really have 10 siblings?
sad empathy I’m sorry to hear that.

It’s really terrible.
happy empathy It’s nice. Great.

It had to be wonderful.
showing interest Can you tell me more about it?
confirmation Yes. Yeah. I see. Well. Hmm.
disconfirmation No. I don’t understand.
encouragement Well. For example?

And what about you?
not specified Do you hear me well?

My name is Paul.

Table 1: Set of dialogue acts.

in Section 3). These dialogue acts are than used for expres-
sive corpus annotation (Section 5) and also in the process
of the expressive speech synthesis (Section 6).

The need for a new dialogue act schema was driven by
a definition of our specific limited domain. Most of the
dialogue acts are intended to encourage the (human) part-
ner in a dialogue to talk more about a topic while keeping
the computer dialogue system to behave more like a patient
listener.

Even though the dialogue acts schemas are generally
supposed to describe various phases of dialogues, we as-
sume that in various dialogues’ phases a speaker can
present his state of mind, mood or personal attitude in a
specific way. We believe that the proposed set of dialogue
acts can be used not only for description of various dia-
logue phases but that it also represents the speaker’s at-
titude and affective state expressed by expressive speech.
Using these dialogue acts in this limited domain, the syn-
thetic speech is supposed to become more natural for the
listeners (seniors in this case).

5 Expressive corpus annotation

The expressive speech corpus was annotated by dialogue
acts using a listening test. The test was aimed to deter-
mine objective annotation on the basis of several subjec-
tive annotations as the perception of expressivity is always
subjective and may vary depending on a particular listener.
Preparation works, listening test framework, evaluation of
listening test result and a measure of inter-rater agreement
analysis is presented in the following paragraphs.

5.1 Listening test background
The listening test was organized on the client-server ba-
sis using a specially developed web application. This way,
listeners were able to work on the test from their homes
without any contact with the test organizers. The listen-
ers were required to have only an internet connection, any
browser installed on their computers and some device for
audio playback. Various measures were undertaken to de-
tect possible cheating, carelessness or misunderstandings.

Potential test participants were addressed mostly among
university students from all faculties and the finished lis-
tening test was financially rewarded (to increase motivation
for the listeners). The participants were instructed to listen
to the recordings very carefully and subsequently mark dia-
logue acts that are expressed within the sentence. The num-
ber of possibly marked dialogue acts for one utterance was
just upon the listeners, they were not limited anyhow. Few
sample sentences labelled with dialogue acts were provided
and available to the listeners on view at every turn. If any
listener marked one utterance with more than one dialogue
act, he was also required to specify whether the functions
occur in that sentence consecutively or concurrently. If the
dialogue acts are marked as consecutive in a particular ut-
terance, this utterance is omitted from further research for
now. These sentences should be manually reviewed later
and either divided into more shorter sentences or omitted
completely.

Finally, 12 listeners successfully finished the listening
test. However, this way we obtained subjective annotations
that vary across the listeners. To objectively annotate the
expressive recordings, a proper combination of the subjec-
tive annotations was needed. Therefore an evaluation of the
listening test was made.

5.2 Objective annotation
We utilized two ways to deduce the objective annotation.

The first way is a simple majority method. Using this
easy and intuitive approach, each sentence is assigned a di-
alogue act that was marked by the majority of the listeners.
In case of less then 50% of all listeners marked any dia-
logue act, the classification of this sentence is considered
as untrustworthy.

The second approach is based on maximum likelihood
method. Maximum likelihood estimation is a statistical
method used for fitting a statistical model to data and pro-
viding estimates for the model’s parameters. Under cer-
tain conditions, the maximum likelihood estimator is con-
sistent. The consistency means that having a sufficiently
large number of observations (annotations in our case), it
is possible to find the value of statistical model parame-
ters with arbitrary precision. The parameter calculation is
implemented using the EM algorithm [45]. Knowing the
model parameters, it is possible to deduce true observation
which is called objective annotation. Precision of the es-
timate is one of the outputs of this model. Using the pre-
cision, any untrustworthy assignment of a sentence with
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a dialogue act can be eliminated.
Comparing these two approaches, 35 out of 7287 clas-

sifications were marked as untrustworthy using maximum
likelihood method and 571 using simple majority method.
The average ratio of listeners who marked the same dia-
logue act for particular sentence using simple majority ap-
proach was 81%, when untrustworthy classifications were
excluded. Similar measure for maximum likelihood ap-
proach cannot be easily computed as the model parameters
and the estimate precision depend on number of iteration
in the EM algorithm.

We decided to use the objective annotation obtained by
maximum likelihood method. It is an asymptotically con-
sistent, asymptotically normal and asymptotically efficient
estimate. This approach was also successfully used in other
works regarding speech synthesis research, see [46].

Further, we need to confirm that the listeners marked
the sentences with dialogue acts consistently and achieved
some measure of agreement. Otherwise the subjective an-
notations could be considered as accidental or the dialogue
acts inappropriately defined and thus the acquired objective
annotation would be false. For this purpose, we make use
of two statistical measures for assessing the reliability of
agreement among listeners.

One of the measures used for such evaluation is Fleiss’
kappa [47, 48]. It is a statistical measure for assessing the
reliability of agreement between a fixed number of raters
when assigning categorical ratings to a number of items
or classifying items. We calculated this measure among
all listeners separately for each dialogue act. Computation
of overall Fleiss’ kappa is impossible because the listeners
were allowed to mark more than one dialogue act for each
sentence. However, the overall value can be evaluated as
the mean of Fleiss’ kappas of all dialogue acts.

Another measure used here is Cohen’s kappa [49, 48].
It is a statistical measure of inter-rater agreement for cate-
gorical items and takes into account the agreement occur-
ring by chance as well as Fleiss’ kappa. However, Cohen’s
kappa measures the agreement only between two listeners.
We decided to measure the agreement between each lis-
tener and the objective annotation obtained by maximum
likelihood method. Again, calculation of Cohen’s kappa
was made for each dialogue act separately. Thus, we can
find out whether particular listener was in agreement with
the objective annotation for certain dialogue act. Finally,
the mean of Cohen’s kappas of all dialogue acts can be cal-
culated.

Results of agreement measures are presented in Table 2.
Values of Fleiss’ and Cohen’s kappas vary between 0 and 1,
the higher value the better agreement. More detailed inter-
pretation of measure of agreement is e.g in [50].

The Fleiss’ kappa mean value of 0.5434 means that the
measure of inter-listeners agreement is moderate. As it
is obvious from Table 2, dialogue acts OTHER and NOT-
SPECIFIED should be considered as poorly recognizable.
It is understandable when taking into consideration their
definitions. After eliminating values of these dialogue acts

the mean value of 0.6191 is achieved, which means sub-
stantial agreement among the listeners.

The Cohen’s kappa mean value of 0.6632 means that
the measure of agreement between listeners and objective
annotation is substantial. Moreover, we can again elimi-
nate dialogue acts OTHER and NOT-SPECIFIED as they
were poorly recognizable also according to Cohen’s kappa.
Thus, mean value of 0.7316 is achieved. However, it is still
classified as a substantial agreement.

As it is shown in Table 2, agreement among listeners re-
garding classification of consecutive dialogue act was mea-
sured too. The listeners agreed on this label moderately
among each other and substantially with the objective an-
notation. There are also shown ratios of the particular di-
alogue acts occurrence when maximum likelihood method
was used for the objective annotation obtaining. It is ob-
vious that dialogue acts SHOW-INTEREST and ENCOUR-
AGE are the most frequent.

6 Unit selection

6.1 General unit selection approach

In general, a unit selection algorithm (for our system de-
scribed e.g. in [51]) is used to form resulting synthetic
speech from speech units that are selected from a list of
corresponding candidate units. These candidates are stored
in a unit inventory which is built up on the basis of a speech
corpus. The unit selection process usually respects two var-
ious groups of candidates’ features.

6.1.1 Concatenation cost

Features in one group are used for a concatenation cost
computation. This cost reflects continuity distortion,
i.e. how smoothly each candidate for unit ui−1 will join
with each candidate for unit ui in the sequence. The lower
the cost is, the less the unit boundaries are noticeable. In
this group of features, there are usually included mostly or-
dinal values (acoustic and spectral parameters of the speech
signal), e.g. some acoustic coefficients, energy values, F0
values, their differences, etc. The concatenation cost for
candidate ui is then calculated as follows:

Ci =

∑n
j=1 wjdj∑n
j=1 wj

, (1)

where Ci is the concatenation cost of a candidate for unit
ui, n is a number of features under consideration, wj is
a weight of j-th feature and dj is an enumerated difference
between corresponding features of two potentially adjacent
candidates for units ui−1 and ui — for unit ui the features
from the end of the originally preceding (adjacent in the
original corpus) unit are compared with the same features
from the end of unit ui−1.
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6.1.2 Target cost

Features in the other group are used for a target cost com-
putation. This cost reflects the level of an approximation
of a target unit by any of the candidates; in other words,
how a candidate from the unit inventory fits a correspond-
ing target unit — a theoretical unit whose features are spec-
ified on the basis of the sentence to be synthesized. In this
group, there are usually included mostly nominal features,
e.g. phonetic context, prosodic context, position in word,
position in sentence, position in syllable, etc. The target
cost for candidate ui is then calculated as follows:

Ti =

∑n
j=1 wjdj∑n
i=j wj

, (2)

where Ti is the target cost of a candidate for unit ui, n is
a number of features under consideration, wj is a weight
of j-th feature and dj is an enumerated difference between
j-th feature of a candidate for unit ui and target unit ti. The
differences of particular features (dj) can be also referred
to as penalties.

For our ARTIC TTS system, the features that are consid-
ered when calculating the target cost are shown in Table 3.

feature weight
position in a prosodic word 7.0

left phoneme context 3.0
right phoneme context 3.0

prosodeme type 14.0
voicing – at the beginning 8.5

voicing – at the end 8.5

Table 3: Prosodic features along with their weights used
for target cost calculation in the ARTIC TTS system.

6.2 Basic target cost for expressive speech
synthesis

When using the expressive speech corpus, the set of the
features used for the target cost computation is extended
with one more feature. Regarding the aforementioned ex-
pressivity description, it is called dialogue act. The penalty
dda between a candidate ui of a target unit ti can be in the
easiest way calculated as follows:

dda =

{
0 if dat = dac
1 otherwise , (3)

where dda is a difference (penalty), dat is a dialogue act
of the target unit ti and dac is a dialogue act of the candi-
date ui.

Finally, a weight for this penalty needs to be set since
the target cost is calculated as a weighted sum of particular
penalties.

6.3 Advanced target cost for expressive
speech synthesis

The target cost calculation presented in equation 3 is
very simple and it assumes that penalties for different
expressive categories (represented by the dialogue acts)
are the same. However, this is not true in most cases.
For instance, the difference between SAD-EMPATHY and
HAPPY-EMPATHY should be probably greater than a dif-
ference between SAD-EMPATHY and NEUTRAL — this
means that when synthesizing a sentence in the SAD-
EMPATHY manner and there is no available or suitable
candidate labelled with this dialogue act, it is probably bet-
ter to consider a candidate labelled with NEUTRAL dia-
logue act than considering a candidate labelled as HAPPY-
EMPATHY. Therefore, it is necessary to enumerate differ-
ences between various dialogue acts and use them for the
target cost calculation. The basics of the procedure are de-
scribed in [52], a bit enhanced version is presented here.

6.3.1 General penalty matrix

The differences are assumed to be coded in a penalty
matrix M, where coefficients mij represents a difference
(a penalty) between a dialogue act i and a dialogue act j.

To determine coefficients of the matrix, i.e. the differ-
ences in dialogue acts, two aspects should be considered:
human perception of the speech and acoustic measures cal-
culated from the signal. Thus, two separate matrices are
created and then combined. Coefficients of the first ma-
trix P are calculated on the basis of a listening test that was
performed to annotate the dialogue acts in the expressive
speech corpus [37] (see Section 6.3.2). The second matrix
A is then based on results of an acoustic analysis of expres-
sive speech [53] (see Section 6.3.3). The combined final
penalty matrix M represents the overall differences (penal-
ties) between various dialogue acts.

6.3.2 Listening test based differences

Given the annotations of the expressive recordings pre-
sented in Section 5, a penalty matrix P was created. Its
coefficients pij were calculated according to the following
equation:

pij =
abs(log(numij

maxi
))

K
, (4)

where numij represents how many times recordings with
dialogue act i (according to the objective annotation as pre-
sented in Section 5.2) were labelled with dialogue act j (cal-
culated over all listeners and all recordings), maxi repre-
sents the maximum value of numij for fixed i and K is a
constant defined as K ≥ Kmin where:

Kmin = max
∀i,j

(abs(log(
numij

maxi
)), (5)

where max∀i,j is the maximum value for all i, j for which
the log is defined. For situations where the log is not de-
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fined, the pij was set as pij = K. In our experiments, the
K = 5 ≈ 2×Kmin. The log was used to emphasize differ-
ences between calculated ratios and we also assumed that
the human perception is logarithmic-based (as suggested
e.g. by The Weber-Fechner Law).

6.3.3 Acoustic analysis based differences

An extensive acoustic analysis of the expressive corpus was
performed in [53]. On the basis of this analysis, a penalty
matrix A was created. Its coefficients aij were calculated
as the Euclidean distance between numeric vectors repre-
senting the dialogue acts i and j in a 12-dimensional space.
The components of the vector consist of normalized val-
ues of 4 statistical characteristics (mean value, standard
deviation, skewness, kurtosis) for 3 acoustic parameters
(F0 value, RMS energy and unit duration). The acoustic
analysis proved that these features can be used as acoustic
distance measures for this purpose. It is likely that there
other features not considered in this work which may af-
fect the measure in any way and whose influence should be
explored in the future.

6.3.4 Final penalty matrix

The final penalty matrix containing numeric differences be-
tween various dialogue acts is an appropriate combination
of two separate penalty matrices (matrix P based on the an-
notations and matrix A based on the acoustic analysis). The
coefficients mij of matrix M can be calculated as follows:

mij =
wp · pij + wa · aij

wp + wa
, (6)

where pij and aij represent coefficients from matrices P
and A, wp and wa are corresponding weights.

After several experiments, values wp = 3 and wa = 1
were used as the weights. Using this setting, the best re-
sults were achieved when subjectively comparing resulting
synthetic speech. We also believe that the perceptual part
should be emphasized. The final penalty matrix is depicted
in Table 4.

6.3.5 Weight tuning for dialogue act feature

Proper setting of a weight for any of the features is not
an easy task. Some techniques for automatic settings have
also been developed [54, 55]. However, in our system the
settings shown in Table 3 is used as it was proved to be
appropriate in applications of our TTS.

To set the weight for the dialogue act feature, sets of syn-
thetic utterances were generated for various settings. Using
a subjective evaluation (a brief listening test) and consider-
ing weights for other features, the final weight was defined
as wDA = 12.0. When compared with Table 3, this weight
is one of the highest among others.

7 HMM algorithm
modification/training

Along with the concatenative unit selection method, sta-
tistical parametric speech synthesis based on using hid-
den Markov models (abbreviated as HMM-based speech
synthesis) is one of the most researched synthesis meth-
ods [28]. Several experiments on using this synthesis
method for generating expressive speech are described
in [14]. In the HMM approach, statistical models (an ex-
tended type of HMMs) are trained from natural speech
database. Spectral parameters, fundamental frequency and
eventually some excitation parameters are modelled simul-
taneously by the corresponding multi-stream HMMs.

The variability of speech is modelled by using models
with large context description, i.e. individual models are
defined for various phonetic, prosodic and linguistic con-
texts, that are described by so-called contextual factors.
The contextual factors employed in our experiments are
listed in Table 5. For more details, see e.g. [56].

To increase the robustness of the estimated model pa-
rameters, models of acoustically similar units are clustered
by a decision-tree-based context-clustering algorithm. As
a result, similar units share one common model.

Within the HMM-based speech synthesis, various meth-
ods for modelling the expressivity or speaking styles have
been introduced. The simplest one uses so-called style de-
pendent models [59], i.e. an independent set of HMMs is
trained for each expression. An obvious drawback of this
approach is a large amount of training data required for par-
ticular expressions.

A better solution are so-called style mixed models [59],
where one set of HMMs is trained for all expressions to-
gether and particular expressions are distinguished by in-
troducing an additional contextual factor. Then, models of
units that are acoustically similar for more expressions are
clustered. Independent models are trained only when there
is a significant difference between particular expressions.

Another option of modelling expressions are methods
based on model adaptation [60, 61]; they are usually pre-
ferred because they allow to control the speech style or
expression more precisely and require less training data.
However, the style mixed model utilizing an additional
contextual factor for dialogue act was used in this work.

8 Evaluation & results
This section deals with an evaluation of the procedure
described in this paper to verify that it fulfils the goals
which were specified at the beginning. Especially, it should
be verified that listeners perceive the synthetic speech
produced by the developed system as expressive (Sec-
tion 8.2.1) and also how the quality of synthetic speech
changed in comparison with the baseline system (Sec-
tion 8.2.2). Since the proposed TTS system is focused on a
usage in a specified dialogue system, the suitability of the
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Contextual factor Possible values
Left and right phonetic context Czech phonetic alphabet [57]
Phone position in prosodic word

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ...(forward and backward)
Prosodic word position in clause
(forward and backward)

Prosodeme
terminating satisfactorily,
terminating unsatisfactorily,
non-terminating, null

Dialogue act see Section 4

Table 5: A list of contextual factors and their values.
Prosodic words, clauses and prosodemes are thoroughly
described in [58].

expressive speech synthesis in such a dialogue system is
also evaluated (Section 8.4).

During the design of the expressive TTS system, it
turned out that some of the dialogue acts (further referred to
as DAs) appear much more frequently than others, some of
them are very rare. Thus, only the most frequent DAs were
used to evaluate the system and they were divided into two
separate groups:

Expressive dialogue acts:

– SHOW-INTEREST – relative frequency 34.9 %;

– ENCOURAGE – relative frequency 29.4 %;

– CONFIRM – relative frequency 13.2 %;

– HAPPY-EMPATHY – relative frequency 8.6 %;

– SAD-EMPATHY – it was added because it is consid-
ered to be an opposite to HAPPY-EMPATHY dialogue
act; relative frequency 3.4%;

Neutral dialogue acts:

– NOT-SPECIFIED – besides it is one of the most fre-
quently occurring DAs, it should also represents the
neutral synthetic speech; relative frequency 7.4 %;

– NEUTRAL – this is not a DA per se, it is defined here
to represent the neutral speech produced by the cur-
rent baseline TTS system for the purposes of the eval-
uation.

All the listening tests described further were performed
using the same system as it was used for the expressive cor-
pus annotation (described in Section 5.1). Of course, the
questions and options were different within this evaluation
but the core of the system is the same. The majority of lis-
tening tests participants were experts in speech or language
processing, some of them were university students. Texts
of synthesized utterances were not a part of the corpora,
new texts were created for this purpose. The content of the
texts corresponds to the dialogue act to be synthesized (for
expressive synthesis), or it is neutral (for neutral synthesis).

8.1 Expressivity perception in natural
speech

Before assessing the synthetic expressive speech, a lis-
tening test focused on expressivity perception in natural
speech was performed. This gives us a brief overview of
how the listeners are able to perceive the expressivity and
later a comparison between expressivity perception in nat-
ural and synthetic speech can be presented.

All the listeners were assessing randomly selected ut-
terances form the natural corpora (neutral and expressive)
and their task was to mark if they perceive any kind of ex-
pressivity or not or if they are not able to make a decision.
14 listeners participated in this test, each listener was pre-
sented with 34 utterances – 4 for each expressive dialogue
act being evaluated and 7 for each dialogue act considered
as neutral (i.e. NOT-SPECIFIED and NEUTRAL). The re-
sults are depicted in Figure 6 and also shown in Table 6.

Figure 6: Expressivity perception in natural speech.

dialogue act expressivity cannot
perception ratio decide

CONFIRM 38 % 3 %
ENCOURAGE 61 % 7 %

HAPPY-EMPATHY 77 % 4 %
SAD-EMPATHY 73 % 6 %

SHOW-INTEREST 18 % 11 %

mean 53% 6 %

NOT-SPECIFIED 42 % 13 %
NEUTRAL 36 % 3 %

mean 39% 7 %

Table 6: Expressivity perception in natural speech.

The results are quite surprising, especially for neutral
speech. In 39 % of neutral natural utterances (in average,
including NOT-SPECIFIED), the listeners perceived an ex-
pressivity. It seems that some kind of expressivity is in-
cluded even in the neutral corpus and the listeners are very
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sensitive to that, and they are able to perceive it. This fact
can be related to the content of speech since as it was de-
scribed in [62], the content as such might also influence the
listeners’ expressivity perception.

The results for the expressive DAs depends on a par-
ticular DA. For instance, utterances marked as HAPPY-
EMPATHY and SAD-EMPATHY are mostly recognized
as expressive whereas utterances marked as SHOW-
INTEREST are not.

These results give us a baseline for the evaluation of ex-
pressive synthetic speech. Since for some DAs the listeners
don’t perceive expressivity even in natural speech, it’s un-
likely that they will perceive it in synthetic speech.

8.2 Evaluation of the unit selection based
expressive speech synthesis

During the evaluation of expressive synthetic speech, two
main factors were investigated – expressivity perception
and speech quality. It’s supposed that the quality of syn-
thetic speech will be affected by the expressivity integra-
tion as the expressive speech is much more dynamic and
thus more artificial artifacts may occur. This section deals
with the evaluation of expressive synthetic speech pro-
duced by the unit selection TTS system. The evaluation
of HMM-based TTS system is presented in section 8.3.

In the listening tests regarding expressive synthetic
speech evaluation, 13 listeners assessed 30 utterances –
4 for each DA in question and 2 for natural neutral speech
(so that a comparison of speech quality can be performed).

8.2.1 Expressivity perception in synthetic speech

The results for expressivity perception in synthetic expres-
sive speech are depicted in Figure 7 and presented in Ta-
ble 7.

Figure 7: Expressivity perception in synthetic speech (unit
selection).

Again, a surprising result can be observed for natural
neutral speech as an expressivity was perceived at a quite

dialogue act expressivity cannot
perception ratio decide

CONFIRM 69 % 4 %
ENCOURAGE 42 % 8 %

HAPPY-EMPATHY 50 % 10 %
SAD-EMPATHY 63 % 4 %

SHOW-INTEREST 46 % 4 %

mean 54% 6 %

NOT-SPECIFIED 10 % 0 %
NEUTRAL 15 % 0 %

mean 13% 0 %

natural speech
42 % 4 %(neutral)

Table 7: Expressivity perception in synthetic speech (unit
selection).

high ratio (42 %). However, it is consistent with the previ-
ous results presented in Table 6 (39 %).

For synthetic speech generated as NOT-SPECIFIED and
for baseline neutral synthetic speech (marked as NEU-
TRAL), almost no expressivity was perceived. On the other
hand, for expressive DAs, the expressivity perception ra-
tio was quite high (mean value 54 %) and it was even
slightly higher than for expressive natural speech (mean
value 53 %, see Table 6).

To verify that the achieved results are not random, a sta-
tistical measure for listeners agreement (the Fleiss’ kappa
was used here) was calculated. Its value varies in the range
< −1, 1 > and a positive value indicates an agreement
above the chance level. In our experiment, the Fleiss’
kappa was calculated as κF = 0.37 which means a moder-
ate agreement.

In addition, other measures might be used to verify the
results; for instance precision, recall, F1 and accuracy
measures which are mostly used for evaluation of classi-
fiers in classification tasks. However, the presented listen-
ing test can be also viewed as a classification task where
the listeners as classifiers classify into two distinct classes:
perceive and do not perceive expressivity (the cannot de-
cide answers were not considered in this verification). The
measure are determined as follows:

P =
tp
pp
, R =

tp
ap

F1 =
2 ∗ P ∗R
P +R

, A =
tp + tn
ap + an

where P is precision, the ability of a listener not to per-
ceive a neutral sentence as expressive;R is recall (also sen-
sitivity), the ability of a listener not to perceive expressive
sentences as neutral; A is accuracy, the ability of a listener
to perceive expressivity in expressive sentences and not to
perceive it in neutral sentences; F1 is the harmonic mean
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of precision and recall; tp means “true positives” (i.e. the
number of expressive sentences correctly perceived as ex-
pressive); tn means “true negatives” (i.e. the number of
neutral sentences correctly perceived as neutral); pp stands
for “predicted positives” (i.e. the number of all sentences
perceived as expressive); ap stands for “actual positives”
(i.e. the number of all actual expressive sentences); an
means “actual negatives” (i.e. the number of all actual neu-
tral sentences).

The calculated values of these measures are presented in
Table 8 altogether with values that would be achieved in
case the expressivity perception is assessed completely at
random.

measure real listeners random assessment
precision 0.92 0.72

recall 0.58 0.50
F1 measure 0.71 0.59

accuracy 0.66 0.50

Table 8: Statistical measures for expressivity perception
listening test and comparison with completely random as-
sessment.

As the verification indicates, the expressivity perception
ratio in synthetic speech is not a result of a random pro-
cess. It’s necessary to note that there are two main facts
which affect the expressivity perception. The first one is
the TTS system and the synthetic speech whose evaluation
is the main goal. The second fact is the listeners – each
of them might perceive (assess) various intensity of vari-
ous expressivity categories differently. However, the main
task here is not to evaluate the listeners and if they are or
they are not able to perceive an expressivity (which is ba-
sically impossible). The listeners are just believed to and
the only thing that can be done is to perform some kind of
agreement measure calculation.

In synthetic expressive speech generated with a particu-
lar DA in mind, the relative ratio between units originally
coming from utterances labelled with this DA and units
coming from other utterances can be measured. The ra-
tio might vary depending on setting of the weight for the
dialogue act feature. The calculated ratios for the current
weight settings (as designed in Section 6.3.5) are shown in
Figure 8.

It’s worth noting that the measure is very low for NOT-
SPECIFIED DA. However, after further investigation, it
turned out that when synthesizing utterances for this DA,
units coming from the neutral corpus (NEUTRAL) were
mostly selected. It supports the assumption that the NOT-
SPECIFIED DA represents neutral speech (although in
the final penalty matrix M the distance between NOT-
SPECIFIED and NEUTRAL was calculated as 0.46 which
is quite high). It also seems that there is no strong rela-
tion between this measure and the expressivity perception
results presented in Table 7.

Figure 8: Relative ratio of units coming from utterances
labelled with the DA which was intended to be synthesized.

8.2.2 Quality evaluation

To investigate whether the synthetic speech quality deterio-
rated by adding the expressivity, a MOS test evaluation was
performed. In the MOS test, the listeners assess the speech
quality using a 5-point scale where, in theory, the natural
speech should be evaluated as 5 (100 %) and a very unnat-
ural speech as 1 (0 %). The test was running along with
the expressivity perception test, i.e. the test conditions, test
utterances and the listeners were the same as for the evalu-
ation that is presented in Section 8.2.1. The results of this
MOS test are shown in Figure 9 and also in Table 9 alto-
gether with a relative comparison with the natural speech
(whose result is evaluated as 100 %).

Figure 9: Evaluation of speech quality using a MOS test
(unit selection).

The results suggest that the quality of expressive syn-
thetic speech is worse than the quality of neutral synthetic
speech by 0.49 of the MOS score (13 %) in average. It is
almost the same difference as between natural speech and
neutral synthetic speech (0.65 of the MOS score). This de-
terioration is probably caused by greater variability of the
acoustic signal of expressive speech. Thus, the artifacts
might occur more often than in neutral synthetic speech.

An auxiliary measure called smooth joints can be also
calculated. A smooth joint is a concatenation point of two
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dialogue act MOS score comparison with
mean std natural speech

CONFIRM 3.87 1.11 79 %
ENCOURAGE 3.48 0.97 68 %

HAPPY-EMPATHY 3.10 1.00 58 %
SAD-EMPATHY 3.87 0.94 79 %

SHOW-INTEREST 3.25 0.92 62 %

mean 3.51 0.99 69%

NOT-SPECIFIED 3.92 0.78 81 %
NEUTRAL 4.08 0.78 83 %

mean 4.00 0.78 82%

natural speech 4.65 0.48 100 %

Table 9: Evaluation of speech quality using a MOS test
(unit selection).

speech units that were originally adjacent in the speech cor-
pus and thus their concatenation is natural. The smooth
joints measure indicates the relative ratio of such joints
with respect to the number of all concatenation points. The
calculated values are presented in Figure 10. It is assumed
that the less smooth joints in synthetic speech, the more ar-
tifacts can occur, causing the synthetic speech quality to be
worse.

Figure 10: Relative ratio of smooth joints.

It is obvious that the relative ratio of smooth joints is
almost the same regardless of the DA (mean 79 %) and also
in comparison with neutral synthetic speech (mean 82 %).
Also, this measure seems to be unrelated to the expressivity
perception measure or the MOS score.

8.3 Evaluation of the HMM-based
expressive speech synthesis

Even though this work deals mostly with the unit selec-
tion speech synthesis, the results of an experiment with the
HMM-based expressive speech synthesis are to be briefly
discussed in this section. The used method is based on the
HTS system [63] and adapted to the Czech language [56].
The experiment is described in more details in [62] and the

HMM approach is also briefly presented in Section 7. The
aim is to evaluate the capability of the HMM-based TTS
system to produce expressive speech (shown in Table 10)
and to evaluate its quality (Table 11). The presented re-
sults are summarized and various DAs are not differenti-
ated. There were 12 listeners participating in these listen-
ing tests.

dialogue act expressivity cannot
perception ratio decide

expressive 15 % 5 %
NOT-SPECIFIED 8 % 3 %

Table 10: Expressivity perception in synthetic speech
(HMM).

dialogue act MOS score comparison with
mean natural speech

expressive DAs
2.71 50 %+ NOT-SPECIFIED

natural speech 4.44 100 %

Table 11: Evaluation of speech quality using a MOS test
(HMM).

The expressivity perception ratio in synthetic speech
produced by the HMM-based expressive TTS system is at a
very low level (15 %) in comparison with the unit selection
TTS system (54 %). Also the quality of synthetic speech is
much worse, 2.7 of the MOS score (50% of natural speech)
for the HMM-based system and 3.5 (69 %) for the unit se-
lection system. Generally, the HMM-based speech synthe-
sis for the Czech language is not yet at such a high level
as the unit selection approach is. Moreover, by adding ex-
pressive speech into this process, the trained HMM models
may in fact mix natural and expressive acoustic signal de-
pending on how the decision trees were created. Thus, in
such synthetic speech of a lower quality, it is probably hard
to identify any kind of expressivity.

8.4 Evaluation of the expressivity in
dialogues

Since the unit selection expressive speech synthesis is go-
ing to be used in a specific dialogue system (conversations
between seniors and a computer; see Section 1 and 2), it is
necessary to evaluate it also with respect to this purpose. A
preference listening test was used to perform this kind of
evaluation. The test stimuli were prepared as follows:

– 6 appropriate parts of the natural dialogues (see Sec-
tion 2), each approximately 1 minute in length, were
randomly selected. The appropriateness were deter-
mined on the basis of sufficiency of the avatar’s in-
teractions within the dialogues. These parts will be
further referred to as minidialogues.
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– The acoustic signal of each minidialogue was split-
ted into parts where the person is speaking and parts
where the avatar responses are expressed by the neu-
tral speech synthesis.

– The text contents of the avatar’s responses were
slightly modified so that the newly generated re-
sponses are really to be synthesized and not only
played back. The sense of the utterances was of course
kept the same so that the dialogue flow is not dis-
rupted.

– The new texts (avatar’s responses) were synthesized
using both the baseline neutral TTS system and the
newly developed expressive TTS system – before the
expressive speech synthesis, the texts were labelled by
presumably appropriate DAs.

– In some parts of the minidialogues where the person is
originally speaking, little modifications were done so
that the length of the person’s speech was shortened –
for instance, the parts where the person was speaking
for a long time or where a long silence was detected
were removed. Again, the natural dialogue flow was
not disrupted.

– the parts of the minidialogues were joint together so
that two versions of each minidialogue were created –
the first one with the avatar’s responses with neutral
synthetic speech and the second one with the avatar’s
responses with expressive synthetic speech.

Each of the 6 minidialoges contains 4 avatar’s re-
sponses in average expressing various DAs, mostly SHOW-
INTEREST or ENCOURAGE. However, each evaluated
DA was included at least once in the responses. The mini-
dialogues were then presented to the listeners within a lis-
tening test, both minidialogue’s variants in a single test
query. The task for the listeners was to decide which vari-
ant is more natural, more pleasant and which one would
they prefer when being in place of the human minidialogue
participant. The results of this evaluation are presented in
Table 12; there were 11 listeners participating in this listen-
ing test.

synthesis variant preference
neutral 8 %

expressive 83 %

cannot decide 9 %

Table 12: Evaluation of neutral vs. expressive speech syn-
thesis in dialogues.

It’s obvious that the listeners preferred the expressive
speech synthesis to the neutral one (83 % preference ratio).
This is one of the most important results indicating that the
developed system increases the user experience with the
TTS system for this limited domain task.

To verify that the avatar’s responses were indeed syn-
thesized and not only played back, the measure of smooth
joints can be used. The mean value of this measure for
the expressive avatar’s responses is 86 % which is slightly
higher than it was measured in Figure 10 of Section 8.2.1
(mean 82 % for neutral speech and 79 % for expressive
speech). However, it still means that the responses were
really synthesized.

9 Conclusion
It is necessary to incorporate some kind of expressivity
into synthetic speech as it improves the user experience
with systems using speech synthesis technology. Expres-
sive speech sounds more naturally in dialogues between
humans and computers. There are several ways to make
the synthetic speech sound expressively. In this work, ex-
pressivity described by dialogue acts was employed and the
algorithms of the TTS system were modified to use that in-
formation when producing synthetic speech.

The results presented in Section 8 suggest that in speech
produced by the expressive TTS system the listeners per-
ceived some kind of expressivity. More importantly, it was
also confirmed that in the dialogues within the discussed
limited domain, expressive speech is more suitable and pre-
ferred than the pure neutral speech produced by the base-
line TTS system even though its quality is little bit worse.

Although the development of the expressive TTS sys-
tem was done within a limited domain of conversations
about personal photos between humans and a computer,
the whole procedure – data collecting, data annotation,
expressive corpus preparation and recording, expressivity
description and TTS system modification – can be used
within any other limited domain if appropriate expressivity
definition is used. Thus, an expressivity can be incorpo-
rated to any other dialogue system with a similar structure.
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Association Rules Mining is one of the most studied and widely applied fields in Data Mining. However,
the discovered models usually result in a very large set of rules; so the analysis capability, from the user
point of view, is diminishing. Hence, it is difficult to use the found model in order to assist in the decision-
making process. The previous handicap is hightened in the presence of redundant rules in the final set. In
this work, a new definition of redundancy in association rules is proposed, based on user prior knowledge.
A post-processing method is developed to eliminate this kind of redundancy, using association rules known
by the user. Our proposal allows finding more compact models of association rules to ease its use in the
decision-making process. The developed experiments have shown reduction levels that exceed 90 percent
of all generated rules, using prior knowledge always below ten percent. So, our method improves the
efficiency of association rules mining and the exploitation of discovered association rules.

Povzetek: Opisan je sistem za zmanjševanje števila in dolžine pravil s pomočjo analize redundantnosti za
metode asociativnega učenja.

1 Introduction

Mining for association rules has been one of the most stud-
ied fields in data mining. Its main goal is to find unknown
relations among items in a database.

Given a set of items I which contains all the items in the
domain and a transactional database D where every trans-
action is composed by a transaction id (tid) and a set of
items, subset of I (itemset).

An association rule is presented as an implication X →
Y whereX is the antecedent and Y is the consequent of the
rule. Both X and Y are itemsets and usually, but not nec-
essarily, they check X ∩Y = ∅ property. Association rules
reflect how much the presence of the rule antecedent influ-
ences the presence of the rule consequent in the database
records.

What generally makes a rule meaningful are two statis-
tical factors: support and confidence. The support of a
rule supp(X → Y ) refers to the portion of the database
transaction for which X ∩ Y is true while confidence
conf(X → Y ) is a measure of certainty to evaluate the

validity of the rule, it is a measure for the portion of record
which contains Y from those that contain X . The problem
with association rule mining deals with finding all the rules
that satisfy a user-given threshold for support and confi-
dence. Most algorithms face the challenge in a two steps
procedure

1. Find all the itemsets which support value is equal or
greater than the support threshold.

2. Generate all association rules X → (Y − X), con-
sidering: Y is a frequent itemset, X ⊂ Y , and
conf(X → Y ) is equal or greater than the confidence
threshold value.

The discovering of meaningful association rules can help
in the decision-making process but the quite large number
of rules usually makes it difficult for decision-makers in or-
der to process, interpret and apply them. A significant part
of the rules presented to the user are irrelevant because they
are obvious, too general, too specific or because they are
not relevant for the decision topic. Several methods were
proposed in the literature to overcome this handicap such
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as interest measures development, concise representations
of frequent itemsets and redundancy reduction. Section 2
discusses some of the most important works in the field.

This paper proposes a new approach to deal with redun-
dancy, taking into account user previous knowledge about
the studied domain. Previous knowledge is used to detect
and prune redundant rules. We adapt the concept of redun-
dancy and we propose a procedure to develop the redun-
dancy reduction process in the post-processing stage.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
related work. In section 3 we propose an algorithm to find
and prune redundant rules. In section 4 the proposed algo-
rithm is used over three datasets one with data about finan-
cial investment [1], other with data about the USA census
[2] and the other with data about Mushrooms [2]. Section
5 closes the paper with conclusions.

2 Related work
Interestingness is difficult to define quantitatively [3] but
most interestingness measures are classified in objective
measures and subjective measures. Objective measures
are domain-independent, one of them is the interestingness
which is expressed in terms of statistic or information the-
ory applied over the database. Several surveys [4, 5, 6]
summarize and compare objective measures. The explo-
sion of objective measures has raised a new problem: What
are the best metrics to use in a specific situation and a par-
ticular application field? Several papers attempt to solve it
[8, 9] but it is far from being solved. The correlation be-
tween 11 objective rule interestingness measures and real
human interest over eight different datasets were computed
in [10] and there was not a clear “winner”, the correlation
values associated with each measure varied considerably
across the eight datasets.

Subjective measures were proposed in order to involve
explicitly user knowledge in the selection of interesting
rules so that the user can make a better selection. Accord-
ing to [11] subjective measures are classified in:

– Unexpectedness: a pattern is interesting if it is surpris-
ing to the user.

– Actionability: a pattern is interesting if it can help the
user to take some actions.

Actionability started as an abstract notion, with an un-
clear definition, but nowadays, several researchers are in-
terested in it. The actionability problem is discussed in
[12].

Unexpectedness or novelty [13] was proposed in order to
solve the pattern triviality problem, assessing the surprise
level of the discovered rules. Several techniques have been
used to accomplish this aim:

– Templates: Templates are syntactic constraints that al-
low the user to define a group of rules that are interest-
ing or not to him/her [14, 15]. A template is defined

as A1...An → An+1 where Ai is a class name in a
hierarchy or an expression E over a class name. Tem-
plates may be inclusive or restrictive. A rule is con-
sidered interesting if it matches an inclusive template
and uninteresting if it matches a restrictive template.
The use of templates is quite restrictive because the
matching method requires each rule element to be an
instance of the elements in templates, and all template
elements must have at least one instance in the rule.
Moreover, the template definition makes hard to use it
for declaring restrictive templates because it should be
composed of elements subsuming all attributes of the
rule, being in a subsuming relation with the inclusive
template elements.

The best known form of templates is meta-rules [16,
40] a meta-rule is the relationship between two asso-
ciation rules. The main drawback of this approach is
that meta-rules are restricted to having a single rule in
their antecedent and consequent, because of this some
important information may be lost.

– Belief: Silbershatz and Tuzilin [11] defined user
knowledge as a set of convictions, denominated belief.
They are used in order to measure the unexpectedness
of a pattern. Each belief is defined as a predicate for-
mula expressed in first-order logic with a degree of
confidence associated, measuring how much the user
trusts in the belief. Two types of belief were defined:

– Soft belief is that knowledge user accepts to
change if new evidence contradicts the previous
one. The interestingness of the new pattern is
computed by how the new pattern changes the
degree of beliefs.

– Hard belief is that knowledge user will not
change whatever new patterns are extracted.
They are constraints that cannot be changed with
new evidence.

This approach is still in a development stage, no fur-
ther advances were published, so it is not functional.

– General Impressions: were presented in [17] and later
developed in [18] and [19]. They developed a spec-
ification language to express expectations and goals.
Three levels of specification were established: Gen-
eral Impressions, Reasonably Precise Concept and
Precise Knowledge. Item taxonomies concept was
integrated in the specification languages in order to
generalize rule selection. The matching process in-
volved a syntactic comparison between antecedent/-
consequent elements. Thus, each element in the gen-
eral impression should find a correspondent in the as-
sociation rule.

– Logical Contradiction: was developed in [20]. It con-
sists in extracting only those patterns which logically
contradict the consequent of the corresponding belief.
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An association rule X → Y is unexpected with re-
spect to some belief A→ B if:

– Y ∧ B |= FALSE B and Y are in logical con-
tradiction;

– X ∧B has an important support in the database.
This condition eliminates those rules which
could be considered unexpected, but not those
concerning the same transaction in the database;

– A,X → B exists.

– Preference Model: was proposed in [21]. It is a spe-
cific type of user knowledge representing how the
basic knowledge of the user, called knowledge rules
(K), will be applied over a given scenario or tuples of
the database. The user proposes a covering knowledge
(Ct) for each tuple (t) - a subset of the knowledge rule
set K that the user prefers to apply to the tuple t. The
approach validates the transactions which satisfy the
extracted rule.

All the previously presented works use some kind of
knowledge to reduce the number of useless association
rules in the final set. In this way, our approach is similar
to them but there are some remarkable differences.

Like in templates our approach uses the syntactical nota-
tion of association rules to represent knowledge. Templates
use this knowledge to constraint the structure of selected
rules, pruning out those rules which do not satisfy the tem-
plate but produce a lot of association rules with similar in-
formation. On the other hand, we use the knowledge to
remove those rules with similar information, presenting to
the user a set of unexpected rules that can help him to better
understand the underlying domain.

The approach followed by Belief tries to find just un-
known rules, this is our main goal too but, they use a com-
plex and fixed formal knowledge representation based on
first order logic and degrees of belief with no clear way
of building and maintaining the belief system. Instead, we
use a simpler and natural rule-based form of knowledge, fo-
cused on the enhanced capability to increase interactively
the knowledge system.

2.1 Rule redundancy reduction

Research community accepts the semantical definition of
association rule redundancy given in [22] “an association
rule is redundant if it conveys the same information - or
less general information - than the information conveyed
by another rule of the same usefulness and the same rele-
vance”. But several formal definitions have been proposed
over time. In table 1, a sample transactional database is
presented. Defining a support threshold of 0.15 and a con-
fidence threshold of 0.75, an association rule model with 92
rules is obtained. It is used to show redundancy definitions.

Income Balance Sex Unemployed Loan
High High F No Yes
High High M No Yes
Low Low M No No
Low High F Yes Yes
Low High M Yes Yes
Low Low F Yes No
High Low M No Yes
High Low F Yes Yes
Low Medium M Yes No
High Medium M No Yes
Low Medium F Yes No
Low Medium M No No

Table 1: Sample transactions

Definition 1. Minimal non-redundant association
rules[22]: An association rule R : X → Y is a min-
imal non-redundant association rule if there is not an
association rule R1 : X1 → Y1 with:

– support(R) = support(R1)

– confidence(R) = confidence(R1)

– X1 ⊆ X and Y ⊆ Y1

From data on table 1 we can obtain the rules:
R : {[balance].[medium]} →
{[income].[low], [loan].[no]} supp = 0.25, conf = 0.75
and R1 : {[balance].[medium]} → {[loan].[no]}
supp = 0.25, conf = 0.75. According to definition 1 R
is a redundant rule. No new information is provided by its
inclusion into the association rules model.

Several works have been developed to prune that kind
of redundancy. Mining Closed Associations, uses frequent
closed itemsets [23] tries to produce the set of minimal gen-
erators for each itemset. The number of closed association
rules is linear to the number of closed frequent itemsets. It
can be large for sparse and large datasets.

The Generic Basis (GB) and the Informative Basis (IB)
[22] used the Galois connections to propose two condensed
basics that represent non-redundant rules. The Gen-GB and
Gen-RI algorithms were presented to obtain a generic ba-
sis and a transitive reduction of the IB. The reduction ra-
tio of IB was improved by [24] maximal closed itemsets.
The Informative Generic Basis [25] also uses the Galois
connection semantics but taking the support of all frequent
itemsets as an entry, so it can calculate the support and con-
fidence of derived rules. The augmented Iceberg Galois
lattice was used to construct the Minimal Generic Basis
(MGB) [26]. The concept of generator was incorporated
into high utility itemsets mining in [27].

The redundancy definition presented in definition 1
requires that a redundant rule and its corresponding
non-redundant rule must have identical confidence and
identical support. From data on table 1 we can obtain the
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rules:
R : {[income].[high], [unemployed].[no]} →
{[loan].[yes]} supp = 0.33, conf = 1.0, and
R1 : {[income].[high]} → {[loan].[yes]}
supp = 0.41, conf = 1.0 those rules are non-redundant
ones, but the consequent of R can be obtained from R1 a
rule with the same confidence and fewer conditions. So
without R the same results are achieved, rule R must be a
redundant rule. Xu [28] formalizes this kind of redundancy
in definition 2.

Definition 2. Redundant rules[28]: Let X → Y and
X1 → Y1 be two association rules with confidence cf and
cf1, respectively. X → Y is said to be a redundant rule to
X1 → Y1 if

– X1 ⊆ X and Y ⊆ Y1

– cf ≤ cf1

Based on definition 2 the Reliable basis was proposed.
It consists of two bases the ReliableApprox used in par-
tial rules, and ReliableExact used in exact rules. Frequent
closed itemsets are used to perform the reliable redundancy
reduction process. It generates rules with minimal an-
tecedent and maximal consequent. The reliable basis re-
moves a great amount of redundancy without reducing the
inference capacity of the remaining rules. Phan [29] uses
a more radical approach to define redundancy see defini-
tion 3.

Definition 3. Representative association rules[29]: Let
X → Y an association rule. X → Y
is said to be a representative association rule if there is not
other interesting rule X1 → Y1 such that X1 ⊆ X and
Y ⊆ Y1.

The redundancy definitions presented above do not guar-
antee the exclusion of all non-interesting patterns of the fi-
nal model. Example 1 shows a group of rules with no new
information to the user, and they are not classified as re-
dundant by the previous definitions.

Example 1. A set of redundant rules from data in table 1
Let’s see a subset of association rules obtained from
table 1:

R1 : {[income].[high]} → {[loan].[yes]}
R2 : {[sex].[female], [unemployed].[no]} →
{[income].[high]}
R3 : {[sex].[female], [unemployed].[no]} →
{[income].[high], [loan].[yes]}
R4 : {[sex].[female], [unemployed].[no]} →
{[loan].[yes]}
R5 : {[income].[high], [loan].[yes]} →
{[unemployed].[no]}
R6 : {[income].[high], [loan].[yes], [sex].[male]} →
{[unemployed].[no]}
R7 : {[balance].[high], [income].[high], [loan].[yes]} →

{[unemployed].[no]}

If we analyze the rules R1 and R3 we see that item
[loan].[yes] in R3 consequent provides no new informa-
tion, because this is known by R1. So rule R3 is redundant
but this kind of redundancy is not detected by the previous
definitions. Analyzing rules R1, R2 and R4 we can check
that combining, transitively, of R1 and R2 it will produce
R4 so, R4 is redundant. One more time this kind of redun-
dancy is not detected by previous definitions. InR5,R6 and
R7 antecedent the item [loan].[yes] provides no new infor-
mation because this is known by R1. It is redundant and
must be pruned, but it can not be detected by redundancy
definitions.

2.2 Post-processing
Since the year 2000, the interest in post-processing meth-
ods in association rules has been increasing. Perhaps the
most accurate definition of post-processing tasks were done
by Baesens et al. [30] Post-processing consists of dif-
ferent techniques that can be used independently or to-
gether: pruning, summarizing, grouping and visualization.
We have a special interest in pruning techniques that prune
those rules that do not match to the user knowledge. Those
techniques are associated with interestingness measures
that may not satisfy the downward closure property, so it
is impossible to integrate them in Apriori like extraction
algorithms.

An element to consider is the nature of Knowledge Dis-
covery in Databases (KDD) as an interactive and iterative
user-centered process. Enforcing constraints during the
mining runs neglects the character of KDD [31], [32]. A
single and possibly expensive mining run is accepted but
all subsequent mining questions are supposed to be satis-
fied with the initial result set.

In this work, a method is developed to obtain non-
redundant association rules about user knowledge. It is im-
portant to ensure the user capability to refine his/her knowl-
edge in an interactive and iterative way, accepting any of
the discovered associations or discarding some previous as-
sociations and updating prior knowledge. This approach
also makes possible to fulfill the mining question of dif-
ferent users, with different domain knowledge, in a single
mining run.

3 A knowledge guided approach

3.1 Knowledge based redundancy
In example 1, a group of redundant rules, which are cur-
rently not covered by the definitions of redundancy, are
showed. Our interest is to eliminate these forms of redun-
dancy in association rule models. Based on a core set of
rules that represent the user belief; a result of his experi-
ence working in the subject area. This knowledge is more
general than rules obtained in the mining process which
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only represent a particular dataset with partial information
so the quality metric value for this kind of rule is considered
maximal. This set of rules will be named prior knowledge.
A rule that does not contradict prior knowledge of the user
will be considered redundant. We formalize the notion of
prior knowledge redundancy in definition 4. User can rep-
resent previous knowledge in different ways like semantic
networks, ontologies, among others.

Considering that, the expert is interested in association
rules discovering, prior knowledge is incorporated to the
model using association rules format. For example an ex-
pert working with the dataset presented in table 1 knows
that customers with high income ([income].[high]) pay
their loans on time and therefore these must be approved.
This knowledge can be represented as the association rule
{[income].[high]} → {[loan].[yes]}.

Definition 4. Knowledge Based Redundancy: Let S be a
set of association rules and Sc a set of prior known rules,
defined over the same domain of S. An association rule
R : X → Y ∈ S is redundant with respect to Sc if there
is a rule R

′
: X

′ → Y
′ ∈ Sc and fulfills some of the

following conditions.

1. X
′ ⊆ X ∧ Y ′ ∩ Y 6= {∅}

A rule is redundant if there is another rule presented
in Sc that contains more general information.

2. X
′ ⊆ X ∧ ∃R′′

: X
′′ → Y

′′ ∈ Sc : X
′′ ⊆ Y ′ ∧ Y ⊆

Y
′′

A rule R is redundant if there is a rule R
′

in Sc that
contains part or the whole antecedent and there is a
third rule R

′′
in Sc that shares information with R

′

and its consequent contains R consequent.

3. X
′ ⊆ X ∧ Y ′ ∩X 6= {∅}

A rule is redundant if its antecedent contains a part or
the whole information of a previously known rule.

4. X
′ ⊆ Y ∧ Y ′ ∩ Y 6= {∅}

A rule is redundant if its consequent contains a part
or the whole information of a previously known rule.

Reviewing rules in example 1 with definition 4 we have:
Sc = {{[income].[high]} → {[loan].[yes]},
{[sex].[female], [unemployed, ].[no]} →
{[income].[high]}}

Rule R3 : {[sex].[female], [unemployed].[no]} →
{[income].[high], [loan].[yes]} fulfills condition 1 in def-
inition 4 because:

1. [sex].[female], [unemployed].[no] ⊆
[sex].[female], [unemployed].[no]

2. [income].[high] ⊆ [income].[high], [loan].[yes]

Rule R3 : {[sex].[female], [unemployed].[no]} →
{[income].[high], [loan].[yes]} fulfills condition 4 in def-
inition 4 because:

1. [income].[high] ⊆ [income].[high], [loan].[yes]

2. [loan].[yes] ⊆ [income].[high], [loan].[yes]

Rule R4 : {[sex].[female], [unemployed].[no]} →
{[loan].[yes]} fulfills condition 2 in definition 4 because:

1. [sex].[female], [unemployed].[no] ⊆
[sex].[female], [unemployed].[no]

2. [income].[high] ⊆ [income].[high]

3. [loan].[yes] ⊆ [loan].[yes]

Rule R5 : {[income].[high], [loan].[yes]} →
{[unemployed].[no]} fulfills condition 3 in definition 4 be-
cause:

1. [income].[high] ⊆ [income].[high], [loan].[yes]

2. [loan].[yes] ⊆ [income].[high], [loan].[yes]

Rule R6 :
{[income].[high], [loan].[yes], [sex].[male]} →
{[unemployed].[no]} fulfills condition 3 in definition 4
because:

1. [income].[high] ⊆
[income].[high], [loan].[yes], [sex].[male]

2. [loan].[yes] ⊆ [income].[high], [loan].[yes], [sex].[male]

Rule R7 :
{[balance].[high], [income].[high], [loan].[yes]} →
{[unemployed].[no]} fulfills condition 3 in definition 4
because:

1. [income].[high] ⊆
[balance].[high], [income].[high], [loan].[yes]

2. [loan].[yes] ⊆ [balance].[high], [income].[high], [loan].[yes]

Armstrong’s axioms [33] are a set of inference rules.
They allow to obtain the minimum set of functional de-
pendencies that are maintained in a database. The rest of
functional dependencies can be derived from this set. They
are part of clear mechanisms designed to find smaller sub-
sets of a larger set of functional dependencies called “cov-
ers” that are equivalent to the “bases” in Closure Spaces
and Data Mining.

Armstrong’s axioms can not be used as an inference
mechanism in association rules [34] because it is impos-
sible to obtain the values of support and confidence in the
derived rules:

– Reflexivity (if B ⊂ A then A → B) holds because
conf(A→ B) = supp(A∩B)

supp(A) = supp(A)
supp(A) = 1

– Transitivity if A → B and B → C both hold with
confidence ≥ threshold we can not know the value
for conf(AD → C) so the Transitivity does not hold.

– Augmentation (if A → B then AC → B) does not
hold. Enlarging the antecedent of a rule may give a
rule with much smaller confidence, even zero: think
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of a case where most of the times X appears it comes
with Z, but it only comes with Y when Z is not present;
then the confidence of X → Z may be high whereas
the confidence of XY → Z may be null.

Our intention is to use Armstrong’s axioms in order to
assess if a rule has Prior Knowledge Redundancy over a set
of rules Sc from previous knowledge. So they must verify
the condition presented in definition 4.

Condition X
′ ⊆ X ∧ Y ′ ∩ Y 6= {∅} represents the

classical definition of redundancy like in definition 1,
definition 2 and definition 3. This condition is fulfilled if
a single attribute in Y is redundant. Armstrong’s axioms
can be used to perform this operation. Let R1 : X → Y
and R2 : X

′ → Y
′

be association rules. Suppose
Y

′ ∩ Y = Y1. Then by the reflexivity axiom on R2 conse-
quent R3 : Y → Y1 and by reflexivity on R1 consequent
R4 : Y

′ → Y1. By transitivity betweenR1 andR3 we have
R5 : X → Y1, applying transitivity betweenR2 andR4 we
have R6 : X

′ → Y1. X
′ ⊆ X by statement condition, ap-

plying augmentation in R6 until X
′

= X , R7 : X → Y1.
Therefore Armstrong’s axioms check the condition. For
example, the rule R : {[income].[high], [sex].[male]} →
{[loan].[yes], [unemployed].[no]} is part of the asso-
ciation model generated from the dataset in table 1.
This rule can be classified as redundant by condition
1 of definition 4 with respect to prior knowledge.
Sc = {Rs1 : [income].[high] → [loan].[yes],
Rs2 : [sex].[female], [unemployed].[no] →
[income].[high]}. By the application of Reflexivity,
we have that R1 : [loan].[yes] → [loan].[yes] by
Augmentation of [unemployed].[no] on R1 we have
R2 : [loan].[yes], [unemployed].[no] → [loan].[yes]
and by Transitivity between R and R2 we have
R3 : [income].[high], [sex].[male] → [loan].[yes], the
same procedure must be followed to [unemployed].[no].
Now by Augmentation of [sex].[male] in rule
[income].[high] → [loan].[yes] ∈ Sc we have
R4 : [income].[high], [sex].[male] → [loan].[yes]
R4 = R3 so item [loan].[yes] is redundant in R and
therefore R is also redundant.

Condition X
′ ⊆ X ∧ ∃R′′

: X
′′ → Y

′′ ∈ Sc :
X

′′ ⊆ Y
′ ∧ Y ⊆ Y

′′
represents the notion of transitivity

a common term in human thinking. This condition is
fulfilled if a single attribute in Y is redundant. Let
R1 : X → Y , R2 : X

′ → Y
′

and R3 : X
′′ → Y

′′

be rules. Suppose Y
′′ ∩ Y = Y1. Then by the re-

flexitivity axiom on R1 consequent R4 : Y → Y1 by
transitivity between R1 and R4 we have R5 : X → Y1.
By statement condition X

′′ ⊆ Y
′

so by reflexivity on
R2 consequent we have R6 : Y

′ → X
′′

. By transi-
tivity between R2 and R6 we have R7 : X

′ → X
′′

now by transitivity between R2 and R7 we have
R8 : X

′ → Y
′′

. Applying augmentation in R8 until
we have R9 : X → Y

′′
. By reflexivity in R9 consequent

R10 : Y → Y1 and by transitivity between R9 and R10 we
have R11 : X → Y1. Therefore Armstrong’s axioms check

the condition. For example, taking into account rule R :
{[sex].[female], [unemployed].[no]} → {[loan].[yes]}
and prior knowledge Sc = {Rs1 : [income].[high] →
[loan].[yes], Rs2 : [sex].[female], [unemployed].[no] →
[income].[high]}. R is classified as redundant according
to condition 2 in definition 4. R is a single consequent
rule so no separation is needed. By the application of
Transitivity between [income].[high] → [loan].[yes] and
[sex].[female], [unemployed].[no] → [loan].[yes] both
in Sc the rule R1 : [sex].[female], [unemployed].[no] →
[loan].[yes] is obtained R = R1 so R is a redundant rule.

Condition X
′ ⊆ X ∧ Y ′ ∩X 6= {∅} represents the case

when any item in the antecedent of a rule is a redundant
one. Let R1 : X → Y and R2 : X

′ → Y
′

be rules.
Suppose Y ′ ∩ X = X1. Then by augmentation of X1

in R2 we have R3 : X
′
X1 → X1Y

′
and by transitivity

between R3 and R1 R4 : X → Y . Therefore Armstrong’s
axioms fulfill the condition. For example, with R :
{[income].[high], [loan].[yes]} → {[unemployed].[no]}
and Sc = {Rs1 : [income].[high] → [loan].[yes],
Rs2 : [sex].[female], [unemployed].[no] →
[income].[high]} R is classified as redundant by
condition 3 in definition 4. Applying Reflexivity of
[income].[high] in [income].[high] → [loan].[yes] rule
R1 : [income].[high] → [income].[high], [loan].[yes]
is obtained by Transitivity between R1 and R we have
R2 : [income].[high] → [income].[high] R2 is simpler
than R with the same information so R is a redundant rule.
However, by Augmentation of [loan].[yes] in R2 we have
R3 : [income].[high], [loan].[yes] → [unemployed].[no]
R = R3.

Condition X
′ ⊆ Y ∧ Y ′ ∩ Y 6= {∅} represents the case

when any item in the consequent ofR is redundant with re-
spect to other item in consequent. This condition is fulfilled
if a single attribute in Y is redundant. Let R1 : X → Y
and R2 : X

′ → Y
′

be rules. Suppose Y ∩ Y ′
= Y1. Then

by the reflexivity axiom on R2 consequent R3 : Y
′ → Y1

by transitivity between R2 and R3 we have R4 : X
′ → Y1.

By statement condition we have X ⊆ Y so by transitivity
between R1 and R4 we have R5 : X → Y1. Therefore
Armstrong’s axioms fulfill the condition. For exam-
ple, R : {[balance].[high], [unemployed].[no]} →
{[income].[high], [loan].[yes]} and Sc =
{Rs1 : [income].[high] → [loan].[yes],
Rs2[sex].[female], [unemployed].[no] →
[income].[high]}. R is redundant according to
condition 4 in definition 4. Applying Reflexiv-
ity, Augmentation and Transitivity we obtain R1 :
[balance].[high], [unemployed].[no] → [income].[high]
and R2 : [balance].[high], [unemployed].[no] →
[loan].[yes] now by Transitivity between R1 and
[income].[high] → [loan].[yes] ∈ Sc we have R3 :
[balance].[high], [unemployed].[no] → [loan].[yes].
R2 = R3 so R is a redundant rule.
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We do not use Armstrong’s Axioms as an inference
mechanism so, we do not worry if it is not able to ensure
the support and confidence threshold in the inferred rules.

3.2 Algorithm to eliminate prior knowledge
redundancy in association rules

In this section we present an algorithm to determine if a
rule contains redundant items, see Fig. 1. The closure al-
gorithm presented in [35] is used to compute X+.

Require: Set of previous knowledge rules Sc
A rule Ri in form X → Y

Ensure: Boolean value to indicate if the rule is redundant
1: i = 0
2: n = |Y |
3: while i < n do
4: if Y [i] ∈ X+

Sc∪X→(Y−{Y [i]}) then
5: return true
6: end if
7: i = i+ 1
8: end while
9: i = 0

10: n = |X|
11: while i < n do
12: if X[i] ∈ (X −X[i])+

Sc∪(X−X[i])→Y then
13: return true
14: end if
15: i = i+ 1
16: end while
17: return false

Algorithm 1: Prior Knowledge Redundancy detection

To determine the redundancy of a rule X → Y we have
to prove if any item A in the rule’s antecedent is redundant
or if an item W in the consequent is redundant. The item
A is redundant if the consequent can be derived from the
prior knowledge without A. The first part of algorithm 1
performs this task for all items A ∈ X by calculating the
closure of the new antecedent X − {A} over the previous
knowledge rules joined to the studied rule focus, and
comparing results with the closure of the same antecedent
over the set of previous rules joined to a new rule, where
the item A is not a part of the antecedent. If both results
are equal, then the item A is redundant and the entire rule
is also redundant. To test if item W is redundant we have
to apply a similar procedure, the second part of algorithm 1
performs this task.

Example 2. Prior Knowledge Redundancy detection: We
use the following Prior Knowledge
Sc = {Rs1 : [income].[high]→ [loan].[yes],
Rs2 : [sex].[female], [unemployed].[no] →
[income].[high]} and the rules
R1 : {[balance].[high], [unemployed].[no]} →
{[income].[high], [loan].[yes]} and

R2 : {[income].[high], [loan].[yes]} →
{[unemployed].[no]} to show the performance of al-
gorithm 1. For R1 we have:

The first step is to compute F = Sc ∪ Ri for R1

F = {Rf1 : [income].[high] → [loan].[yes], Rf2 :
[sex].[female], [unemployed].[no]→ [income].[high],
Rf3 : [balance].[high], [unemployed].[no] →
[income].[high], [loan].[yes]}.

Second, checks the redundancy in the antecedent,
computing closure of [balance].[high] over F . This
is [balance].[high]+F = [balance].[high] and com-
paring with closure of [balance].[high] over G
where G = ((F − {R1}) ∪ ([balance].[high]) →
[income].[high], [loan].[yes]), [balance].[high]+G =
[balance].[high], [income].[high], [loan].[yes]. They are
different so [unemployed].[no] is not redundant. The item
[balance].[high] is also non-redundant.

And last, checks the redundancy in the consequent.
F

′
= {(F −R1 ∪ ([balance].[high],

[unemployed].[no]→ [income].[high])}
[balance].[high], [unemployed].[no]+F =
[balance].[high], [unemployed].[no],
[income].[high], [loan].[yes],
[balance].[high], [unemployed].[no]+

F ′ =
[balance].[high], [unemployed].[no], [income].
[high], [loan].[yes]. They are the same so the item
[loan].[yes] and the rule R1 are redundant.

For R2 we have:

– F
′

= (F −R1) ∪ [income].[high]→
[unemployed].[no].
F = {(F −R1) :
[income].[high] → [loan].[yes],
Rf2[sex].[female], [unemployed].[no] →
[income].[high],Rf3[income].[high], [loan].[yes]→
[unemployed].[no]}.

– [income].[high]+F =
[income].[high], [loan].[yes], [unemployed].[no],
[income].[high]+

F ′ =
[income].[high], [loan].[yes], [unemployed].[no].
They are the same so the rule is redundant.

3.2.1 Correctness

We first prove that closure algorithm [35] can be used to
detect redundancy according to definition 4. Closure algo-
rithm applies Armstrong’s axioms to find all items implied
by a given itemset.

Theorem 1. Let Sc be a set of prior known rules and R :
X → Y an association rule. If there is a rule R

′
: X

′ →
Y

′ ∈ Sc and X
′ ⊆ X ∧Y ′ ∩Y 6= {∅} then Y

′ ∩Y ∈ X+
Sc

Proof. Assume X
′ ⊆ X ∧ Y ′ ∩ Y 6= {∅}. Then X

′ ∈
X+
Sc by assumption X

′ ⊆ X and reflexivity axiom. So
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Y
′ ∈ X+

Sc by transitivity between X →
X

′
and X

′ → Y
′
. Therefore Y

′ ∩ Y ∈ X+
Sc by definition

of set intersection.

Theorem 2. Let Sc be a set of prior known rules and R :
X → Y one association rule. If there is a rule R

′
: X

′ →
Y

′ ∈ Sc and X
′ ⊆ X∧ ∃R′′

: X
′′ →

Y
′′ ∈ Sc : X

′′ ⊆ Y ′ ∧ Y ⊆ Y ′′
then Y ∈ X+

Sc .

Proof. Assume X
′ ⊆ X ∧∃R′′

: X
′′ → Y

′′ ∈ Sc : X
′′ ⊆

Y
′ ∧ Y ⊆ Y

′′
. Then X

′ ∈ X+
Sc by assumption X

′ ⊆ X

and reflexivity axiom. Y
′ ∈ X+

Sc by transitivity between
X → X

′
and X

′ → Y
′
. X

′′ ∈ X+
Sc

by assumption X
′′ ⊆ Y

′
and subset definition. So Y

′′ ∈
X+
Sc by transitivity between X → X

′′
and X

′′ → Y
′′

.
Therefore Y ∈ X+

Sc by assumption Y ⊆ Y
′′

and subset
definition.

Theorem 3. Let Sc be a set of prior known rules and R :
X → Y one association rule. If there is a rule R

′
: X

′ →
Y

′ ∈ Sc and X
′ ⊆ X ∧ Y ′ ∩ X 6= {∅} then Y

′ ∩ X ∈
(X − (Y

′ ∩X))+
Sc .

Proof. AssumeX
′ ⊆ X∧Y ′∩X 6= {∅}. ThenX

′ ∈ (X−
(Y

′∩X))+
Sc by assumptionX

′ ⊆ X and reflexivity axiom.
Y

′ ∈ (X − (Y
′ ∩X))+

Sc by transitivity between X → X
′

and X
′ → Y

′
. Therefore Y

′ ∩X ∈ (X − (Y
′ ∩X))+

Sc by
definition of set intersection.

Theorem 4. Let Sc be a set of prior known rules and R :
X → Y one association rule. If there is a rule R

′
: X

′ →
Y

′ ∈ Sc and X
′ ⊆ Y ∧ Y ′ ∩ Y 6= {∅} then Y

′ ∩ Y ∈
X+
Sc∪X→(Y−(Y ′∩Y ))

.

Proof. Assume X
′ ⊆ Y ∧ Y ′ ∩ Y 6= {∅}. Then X

′ ∈
X+
Sc∪X→(Y−(Y ′∩Y ))

by assumption X
′ ⊆ Y and associa-

tion rule property X ∩ Y = ∅. Y ′ ∈ X+
Sc∪X→(Y−(Y ′∩Y ))

by transitivity between X → X
′

and X
′ → Y

′
. There-

fore Y
′ ∩ Y ∈ X+

Sc∪X→(Y−(Y ′∩Y ))
by definition of set

intersection.

Theorem 5. If (∃Ai ∈ X ∧ Ai ∈ (X −
A1)+
Sc∪(X−Ai)→Y ) ∨ (∃Wi ∈ Y ∧Wi ∈ X+

Sc∪X→Y−Wi
)

then rule X → Y has prior knowledge redundancy over
Sc.

Proof. Direct from theorem 1, theorem 2, theorem 3 and
theorem 4.

Hoare triple was introduced by C. A. R. Hoare [38] as
{P}C{Q}, for specifying what a program does. In such a
Hoare triple:

– C is a program.

– P and Q are assertions, conditions on the program
variables used in C. They will be written using stan-
dard mathematical notation together with logical oper-
ators. We can use functions and predicates to express

high-level properties based on a domain theory [39]
covering specifics of the application area.

We say {P}C{Q} is true, if whenever C is executed in
a state satisfying {P} and if the execution of C finishes,
then the state in which C execution finishes satisfies Q. If
there is a loop in C, loop invariants must be used to prove
correctness. If loop invariants are proved to be true after
each loop iteration then the postcondiction must be proven
true.

In algorithm 1 lines one through eight and lines nine
through sixteen perform basically the same operation, one
over the rule antecedent and the other over the rule con-
sequent. So we analize them only one time. Line four
checks if Y [i] is subset of the closure. So closure algo-
rithm must be computed, this algorithm has been proved as
correct[35]. The search of Y [i] within closure can be done
by a well known linear search algorithm, we assume it is
correct.

Precondictions:

– Sc is a set of previous knowledge rules.

– X → Y is an association rule with
X = X1, .., Xn and Y = Y1, .., Ym

Postcondition: If (∃Ai ∈ X ∧ Ai ∈ (X −
A1)+
Sc∪(X−Ai)→Y ) ∨ (∃Wi ∈ Y ∧Wi ∈ X+

Sc∪X→Y−Wi
)

the return value is true.
Loop invariants: If the loop is executed j or more times,

then after j executions

– i = j

– 0 ≤ i ≤ n

– Y [h] /∈ X+
Sc∪X→(Y−{Y [i]}) for 0 ≤ h < i

Proving the loop invariant: (by induction on j) Base
Case: j = 0

– before first execution of loop i = 0

– loop invariant holds, i = 0 ⇒ (0 ≤ h < 0). No such
h value.

Inductive hypothesis: assume that, if the loop iterates
j times then the loop invariant holds iold = j. Proving
that if the loop iterates j + 1 times, then the loop invariant
holds for inew = j + 1. If true for iteration iold = j then
Y [h] /∈ X+

Sc∪X→(Y−{Y [i]}) for 0 ≤ h < iold.

– if loop iterates then Y [iold] /∈ X+
Sc∪X→(Y−{Y [iold]})

and inew = iold + 1.

– thus Y [h] /∈ X+
Sc∪X→(Y−Y [h]) for

0 ≤ h < inew.

– because loop iterated for iold = j we have iold < n
and inew ≤ n
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Thus, the loop invariant holds for j + 1.
When the loop test fails, the loop invariant holds and

either i ≥ n or Y [i] ∈ X+
Sc∪X→(Y−Y [i])

– Case 1 (j ≥ n): loop invariant implies that Y [h] /∈
X+
Sc∪X→(Y−Y [h]) for 0 ≤ h < n, so no element in

cosequent is a redundant one.

– Case 2 (j < n): loop invariant implies that Y [i] ∈
X+
Sc∪X→(Y−Y [i]) and true is returned

Conclusions: Poscondition is satisfied in either case, so
the algorithm is correct.

3.2.2 Complexity analysis

Time complexity of an algorithm is a function T (n) limit-
ing the maximum number of steps in the algorithm for an
input size n. T (n) depends on what is counted as one com-
putation step, the random access machine (RAM) model is
the most extended one. RAM is a model for a simple digi-
tal computer with random access memory. For the sake of
simplicity T (n) is approximated by a simplest function, it
is written T (n) = O(f(n)) if there are constants c ≥ 0 and
n1 ≥ 0 such that: T (n) ≤ cf(n) for all n ≥ n1.

For algorithm in Fig 1 we considered a as the number
of different attribute symbols in Sc and p the number of
previous knowledge rules presented in Sc. The complexity
order to compute the closure is O(n) see [35]. The execu-
tion time of the first while loop (the consequent of the rule)
takes a∗p since the number of rules in F is p, and we com-
pute the closure with a cost of O(p). The execution time
of the second while loop (the antecedent of the rule) takes
the same value of a ∗ p because it performs the same op-
eration and in the same way the complexity of the steps is
O(ap). To compute the complexity of the entire algorithm,
the complexity of the first and second while loops must be
added so it is O(ap) + O(ap) = 2O(ap) but the constant
2 can be ignored and the final value for complexity of the
algorithm is O(ap).

Association rules extraction algorithms have much
higher complexity [36] than the reduction approach pre-
sented here. This difference led us to propose a reduction
mechanism in which rule extraction algorithm is executed
once and then, in the post processing stage, the reduction
algorithm is fired to prune the redundant rules, rather than
applying prior knowledge as restriction within the extrac-
tion algorithms, which would force to execute it for each
different user and even for each change on a user’s prior
knowledge. The computational cost for the constraint ap-
proach is very high. However, our approach, in post pro-
cessing stage, allows us to run a simpler routine when the
user changes or the user prior knowledge is updated. The
temporal cost of this approach did not exceed 5 seconds in
any of the applied tests.

4 Experimental results

4.1 Methodology

In order to verify the effectiveness of our approach we per-
formed experiments with four datasets. The first one with
data about USA census[2], the second one with data about
stock market investments [1], the third one with data about
hypothetical samples of mushroom[2] and the last one with
data about breast cancer[2]. Prior knowledge consists of
6 rules for each dataset. We use Pruning Ratio metric
PR = (PrunedRules/TotalRules) × 100 to evaluate
our results.

Table 2 shows the result of the experiments. Each row
corresponds to an experiment following the next steps:

1. Find the complete set of rules using as support thresh-
old the value in column 2 and confidence threshold the
value in column 3. The number of rules is showed in
column 4.

2. Apply the steps presented in algorithm 1. The number
of pruned rules are presented in column 5 of Table 2.

3. After applying the algorithm to the dataset, the final
number of rules is presented in column 6 of Table 2
while column 7 contains the pruning ratio. The exe-
cution time is presented in column 8.

4.2 Results and discussion

Pruning Ratio changes according to support in Census and
Stocks datasets, first increasing while the support increases,
but when the support is greater than 0.07 for the Census
dataset and greater than 0.5 for Stocks dataset, the Pruning
Ratio decreases while the support increases. The behav-
ior in Mushroom dataset is the opposite, the Pruning Ratio
decreases while support increases until the support reaches
the 0.5 value then the Pruning Ratio increases while the
support value increases.

This behavior shows a relation between support and pre-
vious knowledge patterns. If the support is increased, then
a number of rules do not meet the support threshold and
they are discarded. Hence the discarded rules have no
major impact on the rules derived from previous knowl-
edge, Pruning Ratio will be increased, but as the support
increases it starts to reduce the rules derived from previous
knowledge, so the Pruning Ratio will be decreased.

In Fig 1, Fig 2 and Fig 3 the mean value of Pruning Ra-
tio is shown for several support values in Census, Stocks
and Mush datasets respectively using combination of all
six rules in Sc.
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Dataset Support Confidence Rules Pruned Rules Final Rules Pruning Ratio Time
Census 0.01 0.4 3408 942 2466 27 0.589
Census 0.03 0.4 835 242 593 28 0.079
Census 0.05 0.4 458 158 300 32 0.043
Census 0.07 0.4 229 79 150 34 0.021
Census 0.09 0.4 163 51 112 31 0.015
Census 0.11 0.4 114 23 91 20 0.010
Stocks 0.2 0.4 11010 5592 5418 50 2.170
Stocks 0.3 0.4 3314 2225 1089 67 0.536
Stocks 0.4 0.4 1230 904 326 73 0.116
Stocks 0.5 0.4 349 294 55 84 0.039
Stocks 0.6 0.4 212 64 148 30 0.020

Mushroom 0.3 0.5 78998 29154 49844 36 11.245
Mushroom 0.4 0.5 5767 1225 4542 21 0.852
Mushroom 0.5 0.5 1148 200 948 17 0.098
Mushroom 0.6 0.5 266 88 178 33 0.025
Mushroom 0.7 0.5 180 83 97 46 0.017

Breast 0.01 0.4 210500 98582 111918 47 27.732
Breast 0.1 0.4 28808 13695 15113 47 4.190
Breast 0.2 0.4 6092 2982 3110 49 0.859
Breast 0.3 0.4 5284 2398 2886 45 0.798
Breast 0.4 0.4 1246 449 797 36 0.118

Table 2: Experiment’s result

4.3 Traditional vs. knowledge based
reduction

The approach developed in this paper differs from those
published until now. Previous woks are concerned with
the structural relationship between association rules and
mechanisms to reduce redundancy using inference rules
and maximal itemsets. We use the user experience to prune
rules that do not bring new knowledge to the user, simpli-
fying decision making. Both approaches are not compara-
ble in essence, but we carried out experiments to compare
KBR’s pruning ratio with previous works.

Fig 4 shows the pruning ratio of some relevant works
in redundancy reduction, over a Mushroom dataset with
a support value of 0.3. We used Mushroom dataset be-
cause we can access to author experiments and it is suf-
ficient to test our case. The values for pruning ratio are
taken from the author’s papers: MinMax, Reliable, GB,
CHARM, CRS and MetaRules.[40]

Reliable has the best Pruning Ratio, see Fig 4, so we
compare it with our approach at different support values,
see Table 3.

Reliable Pruning Ratio is the best of KBR6rules,
KBR9rules and KBR12rules. Nevertheless, KBR15rules

reaches better Pruning Ratio than Reliable for all supports
except 0.4, see Fig. 6. A previous knowledge of 15 rules
is equivalent to 0.018% of the whole rule set, for a support
value of 0.3, and 7.9% for a support value of 0.7.

With very few rules in KBR is possible to exceed the
Pruning Ratio of previous works. Of course there is a nar-
row relationship between the Pruning Ratio and the reper-
cussion of the previous knowledge rules over the whole set
of rules. The Pruning Ratio of knowledge rules increases
in the same way that they are able to describe the domain
under study. The better KBR results are, the better the user
will know the domain under study. Our approach has the
possibility to determine when a model can not be improved
like in the case of KBR15rules for a support value of 0.7
where the Pruning Ratio is 100%.

4.4 Knowledge vs knowledge based
reduction

In section 2 we surveyed some works that used knowledge
to reduce the number of association rules presented to the
final user. The main goal of those papers is to obtain a set of
association rules that satisfies some constraint provided by
users, using different forms of knowledge representation.
They are able to reduce the association rules set cardinality
but generate a lot of rules that represent the same knowl-
edge. Strictly speaking we can not compare our proposal
with those ones because of the difference between goals,
but we want to test the association rules model cardinality
reduction capability of our approach with template, the best
known form of knowledge approach.

We compare the pruning ratio of our approach with the
template implementation proposed in [41] that up-perform
the implementation proposed in [16] across five dataset
from [2].
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Figure 1: Rules pruned in census dataset

Support Reliable KBR6rules KBR9rules KBR12rules KBR15rules

0.3 95 36 76 80 96
0.4 90 21 37 47 84
0.5 89 17 30 44 93
0.6 74 33 40 62 97
0.7 78 46 46 75 100
Average 85 32,5 45,8 61,5 94

Table 3: Pruning Ratio

– Mushroom data (mush)

– Johns Hopkins University Ionosphere data (ion)

– Statlog Project Heart Disease data (hea)

– Thyroid Disease data (thy)

– Attitudes Toward Workplace Smoking Restrictions
data (smo)

The continuous attributes in the data sets used were dis-
cretized using a 4-bin equal-frequency discretization. Sup-
port and Confidence were set to the same values used
in [16]. In table 4 we present the result of our pruning
approach (KBR) and compare it with the previous work
(MetaRules) [41].

Each row in table 4 represents an experiment where col-
umn Dataset contains the dataset id, column TotalRules
shows the total number of rules produced by extraction
algorithms, MetaRules presents the remaining rules after
the application of the aplgorithm proposed in [41] while
column KBR contains the average of remaining rules of
ten runs of knowledge based redundancy elimination algo-
rithm using a random knowledge of ten rules for each exe-
cution. The remaining rules in our approach are lower than
the number of rules in metarules approach for all datasets.

Dataset TotalRules MetaRules KBR
mush 1374 138 120.2
ion 1215 452 402.6
hea 371 246 176.7
thy 1442 502 431.6
smo 797 300 283.3

Table 4: Remaining rules

5 Conclusion
The fundamental idea in this work is linked to the main
definition of data mining: analysis of large amount of data
to extract interesting patterns, previously unknown and the
consideration that an association rule that correspond to
prior knowledge is a redundant one[37]. Our approach
prunes those rules, presenting a simpler model to the final
user.

The main contribution in this work is the definition of re-
dundancy of association rules with respect to prior knowl-
edge, and the definition of a mechanism to eliminate this
kind of redundancy from the final model of association
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Figure 2: Rules pruned in stocks dataset

rules presented to the end user. The redundancy elimina-
tion is performed in two procedures, the first one to de-
tect and prune redundant element in rules antecedent and
consequent, and the second one to detect if all information
provided by a rule is redundant with respect to prior knowl-
edge and then to prune it.

The results of this study confirm it is possible to use prior
knowledge of experts to reduce the volume of association
rules. Models of association rules with fewer rules can be
interpreted more clearly by specialists so they can generate
advantages in decision making process. The experimen-
tal results show that prior knowledge of less than 10% can
reach a reduction ratio above 90%.
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The Bees Algorithm (BA) is a recent population-based optimization algorithm, which tries to imitate the 

natural behavior of honey bees in food foraging. This meta-heuristic is widely used in various 

engineering fields. However, it suffers from certain limitations. This paper focuses on improvements to 

the BA in order to improve its overall performance. The proposed enhancements were applied alone or 

in pair to develop enhanced versions of the BA. Three improved variants of BA were presented: BAMS-

AN, HBAFA and HFBA. The new BAMS-AN includes memory scheme in order to avoid revisiting 

previously visited sites and an adaptive neighborhood search procedure to escape from local optima 

during the local search process. HBAFA introduces the Firefly Algorithm (FA) in local search of BA to 

update the positions of recruited bees, thus increasing exploitation in each selected site. The third 

improved BA, i.e. HFBA, employs FA to initialize the population of bees in the BA for a best exploration 

and to start the search from more promising regions of the search space. The proposed enhancements to 

the BA have been tested using several continuous benchmark functions and the results have been 

compared to those achieved by the standard BA and other optimization techniques. The experimental 

results indicate that the improved variants of BA outperform the standard BA and other algorithms on 

most of the benchmark functions. The enhanced BAMS-AN performs particularly better than others 

improved BAs in terms of solution quality and convergence speed. 

Povzetek: Za reševanje kompleksnih zveznih funkcij so razvili nov pristop na osnovi hibridnega 

čebeljega algoritma (BA) in algoritma Firefly. 

1 Introduction 
Metaheuristic algorithms generally mimic the more 

successful behaviors in nature. These methods present 

best tools in reaching the optimal or near optimal 

solutions for complex engineering optimization problems 

[1]. 

As a branch of metaheuristic methods, swarm 

intelligence (SI) is the collective behavior of populated, 

self-organized and decentralized systems. It concentrates 

specifically on insects or animals behavior in order to 

develop different metaheuristics that can imitate the 

capabilities of these agents in solving their problems like 

nest building, mating and foraging. These interactions 

have been effectively appropriated to solve large and 

complex optimization problems [2]. For instance, the 

behaviors of social insects, such as ants and honey bees, 

can be patterned by the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) 

[3] and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [4] algorithms. 

These methods are generally utilized to describe effective 

food search behavior through self-organization of the 

swarm. 

In SI, honey bees are one of the most well studied 

social insects. Furthermore, it is in a growing tendency in 

the literature for the past few years and it will continue. 

Many intelligent popular search algorithms are 

developed such as Honey Bee Optimization (HBO), 

Beehive (BH), Honeybees Mating Optimization 

(HBMO), Bee Colony Optimization (BCO), Artificial 

Bee Colony (ABC) and the Bees Algorithm (BA) [5].  

The Bees Algorithm (BA) is one of optimization 

technique that imitates the foraging behavior of honeybee 

in nature to solve optimization problems [6]. The main 

advantage of Bees Algorithm is has power and 

equilibrate in local search (exploitation) and 

global random search, (exploration), where both are 

completely decoupled, and can be clearly varied through 

the learning parameters [7]. It is very efficient in finding 

optimal solutions and overcoming the problem of local 

optima, easy to apply, and available for hybridization 

combination with other methods [5].  

The BA has been successfully applied in many  

different engineering problems, such as supply chain 
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optimization [8], production scheduling [9], numerical 

functions optimization [5, 6, 7, 10], solving timetabling 

problems [11], control system tuning [12], protein 

conformation search [13], test form construction [14], 

Placements of FACTS devices [15], pattern recognition 

[16], robotic swarm coordination [17], data mining [18, 

19, 20], chemical process [21], mechanical design [22], 

wood defect classification [23], Printed Circuit Board 

(PCB) assembly optimization [24], image analysis [25], 

and many other applications [26]. 

The BA has attracted attention of many researchers 

in different fields since it has been proved to be efficient 

and robust optimization tool. It can be split up into four 

components: parameter tuning, initialization of 

population, exploitative neighborhood or local search 

(intensification) and exploratory global search 

(diversification) [26]. However, despite different 

successful applications of the BA, the algorithm has 

some limitations and weaknesses. The algorithm 

efficiency is much influenced by initialization of the 

different parameters that need to be tuned. Additionally, 

the BA suffers from slow convergence caused by many 

repeated iterations in local search [5].  

Many different investigations have been made to 

improve BA performance. Certain of these studies focus 

on the parameter tuning and setting component [27, 28]. 

Others developed different concepts and techniques for 

the local search neighborhood stage [5, 7], or global 

search stage [9] or for both the local and global stage 

[29]. Nonetheless, limited interest has been given to the 

improvement of the initialization stage.  

In order to deal with some weaknesses of BA, this 

paper considers different improvements based on other 

strategies and procedures. Hybridization of different 

techniques may improve the solutions quality and 

enhance the efficiency of the algorithms.  

The present work is an extension of the methods 

presented in [30]. The Firefly Algorithm (FA), which is 

swarm intelligence metaheuristic for optimization 

problems that based upon behavior and motion of 

fireflies [31], is applied to initialize the bee population of 

Basic BA for a best exploration of research space and 

start the search from more promising locations. FA is 

also introduced in the local search part of Basic BA in 

order to increase exploitation in each research zone. As a 

result, two BA variants called the Hybrid Firefly Bee 

Algorithm (HFBA) and Hybrid Bee Firefly Algorithm 

(HBAFA), respectively. 

We also investigate the behavior of local search and 

global search of the BA by introducing two strategies: 

memory scheme (local and global memories) to 

overcome repetition and unnecessarily spinning inside 

the same neighborhood and avoid revisiting previously 

visited sites, and adaptive neighborhood search 

procedure to jump from the sites of similar fitness values, 

thus improving the convergence speed of the BA to the 

optimal solution. This improved variant of BA is called, 

Bees Algorithm with Memory Scheme and Adaptive 

Neighborhood (BAMS-AN). 

The rest of this article is organized as follows. 

Section 2 provides a description of Basic BA, FA and 

three improved variants of BA with different strategies. 

Section 3 presents and discusses the computational 

simulations and results obtained on benchmark instances, 

while Section 4 presents our conclusions and highlights 

some suggestions and future research directions. 

2 Materials and methods 

2.1 The standard bees algorithm 

The Bees Algorithm (BA) is a bee swarm-based 

metaheuristic algorithm, which is derived from the food 

foraging behavior of honey bees in nature. It was 

originally proposed by Pham et al. [6]. 

The BA starts out by initializing the population of 

scouts randomly on the space of search. Then the fitness 

of the points (i.e. solutions) inspected by the scouts is 

evaluated. The scouts with the highest fitness are selected 

for neighborhood search (i.e. local search) as “selected 

bees” [6]. To avoid duplication, a neighborhood called a 

“flower patch” is created around every best solution; 

furthermore the forager bees are recruited and affected 

randomly within the neighborhoods. If one of the 

recruited bees lands on a patch of higher fitness than the 

scout, that recruited bee turns into the new scout and 

participates in the waggle dance in the next generation. 

This step is called local search or exploitation [7]. 

Finally, the remaining of the colony bees (i.e. population) 

is assigned around the space of search scouting in a 

random manner for new possible solutions. This activity 

is called global search (i.e. exploration). In order to 

establish the exploitation areas, these solutions with 

those of the new scouts are calculated with a number of 

better solutions being reserved for the succeeding 

learning cycle of the BA. This procedure is repeated in 

cycles until it is necessary to converge to the optimal 

global solution [5].  

The Bees Algorithm detects the most promising 

solutions, and explores in selective manner their 

neighborhoods to find the global minimum of the 

objective function. When the best solutions are selected, 

the BA in its basic version makes a good balance 

between a local (or exploitative) search and a global (or 

exploratory) search. The both develop random search [7]. 

The pseudo-code of the Standard Bees Algorithm is 

given below in Figure 1.  

A certain number of parameters are required for the 

BA, called: number of the scout bees or sites (n), (m) 

sites selected for local search among n sites, (e<m) elite 

sites chosen from the m selected site for a more intense 

neighborhood search, (nre) recruited bees for the elite 

sites, (nrb<nre) bees recruited for neighborhood search 

around other m-e best sites, initial size of all selected 

patch (ngh) around each scout for neighborhood search 

(i.e. flower patch), stopping criterion for the algorithm to 

terminate and number of iterations [5]. 

From the control settings of algorithm, the bees’ 

population size p can be determined as below: 

( ) nrbemnreensp ** −++=
     (1)      
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where; ns is (n – m) remaining bees. 

For random scouting in the initialization phase as 

well as for the unselected bees, the following equation is 

adopted: 

( )minmaxmin * xxrandxxrand −+=  (1) 

where; rand is a random vector element between 0 to 1, 

xmax, xmin are the upper and lower bound to the solution 

vector, respectively. 

Two additional steps are called when neighborhood 

search does not improve any fitness enhancement in a 

neighborhood: the neighborhood shrinking and the site 

abandonment. The primary objective is to enhance the 

computation performance and the search accuracy. This 

implementation is called the Standard Bees Algorithm 

(Standard-BA) [7]. 

2.1.1 Neighborhood shrinking strategy 

A large value is defined for the initial size of the 

neighborhoods. For each ai of a = {a1, …,an} is set as 

follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )iii tnghta minmax −=   

( ) 0.10 =ngh  (2) 

where t represents the t-th iteration of the BA main loop. 

The initial size of flower patches is on a wide area to 

promote the exploration of the search space. Whilst the 

local search procedure gives better fitness, the size of 

patches is maintained unchanged, and is then gradually 

reduced to yield the search more exploited round the 

local optimal [7]. The ultimate objective of the 

neighborhood shrinking approach is to make the search 

progressively concentrated in the proximity of the local 

peak of fitness. The updating formula is given as follows: 

( ) ( )tnghtngh =+ 8.01  (3) 

A new variant of BA can be obtained by applying 

the shrinking procedure over Basic BA. This 

implementation is named the Shrinking-based BA [26]. It 

can be deducted from the first paper of Pham et al. [6]. 

2.1.2 Site abandonment strategy 

To enhance the efficiency of the local search, the site 

abandonment procedure is introduced, in which there is 

no more enhancement of the fitness value of the fittest 

bee after a predetermined number (stlim) of successive 

stagnation cycles. If the abandoned site corresponds to 

the fitness best value, the location of the peak is 

registered. If no other flower patch will generate a better 

value of fitness in the rest of the search, the better 

registered fitness position is taken as the final solution 

[7]. 

To sum up, in the literature review of Bees 

Algorithm, three important implementations could be 

discovered, which are Basic-BA, Shrinking-based-BA, 

and Standard-BA. 

Bees Algorithm (BA) 

Initialize population with random solutions by sending (n) scout bees.  

Iterate until a stopping criterion is met 

1. Evaluate the fitness of the population. 

2. Sort the solutions according to their fitness. 

// Waggle dance 

3. Select the highest-ranking m solutions (i.e. sites or patches) for neighborhood search. 

4. Determine the patch of each selected site with an initial size of (nghinit).  

5. Recruit nr = nre foragers to each of the e≤m top-ranking elite solutions. 

6. Recruit nr = nrb≤nre foragers to each of the remaining m – e selected solutions. 

// Local search 

7. For each of the m selected solutions 

a. Create nr new solutions by perturbing the selected solution randomly or otherwise and evaluate their fitness. 

b. Retain the best solution amongst the selected and new solutions. 

// Neighborhood Shrinking Strategy 

c. Adjust the neighborhood of the retained solution (i.e. Shrink patches whose neighborhood has achieved no improvement 

by a shrinking factor (sf)).  

// Site Abandonment Strategy 

d. Abandon sites where no progress has been made for a number (stlim) of consecutive iterations and re-initialize them 

(Save the location of the abandoned site if it represents the current best solution). 

// Global search 

8. Assign the remaining bees (n - m) to search randomly and evaluate their fitness.  

9. Form new population (m solutions from local search, n – m from global search) 

Figure 1: Pseudo code for the Standard Bees Algorithm (BA). 
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2.2 The standard firefly algorithm 

Firefly Algorithm (FA) is a recent biologically-inspired 

algorithm originally introduced by [31]. FA imitates the 

communication behavior of tropical fireflies and the 

idealized flashing features of fireflies [31]. 

The primary strengths of FA are namely exploitation 

and exploration. In addition, the proposal time of this 

algorithm is relatively short, the parameters needing to be 

adjusted are quite few due to its simple structure and less 

complexity without requiring complex evolutionary 

operations; and the optimizing search ability is also 

relatively good [32].  

FA has been successfully applied to solve different 

optimization problems such as software testing [33], 

dynamic multidimensional knapsack problems [34], 

combinatorial problem [35], mobile robotics [36], 

network route selection [37], linear antenna array failure 

correction [38], optimized gray-scale image 

watermarking [39], automatic control system 

optimization [40, 41], price budget [42], multi-objective 

economic emission dispatch solution [43], and so on. 

Generally, it can get the optimal solution with its 

exploitation [44]. 

According to [32], two important things need to be 

defined in FA: the change of the attractiveness (β) and 

the formulation of the light intensity or brightness (I). 

The strength of attraction is proportional to the 

intensity of the brighter firefly and the distance between 

the two fireflies, so the brightness reduces with the 

distance from its source and the media will absorb the 

light. The light intensity of a firefly is given according to 

the value of the objective function. For simplicity, 

different features of fireflies are idealized into diverse 

rules detailed in [32]. The descriptive pseudo code of the 

FA is given in Figure 2. 

The attractiveness β between two fireflies can be 

determined by the following equation: 

( )2

0 *exp r −=  (4) 

where; β0 is the attractiveness at r = 0, r is the distance of 

two fireflies and γ is the light absorption coefficient. γ is 

the most crucial parameter in FA method, it performs a 

very important role in determining the convergence 

speed and how FA behaves. Hence, nearly all the 

applications it differs from 0.1 to 10 [45]. 

The distance among any two fireflies i and j at xi and 

xj, respectively, calculated by the Euclidean or Cartesian 

distance formulation as follows: 

( )
=

−=−=
d

k

kjkijiij xxxxr
1

2

,,
 (5) 

Firefly i is attracted to another more attractive 

(brighter) firefly j and its movement is calculated by 

equation (7) [31]. In this equation the second part is the 

attraction, whilst the third is randomization with the 

control parameter α ∈ [0, 1], and εi is a vector of random 

numbers being generated from different distributions 

such as uniform distribution, Gaussian distribution and 

Lévy flight. The most basic form is εi could be changed 

by (rand − ½) where rand is a random real number 

between interval [0 1] [32]. It is interesting that (7) is a 

random-walk partial to the brighter fireflies. If β0 = 0, it 

turns into a simple random walk. Furthermore, the 

randomization term can easily be prolonged to different 

distributions such as Lévy flights [31]. 
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2.3 The improved bees algorithms 

In this subsection, three improved variants of BA are 

presented: Bees Algorithm with Memory Scheme and 

Adaptive Neighborhood (BAMS-AN), Hybrid Firefly-

Bee Algorithm (HFBA) and Hybrid Bee Firefly 

Algorithm (HBAFA). 

2.3.1 Improved bees algorithm with memory 

scheme and adaptive neighborhood  

In this improved variant, two modifications of BA are 

introduced. The first one is to improve the BA in more 

efficient and natural manner with memory integration 

(local and global memories) to avoid revisiting 

previously visited sites and overcome repetition and 

unnecessarily spinning inside the same neighborhood. 

Thus, the search in the BA can prevent searching within 

infertile areas and can jump from potential local 

optimums. The second modification is to deploy an 

adaptive neighborhood search procedure to escape from 

local optima during the local search process. 

The memory is part of the honey bees’ nature, but 

was not included in basic BA. The strategy is to force the 

bees to stay away from the neighborhoods studied and 

experienced with no beneficial results. This will enforce 

the bees to visit different solutions for investigation. This 

needs the integration of a memory mechanism into the 

bees to allow them to respect the experiences and not 

waste their energy and time. This type of memory will be 

Firefly Algorithm (FA) 

Define    the    objective    function    of    f(x),    where 

x=(x1,........,xd)T 

Generate initial population of fireflies xi (i = 1, 2,..., n) 

randomly. 

Determine the light intensity of Ii at xi via f(xi) 

Define α, β and γ 

While (t <MaxIterFA)  

For i = 1 :n (all n fireflies) 

For j = 1 : n (all n fireflies) 

If (Ii <Ij ), Move firefly i towards 

j by using equation (7); end if 

Vary attractiveness with distance 

r via exp[− γr] 

Evaluate new solutions and 

update light intensity 

Endfor j 

Endfor i 

Rank the fireflies according to light intensity and find 

the current global best 

End while 

Post-process results and visualization 

Figure 2: Pseudo code for the Firefly Algorithm (FA). 
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integrated to the scout and the follower bees where these 

bees could employ information and details about 

previously visited sites (i.e. positions and finesses). 

Different structures of arrays are used to save and handle 

the memory of each bee (scout and follower). The 

memory contains the information obtained during direct 

communication with the environment that used to decide 

the way of patch visiting based on a waggle dance or 

depend on it. This information is very important and 

affects the way forager bees (both scout and follower 

bees) choose the patch to visit and whether it will be 

based on a waggle dance or not (i.e., choosing a familiar 

food source). Foragers depend on their own memories to 

discover particular locations during the visit of food 

patches repeatedly [16, 19]. 

The memorized experiences are continuously 

updated and utilized to lead the further foraging of the 

bees, contributing to a more effective search procedure 

than basic BA. 

The pseudo-code below shows the procedures added. 

It is included in the local neighborhood search for 

follower bees and in the global search for scout bees. 

This procedure decides if the new position (in different 

dimensions) of any bee is close to its previous one 

recorded in its memory. 

where r is the radius, xd
max and xd

min are the upper and the 

lower bound to the solution vector respectively, itmax is 

the maximum number of iterations and ngh is the 

neighborhood size. 

The radius is the Euclidean distance from the field 

center to the border. It defines the size of field. It is 

applied so that different patches do not congregate in the 

same area. As can be seen from Figure 3, the value of 

radius r is based on the size of the solution space for 

scouts and the size of ngh for followers, which involves 

that r, will be greater than ngh for the scouts and less 

than ngh for followers. 

In addition, this enhanced variant of BA introduces 

an improvement to the Basic-BA by using two 

approaches simultaneously; adaptive change to the size 

of neighborhood of a selected patch and abandonment of 

site procedure, in the local search part. The neighborhood 

shrinking method bears similarities with Simulated 

Annealing procedure. The flower patches are initially set 

to a large region to foster the exploration and favor large 

“jumps” across the fitness landscape. Then, the 

neighborhood shrinking method is applied to a patch 

after predefined number of consecutive stagnation cycles. 

If shrinking the patch size does not result in any 

improvement in the local search after a predefined 

number of iterations, an enhancement procedure is 

applied. The enhancement procedure is applied for a 

number of consecutive iterations of no progress. Finally, 

after this number of iterations, the patch is assumed to be 

trapped within a local minimum (or peak) and it is 

abandoned, and the scout bee is randomly re-initialized. 

This process is known as site abandonment. If the 

abandoned location corresponds to the best-so-far 

solution, it is stored temporarily. If no better solution is 

subsequently found, the saved best solution is taken as 

the final one. The objective is to improve the local 

intensification, evade from local optima and speed the 

convergence to the optimal solution. 

2.3.2 Hybrid firefly-bee algorithm 

In initialization step of BA, the scout bees fly at random 

to initial resources. This stage is performed by 

distributing the scouts uniformly in random manner on 

search space. The initial position of scout bees relative to 

the optimal source may influence the level of optimality 

of other algorithm steps. Therefore, the population 

initialization of BA is critical and important factor 

because it can significantly influence the convergence 

speed to the optimal target, the quality of the resource 

found and the stability [26]. 

In the second variant of BA, an enhancement is 

introduced based on the Firefly Algorithm (FA) to 

improve the initialization stage of the BA. The proposed 

approach is called Hybrid Firefly Bee Algorithm 

(HFBA).  

Although the BA has a combination of both local 

and global search abilities, it nonetheless has some 

drawbacks such as a high level of randomness and 

processing time. The results generated by the standard 

BA are subject to the random initialization step. This 

may not contain a sufficient amount of information and 

details about the space surrounding. Nevertheless, due to 

its randomness, it is infeasible for random initialization 

to obtain a high-quality of initial solution regularly. It 

affects convergence speed, accuracy of final solution and 

stability. Practically, we should be searching in all 

directions simultaneously; put differently, initial 

solutions must be distributed uniformly through the 

overall search space. Hence, to obtain a better view of 

the surroundings of all random positions visited by each 

scout bee and to begin a local search from more 

promising sites, a FA search step is introduced during the 

first scouting procedure. The aim of the FA is to enhance 

the performance of the initialization stage of the BA, 

which will offer a better exploration of the search-space 

and empower the global performance of the method. 

High exploration would provide a high chance to obtain a 

solution which is close to global optima. FA based search 

process encourages the fireflies to look for new areas 

including some lesser explored areas and improves the 

fireflies’ ability to explore the large search space. In 

other words, the FA not only integrates the self-

If the bee is a scout then 

r = x1 * xd
max - xd

min; 

Else if the bee is a follower bee then  

r = x2 * ngh; 

End If 

While (number_iterations<itmax) do 

If the new position is close to its previous position 

recorded in the private memory (by using the Euclidian 

distance) then 

Find a new position randomly; 

End If 

End While 

Figure 3: The pseudo code of the procedures added. 

http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/regularly
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improving approach with the current search space, but it 

also integrates the enhancement among its own space 

from the prior phases [30, 44]. This contributes to the 

discovery of better fitness valued patches from where the 

neighborhood search will be performed since if the 

method begins its search from a promising location, it is 

evident that it will have better chance to converge to the 

global optima. In addition, FA has fast convergence 

capability.  

In the proposed algorithm, FA explores the search 

place to either isolate the more advantageous region of 

the search space, and then to escape from trapping into 

local optima and enhance global search, it is introduced 

BA to explore search space (starting with the best 

solutions found by FA) and discover new better 

solutions. The pseudo-code and flow chart of the 

proposed hybrid HFBA are given in Figures 4 and 5.  

The main steps of the novel hybrid algorithm 

(HFBA) can be summarized as follows: First, The initial 

population of n fireflies should be generated, and then, 

each firefly ought to be assigned the random position and 

the fitness (light intensity) for that position should also 

be calculated. Then, a new function is introduced to 

increase the convergence by calculating the step α as 

mentioned in Equation (8). This additional function is 

designated to modify the basic value of α parameter and 

design a dynamic adjusting scheme. The idea to 

minimize randomness is to maximize the algorithm’s 

search capability [30, 46]. The step α can be determined 

as following: 

( ) ( )( )( )3015.0exp14.0 MaxIterFAtt −+=

(8)   

where; t and MaxIterFA represent current and maximum 

number of iterations, respectively. The next step is the 

process of moving each firefly in research space towards 

other brighter and attractive firefly. The position of each 

firefly is updated by Equation (7). The research process 

of firefly is controlled by the maximum number of 

iterations MaxIterFA. When the main loop of FA ends, 

the n best results generated from FA are communicated 

to the BA as an initial population of n scout bees. Thus, 

the BA will start with a population, and the rest of the 

method behaves like the standard (normal) BA algorithm 

in Figure 1. 

To sum up, the main difference between the novel 

proposed HFBA and the Standard BA lies in the first step 

of initialization, with the introduction of a new 

mechanism (FA) for generating the initial population of 

scout bees. Initialization phase of the improved BA is 

controlled by firefly fitness and optimized by α and 

MaxIterFA, which are important HFBA control 

parameters. 

2.3.3 Hybrid bee firefly algorithm 

In the third improved variant of BA, the FA algorithm is 

called to improve the local search of Bees Algorithm. We 

name this proposed algorithm by Hybrid Bee Firefly 

Algorithm (HBAFA). 

Disadvantage of BA is that it can be relatively weak 

in neighborhood search activities, and it suffers from 

slow convergence phenomena caused by the repetition of 

unneeded similar process in the local search. The 

repetitive iteration of the algorithm triggers a 

supplementary computational time in producing the 

solution. This makes the whole process slow. To 

overcome these problems, the intelligent algorithm FA is 

introduced, so as to increase the speed of convergence 

and avoid running the method with additional iteration 

without any improvements. 

The basic idea behind the proposed HBAFA is to 

introduce a FA search strategy into local search of BA. 

The main difference between the Standard BA and the 

hybrid HBA-FA is the manner of how the different 

selected patches types to be exploited. The Standard BA 

employs random mutations as the only means of 

neighborhood search, whereas in HBAFA, FA has been 

applied to improve the local search ability of BA and 

reconfigures the neighborhood dance search as a FA 

search. FA enhances the capability to exploit the whole 

local search space in order to either isolate the most 

promising solution of each selected site. Figure 6 shows 

the flow chart of the Hybrid HBAFA. The pseudo code 

of the improved local search part of BA is presented in 

Figure 7.  

The general steps of HBAFA algorithm are as 

follows. The proposed algorithm uses the Standard BA as 

a core, where FA works as a local search to refine the 

best sites found by the scout bees. Firstly, the best sites 

of BA are given and the control parameters of FA are set. 

Then, the FA algorithm starts its search process in each 

best site and it is run (as a normal FA algorithm in 

Figure. 2) until its stopping criterion is met. The initial 

population of nr fireflies (i.e. nre fireflies per site for elite 

sites and nrb fireflies per site for best sites) should be 

generated and then, each firefly ought to be assigned the 

random position in the neighborhood of each selected 

site, and the fitness (light intensity) for that position 

should also be calculated. The next step is the process of 

moving each firefly in research space of each selected 

site towards other brighter and attractive fireflies. The 

position of each firefly is updated by equation (7). The 

value of the parameter alpha (α) impacts the algorithm 

convergence. Therefore, the initial value of step size α is 

modified and reduced according to equation (8) to 

maximize the algorithm’s search [30]. 

The FA search process is essential because there 

might be better solutions than the original solution in the 

neighborhood region. The research procedure of FA is 

controlled by the maximum number of iterations 

MaxIterFA. When the main loop of FA ends, it returns a 

single global best position. If it lands in a position of 

higher fitness than the scout bee of the selected site, that 

forager is maintained as the new scout bee. When local 

search does not improve any fitness enhancement in a 

neighborhood, the neighborhood shrinking and the site 

abandonment procedures are called. 
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Figure 4: Flow chart of Hybrid Firefly-Bee Algorithm (HFBA). 
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Hybrid Firefly-Bees Algorithm (HFBA) 

Define the objective function of f(x), where x=(x1,........,xd)T 

Define the FA parameters α, β, γ andMaxItrFA 

Define the BA parameters n, m, e, nre, nrb, nghinit, sf and stlim 

Begin FA 

Generate initial population of fireflies xi (i = 1, 2,..., n) randomly. 

Determine the light intensity of Ii at xi via f(xi) 

While (t <MaxIterFA)  

For i = 1 : n (all n fireflies) 

For j = 1 : n (all n fireflies) 

If (Ii <Ij ), Move firefly i towards j by using equation (7); end if 

Vary attractiveness with distance r via exp[− γr] 

Evaluate new solutions and update light intensity 

Endfor j 

Endfor i 

Reduce alpha(α) according to Eq. (8)   

Rank the fireflies according to light intensity and find the current global best 

End while 

Final Best population of n Fireflies 

End begin FA 

Begin BA 

// Initialize n scout bees for BA based on the best solution found by FA 

Initialize population of BA = Final Best population of n Fireflies found by FA 

While (stopping criterion not met) 

Evaluate the fitness of the population. 

Sort the solutions according to their fitness. 

// Waggle dance 

Select the highest-ranking m solutions (i.e. sites or patches) for neighborhood search. 

Determine the patch of each selected site with an initial size of (nghinit).  

Recruit nr = nreforagers to each of the e≤m top-ranking elite solutions. 

Recruit nr = nrb≤nre foragers to each of the remaining m – e selected solutions. 

// Local search 

For each of the m selected solutions 

Create nr new solutions by perturbing the selected solution randomly or otherwise and evaluate their fitness. 

Retain the best solution amongst the selected and new solutions. 

Adjust the neighborhood of the retained solution (i.e. Shrink patches whose neighborhood has achieved no improvement 

by a shrinking factor (sf)). 

Abandon sites where no progress has been made for a number (stlim) of consecutive iterations and re-initialize them 

(Save the location of the abandoned site if it represents the current best solution). 

// Global search 

Assign the remaining bees (n - m) to search randomly and evaluate their fitness.  

Form new population (m solutions from local search, n – m from global search) 

End while 

End begin BA 

Figure 5: Pseudo code of Hybrid Firefly-Bee Algorithm (HFBA). 

 

Figure 6: Flow chart of Hybrid Bee Firefly Algorithm (HBAFA). 
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3 Experimental setup 

3.1 Benchmark functions 

To measure the performance of the improved BAs, some 

well known continuous type benchmark problems were 

selected. Each of these functions has its own properties 

whether it unimodal, multimodal, separable, non-

separable, and multidimensional, so obtained results 

illustrate strengths and weaknesses of the algorithm in 

different situations. 

Some functions are unimodal which mean there is 

only one global optimum. It can easily locate the point; 

thus they are useful for evaluating the exploitation ability 

of an optimization algorithm. If a function has two or 

more local optima, this function is called multimodal. 

Multimodal functions are suitable for benchmarking the 

global exploration capability of an optimization 

algorithm. If the exploration operation of a method is 

mediocre that it cannot perform an efficient search in 

whole space, this method gets trapped in local minima. 

Multimodal benchmarks are difficult for algorithms as 

well as benchmarks having flat surfaces because the 

flatness of the benchmark does not offer the algorithm 

any kind of information to lead the search process 

towards the minima. A function is regarded as separable 

if it can be expressed as a sum of function just from one 

variable. Non-separable benchmarks cannot be expressed 

in this form. Consequently, non-separable benchmarks 

are considerably more difficult compared to the separable 

benchmarks. Meanwhile, dimensionality of the search 

area reflects the number of parameters to be optimized. It 

is an essential characteristic that determines the difficulty 

of the problem [4]. 

The Martin and Gaddy and Hypersphere are 

unimodal benchmarks which are fairly simple for 

optimization tasks. The Easom function is a unimodal 

test function. It is characterized by a single narrow mode 

and the global minima have a small region relative to the 

search space. The Goldstein & Price is a multimodal 

function (i.e., including multiple local optima, but just 

one global optimum) and it is easy optimization task with 

only two variables. Schaffer benchmark is symmetric 

complex multimodal function that has a global optimum 

very close to a local optimum. The Rosenbrock function 

is complex and unimodal and the minimum is at the 

lowest part of a long, narrow and parabolic shaped 

valley. To find the valley is trivial and it can be easily 

discovered with a few repetitions of an optimization 

methods, however, to locate the exact global minima is 

quite difficult. Rastrigin, Griewank and Ackley have an 

overall unimodal behavior and local multi-modal pockets 

created by a cosinusoidal “noise” component. The 

Schwefel function is well-known to be a complex and 

tough problem. It is a multimodal function and the global 

minimum is geometrically distant from the second best 

local minima. Consequently, the optimization algorithms 

are potentially susceptible to convergence in the incorrect 

direction. Thus, the algorithm never gets the same value 

on the same position. Algorithms that fail to tackle this 

function will do poorly in real world problems with noisy 

data. The combination of these characteristics determines 

the complexity of the continuous functions.  

// Improved Local Search phase of BA 

7. For each of the m selected solutions 

a. // Perform neighborhood search using Firefly Algorithm 

Generate initial population of fireflies xi(i = 1, 2,…, nr) randomly (i.e. nre fireflies per site for elite sites and nrb fireflies per site 

for best sites).  

Determine the light intensity of Ii at xi via the objective function f(xi) 

Define α, β and γ 

While (t <MaxGeneration)  

For i = 1 :nr (all nr fireflies) 

For j = 1 : nr (all nr fireflies) 

If (Ii <Ij), Move firefly i towards j by using equation (7); end if 

Vary attractiveness with distance r via exp[− γr] 

Evaluate new solutions and update light intensity 

Endfor j 

Endfor i 

Reduce alpha (α) according to Eq. (8) 

Rank the fireflies according to light intensity and find the current global best 

End while 

Output optimum solution value and its locate 

b. Retain the best solution amongst the selected and new optimum solution. 

c. Adjust the neighborhood of the retained solution (i.e. Shrink patches whose neighborhood has achieved no improvement 

by a shrinking factor (sf)). 

d. Abandon sites where no progress has been made for a number (stlim) of consecutive iterations and re-initialize them 

(Save the location of the abandoned site if it represents the current best solution). 

Figure 7: Pseudo code of the Improved Local Search part of BA. 
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Interval, full equation, dimensions, theory global 

optimal solutions and properties of these functions are 

shown in Table 1 as reported in [4]. Readers are referred 

to [47] for more details on the benchmark functions used 

in present investigation and its characteristics. 

3.2 Performance measures 

Performance assessment of the different algorithms is 

based on two metrics: namely, the accuracy and the 

average evaluation numbers and results were compared 

to Standard Bees Algorithm (BA), Firefly Algorithm 

(FA), and other well known optimization techniques such 

as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Evolutionary 

Algorithm (EA). These are given in Tables 3, 4 and 5. 

The accuracy of algorithms (E) was defined as the 

difference of the fittest solution obtained by algorithms 

and the value of the global optimum. It was chosen as a 

performance indicator to ascertain the quality of the 

solutions obtained. According to this approach, the more 

accurate results are closer to zero. However, the number 

of function evaluations (NFE), which is the number of 

times any benchmark problem had to be assessed to 

grasp the optimal solution, was used to evaluate the 

convergence speed. If the algorithm could not find E less 

than 0.001, the final fitness value is recorded with 

maximum function evaluations. Lower value of NFE for 

a method on a problem means the method is faster in 

solving that problem. 

The process will run until stopping criteria are met. 

Each time, the optimization algorithm is run until the 

accuracy (error) is less than 0.001, or the maximum 

number of iterations (5000) is elapsed. For each 

configuration, 50 independent minimization trials are 

performed on each benchmark function. 

3.3 Parameters settings 

In order to obtain a reliable and fair comparison amongst 

standard and novel improved BA, the same parameters 

and values were utilized for all benchmarks to achieve 

acceptable results within the required tolerance without 

careful tuning, except for the parameter α, β and γ which 

were only set for the two variants of BA based on FA 

and FA. The Firefly Algorithm (FA) was implemented in 

this study according to the method described in [31]. The 

parameter configuration recommended by [32] is used. 

The parameters of the implemented BA used in this 

paper have been empirically tuned and the optimal 

parameter settings are used to find the optimal solution. 

The Standard BA implemented in this work is called 

BA1. 

The simulation results of our experiment are 

compared with ones reported in [7]. This comparison was 

carried out between the BA1, FA and the proposed 

No Benchmark Function Min Interval P 

1 Easom 2D ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2
2

2
1

21 coscosmin  −−−−= xxexxF  0 [-100, 100] UN 
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=
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Table 1: Summary characteristics of test functions used. D: Dimension, Min: Global Minimum, P: Properties, U: 

Unimodal, M: Multimodal, S: Separable, N: Non-Separable. 
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variants of BA with the standard BA introduced in [7] 

(noted by BA2) and other well-known optimization 

techniques such as EA and PSO. Pham and Castellani 

(2009) were analyzed in [7] the learning results of EA, 

PSO and BA2 algorithms, and the parameter setting that 

gives the most consistent performance across all the 

benchmarks was found for each algorithm. The 

parameter settings of the algorithms are given in Table 2. 

Given an optimization algorithm, the No Free Lunch 

Theorem of optimization (NFLT) entails that there is no 

universal tuning that guarantees top performance on all 

possible optimization problems [48]. 

The algorithms developed in this study were 

implemented using Octave programming language and 

all experiments were performed on Intel Core i3-370M 

2.4 GHz and 4 GB RAM running a 64-bit operating 

system. 

4 Results and discussion 
In this work, initialization stage, local search and global 

search parts of BA were investigated. The attention was 

on improving the performance of the BA by increasing 

the accuracy and the speed of the search. 

The comparisons were carried out between improved 

variant of BAs (BAMS-AN, HFBA and HBAFA), the 

standard BA (BA1) and FA. Then, the performance of 

these algorithms is compared against other well-known 

optimization techniques presented in [7] such as standard 

BA (BA2), EA and PSO. The same stopping criterion is 

used for all the algorithms (see Section. 3.2). 

The Average accuracy (μE) and their standard 

deviation (σE), and the mean numbers of function 

evaluations (Mean) and standard deviation (Std) for 50 

runs are compared in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. Bold 

values represent the best results. The second best results 

are in italics. Additionally, Table 5 displays the 

percentage of improvements in term of reducing the 

number of evaluations (NFE) when comparing the 

variants BAs with FA and the Standard BA. 

First, we compare the performance of our 

implemented BA (BA1) to the Standard BA exposed by 

Pham and Castellani (BA2) in [7]. The two algorithms 

use different combinations of parameters (Table 2). After 

finishing the simulation, it is found from Table 3 that the 

two parameter combinations are capable to find the 

global optimum on 7 cases out of 10 benchmark 

functions. For the rest, the average accuracy (μE) found 

for the Rastrigin function with 10 dimensions was better 

for the BA1 compared with the BA2 with 7.8601 against 

8.8201 respectively. However, BA2 performed slightly 

better than BA1 on Rosenbrock 10D with 0.0293 against 

0.1093, respectively. For Griewank 10D, the result is 

almost slightly the same for both. 

In order to examine and compare the convergence 

speed of these algorithms, the average number of 

function evaluations (Mean) is considered. On the other 

hand, evaluate which parameter combination is better 

than another. Parameter combination with the minimum 

number of function evaluations achieving global 

optimum over all benchmarks and all dimensions is 

distinguished as the best. It is immediately obvious from 

Table 4, that BA1 outperformed BA2, except for 

Schaffer 2D and Griewank 10D functions. Hence, the 

combination of parameters used for our implementation 

of BA (BA1) algorithm gave the best results in terms of 

number of function evaluations. For this reason, it has 

been selected for the proposed variants of BA. This 

suggests that if a user faces a problem, this parameter 

combination ought to be used as default setting. 

The second comparison of performances is achieved 

between the improved algorithms (BAMS-AN, HBAFA, 

HFBA), BA1 and FA and others well-known 

optimization algorithms EA, PSO and BA2. 

Algorithm Parameters Value 

BA1, 

BAMS-AN, 

HBAFA, 

HFBA -   

Common 

Parameters 

Scout bees (n) 

Elite sites (e) 

Best sites (m) 

Recruited elite (nre) 

Recruited best (nrb) 

Stagnation limit (stlim) 

Neighborhood size (nghinit) 

 

Shrinking factor (sf) 

Evolution cycles (ec) 

12 

2 

6 

29 

9 

10 

(Search 

range)/2 

0.8 

5000 

FA, HFBA, 

HBAFA - 

Common 

Parameters 

Population size 

Initial attractiveness (β0) 

Minimum value of beta (βmin) 

Light absorption coefficient (γ) 

Control parameter (α) 

FA cycles (MaxIterFA)   

40 

1 

0.2 

1 

0.2 

12500 

HFBA & 

HBAFA 

FA cycles in inner loop of 

HFBA 

FA cycles in inner loop of 

HBA-FA 

[3 10] 

 

5 

BA2 [7] Scout bees (n) 

Elite sites (e) 

Best sites (m) 

Recruited elite (nre) 

Recruited best (nrb) 

Stagnation limit (stlim) 

Neighborhood size (nghinit) 

 

Shrinking factor (sf) 

Evolution cycles (ec) 

11 

2 

6 

30 

10 

10 

Not 

presented 

0.8 

5000 

EA [7] Population size 

Evolution cycles (max number) 

Children per generation 

Mutation rate (variables) 

Mutation rate (mutation width) 

Initial mutation interval width a 

(variables) 

Initial mutation interval width p 

(mutation width) 

100 

5000 

99 

0.8 

0.8 

0.1 

 

0.1 

PSO [7] Population size 

Connectivity (no. of neighbors) 

Maximum particle velocity (u) 

c1 

c2 

wmax 

wmin 

PSO cycles 

100 

2 

0.05 

2.0 

2.0 

0.9 

0.4 

5000 

Table 2: Parameters setting of the algorithms. 
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The algorithms are tested first for accuracy, and 

compared on the benchmark functions. According   to 

Table 3, BA and its variants found the minimum results 

for the most of the functions with good standard 

deviations. BAMS-AN is the best performing approach 

which have been successful in achieving the minimum 

error in 8 functions out of 10 benchmarks followed by 

standard HBAFA, HFBA and BA in 7 out of 10 

functions. Each of PSO, EA and FA has been capable of 

obtaining the theoretical value of 0 in, respectively, 6, 5 

and 4 functions out of 10 benchmarks. 

BAMS-AN did not reach the minimum average 

accuracy only in Schwefel 2D, Rastrigin 10D functions 

while the other variants of BA (Standard BA, HBAFA 

and HFBA) are not capable of finding function minimum 

on Griewank, Rastrigin and Rosenbrock benchmarks 

with 10 dimensions. PSO cannot find the global 

minimum for Schwefel 2D, Rastrigin 10D, Griewank 

10D and Rosenbrock 10D functions. In addition to these 

benchmarks, EA is not capable of finding function 

minimum on Schaffer 2D benchmark and FA on Easom 

2D, Schwefel 2D and Ackley 10D benchmark functions. 

All BA algorithms managed to achieve the 

theoretical optimal value with the Schwefel 2D function 

except for BAMS-AN where the mean value obtained is 

0.0003 which is very close to the theoretical optimum 

value. However, BAMS-AN can find the optimal values 

for Griewank 10D and Rosenbrock10D functions or near 

optimal value for Rastrigin 10D function with 0.0002, 

while the other variants of BA and other algorithms fail. 

HBAFA comes in second place (after BAMS-AN) 

and outperformed other compared methods (EA, PSO, 

FA, BA1, BA2 and HFBA) when solving the 

Rosenbrock 10D function with 0.0234 which is closest to 

the theoretical optimum value of 0, followed by HFBA 

with 0.1062. BA2 and BA1 become the third and the 

fourth best algorithm with 0.0241 and 0.1093, 

respectively. However, the results found using the FA 

and EA were not good and far from the theoretical 

optimal value (0.00) with 10.1469 and 61.5213, 

respectively. The Rosenbrock 10D benchmark was hard 

for the EA and the FA algorithms. 

The Rastrigin 10D function proved to be difficult 

tasks, particularly for the EA and none of the algorithms 

achieved the best minimization performance. HBAFA 

has become the second best algorithm after BAMS-AN 

algorithm with 2.9848 and PSO has become the third 

best with 4.8162. The best fourth one is FA where it 

managed to achieve 6.0693. 

The second best results for the Griewank benchmark 

function in 10 dimensions are when applying BA2 with 

0.0089. HFBA, HBAFA and BA1 perform almost the 

same on Griewank 10D function with 0.0120 but slightly 

better than FA with 0.0178.   

The results in Goldstein & Price 2D, Martin & 

Gaddy 2D and Hypersphere 10D functions indicated that 

all algorithms have achieved the optimal values. 

Therefore, it is noticeable that BA, HBAFA and HFBA 

share the only performing approaches in Schwefel 2D 

function where all of them managed to find the 

theoretical optimal solution.  

For Easom 2D function, all algorithms managed to 

achieve the theoretical optimal value, except for FA 

where the mean value obtained is -0.7996. 

Besides the average error, the assessment of the 

performance involves also the average number of 

evaluations. To compare the convergence speed of the 

algorithms (FA, BA1, BAMS-AN, HBAFA and HFBA), 

we calculated and compared the means and standard 

deviation of number of evaluations (Mean and Std.) 

generated by each algorithm after 50 runs.  

It can be clearly observed in Table 4 that the 

implementation of BA that utilizes the memory scheme 

and adaptive neighborhood search (BAMS-AN) achieved 

the smallest expected numbers of function evaluations 

(the smallest values of Mean) on 6 out of the 10 tested 

problems, followed by the modified BA by improving 

the local search part with FA (HBAFA) on 4 cases out of 

10. The proposed BAMS-AN performed significantly 

better than the other methods on most of the test 

functions such as Easom 2D, Goldstein & Price 2D, 

Griewank 10D, Hypersphere 10D, Rastrigin 10D and 

Rosenbrock 10D (see Table 4). However, the results 

found from Martin & Gaddy 2D, Schaffer 2D, Schwefel 

2D and Ackley 10D using the HBAFA algorithm were 

better than the proposed BAMS-AN, basic BA and other 

approaches. Thus, it can be concluded that BAMS-AN 

and HBAFA algorithms were able to converge to the 

optimal solution much faster than HFBA, BA, FA and 

other approaches.  

The third best result is for HFBA algorithm which 

was capable to reduce NFE and performed better in 8 and 

7 out of 10 benchmark functions compared to BA1 and 

BA2, respectively. BA2 produces better results than 

HFBA on Schwefel 2D, Griewank 10D and Rosenbrock 

10D benchmarks.  In the meantime, BA1 is selected as 

the best performing method in only Schwefel 2D and 

Griewank 10D functions compared to HFBA algorithm.  

Comparing HFBA, BA1 and with FA, PSO and EA 

algorithms, it is apparent that on the most benchmarks, 

the majority of the results for HFBA and BA were found 

to be better than the results of the other algorithms, 

except for Rastrigin 10D function where PSO followed 

by FA excelled better. 

On the whole, BAMS-AN and HBAFA can be 

classified as the first and the second best performers in 

terms of reduced number of evaluations, respectively, 

followed by HFBA and BA. From the observed Table, it 

is also obvious that PSO, EA and FA have a fairly low 

convergence rate during the entire process compared 

with BA variants but PSO performs slightly better than 

EA and FA. 

Table 5 presents the percentage of improvements in 

term of reducing NFE when comparing the enhanced 

variants of BA with the Standard BA.  

Based on these results, BAMS-AN is the most 

efficient approach. If NFE of all the functions were 

totaled, BAMS-AN is capable to minimize the total NFE 

to 86.39% and 52.62% compared to FA and Standard 

BA, respectively. The improvement percentage shows 

the superiority of the BAMS-AN algorithm and how the 

integration of memory scheme in local and global 
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searches with adaptive neighborhood search procedure in 

basic BA affects the results. The second best algorithm is 

HBAFA with the average percentage improvement of 

67.84% and 23.94% compared to FA and BA, 

respectively. This variant of BA uses FA to improve the 

local search stage of Basic BA. On average, the 

capability to reduce the total NFE when applying Firefly 

Algorithm in initialization step of BA is 64.42% and 

3.95% compared to FA and Standard BA respectively, 

which ranks HFBA in the third place. 

Therefore, the enhanced variants of BA delivered a 

highly significant improvement in terms of overall 

performance. An interesting finding is that the introduced 

strategies and procedures helped BA to converge to good 

solutions quickly and robustly. 

No Benchmark EA PSO FA BA2 BA1 BAMS-AN HFBA HBAFA 

  μE σE μE σE μE σE μE σE μE σE μE σE μE σE μE σE 

1 Easom 2D 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.7996 0.4039 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

2 Goldstein & 

Price 2D 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

3 Martin &Gaddy 

2D 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

4 Schaffer 2D 0.0009 0.0025 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

5 Schwefel 2D 9.4751 32.4579 4.7376 23.4448 59.2194 64.4283 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

6 Ackley 10D 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

7 Griewank 10D 0.0210 0.0130 0.0199 0.0097 0.0178 0.0223 0.0089 0.0059 0.0120 0.0081 0.0000 0.0001 0.0120 0.0075 0.0127 0.0080 

8 Hypersphere 10D 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

9 Rastrigin 10D 17.4913 7.3365 4.8162 1.4686 6.0692 2.7579 8.8201 2.2118 7.8601 2.1010 0.0002 0.0004 7.2632 2.1010 2.9848 0.8287 

10 Rosenbrock 10D 61.5213 132.6307 1.7879 1.5473 10.1469 39.2052 0.0293 0.0068 0.1093 0.5627 0.0000 0.0003 0.1062 0.5637 0.0234 0.0022 

Table 3: Accuracy of improved BA algorithms compared with FA and BA and other well-known optimization techniques. 

No Benchmark EA PSO FA BA2 BA1 BAMS-AN HFBA HBAFA 

  Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std. 

1 Easom 2D 36440 28121 97136 45642 189158.40 159102.21 3866 819 3326.9 415.2 2126 2260 3316.90 469.69 2658 858 

2 Goldstein & 

Price 2D 

5816 2259 4836 2361 57360 26870.34 2714 454 2658.4 383.4 1 522 660 2568.4 372.1 2332 479 

3 Martin 

&Gaddy 2D 

3248 1602 2512 781 12729.60 9644.23 2248 329 2180.3 363.7 2130 3034 1992.8 585.4 880 532 

4 Schaffer 2D 219376 183373 35474 27151 121040.80 100516.67 27890 27335 41472.7 38237.9 12618 4330 37077.2 34805.7 10298 11777 

5 Schwefel 

2D 

51468 133632 84572 90373 301726.40 193824.47 5006 2110 3963.2 590.1 124108 0 4027.1 397.9 2390 1080 

6 Ackley 10D 50344 3949 261608 9165 497459.20 4413.18 12186 3553 11836.2 3532.3 18398 7302 10402.2 516.4 9938 422 

7 Griewank 

10D 

490792 65110 497714 16164 474366.40 43760.27 447064 126512 460894.8 102457.2 245 426,34 198326,6 470787.2 118.6821 455307 127061 

8 Hypersphere 

10D 

36376 2736 223082 10872 356958.40 6627.86 8288 403 8212 425 5944 3926 7670.02 384.4 6962 332 

9 Rastrigin 

10D 

500000 0 500000 0 500000 0.00 500000 0.00 500180 9.9 15 118 14186 500300 7.92 500000 0.00 

10 Rosenbrock 

10D 

500000 0 500000 0 500000.00 0.00 500000 0 500000 0 19 642 6666 491924.1 57954.4 500000 0.00 

Table 4: Mean number of function evaluations of improved BA algorithms compared with FA and BA  

and other well-known optimization techniques. 
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5 Conclusion 
In this paper, enhancements to the Bees Algorithm (BA) 

have been presented for solving continuous optimization 

problems. The basic BA was modified first to find the 

most promising patches, by using memory scheme in 

order to avoid revisiting previously visited sites, thus 

increasing the accuracy and the speed of the search, 

followed by adaptive neighborhood search procedure to 

escape from local optima during the local search process. 

This implementation is called BAMS-AN. The second 

improved version of BA, called HBAFA, uses Firefly 

Algorithm (FA) to update the positions of recruited bees 

in the local search part of BA, thus improving the 

convergence speed of the BA to good solutions. The 

third variant of BA, i.e. HFBA, developed a new strategy 

based on Firefly Algorithm (FA) to initialize the 

population of bees in the Basic BA, enhance the 

population diversity and start the search from more 

promising locations.  

We evaluated the improved algorithms on several 

widely used benchmark functions and compared the 

results with those from the basic BA, FA and other state- 

of-the-art algorithms found in the literature. These 

benchmarks cover a range of characteristics including 

unimodal, multimodal, separable, and inseparable. The 

results have shown that BAMS-AN followed by HBAFA 

could track the optimal solution and give reasonable 

solutions most of the time. By including the 

improvements, both the search speed was improved and 

more accurate results were obtained. The comparisons 

among BA-based algorithms showed that BAMS-AN 

outperformed HBAFA, HFBA and the conventional BA. 

The experiments have also indicated that the improved 

variants of BA performed much better than the standard 

BA, PSO, FA and EA algorithms.  

Testing the improved algorithms further on real 

world optimization problems and looking for algorithmic 

enhancements remains as future work. 
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This paper proposes a technique to compute dynamic slices of feature-oriented programs with aspect-
oriented extensions. The technique uses a dependence based intermediate program representation called
composite feature-aspect dependence graph (CFADG) to represent feature-oriented software that contain
aspects. The CFADG of a feature-oriented program is based on the selected features that are composed
to form a software product and the selected aspects to be weaved. The proposed dynamic slicing tech-
nique has been named feature-aspect node-marking dynamic slicing (FANMDS) algorithm. The proposed
feature-aspect node marking dynamic slicing algorithm is based on marking and unmarking the executed
nodes in the CFADG suitably during run-time. The advantage of the proposed approach is that no trace
file is used to store the execution history. Also, the approach does not create any additional nodes during
run-time.

Povzetek: Prispevek predstavlja izvirni pristop pri programiranju na osnovi sprejemljivk z aspektno orien-
tiranimi podaljški. Gre za računanje dinamičnih odsekov omenjenih programov.

1 Introduction

Weiser [33] first introduced the concept of a program slice.
Program slicing decomposes a program into different parts
related to a particular computation. A slicing criterion is
used to construct a program slice. A slicing criterion is a tu-
ple, < s, v >, consisting of a statement s, in a program and
a variable v, used or defined at that statement s. Program
slicing technique is employed in many areas of software
engineering including debugging, program understanding,
testing, reverse engineering, etc.

Feature-oriented programming (FOP) is concerned with
the separate definition of individual features and the com-
position of required features to build varieties of a partic-
ular software product. The functionalities of a software
product are identified as features in FOP paradigm. FOP is
used to implement software product lines and incremental
designs. A family of software systems constitutes a soft-
ware product line [20].
Motivation: Today, the variability of software products is
crucial for successful software development. One mech-
anism to provide the required variability is through Soft-
ware Product Lines, which is inspired by product lines
used in the industry, like product lines used in the pro-
duction of a car or a meal at some fast-food restaurant.
Feature-Oriented Programming (FOP) approach is used
to implement software product lines. Despite the advan-

tages, feature-oriented programming (FOP) yields some
problems in expressing features such as lack of express-
ing crosscutting modularity. During software evolution,
a software should adapt the unanticipated requirements
and circumstances. This leads to modifications and ex-
tensions that crosscut many existing implementation units.
The problem of crosscutting modularity is solved by us-
ing aspect-oriented programming (AOP). Kiczales et al.
[8] proposed AOP paradigm to separate and modularize
the crosscutting concerns like exception handling, synchro-
nization, logging, security, resource sharing, etc. The mod-
ularity of crosscutting concerns in FOP can be improved
by integrating AOP paradigm into FOP paradigm. In dy-
namic slicing techniques, first an intermediate representa-
tion of the program is statically created in the form of a
dependence graph. Then, the dynamic slice is computed
by traversing the graph, starting from the point specified
in the slicing criterion, using an algorithm. For the pro-
grams in general languages like C/C++, Java etc., a sin-
gle dependence graph is created. There is no composition
of features in these languages. FOP is used to develop a
family of software products. In FOP (with AOP exten-
sions), multiple dependence graphs are created depending
upon the composition of features and aspects. For exam-
ple, if there are four features and two aspects in a product
line out of which two features and one aspect are manda-
tory, then there are eight possible combinations of features
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and aspects. Each possible combination of features and as-
pects creates a different product. Thus, there are eight soft-
ware products in the product line. Accordingly, there are
eight dependence graphs, one graph for each product. Dy-
namic slice for each possible combination of features and
aspects is computed using the corresponding dependence
graph. The dynamic slice consists of statements from the
composed program that is generated after composition of
features and aspects. These statements are again mapped
back to the program used for composition. This mapping
is not required in general languages like C/C++, Java etc.
Again, feature-oriented programs have some special char-
acteristics such as mixins, mixin layers, refinements etc.
which are not present in case of general languages like
C/C++, Java etc. These characteristics of feature-oriented
programs require inclusion of some new nodes/edges in the
dependence graph. Similarly, these characteristics require
introduction of some new steps/phases in the slicing algo-
rithm (e.g., the handling mixins, the handling of mixin lay-
ers, etc.), which are not required in the case of general lan-
guages like C/C++, Java, etc. The existing dynamic slic-
ing algorithms for aspect-oriented programs cannot be di-
rectly applied for slicing of feature-oriented programs with
aspect-oriented extensions due to the specific features of
feature-oriented programs such as the presence of mixin
layers, refinements of classes, refinements of constructors
etc. These characteristics of feature-oriented programs re-
quires inclusion of some new nodes/edges in the depen-
dence graph. Similarly, these characteristics require the
introduction of some new steps/phases in the slicing algo-
rithm. Although FOP is an extension of OOP, the existing
dynamic slicing algorithms for C/C++, Java cannot be di-
rectly applied for slicing of feature-oriented programs due
to the presence of aforementioned specific features. Since,
program slicing has many applications including testing,
software maintenance etc., there is an increasing demand
for slicing of feature-oriented programs.
Objective: The main objectives of this work are to develop
a suitable intermediate representation of feature-oriented
programs with aspect-oriented extension and to propose an
efficient slicing algorithm to compute dynamic slices for
the above types of programs using the developed interme-
diate representation. A dependence graph is used to sig-
nify the intermediate representation. For a single feature-
oriented program, more than one dependence graph can be
obtained depending on the number of features to be com-
posed and the number of aspects to be captured. We also
aim at calculating the slice computation time for different
compositions of features and different aspects captured.
Organization: The organization of rest of the paper is as
follows. Section 2 provides a brief introduction to feature-
oriented programming (FOP) and program slicing. Section
3 discusses the construction of composite feature-aspect
dependence graph (CFADG), which is a dependence based
intermediate representation of feature-oriented programs
containing aspects. In Section 4, the details of our pro-
posed algorithm named feature-aspect node marking dy-

namic slicing (FANMDS) algorithm, is discussed. This
section also presents the space and time complexity of
FANMDS algorithm. Section 5 furnishes a brief overview
of the implementation of FANMDS algorithm along with
experimental results. A brief comparison of the proposed
work with some other related work is furnished in Section
6. Section 7 concludes the paper along with some possible
future work.

2 Basic concepts

In this Section, we provide some basic concepts of feature-
oriented programming and outline the features of Jak lan-
guage, which is a feature-oriented programming language.
We also discuss the problems of feature-oriented pro-
gramming and solutions to these problems through aspect-
oriented programming extensions.

2.1 Feature-oriented programming (FOP)

Prehofer [1] was the pioneer to coin the term feature-
oriented programming (FOP). The key idea behind FOP is
to build the software by composing features. Features are
the basic building blocks that are used to satisfy user re-
quirements on a software system. The step-wise refinement
where features incrementally refine other features leads to
a stack of features that are arranged in layers. One suitable
technique to implement the features is through the use of
Mixin Layers. A Mixin Layer is a static component that
encapsulates fragments of several different classes (Mix-
ins) to compose all fragments consistently. Several lan-
guages like Jak [2],1, Fuji2, FeatureHouse3, FeatureRuby
[40, 41], FeatureC++ [5, 3, 4] support the concept of fea-
tures explicitly. FeatureIDE [6]4 is a tool that supports
Feature-Oriented Software Development (FOSD) in many
languages. We have taken Jak program as input in our pro-
posed approach as it is supported by Algebraic Hierarchi-
cal Equations for Application Design (AHEAD) tool suite,
which is a composer. AHEAD tool suite is a group of tools
to work with Jak language. Other languages have their own
composers, and those composers are not a group of tools.
Jak (short for Jakarta) is a language that extends Java by in-
corporating feature-oriented mechanisms [2]. Jak-specific
tools like jampack and mixin are invoked to compose Jak
files. A Jak file is translated to its Java counterpart using
another tool called jak2java. The different features sup-
ported by Jak language are Super() references, an extension
of constructors, declaration of local identifiers, etc. The de-
tails of Jak language and its features can be found in [2].

1https://juliank.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/
jlang1.pdf

2http://www.infosun.fim.uni-passsau.de/spl/
apel/fuji

3http://www.fosd.de/fh
4http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/iti\_db/

research/featureide/deploy
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Figure 1: Features supported by Calculator Product Line
(CPL)

Figure 2: Aspects captured in Calculator Product Line
(CPL)

Example 2.1. Calculator Product Line (CPL) [45]: This
program calculates the factorial, square root and logarith-
mic value with base 10 of a number. This program is re-
ferred to as Calculator Product Line (CPL).

A feature-tree depicts various features supported by a
product line in a hierarchical manner. The feature-tree for
Example 2.1 is given in Figure 1. The various aspects that
are captured for Example 2.1 are given in Figure 2. Figure
3 depicts the source code for each feature given in Figure 1
and each aspect given in Figure 2. Figure 4(a) – Figure 4(b)
show the resultant files generated after the composition of
all features.

2.2 Problems in feature-oriented
programming (FOP)

Feature-oriented programming (FOP) suffers from many
problems in modularization of crosscutting concerns [3, 4,
5]. The presence of these problems leads to degradation in
modularity of program family members and also decrease
in maintainability, customizability, and evolvability. Some
of the problems of FOP are discussed below.

1. FOP is unable to express dynamic crosscutting con-
cerns that affect the control flow of a program. It can
only express static crosscutting concerns that affect
the structure of the program. AOP languages can han-
dle dynamic crosscutting concerns in an efficient man-
ner through the use of pointcuts, advices etc.

2. FOP languages support only heterogeneous crosscut-
ting concerns where different join points are provided
with different pieces of codes. In contrast, AOP lan-
guages support homogeneous crosscutting concerns
where different join points are provided with the same
piece of code.

3. FOP suffers from excessive method extension prob-
lem when a feature crosscuts a large fraction of exist-
ing classes because of refinements. A lot of methods
are to be overridden for each method on which a cross-
cut depends. This is because FOP is unable to modu-
larize homogeneous crosscutting concerns. AOP uses
wildcards in pointcuts to deal with this problem.

2.3 AOP extensions to FOP

AOP can be used to solve the above problems of FOP by in-
tegrating AOP language features like wildcards, pointcuts,
and advices into FOP languages. The different approaches
used for integrating AOP language features into FOP lan-
guages are Multi Mixins, Aspectual Mixin Layers, Aspec-
tual Mixins. More details about these approaches can be
found in [5, 3, 4]. The Aspectual Mixin Layers approach
is a popular one amongst all the approaches since this ap-
proach overcomes all the aforementioned problems. Other
approaches overcome some of the problems. We have used
the approach of aspectual mixin layers in our work. We
have separated the aspects from mixin layers for easy un-
derstanding of our approach. Our mixin layers contain only
a set of classes. Aspects are designed as different layers.

2.4 Program slicing

Program slicing is a technique which is employed to ana-
lyze the behavior of a program on the basis of dependencies
that exist between various statements. It takes out state-
ments from a program related to a specific computation.
The extracted statements constitute a slice. Thus, a slicing
criterion is employed to compute a slice. A slicing crite-
rion consists of a statement s (or location in the program)
and a variable v (or set of variables), and it is represented
as a tuple < s, v >. Program slicing technique can be ei-
ther static or dynamic based on the input to the program.
A program slicing technique is said to be static when it ex-
tracts all the statements from a program with respect to a
slicing criterion irrespective of the input to the program.
On the other hand, a program slicing technique is said to
be dynamic when all the statements from a program are ex-
tracted with respect to a slicing criterion for a specific input
to the program.

The difference between static slicing and dynamic slic-
ing can be understood by taking an example. Let us con-
sider the example C program given in Figure 5. The static
slice with respect to slicing criterion < 11, y > is depicted
as the bold italic statements in Figure 6. It includes state-
ments 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, and 11. The dynamic slice with
respect to slicing criterion < {x = 10}, 11, y > is de-
picted as the bold italic statements in Figure 7. It includes
statements 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, and 11. For finding the slices of
a program, first an intermediate representation of the pro-
gram is constructed. Then, the slices are found out by
using some algorithm on the intermediate representation.
There are many slicing algorithms found in the literature
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(a) Base/calc.jak (b) Base/test.jak (c) sqrt/calc.jak

(d) sqrt/test.jak (e) log/calc.jak (f) fact/calc.jak

(g) log/test.jak (h) fact/test.jak (i) Print/test.jak

(j) error.aj (k) print.aj

Figure 3: Jak program for Calculator Product Line (CPL) along with aspect code. Figure 3(a)–Figure 3(i) represent base
code or non-aspect code written in Jak language and Figure 3(j)–Figure 3(k) represent aspect code written in AspectJ
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(a) calc.java (b) test.java

(c) error.aj (d) print.aj

Figure 4: Java codes generated (Figure 4(a)–Figure 4(b)) after the composition of all features depicted in Figure 1. Figure
4(c)–Figure 4(d) are the AspectJ codes for the aspects captured.
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Figure 5: An example C program

Figure 6: Static slice with respect to slicing criterion <
11, y >

Figure 7: Dynamic slice with respect to slicing criterion
< {x = 10}, 11, y >

[10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 25, 26, 37, 38, 42].
For the details of the intermediate program representations
and different slicing algorithms, the readers may refer to
[10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 25, 26, 37, 38, 42].
In the next section, we propose an intermediate program
representation for feature-oriented programs, on which our
slicing algorithm can be applied.

3 Composite feature-aspect
dependence graph (CFADG): an
intermediate representation for
feature-oriented programs

We have proposed an intermediate representation for
feature-oriented programs, called Composite Feature-
Aspect Dependence Graph (CFADG). CFADG is an arc-
classified digraph, G = (N,E), where N is the set of ver-
tices depicting the statements andE is the set of edges sym-
bolizing the dependence relationships between the state-
ments. The set E captures various dependencies that ex-
ist between the statements in various mixin layers and as-
pects in a feature-oriented program. CFADG is constructed
based on the composition of different features and aspects
captured. Thus, there will be different types of CFADGs
according to the features composed and aspects captured.
Figure 8 shows the CFADG for the composition given in
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Figure 3. The square box with a1_in: n_in=n etc. speci-
fies the actual and formal parameters. For example: a1_in:
n_in=n specifies that n is an actual-in parameter. Simi-
larly, a2_in: b_in=b specifies that b is an actual-in param-
eter, f1_in: x=n_in specifies that x is a formal-in parame-
ter, f2_in: b=b_in specifies that b is a formal-in parameter.
These notations are adopted from Horwitz et al. [47]. The
construction of CFADG consists of the following steps:

– Constructing Procedure Dependence Graph (PDG) for
each method in a mixin.

– Constructing Mixin Dependence Graph (MxDG) for
each mixin.

– Constructing System Dependence Graph (SDG) for
each mixin layer.

– Constructing Advice Dependence Graph (ADG) for
each advice.

– Constructing Introduction Dependence Graph (IDG)
for each introduction.

– Constructing Pointcut Dependence Graph (PtDG) for
each pointcut.

– Constructing Aspect Dependence Graph (AsDG) for
each aspect.

– Constructing Composite Feature Aspect Dependence
Graph (CFADG) by combining all the SDGs and As-
DGs.

Below, we briefly explain the steps for constructing the
CFADG and the pseudocode.

(1) Construction of Procedure Dependence Graph
(PDG)

A procedure dependence graph (PDG) depicts the
control and data dependence relationships that exist
between the statements in a program with only one
function/method/procedure. The nodes in the graph
correspond to the program statements and edges cor-
respond to the dependence relationships between the
statements.

(2) Construction of Mixin Dependence Graph
(MxDG)

A mixin dependence graph (MxDG) is used to cap-
ture all dependencies within a mixin. A MxDG has
a mixin entry vertex that connects the method entry
vertex of each method in the mixin by a mixin mem-
bership edge. Each method entry in the MxDG is
associated with formal-in and formal-out parameter
nodes. The interactions among methods in a mixin
occur by calling each other. This effect of method
calls is symbolized by a call node in a MxDG. Actual-
in and actual-out parameter nodes are created at each
call node corresponding to formal-in and formal-out

parameter nodes. The effect of return statements in
a MxDG is represented by joining each return node
to its corresponding call node through a return depen-
dence edge.

(3) Construction of System Dependence Graph (SDG)
for each Mixin Layer
A single mixin layer may contain more than one
mixin. A mixin may derive another mixin through
inheritance. The MxDG for the derived class is con-
structed. The mixin membership edges connect the
mixin entry vertex of derived class to the method en-
try vertices of all those methods that are defined and
inherited in the derived class. The SDG for a mixin
layer is constructed by joining all the mixin depen-
dence graphs for that mixin layer through parameter
edges, call edges and summary edges.

(4) Construction of Advice Dependence Graph (ADG)
An advice dependence graph (ADG) represents an ad-
vice in an aspect. The statements or predicates in
the advice are represented as vertices and dependen-
cies amongst statements are represented as edges in
an ADG. Each ADG is associated with a unique ver-
tex called advice start vertex to signify entry into the
advice.

(5) Construction of Introduction Dependence Graph
(IDG)
An introduction dependence graph (IDG) represents
an introduction in an aspect. If an introduction is a
method or constructor, then its IDG is similar to PDG
of a method. A unique vertex, called introduction start
vertex, is used in IDG to signify the entry into the in-
troduction.

(6) Construction of Pointcut Dependence Graph
(PtDG)
Pointcuts in an aspect contain no body. Therefore, to
represent pointcuts, only a pointcut start vertex is cre-
ated to denote the entry into the pointcut.

(7) Construction of Aspect Dependence Graph
(AsDG)
An aspect dependence graph (AsDG) is used to rep-
resent a single aspect. It consists of a collection of
ADGs, IDGs, PtDGs that are connected by some spe-
cial kinds of edges. Each AsDG is associated with
a unique vertex called aspect start vertex, to repre-
sent entry into the aspect. An aspect membership edge
is used to represent the membership relationships be-
tween an aspect and its members. This edge connects
the aspect start vertex to each start vertex of an ADG,
IDG or PtDG. Each pointcut start vertex is connected
to its corresponding advice start vertex by call edges.

(8) Construction of Composite Feature-Aspect Depen-
dence Graph (CFADG)
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The CFADG is constructed by combining the SDGs
for all mixin layers present in the composition and the
AsDGs through special kinds of edges. The SDGs for
all mixin layers in a composition are connected us-
ing refinement edges, mixin call edges, mixin data de-
pendence edges, and mixin return dependence edges.
The AsDGs are connected to all the SDGs through
weaving edges and aspect data dependence edges.
The mixin membership edges and aspect membership
edges along with mixin start vertices and aspect start
vertices are removed during construction of CFADG.
The CFADG for the program given in Figure 3 is
shown in Figure 8. A CFADG contains the following
types of edges:

(a) Control dependence edge: A control depen-
dence edge in a CFADG from a node n1 to a
node n2 indicates that either node n2 is under
the scope of node n1 or node n1 controls the ex-
ecution of node n2 where node n1 is a predicate
node.
In Figure 8, edge (m20, s21) is a control depen-
dence edge.

(b) Data dependence edge: A data dependence
edge in a CFADG from a node n1 to a node n2

indicates that node n2 uses a variable that is as-
signed a value at node n1 or n1 creates an object
o and o is used at n2.
In Figure 8, edges (s21, s22), (s39, s41),
(p72, a73) are data dependence edges.

(c) Mixin data dependence edge: A mixin data de-
pendence edge in a CFADG from a node n1 to a
node n2 indicates that node n2 in a mixin layer
defines a variable which is used at node n1 in an-
other mixin layer.
In Figure 8, edges (s5, s16) and (s39, s54) are
mixin data dependence edges.

(d) Aspect data dependence edge: An aspect data
dependence edge in a CFADG from a node n1

to a node n2 indicates that node n2 in an aspect
uses the value of a variable and that variable is
defined at node n1 in a mixin.
In Figure 8, edge (s5, a1_in) is an aspect data
dependence edge.

(e) Call edge: A call edge in CFADG from a node
n1 to a node n2 indicates that node n1 calls a
method defined at node n2. Both the nodes n1

and n2 are in same mixin layer.
In Figure 8, edge (s41,m2) is a call edge.

(f) Mixin call edge: A mixin call edge in CFADG
from a node n1 to a node n2 indicates that node
n1 in a mixin layer calls a method that is defined
in a different mixin layer at node n2.
In Figure 8, edge (s28,m7) is a mixin call edge.

(g) Return dependence edge: A return dependence
edge in a CFADG from node n1 to node n2 in-
dicates that node n1 in a mixin layer returns a

value to node n2 in the same mixin layer and
node n2 calls a method where node n1 is present.
In Figure 8, edge (s18, s46) is a return depen-
dence edge.

(h) Mixin return dependence edge: A mixin re-
turn dependence edge in a CFADG from node n1

to node n2 indicates that node n1 in one mixin
layer returns a value to node n2 in another mixin
layer and node n2 calls a method where node n1

is present.
In Figure 8, edge (s11, s21) is a mixin return de-
pendence edge.

(i) Parameter-in edge: Parameter-in edge in
CFADG is added from actual-in parameters to
corresponding formal-in parameters to indicate
the receipt of values from the calling method to
the called method.
In Figure 8, edges (s14 → a1_in,m7 →
f1_in), (s21 → a1_in,m7 → f1_in), and
(s28 → a1_in,m7 → f1_in) are parameter-
in edges.

(j) Parameter-out edge: Parameter-out edge is
added from formal-out parameters to corre-
sponding actual-out parameters to indicate the
return of values from the called method to the
calling method. If an actual parameter is mod-
ified inside a method, then the modified value
becomes an actual-out parameter and the origi-
nal value becomes an actual-in parameter. The
parameter used to hold the value of actual-in pa-
rameter in method definition becomes a formal-
in parameter and the parameter used to hold the
modified value becomes a formal-out parameter.
In Figure 8, there are no parameter-out edges,
since, in our example, no parameter is modified
inside a method.

(k) Summary edge: The summary edge is used to
represent the transitive flow of dependence be-
tween an actual-in parameter node and an actual-
out parameter node if the value of the actual-in
parameter node affects the value of the corre-
sponding actual-out vertex.
In Figure 8, edges (s14→ a1_in, s14), (s21→
a1_in, s21), and (s28 → a1_in, s28) are sum-
mary edges.

(l) Message dependence edge: A message depen-
dence edge from a node n1 to another node n2 in
a dependency graph signifies that node n1 repre-
sents a statement outputting some message with-
out using any variable and node n2 represents
an input statement, a computation statement, a
method call statement, or a predicate statement.
In Figure 8, there exists a message dependence
edge (s3, s4). Similarly, edges (s45, s46),
(s53, s54), and (s61, s62) are message depen-
dence edges.
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(m) Refinement edge: A refinement edge in a
CFADG from a node n1 to a node n2 indicates
that node n1 in child mixin layer calls a method
k() by prefacing Super() call and k() is defined
at node n2 in parent mixin layer.
In Figure 8, the edge (s44,m40) is a refinement
edge. Similarly, edges (s68,m59), (s60,m51),
and (s52,m43) are refinement edges.

(n) Weaving edge: A weaving edge from a node n1

to node n2 indicates that

– node n1 is a method call node and node
n2 is a before advice node capturing the
method called at n1 and node n2 executes
before the method called by n1 executes.
OR

– node n1 is the last statement in before ad-
vice and node n2 is the method entry node
of the method captured by the advice and
node n2 executes after node n1 executes.
OR

– node n2 is an after advice node and node n1

is the last statement in the method captured
by node n2 and node n2 executes after node
n1 executes. OR

– node n1 is the last statement in an after ad-
vice and node n2 is the statement followed
by method call node and the method is cap-
tured by the advice and node n1 executes
before node n2 executes.

In Figure 8, edge (s14, a73) is a weaving edge.

The brief pseudocode for constructing the CFADG for a
feature-oriented program is given below, and the complete
algorithm is given in Algorithm 8 in Appendix A.
CFADG construction Algorithm

(1) For each mixin layer

(a) For each mixin

i. Create mixin entry vertex
ii. For each method

A. Compute control and data dependences.
B. Construct PDG using control & data dependence

edges.
iii. For each method call

A. Create actual parameter vertices.
iv. For each method definition

A. Create method entry vertex.
B. Create formal parameter vertices.

v. Construct MxDG by connecting all PDGs through
method call edges, parameter edges and summary
edges and connecting each method vertex to mixin
start vertex through mixin membership edges.

(b) Construct SDG by connecting all MxDGs through method
call edges, parameter edges.

(2) For each aspect

(a) Create aspect entry vertex.

(b) For each advice

i. Create advice start vertex.
ii. Compute control and data dependences.

iii. Construct ADG using control & data dependence
edges.

(c) For each introduction

i. Create introduction start vertex.
ii. If introduction is a field then

Do not create any dependence graph.
Else if introduction is a method then
Construct IDG using control and data dependence
edges.

(d) For each pointcut

i. Create pointcut start vertex.
ii. Construct PtDG.

(e) Construct AsDG by connecting advice start vertices, intro-
duction start vertices, pointcut start vertices to aspect start
vertex through aspect membership edges.

(3) Remove mixin membership edges, aspect membership edges, mixin
start vertices, and aspect start vertices.

(4) Connect all SDGs through refinement edges, mixin call edges,
mixin data dependence edges, and mixin return dependence edges.

(5) Connect all AsDGs to all SDGs through weaving and aspect data
dependence edges.

4 Feature-aspect node-marking
dynamic slicing (FANMDS)
algorithm

In this section, we present our proposed algorithm for com-
puting dynamic slices of feature-oriented programs using
CFADG. We have named our algorithm Feature-Aspect
Node-Marking Dynamic Slicing (FANMDS) algorithm as it
is based on marking and unmarking the nodes of CFADG.
Before presenting our FANMDS algorithm, we first intro-
duce some definitions which will be used in our algorithm.

4.1 Definitions
Definition 1: Defn(v): Let v be a variable or an object in
program P . A node u in the CFADG is said to beDefn(v)
node if u corresponds to a definition statement that defines
a value to variable v or u represents a statement that creates
object v.
In the CFADG given in Figure 8, nodes s23, and s24 rep-
resent Defn(answer) nodes in the method logten() in mixin
calc in log mixin layer.
Definition 2: DefnSet(v): The set of all Defn(v) nodes is
referred to as DefnSet(v).
In the CFADG given in Figure 8, DefnSet(answer) =
{s23, s24} in the method logten() in mixin calc in log
mixin layer.
Definition 3: RecDefn(v): For each variable v,
RecDefn(v) represents the node corresponding to the
most recent definition of v with respect to some point s
in an execution.
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Figure 8: Composite Feature-Aspect Dependence Graph (CFADG) for the program given in Figure 4
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In the CFADG of Figure 8, RecDefn(i) is at statement
s32 before while loop and it is at statement s35 during ex-
ecution of while loop.
Definition 4: Usage(v): Let v be a variable or an object in
program P . A node u in the CFADG is said to beUsage(v)
node if u represents a statement that uses the variable v
or u represents a statement that uses the object v to call a
method on that object or to assign the object v with another
object.
In the CFADG given in Figure 8, nodes s47, and s49 rep-
resent Usage(r) nodes. Similarly, node s77, and s78 are
Usage(n) nodes.
Definition 5: UsageSet(v): The set of all Use(v) nodes is
referred to as UsageSet(v).
In the CFADG given in Figure 8, and UsageSet(r) =
{s47, s49}, UsageSet(n) = {s77, s78}.

4.2 Overview of FANMDS algorithm

Before execution of a feature-oriented program FP , the
features required for composition and the aspects to be cap-
tured are selected. Then, the selected features are com-
posed and selected aspects are weaved. The CFADG is
constructed statically only once based on the composition
of selected features and weaving of selected aspects. The
program is executed for a specified input. The executed
nodes in CFADG are marked and unmarked during pro-
gram execution depending upon the arise and cease of de-
pendences respectively. When a statement executes a Su-
per() node, it is marked by the algorithm. Also the cor-
responding method entry node, the associated actual and
formal parameter nodes are marked. When there is an invo-
cation of a method, the corresponding call node, the corre-
sponding method entry node, the associated actual and for-
mal parameter nodes are also marked. Whenever a pointcut
is executed, the corresponding advice nodes are marked.
When an advice is executed, the corresponding formal pa-
rameter nodes are marked. During execution, the dynamic
slice of each executed statement is computed. After execu-
tion of each node and computation of dynamic slice at that
node, the algorithm unmarks it.

Let dyn_slice(u) denote the dynamic slice with respect
to the most recent execution of node u. Let (e1, u),
(e2, u), . . . , (ek, u) be all the marked predecessor nodes of
u in the CFADG after execution of node u. The dynamic
slice with respect to the present execution of node u is com-
puted as
dyn_slice(u) = {u, e1, e2, . . . , ek} ∪ dyn_slice(e1) ∪
dyn_slice(e2) ∪ . . . ∪ dyn_slice(ek).

Our FANMDS algorithm computes the dynamic slice
with respect to the specified slicing criterion by simply
looking up the corresponding dyn_slice computed dur-
ing run-time. Below, we present the pseudocode of our
FANMDS algorithm in brief. Algorithm 9 in Appendix B
presents our FANMDS algorithm in detail.
Feature-Aspect Node-Marking Dynamic Slicing (FAN-
MDS) Algorithm

(1) CFADG Construction: Construct the CFADG for the given
feature-oriented program with aspect-oriented extensions, statically
only once.

(2) Initialization: Do the followings before each execution of FP .

(a) Unmark all nodes of CFADG.

(b) Set dyn_slice(u) = φ for every node u.

(c) Set RecDefn(v) = NULL for every variable v of the
program FP .

(3) Run time updations: Execute the program for the given set of in-
put values and carry out the followings after each statement s of the
program FP is executed. Let node u in CFADG corresponds to the
statement s in the program FP .

(a) For every variable v used at node u,
Update dyn_slice(u) = {u, e1, e2, . . . , ek} ∪
dyn_slice(e1) ∪ dyn_slice(e2) ∪ . . . ∪ dyn_slice(xk)
where e1, e2, . . . , ek are the marked predecessor nodes of u
in CFADG.

(b) If u is defn(v) node, then

i. Unmark the node RecDefn(v).
ii. Update RecDefn(v) = u.

(c) Mark node u.

(d) If u is a method call node or new operator node or polymor-
phic node or mixin call node, then

i. Mark node u.
ii. Mark the associated actual-in and actual-out nodes

corresponding to the present execution of u.
iii. Mark the corresponding method entry node for the

present execution of u.
iv. Mark the associated formal-in and formal-out parame-

ter nodes.

(e) If u is a Super() method node

i. Mark node u.
ii. Mark the associated actual-in and actual-out nodes

corresponding to the present execution of u.
iii. Mark the corresponding method entry node present in

the parent mixin layer for the present execution of u.
iv. Mark the formal-in and formal-out parameter nodes as-

sociated with the method entry node.

(f) If u is a pointcut node

i. Mark node u.
ii. Mark the corresponding advice nodes for present exe-

cution of u.

(g) If u is an advice node

i. Mark node u.
ii. Mark the formal-in and formal-out parameter nodes as-

sociated with the advice node.

(h) If u is an introduction node such that u is a method

i. Mark node u.
ii. Mark the formal-in and formal-out parameter nodes.

(i) If u is an introduction node such that u is a field

i. Mark node u.
ii. Mark the node that defines a value to u for the current

execution of u.
iii. Mark the node that uses the value of u for the current

execution of u.

(4) Slice Look Up

(a) For a given slicing command
< u, v >, do
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i. Look up dyn_slice(u) for variable v for the content
of the slice.

ii. Map the Java statements included in the computed dy-
namic slice to the corresponding composed Jak state-
ments to get the final dynamic slice

iii. Display the resulting slice.

(b) If the program has not terminated, go to Step 3.

Working of the Algorithm
The working of FANMDS algorithm is illustrated

through an example. Consider the feature-oriented pro-
gram given in Figure 3 and the selected features for com-
position and aspects given in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respec-
tively. After the composition of the selected features, the
files that are generated are depicted in Figure 4. The corre-
sponding CFADG is shown in Figure 8. During the initial-
ization step, our algorithm first unmarks all the nodes of the
CFADG and sets dyn_slice(u) = φ for every node u of the
CFADG. Now, for the input data n = 5, the program will
execute the statements m69, s70, p81, a82, s83, m67, s68,
a82, s83, m59, s60, a82, s83, m51, s52, a82, s83, m43,
s44, a82, s83, s39, m40, s41, m2, s3, s4, s5, s6, a84,
s85, s45, s46, m13, s14, p72, a73, s74, m7, s8, s10, s11,
a75, s76, a78, s79, s15, s16, s18, s47, s49, a84, s85, s53,
s54, m20, s21, a73, s74, m7, s8, s10, s11, a75, s76, s78,
s79, s22, s23, s25, s55, s57, a84, s85, s61, s62,m27, s28,
a73, s74, m7, s8, s10, s11, a75, s76, s78, s79, s29, s30,
s31, s32, s33, s34, s35, s37, s63, s65, a84, s85, a84, s85
in order. So, our FANMDS algorithm marks these nodes.
Our algorithm also marks the associated actual parameter
vertices at the calling method and the formal parameter ver-
tices at the called method.

Now, the dynamic slice is to be computed with respect
to variable n at statement s78, i.e., with respect to slicing
criterion< {n = 5}, s78, n > by traversing the CFADG in
backward manner. According to the FANMDS algorithm,
the dynamic slice with respect to variable n at statement
s78 is given by the expression
dyn_slice(s78) = {s78, s76, a75 → f1_in} ∪
dyn_slice(s76)
∪ dyn_slice(a75→ f1_in).
By evaluating the above expression in a recursive manner,
we get the final dynamic slice consisting of the statements
corresponding to the nodes m2, s3, s4, s5, m7, s8, s10,
s11, m13, s14, m20, s21, m27, s28, s39, m40, s41, m43,
s44, s45, s46, s47, s49, m51, s52, s53, s54, s55, s57,
m59, s60, s61, s62, m67, s68, m69, s70, p72, a73, s74,
a75, s76, s78, p81, a82, s83, a84, s85. These are indi-
cated as bold vertices in Figure 9 and the corresponding
statements are indicated in rectangular boxes in Figure 10.
Similarly, dynamic slice with respect to any slicing crite-
rion can be computed using FANMDS algorithm.

5 Implementation
This section briefly describes the implementation of FAN-
MDS algorithm. A dynamic slicing tool has been devel-
oped to implement the algorithm which has been named

feature-aspect dynamic slicing tool (FADST). Figure 11
depicts the architectural design of the slicing tool FADST.
The working of our slicing tool is depicted in Figure 12,
through a flow chart.

In Figure 11, the executable components are depicted
in rectangular boxes and the passive components are de-
picted in ellipses. First, the features required to compose
and aspects to be captured are selected. The selected fea-
tures, the selected aspects, and the slicing criterion con-
sisting of input, line number, and variable are provided to
FADST through the Graphical User Interface (GUI) com-
ponent. The Dynamic Slicer component interacts with the
GUI component and produces the required result as output
back to GUI. The AHEAD composer [2] composes the se-
lected features to generate a set of Java programs. These
Java programs and the selected aspects are fed to AspectJ
composer. AspectJ composer weaves the aspects at the ap-
propriate join points, and the result is a composed AspectJ
program. The lexical analyzer component reads the com-
posed AspectJ program and generates tokens from these
programs. Upon encountering a useful token, the lexical
analyzer component returns the token along with its type to
the parser and semantic analyzer component. The parser
and semantic analyzer component takes the token and ana-
lyzes it using the grammatical rules designed for the input
programs.

The code instrumentor component instruments the com-
posed AspectJ programs. The classes are instrumented
with line numbers prefixed with c, the aspects are instru-
mented with line numbers prefixed with as, the methods
are instrumented with line numbers prefixed with m, the
pointcuts are instrumented with line numbers prefixed with
p, the advices are instrumented with line numbers prefixed
with a, and the statements containing assignments, com-
putations, predicates are instrumented with line numbers
prefixed with s.

The CFADG constructor component constructs the
CFADG using the required program analysis information
such as type of statement, sets of variables defined or used
at a statement etc. The dynamic slicer component imple-
ments the FANMDS algorithm. We have used Java lan-
guage for our implementation. A compiler writing tool,
ANTLR (Another Tool for Language Recognition)5, has
been used for lexical analyzer, parser and semantic ana-
lyzer components of FADST.

An adjacency matrix adj[][] has been used for stor-
ing the CFADG with respect to a selected composition of
features of the given feature-oriented program.

Arrays are used to store the sets Defn(v), Usage(v),
RecDefn(v), and dyn_slice(u).

5www.antlr.org
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Figure 9: CFADG showing statements included in dynamic slice as bold nodes
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(a) calc.jak (b) test.jak

(c) error.aj (d) print.aj

Figure 10: Dynamic slice with respect to slicing criterion < {n = 5}, s78, n > depicted as statements in rectangular
boxes
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Figure 11: Architecture of the slicing tool

Figure 12: Flowchart for working of the slicing tool given
in Figure 11

Figure 13: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for Calculator Product Line

5.1 Case studies and experimental results

We have applied our algorithm to some product lines 6,7.
We have also taken some open-source Java programs8 9 10.
We have developed few product lines by identifying vari-
ous features and converting these available Java programs
into corresponding Jak programs. It may be noted that Jak
is one of the feature-oriented programming languages. We
have also taken the models of few product lines (such as
calculator product line, stack product line, graph product
line) from the work of different researchers [45, 44, 43, 46]
and developed the corresponding Jak programs. These may
be considered as representative feature-oriented programs
with aspect-oriented extensions. In all the product lines,
we have identified the aspects that are scattered through-
out the program. The product lines we have taken as our
case studies have various features and aspects which can
be used for composing a variety of software product lines.
We have taken fifteen product lines as our case studies. The
characteristics of our software product lines are depicted in
Table 1. These programs are executed for different compo-
sitions of features with different aspects weaved for differ-
ent inputs. Also, the algorithm has been tested for different
slicing criteria for different compositions of features and
different inputs.

The CFADG generation time and average slice compu-
tation time for various compositions of features in different
product lines are depicted in Figures 13–27.

It can be inferred from Figures 13–27 that different com-
positions of features result in different slice computation
times. The aspects weaved at more number of join points
take more time than the aspects weaved at less number
of join points. For example, in Calculator Product Line
(CPL), the number of join points where the aspect Print is
weaved is more than that of aspect Error. That’s why the
slice computation time for the program where Print aspect

6http://spl2go.cs.ovgu.de/projects
7http://www.infosun.fim.uni-passau.de/spl/

apel/fh
8http://www.sanfoundry.com/

java-program-implement-avl-tree/
9http://www.geeksforgeeks.org/

avl-tree-set-2-deletion/
10https://ankurm.com/implementing-singly-linked-list-in-java/
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Figure 14: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for Stack Product Line

Figure 15: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for Graph Product Line

Figure 16: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for AVL Tree Product Line
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Figure 18: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for DesktopSearcher

Figure 19: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for TankWar

Figure 20: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for GPL

Figure 21: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for MobileMedia

Figure 22: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for Digraph

Figure 23: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for Elevator

Figure 24: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for Vistex

Figure 25: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for Violet
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Figure 26: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for Notepad

Figure 27: CFADG generation time and Average slice com-
putation time for PkJab

is weaved is more than that of the program where Error as-
pect is weaved. The features containing more number of
loops take more time. The composed features containing
less number of executable statements take less time com-
pared to those containing more number of executable state-
ments.

6 Comparison with related work
Several works have been carried out on slicing of
procedure-oriented programs [34, 32, 33, 30, 47], object-
oriented programs [11, 21, 39, 22, 15], aspect-oriented pro-
grams [37, 9, 10, 16, 18, 23]. But very, few work have been
carried out on slicing of feature-oriented programs [35].

Zhao [9] was the first to develop a two-phase slicing
algorithm to compute static slices of aspect-oriented pro-
grams. Later, Zhao et al. [10] developed an efficient algo-
rithm for constructing system dependence graph for aspect-
oriented programs. Ray et al. [16] developed an algo-
rithm to compute dynamic slices of aspect-oriented pro-
grams by constructing Aspect System Dependence Graph
(AOSG). They had introduced a new logical node called C-
node to capture communication dependencies among the
non-aspect code and aspect code. They had also intro-
duced a new arc called aspect-membership arc to connect
the dependence graphs of the non-aspect code and aspect
code. They had not shown the actual parameters in the
pointcuts. Singh et al. [18] proposed a method to com-
pute slices depending upon the slice point location in the
program. Their computed slice was an executable slice.
Munjal et al. [23] automated the generation of system de-
pendence graphs (SDG) for aspect-oriented programs by

analysing the bytecode of aspect-oriented programs. Then,
they proposed a three-phase slicing algorithm to compute
static slices using the intermediate graph for a given aspect-
oriented program. All the above works [9, 15, 16, 18, 23]
have not considered feature-oriented programs.

Apel et al. [3] presented a novel language for FOP in
C++ namely FeatureC++. They also mentioned few prob-
lems of FOP languages. Apel et al. [4] demonstrated
FeatureC++ along with its adaptation to Aspect-Oriented
Programming (AOP) concepts. They discussed the use of
FeatureC++ in solving various problems related to incre-
mental software development using AOP concepts. They
also discussed the weaknesses of FOP for modularization
of crosscutting concerns. Apel et al. [5] discussed the lim-
itations of crosscutting modularity and the missing support
of C++. They also focused on solutions for ease evolv-
ability of software. Batory [2] presented basic concepts
of FOP and a subset of the tools of the Algebraic Hier-
archical Equations for Application Design (AHEAD) tool
suite. Apel et al. [7] presented an overview of feature-
oriented software development (FOSD) process. They had
identified various key issues in different phases of FOSD.
Thum et al. [6] developed an open source framework
for FOSD namely FeatureIDE that supported all phases
of FOSD along with support for feature-oriented pro-
gramming languages, and delta-oriented programming lan-
guages, aspect-oriented programming languages. Pereira
et al. [20] discussed the findings of SPL management tools
from a Systematic Literature Review (SLR). These works
[7, 5, 3, 4, 2, 20, 6] discussed only the programming and
development aspects of FOP and did not consider the slic-
ing aspects. We have presented a technique for dynamic
slicing of feature-oriented programs with aspect-oriented
extensions using Jak as the FOP language.

Very few work have been carried out on slicing of
feature-oriented programs [35]. Sahu et al. [35] suggested
a technique to compute dynamic slices of feature-oriented
programs. Their technique first composed the selected fea-
tures of feature-oriented programs. Then, they used an exe-
cution trace file and a dependence-based program represen-
tation namely dynamic feature-oriented dependence graph
(DFDG). The dynamic slice was computed by traversing
DFDG in breadth-first or depth-first manner and mapping
the traversed vertices to the program statements. They had
missed some of the dependences such as mixn call edge, re-
finement edge, and mixin return dependence edge, etc. that
might arise in feature-oriented programs. The drawback of
their approach is the use of execution trace file which may
lead to more slice computation time. They had not consid-
ered the aspect-oriented extensions of feature-oriented pro-
grams. In our approach, we have not used any execution
trace file. Usually, the execution trace file is used to store
the execution history of each executed statement for a given
input. Much time is required to store and retrieve the exe-
cuted statements. The statements are then used for calcula-
tion of dynamic slice for each statement. Thus, extra time
is required to perform I/O operations on an execution trace
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file. We do not use any execution trace file. During exe-
cution of the program for a given input, the dynamic slice
for each statement is computed by marking and unmarking
process. Thus, there is no requirement of any execution
trace file for storing the executed statements. So, our pro-
posed approach does not take any extra time to read from
or write into the execution trace file, thereby reducing the
slice extraction time. Also, we have considered the aspects
that are scattered throughout the code. Our algorithm does
not create any new node in the intermediate representation
CFADG during runtime. This results in faster computation
of slices.

7 Conclusion and future work

We have presented an approach to compute dynamic slices
of feature-oriented programs with aspect-oriented exten-
sions. The features required for composition are first se-
lected and composed using Algebraic Hierarchical Equa-
tions for Application Design (AHEAD) composer. Then,
the aspects are weaved into the generated composed Java
program using AspectJ composer to produce the resultant
AspectJ program. The intermediate dependence based rep-
resentation of the program containing Jak code and AspectJ
code is constructed and it is called Composite Feature-
Aspect Dependence Graph (CFADG). The program is exe-
cuted for an input. During execution, the nodes of CFADG
are marked and unmarked according to our feature-aspect
node marking dynamic slicing (FANMDS) algorithm. We
have developed a tool to implement our FANMDS algo-
rithm and named it FADST. Our tool FADST computes the
dynamic slices and the average slice extraction times for
various compositions of features and aspects weaved for
various product lines. Currently, our tool is able to han-
dle various compositions for few product lines with few
aspects captured. Also, current evaluation only uses prim-
itive feature-oriented programs. In future, we will extend
our tool to handle more number of product lines with more
number of compositions.

Our algorithm may easily be extended to compute dy-
namic slices of other feature-oriented languages like Fea-
tureC++, FeatureRuby, FeatureHouse, Fuji, etc. Also, the
extension of the algorithm can be used to compute con-
ditioned slices, amorphous slices for feature-oriented pro-
grams with various aspects captured. We will also find out
the differences in the performance of different aspects.
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8 Appendices

A Construction of CFADG

Algorithm 8 Construction of CFADG
Input: The feature-oriented program containing aspects with selected
required features and weaved aspects.
Output: The composite feature-aspect dependence graph (CFADG).

1: procedure CONSTRUCTPDG()
2: for start of a method do
3: Create method entry node.
4: for each executable statement in the program do
5: Create a node.
6: for all nodes created do
7: if node n2 is under the scope of node n1 then
8: Add control dependence edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
9: if node n1 controls the execution of node n2 then

10: Add control dependence edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
11: if node n2 uses the value of a variable that is defined at node

n1 then
12: Add data dependence edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
13: procedure CONSTRUCTMXDG()
14: for all methods in a mixin do
15: Call ConstructPDG().
16: for entry of a mixin do
17: Create mixin entry node.
18: for each parameter present in the method call do
19: Create an actual-in parameter node.
20: for each parameter present in the method definition do
21: Create a formal-in parameter node.
22: for each parameter in the method call that is modified inside the

method do
23: Create an actual-out parameter node.

24: for each actual-out parameter node do
25: Create corresponding formal-out parameter node.
26: for all nodes created do
27: if node x corresponds to mixin entry node and node y is a

method entry node then
28: Add mixin membership edge from x to y, x→ y.
29: if node n1 returns a value to the calling method at node n2

within a mixin layer then
30: Add return dependence edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
31: if node n1 calls a method that is defined at node n2 within a

mixin layer then
32: Add call edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
33: if node n1 calls a method that is defined at node n2 within a

mixin layer by passing parameters then
34: Add call edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
35: Add parameter-in edge from actual-in parameter node to

corresponding formal-in parameter node.
36: Add parameter-out edge from formal-out parameter node

to corresponding actual-out parameter node.
37: if node n1 is an actual-in parameter node and node n2 is an

actual-out parameter node such that the value at node n1 affects the
value at node n2 then

38: Add summary edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
39: procedure CONSTRUCTSDG()
40: for all mixins within a mixin layer do
41: Call ConstructMxDG.
42: for all nodes created do
43: if node x is a polymorphic method call then
44: Create polymorphic choice vertex.
45: if node y is a polymorphic choice vertex then
46: Add a call edge from x to y, x→ y

47: if node x is a new operator node and node y is the correspond-
ing constructor node then

48: Add call edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
49: Add parameter-in edge from actual-in parameter node to

corresponding formal-in parameter node.
50: Add parameter-out edge from formal-out parameter node

to corresponding actual-out parameter node.
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51: Remove mixin membership edges.
52: Remove mixin entry nodes.
53: procedure CONSTRUCTADG()
54: for start of an advice do
55: Create advice start vertex.
56: if advice contains parameters then
57: Create formal-in and formal-out parameter nodes.
58: for all nodes created do
59: if node n2 is under the scope of node n1 then
60: Add control dependence edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
61: if node n1 controls the execution of node n2 then
62: Add control dependence edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
63: if node n2 uses the value of a variable that is defined at node

n1 then
64: Add data dependence edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
65: procedure CONSTRUCTIDG()
66: for entry of introduction do
67: Create introduction start vertex.
68: if introduction is a method or constructor then
69: Call ConstructPDG.
70: if introduction is a field then
71: Do nothing.
72: procedure CONSTRUCTPTDG()
73: for entry of pointcut do
74: Create pointcut start vertex.
75: if pointcut contains parameters then
76: Create actual-in and actual-out parameter nodes.
77: procedure CONSTRUCTASDG()
78: for entry of an aspect do
79: Create aspect start vertex.
80: for all advices in an aspect do
81: Call ConstructADG().

82: for all pointcuts in an aspect do
83: Call ConstructPtDG().
84: for all introductions in an aspect do
85: Call ConstructIDG().
86: for all nodes created do
87: if node x is aspect start vertex then
88: if node y is advice start vertex then
89: Create aspect membership edge from x to y, x→ y.
90: if node y is pointcut start vertex then
91: Create aspect membership edge from x to y, x→ y.
92: if node y is introduction start vertex then
93: Create aspect membership edge from x to y, x→ y.
94: if node x is pointcut start node and node y is advice start node

then
95: Create data dependence edge from x to y, x→ y.
96: Add parameter-in edge from actual-in parameter node to

corresponding formal-in parameter node.
97: Add parameter-out edge from formal-out parameter node

to corresponding actual-out parameter node.
98: procedure CONSTRUCTCFADG()
99: for each mixin layer do
100: Call ConstructSDG().
101: for each aspect do
102: Call ConstructAsDG.
103: for all nodes created do
104: if node n2 in one mixin layer uses the value of a variable that

is defined at node n1 in different mixin layer then
105: Add mixin data dependence edge from n1 to n2, n1 →

n2.
106: if node n2 in an aspect uses the value of a variable that is

defined at node n1 in a mixin then
107: Add aspect data dependence edge from n1 to n2, n1 →

n2.

108: if node n1 in one mixin layer returns a value to the calling
method at node n2 in different mixin layer then

109: Add mixin return dependence edge fromn1 ton2, n1 →
n2.

110: if node n1 in one mixin layer calls a method that is defined
at node n2 in different mixin layer then

111: Add mixin call edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
112: Add parameter-in and parameter-out edges.
113: if node n1 calls a method that is defined at node n2 using

Super() method then
114: Add refinement edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
115: if node n1 is an output statement followed by node n2 and

node n2 is an input, a computation, a predicate, or a method call
statement then

116: Add message dependence edge from n1 to n2, n1 →
n2.

117: if node n1 is a method call node and node n2 is a before
advice node capturing the method called at n1 then

118: Add weaving edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
119: if node n1 is the last statement in a before advice and node

n2 is the method entry node of the method captured by the advice
then

120: Add weaving edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
121: if node y is an after advice node and node n1 is the last

statement in the method captured by node n2 then
122: Add weaving edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
123: if node n1 is the last statement in an after advice and node

n2 is the statement followed by method call node and the method is
captured by the advice then

124: Add weaving edge from n1 to n2, n1 → n2.
125: Remove aspect membership edges.
126: Remove aspect entry vertices.
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B Feature-aspect node-marking
dynamic slicing (FANMDS)
algorithm

Algorithm 9 Feature-Aspect Node Marking Dynamic Slic-
ing (FANMDS) Algorithm

INPUT: Composite Feature-Aspect Dependence Graph (CFADG) of
the program FP , Slicing criterion < i, s, v >.
OUTPUT: List of nodes contained in required dynamic slice.

1: Marked = φ . Initially, unmark all nodes of CFADG.
2: Set dyn_slice(u) = φ . u is a node in CFADG.
3: Set RecDefn(v) = NULL . v is a variable.
4: Execute the program FP for input i.
5: while FP does not terminate do
6: Update dyn_slice(u) = {u, e1, e2, . . . , ek}∪dyn_slice(e1)∪
dyn_slice(e2) ∪ . . . ∪ dyn_slice(ek)

7: Marked = Marked ∪ {u}. . Mark node u.
8: if u is a Defn(v) node then
9: Marked = Marked \ {RecDefn(v)}. . Unmark the

node RecDefn(v).
10: RecDefn(v) = u. . Update RecDefn(v).
11: if u is a method call node for a method M then
12: panodeM = f(M,panode).
13: MeM = g(M,Me).
14: pfnodeM = h(M,pfnode).
15: Marked = Marked ∪ {u}. . Mark node u.
16: Marked = Marked ∪ panodeM . . Mark associated

actual parameter nodes.
17: Marked = Marked ∪ {MeM}. . Mark corresponding

method entry node.
18: Marked = Marked ∪ pfnodeM . . Mark associated

formal parameter nodes.
19: if u is a new operator node for a constructor M then
20: panodeM = f(M,panode).
21: MeM = g(M,Me).
22: pfnodeM = h(M,pfnode).
23: Marked = Marked ∪ {u}. . Mark node u.
24: Marked = Marked ∪ panodeM . . Mark associated

actual parameter nodes.
25: Marked = Marked ∪ {MeM}. . Mark corresponding

method entry node.
26: Marked = Marked ∪ pfnodeM . . Mark associated

formal parameter nodes.

27: if u is a polymorphic node for a virtual method M then
28: panodeM = f(M,panode).
29: MeM = g(M,Me).
30: pfnodeM = h(M,pfnode).
31: Marked = Marked ∪ {u}. . Mark node u.
32: Marked = Marked ∪ panodeM . . Mark associated

actual parameter nodes.
33: Marked = Marked ∪ {MeM}. . Mark corresponding

method entry node.
34: Marked = Marked ∪ pfnodeM . . Mark associated

formal parameter nodes.
35: if u is a mixin call node for a method M then
36: panodeM = f(M,panode).
37: MeM = g(M,Me).
38: pfnodeM = h(M,pfnode).
39: Marked = Marked ∪ {u}. . Mark node u.
40: Marked = Marked ∪ panodeM . . Mark associated

actual parameter nodes.
41: Marked = Marked ∪ {MeM}. . Mark corresponding

method entry node.
42: Marked = Marked ∪ pfnodeM . . Mark associated

formal parameter nodes.
43: if u is a Super() method call node for a method M then
44: MeM = h(M,Me).
45: Marked = Marked ∪ {u}. . Mark node u.
46: Marked = Marked ∪ {MeM}. . Mark corresponding

method entry node.
47: if u is a pointcut node then
48: badvP = x(P, badv).
49: aadvP = y(P, aadv).
50: panodeP = f(P, panode).
51: pfnodeM = g(M,pfnode).
52: Marked = Marked ∪ {u}. . Mark node u.
53: Marked = Marked ∪ panodeM . . Mark corresponding

actual parameter nodes.
54: Marked = Marked ∪ pfnodeM . . Mark corresponding

formal parameter nodes.
55: Marked = Marked ∪ badvP . . Mark the corresponding

before advice entry node.
56: Marked = Marked ∪ aadvP . . Mark the corresponding

after advice entry node.
57: if u is an advice entry node for an advice A corresponding to

pointcut P then
58: bbadvA = z(A, badvP ).
59: baadvA = z(A, aadvP ).
60: Marked = Marked \ bbadvA.
61: Marked = Marked \ baadvA. . Unmark all nodes in

body of advice corresponding to previous execution of u.
62: pfnodeM = g(M,pfnode).
63: Marked = Marked \ pfnodeM . . Unmark all the

formal parameter nodes associated with u corresponding to previous
execution of u.
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64: if u is an introduction node such that u is a method then
65: MbM = k(M,Mb).
66: Marked = Marked \MbM . . Unmark all the nodes in

the method body corresponding to previous execution of u.
67: pfnodeM = g(M,pfnode).
68: Marked = Marked \ pfnodeM . . Unmark all the

formal parameter nodes associated with u corresponding to previous
execution of u.

69: if v is method call node corresponding to previous execution
of u then

70: Marked = Marked \ v. . Unmark the method call
node corresponding to previous execution of u.

71: panodev = f(v, panode).
72: Marked = Marked \ panodev . . Unmark the asso-

ciated actual parameter nodes for a method call node corresponding
to previous execution of u.

73: pfnodeM = h(M,pfnode).
74: Marked = Marked ∪ {u}. . Mark node u.
75: Marked = Marked ∪ pfnodeM . . Mark associated

formal parameter nodes.
76: if u is an introduction node such that u is a field then
77: Marked = Marked ∪ {Defn(v)}. . Mark Defn(v) node.
78: Marked = Marked ∪ {Usage(v)}. . Mark Usage(v)

node.
79: if u is a method entry node for a method M then
80: MbM = k(M,Mb).
81: Marked = Marked \MbM . . Unmark all the nodes in

the method body corresponding to previous execution of u.
82: pfnodeM = g(M,pfnode).
83: Marked = Marked \ pfnodeM . . Unmark all the

formal parameter nodes associated with u corresponding to previous
execution of u.

84: if v is method call node corresponding to previous execution
of u then

85: Marked = Marked \ v. . Unmark the method call
node corresponding to previous execution of u.

86: panodev = f(v, panode).
87: Marked = Marked \ panodev . . Unmark the asso-

ciated actual parameter nodes for a method call node corresponding
to previous execution of u.

88: if u is a mixin entry node for a method M then
89: MbM = k(M,Mb).
90: Marked = Marked \MbM . . Unmark all the nodes in

the method body corresponding to previous execution of u.

91: pfnodeM = g(M,pfnode).
92: Marked = Marked \ pfnodeM . . Unmark all the

formal parameter nodes associated with u corresponding to previous
execution of u.

93: if v is method call node corresponding to previous execution
of u then

94: Marked = Marked \ v. . Unmark the method call
node corresponding to previous execution of u.

95: panodev = f(v, panode).
96: Marked = Marked \ panodev . . Unmark the asso-

ciated actual parameter nodes for a method call node corresponding
to previous execution of u.

97: if u is new operator entry node for a constructor M then
98: MbM = k(M,Mb).
99: Marked = Marked \MbM . . Unmark all the nodes in

the method body corresponding to previous execution of u.
100: pfnodeM = g(M,pfnode).
101: Marked = Marked \ pfnodeM . . Unmark all the

formal parameter nodes associated with u corresponding to previous
execution of u.

102: if v is method call node corresponding to previous execution
of u then

103: Marked = Marked \ v. . Unmark the method call
node corresponding to previous execution of u.

104: panodev = f(v, panode).
105: Marked = Marked \ panodev . . Unmark the asso-

ciated actual parameter nodes for a method call node corresponding
to previous execution of u.

106: for a given slicing command < i, s, v > do
107: Look up dyn_slice(u) for variable v.
108: Display dyn_slice(u).
109: Map nodes in dyn_slice(u) to corresponding statements in

composed Java program.
110: Map statements included in dyn_slice(u) in composed Java

program to corresponding statements in composed Jak program.
111: Display statements included in dyn_slice(u) from com-

posed Jak program.
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Computer generated images are visually becoming increasingly genuine, due to advances in technology 

as well as good graphic applications. Consequently, making distinction between computer generated 

images and natural images is no longer a simple task. Manual identification of computer generated images 

have failed to resolve the problems associated with legal issues on exact qualification of images. In this 

work, a colour range histogram was developed to categorise colours in computer generated images and 

natural images from a point of reference. Four groups were selected, using the algorithm, consisting of 

exact Red-Green-Blue (RGB) code (group 1), colour code within a range of 10 (group 2), colour code 

within a range of 20 (group 3) and colour code within a range of 30 (group 4) from the point of reference. 

An optimised equation for the four Colour Code Groups (CCG) was developed. The computer generated 

images categorised an average of 69.8%, 92.9%, 96.9% and 98.6%, of any colour code for groups 1, 2, 3 

and 4, respectively. The categorised colours for natural images were 31.1%, 82.6%, 90.8% and 95.0% 

for groups 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The results showed that natural images contain a wide range of 

RGB colours which makes them different. Consequently, the disparity in the percentage of colours 

categorised can be used to differentiate computer generated images from natural images. 

Povzetek: Razvit je sistem za razločevanje naravnih od računalniško generiranih umetnih slik na osnovi 

barvnega histograma. 

 

1 Introduction
Digital images have become a commonplace in the lives 

of individuals nowadays, because of the ease of 

acquisition using mobile phones and other electronic 

devices. A digital image can be described as a rectangular 

two-dimensional array of pixels, where each pixel (usually 

a square) represents the image colour at that position and 

where the dimensions represent the width and height of 

the image as it is displayed [1]. With advances in 

technology and the proliferation of imaging software, 

digital images are now classified as either computer 

generated or natural. With image processing techniques, 

it is becoming increasingly easy to produce computer-

generated images (CGI) that are so realistic with 

commercially available software packages [2] and these 

CGI are presently called Photorealistic images. How can 

one tell if a digital image is natural or computer generated? 

Usually, a photograph provides an effective and natural 

communication medium for humans. This is because 

people do not really need any special training to 

comprehend the content of an image and they used to 

believe that photographs represent the truth [3]. 

Unfortunately, this truth no longer holds with digital 

images because it is easy to manipulate them [4]. 

Therefore, being able to verify the credibility of digital 

images and perform image forensics can protect the 

truthfulness of digital images. It can be cumbersome and 

difficult for the human eye to tell the difference between 

the two types of images [5]. This is what the research 

carried out under the field of digital image forensics, 

among other things tries to answer. Digital image 

forensics is the area of image processing with the main 

function of assessing the authenticity and the origin of 

images and is divided into active forensics and passive 

forensics, which are further sub divided [6], [3], [4]. 

Figure 1 shows the classification of digital image 

forensics. In active forensics, additional information needs 

to be inserted into the host or source of the image in 

advance. This requires that the acquisition device should 

have the corresponding functionality to hold such 

information, some of which include digital signature [7] 

or digital watermarking [8]. Passive forensics technology 

is more practical and attempts to identify the authenticity 

or source of an image, based only on the characteristics of 

the image itself without embedded additional information 

[6]. Passive forensics occurs after the image has been 

captured and stored. Depending on its applications in 

different research fields, passive forensics can be broadly 

classified into tampering detection [9], [10], [11], 

Steganalysis [12] and source identification [13], [6], 

which is the art and science of differentiating computer 

generated images from natural images (NI). 

The aim of this work therefore is to develop a model 

for colour range histogram towards discovering features 

that differentiate CGI from NI. 
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2 Literature review 
Several research has been carried out in a bid to 

differentiate computer generated images from natural 

images using several approaches and features. One of the 

first approaches offered to differentiate NI from CGI was 

proposed by [14]. In their statistical approach, the first and 

higher-order statistics of wavelet transform coefficients 

are extracted from both CGI and NI to capture their 

statistical regularities. Another work by [15] proposed an 

approach using differences in image texture by 

considering the physical / visual properties of these 

images. They took into account the differences in surface 

and object models as well as the differences in the 

acquisition processes between the CGI and NI, and 

extracted 192 geometry features by analysing the 

differences existing between the physical generative 

process of computer graphics and photographs. Their 

approach extracted a lot of features in a bid to find the 

difference between CGI and NI. 

A total of 216 features, based on the RGB colour 

information of CGI and NI were considered and extracted 

by [12] in their work. As such, their method employed 

image decomposition based on separable quadrature 

mirror filters (QMFs) to capture regularities inherent to 

photographic images [12]. An approach presented by [16] 

discriminates CGI from NI based on the lack of artifacts 

due to the use of a digital camera as an acquisition device 

for NI [16]. Their technique is based on the fact that image 

acquisition in a digital camera is fundamentally different 

from the generative algorithms deployed by computer 

generated imagery. This difference is captured in terms of 

the properties of the residual image (pattern noise in case 

of digital camera images) extracted by a wavelet based de-

noising filter. An approach proposed by [17] used features 

that are based on the differences in the acquisition process 

of images. First they tried to detect the presence of the 

colour filter array demosaicking from a given image 

because most consumer cameras use colour filter array 

which requires the involvement of a demosaicking 

operation in generating the RGB colour values. The 

approach by [17] specifically searched for traces of 

demosaicking and chromatic aberration which were used 

to differentiate CGI from NI. 

Another technique based on the differences in the 

acquisition process of images was proposed by [18]. The 

starting point of their research is that the different 

formation processes, leave distinct intrinsic traces on 

digital images. In their algorithm, spectral correlations 

between colour components are exploited efficiently by 

discrete wavelet transform, block partitioning and 

normalized cross correlation, and three statistical features 

are derived to capture the inherent differences between 

CGI and NI. [6] combined statistical, visual and physical 

features of digital images to propose features that can 

differentiate CGI from NI. Their approach amongst other 

features, extracted the mean and median of the histograms 

of grayscale image in the spatial and wavelet domain as 

statistical features. Secondly, the fractal dimensions of 

grayscale image and wavelet sub-bands were extracted as 

visual features. And finally, the physical features are 

calculated from the enhanced photo response non-

uniformity noise. Thereafter, a support vector machine 

(SVM) classifier was used in the classification process. 

More recently, the researchers in [19] comparing CGI 

with NI, extracted and used 9 dimensions of texture 

features. They argued that NI have higher self-similar and 

have more delicate and complex texture. The work by [5] 

extracted textural descriptors from images using binary 

statistical image features and also used SVM as the 

classifier. According to them, the textural features are 

different for CGI and NI as their approach was based on 

learning of natural image statistic filters and further using 

that to differentiate the two images. 

In this research work, a model is proposed where 

colour and statistical features are extracted and combined 

in identifying features that differentiate CGI from NI. 

3 Methodology 
The proposed model is termed Colour Range Histogram 

(CRH). The CRH works by first randomly selecting a 

pixel 𝐴𝑥,𝑦 in an image as a point of reference. Next, the 

Figure 1: Classification of Digital Image Forensics 
 

Figure 1: Classification of Digital Image Forensics. 
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CRH algorithm fetches the RGB colour code for 𝐴𝑥,𝑦 , 

which is an integer value, due to the programming 

language used. Then the algorithm checks through all 

other pixels in the rest of the image to highlight all pixels 

that have the same RGB colour code as pixel 𝐴𝑥,𝑦. These 

pixels were classified as group 1 pixels. The complete 

steps used in CRH are further elucidated in the pseudo 

codes in Listing 1. In general, the following steps are 

proposed: 

1. For any image (A), with dimension (𝑤 ×  ℎ) where h 

represents the height and w represents the width of the 

image, select any pair of coordinates (x, y) that 

represent a pixel position such that 0 ≥ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑤 and 

0 ≥ 𝑦 ≤ ℎ. 

2. Given 𝐴𝑥,𝑦 fetch 𝑅𝐺𝐵 (𝐴𝑥,𝑦) where 𝐴𝑥,𝑦.represents 

a pixel in A at the pixel position (x, y) 

3. Scan through all other pixels in (A), from 𝐴0,0. to 

𝐴𝑤,ℎ.  

3.1 Fetch  𝑅𝐺𝐵 (𝐴𝑠,𝑡) 

3.2 If  𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑠,𝑡) = 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑥,𝑦), retain its 

colour  

else 

change the colour of 𝐴𝑠,𝑡 to white 

3.3 Fetch next pixel 

4. Save the resultant image (A_m). 

The algorithm above was used to “highlight” group 1 

pixels, which are pixels with the exact RGB code as 𝐴𝑥,𝑦. 

The algorithm was further extended to highlight seven 

more groups of pixels (Listing 2). These are pixels in the 

image that have RGB colour codes within certain ranges 

from 𝑅𝐺𝐵 (𝐴𝑥,𝑦). These groups were: 

Group 2:  where 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑠,𝑡) is within ±10 from 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑥,𝑦) 

Group 3:  where 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑠,𝑡) is within ±20 from 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑥,𝑦) 

Group 4: where 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑠,𝑡) is within ±30 from 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑥,𝑦) 

Group 5: where 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑠,𝑡) is within ±40 from 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑥,𝑦) 

Group 6: where 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑠,𝑡) is within ±50 from 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑥,𝑦) 

Group 7: where 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑠,𝑡) is within ±60 from 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑥,𝑦) 

Group 8: where 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑠,𝑡) is within ±70 from 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑥,𝑦) 

By ‘highlight’ we mean that their original colour is 

retained, while the colour of the rest of the image was 

changed to white. However, if the randomly selected pixel 

was white in colour then the colour of the rest of the image 

was changed to Black as can be seen from figure 2c. This 

highlight was to enable us have a visual clue of the 

resultant image. 

In addition to saving the image file for a visual 

presentation of CRH, eight more features which represent 

the total number of pixels projected in each group was 

captured. The image dataset used for this work was 

obtained from the Internet as well as personal picture 

collections. A total of 1,620 images were obtained which 

contained 851 CGIs and 769 NIs. 

 

4 Results and discussions 
Figure 2(a-d) shows some of the visual outputs of group 1 

for both NI (a & b) and CGI (c & d). From figure 2 (a & 

b), it was observed that in NI, a colour that appears to be 

the same visually is actually represented by a wide range 

of RGB codes. This could be largely due to the 

demosaicking process that NI undergo while being 

produced or the lighting conditions when the image was 

captured. Therefore picking a random pixel colour and 

projecting all pixels with exactly the same colour code 

yielded a scanty set of pixels visually. However, for CGI, 

the visual results are considerably different. The CGI 

visual results show that a higher number of pixels are 

projected for group 1. This exact colour projection 

sometimes corresponded with a ‘shape’ in the CGI as can 

be seen in figure 2 (c & d). This could be because most 

CGI are a combination of various shapes, where each 

shape is “filled” with the same colour and then the colour 

of some areas “blended”. 

For the colour range highlight, although eight groups 

were initially proposed, it was observed that beyond group 

4 the number of projected pixels remained almost constant 

for both CGI and NI. This can be viewed from the 

projected pixel count result displayed in listing 3 (for a 

natural image) and listing 4 (for a computer generated 

image). The listing includes the file chosen, its resolution, 

the pixel chosen (𝐴𝑥,𝑦), the pixel colour 𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝐴𝑥,𝑦) and 

finally the various counts of projected pixels by range. 

Listing 3 showed that 37 pixels were projected for group 

1; 98 pixels for group 2, and so on. This result showed that 

 Load imageA = ImageIO.read(new File(path)) 

  imageA_width = image.getWidth(); 
  imageA_height = image.getHeight(); 

  Pick 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑥,𝑦  where 0 ≥ 𝑥 ≤ imageA_width and 0 ≥ 𝑦 ≤

imageA_height; 

   Pcolour = imageA.getRGB(x,y); 

  for (int w = 0; w < imageA_width(); w++) 
  for (int h = 0; h < image_height(); h++){ 

    Pixelcolour = image.getRGB(w,h); 

      if (Pcolour = pixelcolour)   
     retain pixel colour 

     else 

    change pixel colour to white; 
} 
   Save image;  

Listing 1: Algorithm for exact colour highlight. 

Load image = ImageIO.read(new File(path)) 

  width = image.getWidth(); 

  height = image.getHeight(); 

  Pick 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑥,𝑦  where 0 ≥ 𝑥 ≤ width  and  0 ≥ 𝑦 ≤ height; 

  Pcolour = image.getRGB(x,y);  
 for(int x = 0; x < image.getWidth(); x++) 

   for(int y = 0; y < image.getHeight(); y++){ 

    current_Pixelcolour = image.getRGB(x,y); 
    if current_pixelcolour is within range 

     Project the original colour; 

    else 
    Change colour to white; 

   } 

Save image; 
End 

Listing 2: Algorithm for colour range highlight. 
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for NI, there is usually a gradual increase in the number of 

projected pixels from group 1 to group 4. Listing 4 

however showed that 3242 pixels were projected for group 

1; 3488 pixels for groups 2 and beyond. This showed that 

computer generated images projected almost a constant 

number pixels. 

The projected pixel counts for groups 1 to 4 were 

saved, processed and analysed. Using equations 1-4, the 

average percentages, P1, P2, P3, P4 of projected pixels were 

calculated for groups 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. 

𝑃1  =  
∑ 𝐶𝑟0

∑ 𝐶𝑟±30
 ×  

100

1
  Equation (1) 

𝑃2  =  
∑ 𝐶𝑟±10

∑ 𝐶𝑟±30
 ×  

100

1
  Equation (2) 

𝑃3 =  
∑ 𝐶𝑟±20

∑ 𝐶𝑟±30
 ×  

100

1
  Equation (3) 

𝑃4 =  
∑ 𝐶𝑟±30

∑ 𝐶𝑟±30
 ×  

100

1
  Equation (4) 

Where: 

𝐶𝑟0   = count of projected pixels for group 1 

𝐶𝑟±10 =  count of projected pixels for group 2 

𝐶𝑟±20 =  count of projected pixels for group 3 

𝐶𝑟±30 =  count of projected pixels for group 4 

These equations were then optimised to give a 

generalized equation 5  

𝑃𝑖  = 𝐶𝐶𝐺𝑖  × 𝐶𝐶𝐺𝑗
−1  × 𝐾

 Equation (5) 

Where  

𝑃𝑖  is the percentage of projected pixel for a group 𝑖 

𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4 ; 𝑗 = 4; 𝐶𝐶𝐺 is count of projected 

pixels for groups 𝑖 𝑜𝑟 𝑗 and 𝐾 is a constant. 

The summary of the analysed data is presented in 

table 1. From table 1 it can be observed that the average 

File Chosen is C:\...\Natural Images\4Egg.jpg 

Image Width: 1918 Image Height: 1077 

Chosen Pixel is: 833,392 

Java RGB code is : -1920995  

the real RGB values are: Alpha: 255, Red: 226, Green: 176, Blue: 29 

For range 0 : ProjectedCount is 37 

For range 10 : ProjectedCount is 98 

For range 20 : ProjectedCount is 246  

For range 30 : ProjectedCount is 267  

For range 40 : ProjectedCount is 267  

For range 50 : ProjectedCount is 267  

For range 60 : ProjectedCount is 267  

For range 70 : ProjectedCount is 267  

Listing 3: Projected pixel count for a selected natural 

image. 

File Chosen is C:\...\CGI\ tamar8.jpg 

Image Width: 564 Image Height: 942 

Chosen Pixel is: 114,194 

Java RGB code is : -13171452  

the real RGB values are: Alpha: 255, Red: 55, Green: 5, Blue: 4 

For range 0 : ProjectedCount is 3242 

For range 10 : ProjectedCount is 3488 

For range 20 : ProjectedCount is 3488 

For range 30 : ProjectedCount is 3488 

For range 40 : ProjectedCount is 3488 

For range 50 : ProjectedCount is 3488 

For range 60 : ProjectedCount is 3488 

For range 70 : ProjectedCount is 3488 

Listing 4: Projected pixel count for a selected computer 

generated image. 

  
 

 

   

 

a b c d 

Figure 2: Results of projected exact colour areas in some images. 
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percentages of projected pixels for natural images were 

31.07%, 82.64%, 90.75% and 95.00% for groups 1, 2, 3 

and 4, respectively, while CGI projected an average of 

69.79%, 92.87%, 96.87% and 98.60%, of any colour code 

for groups 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 

This shows that natural images contain a wide range 

of RGB colour codes for a particular colour that has 

similar visual colour presentation [20]. 

For each image, the value of 𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3, 𝑃4 were further 

analysed in order to distinguish between NI and CGI. The 

analysis showed that an image is classified as CGI if: 

𝐴𝑁𝐷(𝑃2 − 𝑃1 ≤ 60; 𝑃3 − 𝑃2 ≤ 30; 𝑃4 − 𝑃3 ≤ 15)  

While an image is classified as NI if: 

𝑁𝐴𝑁𝐷(𝑃2 − 𝑃1 ≤ 25; 𝑃3 − 𝑃2 ≤ 12; 𝑃4 − 𝑃3 ≤ 6)  

Using the above results we achieved the following 

classification percentages 

 CGI NI 

True Positives 81.6% 87.0% 

False negatives 18.4% 13.0% 

Figure 3 shows a graph of the total number of 

projected pixels for all the computer generated images and 

natural images in the sample size. This figure shows that 

irrespective of the random colour chosen, computer 

generated images projected almost a “constant” number of 

pixels across the four groups, this can be seen in figure 3 

where the red line for computer generated images is 

almost a horizontal straight line. The pattern of the blue 

line for the natural images shows a sharp increase in the 

number pixels emphasizes from group 1 to group 2 and 

then a gradual increase from group 2 to group 4. The figure 

also showed that CGI projected a greater percentage of 

their total pixels than natural images, despite the fact that 

most natural images had greater number of pixels than the 

computer generated images. Consequently, the disparity 

in percentage emphasised can be used to differentiate 

computer generated images from natural images. 

5 Conclusion 
In this research work, the RGB colour features of some 

selected pixels in both natural and computer generated 

digital images were extracted, grouped and analysed. The 

analysis revealed that there is a disparity in the percentage 

selected/emphasized for the two groups of images. 

Consequently, this disparity in percentage of colours 

projected, within range 0 to 40 from a point of reference, 

can be used as a quick method to differentiate computer 

generated images from natural images. 
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Software production is a complex process. Accurate estimation of the effort required to build the 

product, regardless of its type and applied methodology, is one of the key problems in the field of 

software engineering. This study presents the approach to effort estimation on agile software project 

using local data and data mining techniques, in particular k-nearest neighbor clustering algorithm. The 

applied process is iterative, meaning that in order to build predictive models, sets of data from 

previously executed project cycles are used. These models are then utilized to generate estimate for the 

next development cycle. Used data enrichment process, proved to be useful as results of effort prediction 

indicate decrease in estimation error compared to the estimates produced solely by the estimators. The 

proposed approach suggests that similar models can be built by other organizations as well, using the 

local data at hand and this way optimizing the management of the software product development.  

Povzetek: V prispevku je predstavljen pristop strojnega rudarjenja za modeliranje agilnih programskih 

projektov. 

 

1 Introduction 
Accurate estimation of work effort required to build the 

product is a critical activity in software development 

industry [1] and it is carried out on most projects [2]. 

Previously a number of approaches have been proposed 

to reliably estimate the effort, such as theoretical [3], 

formal [4], analogy-based estimation [5], just to name a 

few. Despite all, expert estimation [6] remains the most 

widely used method of effort estimation. 

Regardless of its comparative advantages, such as 

ease of implementation and the validity of the results it 

produces [7], expert effort estimation can still be 

improved [8]. Estimation is particularly challenging in 

large agile projects [9]. One way to achieve this is to use 

own, locally built, collections of past project data [10], 

[11]. The emergence of machine learning algorithms and 

data mining in general, paired with the availability of 

tools, has led to progress in application of these methods 

in practice [12].  

This paper presents an approach to effort estimation 

using data mining techniques, particularly k-Nearest 

Neighbor (KNN) clustering algorithm [13], on local 

collection of telco project data. The approach uses local 

data [14], extracted from the tracking system 

implemented on the project. The process itself is 

iterative, implemented in a way that at first it uses a 

collection of data from initial project phase in order to 

build primary predictive model. 

Then in the next project phase – an upgrade, this 

model is being enriched with the data from the recently 

completed iteration in order to gradually improve its 

properties, and thus reduce the estimation error. 

This research builds upon our previous work [15] 

now being applied to a large agile project and using 

different approach to predict effort. Instead of project 

clustering applied in [15], in this paper KNN is used to 

cluster work items and for each new instance it finds the 

nearest neighbors and calculates the model predicted 

effort. 

The proposed approach itself follows on one hand 

the iterative nature of agile scrum methodology [16] 

implemented on the project while at the same time fitting 

it to the cyclicality of the CRISP-DM process [17]. This 

proved to be efficient way to improve estimation 

accuracy and therefore can be suggested as a method by 

which organizations can improve the process of project 

management. 

The remaining part of this paper is organized as 

follows: Section 2 presents the current state of the 

research of the areas being discussed in the paper. 

Section 3 elaborates the design of the study, applied 

approach and techniques used to model effort estimation. 

In Section 4 results are presented together with their 

implication and potential limitations. The concluding 

section summarizes the findings and gives directions for 

future work. 

2 Related research 
Data mining techniques provide a means to analyze and 

extract patterns from data and through that process 

produce previously unknown and potentially useful 

information [18]. They emerged as an interdisciplinary 

domain with evolution and merging of databases, 

statistics and machine learning [19].  
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It can be viewed as a method for discovering 

knowledge from large sets of data [20]. Data mining 

consists of a set of techniques applicable for different 

purposes [21]. Clustering being one among them is 

particularly useful in prediction [22] and KNN is one of 

the most widely used algorithms [23]. 

Research in the field of software development effort 

estimation is active since the emergence of this industry 

[24]. During that period this has resulted in the number 

of approaches intended to estimate the effort required to 

build the product [25], each with their own advantages 

and limitations. Up to now, due to its comparative 

advantages, expert effort estimation remains the most 

frequently used technique in practice [26]. Paired with 

modern data analysis techniques it has potential to 

significantly improve reliability of the estimates [27]. 

Mining software engineering data raises the interest 

of researcher for quite some time [28], it also poses 

specific challenges [29]. It has been applied to different 

types of data [30], [31] and uses a number of techniques 

[32]. The application of these techniques is particularly 

appropriate in software engineering as it is rich in data 

[33] while, on the other hand, they can be used to 

optimize the software development process, software 

itself and support decision making process [34]. 

Agile development methods emerged from the need 

to efficiently handle close interaction with the customer, 

flexibility in requirements definition and the urge to 

deliver software on time and within the budget [35]. In 

contrast to sequential, agile development methods 

propose incremental approach to building of the software 

product [36]. These practices can also be used to handle 

the system and team scale issues [37] what is especially 

important in today’s dynamic business environment.  

Agile scrum executes the project in a sequence of 

iterations called sprints, where each sprint represents a 

cycle within which development activities occur [38]. 

During sprint planning, team members determine sprint 

goal, prioritize and estimate the effort of work items [39]. 

3 Study design 
This empirical study was performed using local data 

from a complex telco solution development project 

executed in large international company. Development of 

the application was based on Java technology and Oracle 

DB. Data used for the study refers to the tracking system 

items and descriptive features of the estimators, as these 

are the entities used to construct the predictive models. 

The authors implemented these models before [15], [40], 

so the selection of predictors was based on their relative 

importance determined in this, our previous [41] and 

similar studies [2]. 

The study exclusively used data required to build 

predictive models for effort estimation and for this it was 

sufficient that for example, components are identified as 

Component_1, Component_2, etc. or that estimators are 

referred to as Estimator_1, Estimator_2, ..., and so on, 

with matching attributes taking appropriate values. 

The average number of estimators per sprint 

fluctuated around 22, reaching at one point the total of 

31. The number of estimation items per Sprint was 

between 80 and 110, with the total of 1,732 in Phase 1 

and 532 in Phase 2. Total actual effort recorded in Phase 

1 was 20,814.25 [h] and in Phase 2 sprints 5,344.50 [h]. 

These numbers indicate that the analyzed project 

belongs to the class of “large” projects [42]. In the 

sequence of analyzed sprint data, none of them ended up 

exactly on the estimated value of effort. Both under and 

over estimations occurred with relatively same 

frequency, see Table 1 (sprints 1-19) and Table 3 (sprints 

20-24), yet overestimation was more common in early 

project phase while underestimation was more common 

in later phase. 

Sprint 
Effort [h] Estimation Error 

Estimated Actual Absolute (Relative) MMRE Pred(0.25) 

1 1,335.00 1,297.00 +38.00 (+2.93%) 0.652 0.660 

2 1,224.00 1,302.00 -78.00 (-5.99%) 0.215 0.738 

3 1,294.00 1,223.00 +71.00 (+5.81%) 0.310 0.673 

4 1,173.00 1,171.00 +2.00 (+0.17%) 0.359 0.774 

5 375.00 358.00 +17.00 (+4.75%) 0.522 0.733 

6 1,328.00 1,278.00 +50.00 (+3.91%) 0.378 0.767 

7 1,314.00 1,289.00 +25.00 (+1.94%) 0.301 0.663 

8 1,262.00 1,239.00 +23.00 (+1.86%) 0.323 0.670 

9 1,056.00 1,078.00 -22.00 (-2.04%) 0.254 0.803 

10 1,432.50 1,424.25 +8.25 (+0.58%) 0.210 0.779 

11 1,120.00 1,146.00 -26.00 (-2.27%) 0.071 0.879 

12 1,518.00 1,479.00 +39.00 (+2.64%) 0.383 0.780 

13 1,255.00 1,304.00 -49.00 (-3.76%) 0.092 0.893 

14 1,089.00 1,081.00 +8.00 (+0.74%) 0.063 0.925 

15 991.00 975.00 +16.00 (+1.64%) 0.226 0.861 

16 1,182.00 1,149.00 +33.00 (+2.87%) 0.180 0.843 

17 970.00 979.00 -9.00 (-0.92%) 0.194 0.813 

18 884.00 922.00 -38.00 (-4.12%) 0.128 0.848 

19 118.00 120.00 -2.00 (-1.67%) 0.026 0.923 

Table 1: Efforts and estimation error values per sprint for the training set. 
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The analyzed data covers Phase 1 (initial version) 

and Phase 2 (upgrade) of development project. Each 

phase was implemented in so called sprints i.e. 

development cycles as defined by the agile scrum 

methodology. Phase 1 consists of 19, while Phase 2 

covers 5 sprints. Each sprint produces a given set of 

estimation items i.e. data records. The problem that is 

being solved was weather it is possible to predict the 

effort of the upcoming Phase 2 sprints by using the 

knowledge from those completed. Sprints 1 to 19 (S1-

S19) were used as initial data base of items for training 

and test of predictive model, while sprints S20 to S24 

served for validation, see Figure 1. 

Upon building of the initial model M1 this model 

was used to predict effort of sprint S20. In each 

following iteration the model was enriched by the data 

from the last sprint, thus the data set (S1-S19+S20) was 

used to build model M2 and predict effort of S21, data 

set (S1-S19+S20+S21) was used to build model M3 and 

predict effort of S22, etc. This process passed through 

five iterations that could also be presented as follows: 

1st iteration: (S1-S19) } M1 → S20 

2nd iteration: (S1-S19+S20) } M2 → S21 

3rd iteration: (S1-S19+S20+S21) } M3 → S22 

4th iteration: (S1-S19+S20+S21+S22) } M4 → S23 

5th iteration: (S1-S19+S20+S21+S22+S23) } M5 → S24 

Expert estimation heavily relies on the intuition 

where based on the received input information estimator 

uses his judgment to come up with the solution [43]. This 

process can be improved by designing models that 

support the estimation of effort.  

The proposed predictive model targets the agile 

software development environment. It uses data mining 

approach that is explained next in more details. This is 

followed by the description of the entities that represent 

the sources of data and the fields used as predictors of the 

effort. Finally, the modeling method, determined by the 

selected tool itself is described. 

3.1 Data mining process 

Building of the data mining model considered in this 

study required the definition of research objective. In this 

case it was optimization of the software development 

process through the application of machine learning 

algorithm in order to provide the way to decrease effort 

estimation error, thus allowing more efficient 

management of the project. 

The data mining process applied in this study uses 

de-facto industry standard known as CRISP-DM (CRoss-

Industry Standard Process for Data Mining). This is 

iterative process structured around six phases: 

• Business understanding – identification of the 

business problem that has to be solved, 

• Data understanding – obtaining, exploring and 

verification of the data that will be used, 

• Data preparation – retirement of the data before 

it can be used for modeling, 

• Modeling – selection of appropriate technique, 

building and assessment of the model, 

• Evaluation – evaluation of results and review of 

the process, 

• Deployment – use of the model in order to 

improve the business. 

Understanding of the business and data was 

established prior and during initial prediction iteration: 

(S1-S19) } M1 → S20. For each next iteration data 

preparation followed by modeling and evaluation phase 

was executed. The presented model has academic 

purpose i.e. evaluation of proposed approach, so 

currently there is no deployment in real environment. 

Once the model proves effectiveness, it is possible to 

recommend its application in practice. 

3.2 Entities and data 

The study uses following entities and related fields as 

data sources: 

● Item: these are the records by which the work is 

represented and stored in the tracking system 

implemented on the analyzed project i.e. tickets. 

Variables used to represent work item entity are: 

Assignment (representing type of item association to the 

estimator, taking the form of either “own” or 

“assigned”), Component (identifying the component 

 

Figure 1: Model building and prediction process used in the study. 
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within the system that is related to, identified as 

Component_1, Component_2, …), Area (refers to the 

area of work with possible values: PM, QM, CM, 

System, …, Other), Activity (refers to the type of activity 

with possible values: Management, Quality, Design, 

Implementation, Test, …, Installation, Documentation, 

etc.), Type (identifies type of the item according to the 

applied scrum methodology, being either user story, task, 

defect, or other) and Priority (or urgency, it indicates the 

order in which item should be taken into execution in 

relation to the other items, describe as Prio_1, Prio_2, …, 

where Prio_1 refers to the highest priority). As it is 

evident, these are descriptive attributes related to the item 

at the moment of its creation. Additional fields associated 

with the item entity used to record the efforts are: 

Estimated Effort, Remaining Effort and Actual Effort. 

These were populated at the moment of item creation and 

later updated as the work progresses until its completion. 

● Estimator: the estimator is basically the employee 

engaged on the project, sometimes referred to as a 

project team member. In the model the estimator is 

represented with set of variables describing his: Role 

(representing his primary occupation on the project, with 

potential values: Project Manager, Solution Architect, 

Software Engineer, Configuration Manager, etc.), 

Seniority Level (representing the level of seniority, being 

either Junior, Mid-Level or Senior), Total Experience 

(representing the total number of years of work 

experience), Company Experience (representing number 

of years of experience within the current company), 

Number of Projects (representing number of projects 

employee participated in while working for the current 

company) and Estimation Competence (representing the 

level of estimation competence, being either Beginner, 

Intermediate or Advanced). 

The list of fields used as predictors and target, 

together with associated measurement type is presented 

in Table 2. 

3.3 k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm 

The model uses k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm. 

The nearest neighbor (NN) rule assigns to unclassified 

incoming observation the class of the nearest sample in 

the set, the simplest form of KNN when k = 1 [44]. KNN 

is based on measuring the distance between data to 

decide the final classification output based on their 

similarity [45]. 

KNN is an extension of NN and due to its 

advantages has been used for solving classification 

problems in numerous domains, the algorithm procedure 

can be presented as follows [46]: 

𝑇 =  {(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖)} ;  𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁 

Let T denote the training set, where 𝑥𝑖  Є  𝔎𝑚 is a 

training vector in the m-multidimensional feature space, 

and 𝑦𝑖is the corresponding class label. Given a query 𝑥′, 

its unknown class 𝑦′ is assigned in two steps. 

First, a set of k similarly labelled target neighbors for 

the query 𝑥′ is identified. Denote the set  

𝑇′ =  {(𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁 , 𝑦𝑖

𝑁𝑁)} ;  𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑘 

arranged in an increasing order in terms of Euclidian 

distance 𝑑(𝑥′, 𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁) between 𝑥′ and 𝑥𝑖

𝑁𝑁 

𝑑(𝑥′, 𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁) =  √(𝑥′ −  𝑥𝑖

𝑁𝑁)𝑇(𝑥′ −  𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁) 

Secondly, the class label of the query is predicted by 

the majority voting of its nearest neighbors: 

𝑦′ = arg
𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑦  ∑ 𝛿(𝑦 = 𝑦𝑖
𝑁𝑁)

(𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁,   𝑦𝑖

𝑁𝑁)Є 𝑇′

 

where y is a class label, 𝑦𝑖
𝑁𝑁  is the class label for the i-th 

nearest neighbor among its k nearest neighbors. 𝛿(𝑦 =
𝑦𝑖

𝑁𝑁), the Dirac delta function, takes a value of one if 

𝑦 = 𝑦𝑖
𝑁𝑁 and zero otherwise. 

The quality of k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm 

depends on the choice of k and the distance measure 

parameter [47]: 

● k: the selection of k is dependent on the selected 

data set. There are different recommendations but, 

instead of having the same number of nearest neighbors, 

it is good to find the best k automatically [48], the 

approach used in our study in order to choose the best 

number of neighbors within the range. 

● Distance: the distance or dissimilarity measure, 

between two existing cases 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖  can generally be 

expressed by Euclidean distance, as presented above. 

Computed distance is basically the magnitude of the 

vector obtained by subtracting the training data point 

from the point to be classified. 

Thus, in the space defined by the input fields i.e. 

predictors, cases positioned near each other are referred 

to as neighbors. Those dissimilar are more distant from 

each other. For a new case i.e. target that enters the 

model, the procedure calculates the predicted value of a 

Entity 
Field 

Name Measurement Role 

IT
E

M
 

Assignment Flag 

Predictor 

Component Nominal 

Area Nominal 

Activity Nominal 

Type Nominal 

Priority Ordinal 

E
S

T
IM

A
T

O
R

 

Role Nominal 

Seniority 

Level 
Ordinal 

Total 

Experience 
Continuous 

Company 

Experience 
Continuous 

Number of 

Projects 
Continuous 

Estimation 

Competence 
Ordinal 

 Actual Effort Continuous Target 

Table 2: Predictors and target of proposed model. 
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continuous measurement type as a mean of k nearest 

neighbor values [49]. 

KNN was previously used for estimating effort and 

provided better results in comparison to other techniques 

[50], [51]. However, what distinguishes this study is that 

it is performed on a local set of data on a project driven 

by agile methodology while applying iterative effort 

modeling per sprint. This makes it unique according to 

our knowledge. 

3.4 Modeling and evaluation 

From the input set 12 variables were used as predictors 

and single variable (Actual Effort) as a target. The 

experiment was conducted using IBM SPSS Modeler 

tool 14.2 [52]. In each iteration for analyzed data sets a 

stream representing data flow was formed to perform 

experiment. The modelling element implements the k-

Nearest Neighbor algorithm, with k set in range of 

minimum of 3 and maximum of 5, allowing procedure to 

choose the best number of neighbors, in order to compute 

the value of the target variable. 

Effort modeling for each validation Phase 2 sprint is 

performed in the following steps: 

1. Predictive model is built using data from 

previously executed i.e. finished sprints, 

2. Existing effort values were removed from input 

data of the sprint that is estimated in iteration, 

3. Sprint data is feed into the prediction stream, 

4. Predictive modeling is performed and model 

estimates are generated, 

5. Effort estimates are exported from the stream 

for subsequent evaluation. 

After generation of the model predictions for each 

Phase 2 iteration, as a part of the evaluation procedure, 

the comparison of the results of estimations produced by 

models vs. estimators in relation to the actual values of 

the total reported effort per sprint was performed. In 

addition to that criterion, the standard measures of 

estimation error, MMRE and Pred at level x, are used 

[53]. They are explained next. 

Estimation error is the difference between the 

estimated effort (EST) and the actual value (ACT): 

𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝑆𝑇 − 𝐴𝐶𝑇 

Magnitude of relative error (MRE) is the absolute 

value of estimation error relative to the actual: 

𝑀𝑅𝐸 =
|𝐸𝑆𝑇 − 𝐴𝐶𝑇|

𝐴𝐶𝑇
 

it is the basic metric used to calculate Mean Magnitude 

of Relative Error (MMRE): 

𝑀𝑀𝑅𝐸 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (𝑀𝑅𝐸) =  
1

𝑛
 ∑ |

(𝐸𝑆𝑇𝑖 − 𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑖)

𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑖

|

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

The Pred(x) is a criterion that defines the predictions 

having a relative error of less than or equal to level x, the 

set threshold, defined as: 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑥) =
100

𝑁
 ∑ {

1    𝑖𝑓   𝑀𝑅𝐸 𝑖 ≤ 𝑥/100
 0                      𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

𝑁

𝑖

 

The x is typically set to 25 so that it reveals the 

portion of the estimates that are within the tolerance of 

25% from the actuals. 

Using these metrics it was possible to conduct a 

reliable evaluation of the predictive model efficiency. 

4 Results and discussion 
In this section results of the modeling process are 

presented and commented. Additionally, the implications 

and limitations related to the data, model and study are 

discussed. 

4.1 Study results 

The results of the effort predictions generated by the 

models, together with the values of effort estimated by 

the expert estimators and actuals, for each of the 

validation sprints are listed in Table 3 and illustrated in 

Figure 3. To meet the standards used by both industry 

practitioners and scientific community during evaluation 

we use a comparison of the estimated and the actual 

efforts [26] as well as MMRE and Pred(0.25). From the 

data it can be seen that validation sprints vary in volume, 

ranging from some 500 [h] up to more than 1,500 [h] of 

actual effort, making validation set representative. 

By reviewing the results of the total values produced 

by the estimators and predictive models, compared to the 

actuals of each sprint we can conclude that models 

provided better estimates in four (S21, S22, S23 and S24) 

out of five iterations. Given the volume of the iteration 

S20 the difference in gains that the experts made in 

relation to the model predictions was practically 

negligible. Within the last four sprints, in three cases the 

model’s prediction was significantly better than the 

estimates the experts gave. 

Regarding the direction of the estimation error, from 

the validation set, estimators underestimated effort in 

three out of five sprints and the same was the outcome of 

the predictions made by the models. It is interesting that 

errors from both experts and the predictive models had 

the same tendency i.e. the models do not show the 

tendency to either under or overestimate but that results 

depend exclusively of the properties of the provide data 

set. It seems that both classify in the similar way, that is, 

the model in certain way mimics the reasoning process 

but performs better. 

Using this evaluation approach, typical for industry 

practitioners, and comparing the average estimation error 

produced by the models it is evident that it was smaller in 

magnitude as presented in Table 3 and that it had a 

positive tendency i.e. as the modeling progressed the 

trend of error correction was better, see Figure 4. This 

can be attributed to the data mining learning process in 

which as the quantity of data used to build predictive 

models was increased from iteration to iteration. As it is 

evident, this had a positive impact on the accuracy of the 
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predictions as the tendency of their reliability increased. 

Therefore, we can assume that a similar trend would 

have continued if this phase of development consisted of 

more sprints. 

The use of both MMRE and Pred was an option in 

order to provide more accurate study results as these 

metrics show different tendencies [54]. MMRE and 

Pred(0.25) are both measures of relative estimation error 

in a collection of instances, but quite different. Greater 

values of MMRE indicate greater magnitudes of error, 

while higher Pred(0.25) score indicates better estimation 

efficacy i.e. more predictions within a set tolerance (in 

this case of 25%) from the actuals. 

Comparison of the MMRE and Pred(0.25) values, 

which are de facto standard measures used by the 

scientific community in the field, generated by the 

estimators and models for the validation set is provided 

in Table 5. These results clearly indicate that the model 

generated estimates produced an overall smaller 

estimation error. Here again we notice a practically equal 

score in S20 and improvement in S21, S22, S23 and S24, 

see Figure 5. 

Another observation that can be made is that 

predictive model, based on k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) 

algorithm, generally outperformed the expert estimators 

in their ability to estimate. This indicates that selection of 

learners used in the model was properly carried out and 

that the overall modeling process itself was effective. 

The results of the performed evaluation confirm the 

applicability of the proposed approach and suggest that 

similar models could be built using data mining 

techniques and local data at hand, that way optimizing 

the estimation process and management of the agile 

software projects. 

4.2 Implications 

Used for the purpose of software development effort 

estimation data mining methods do not only solve that 

problem but provide a way for better understanding of 

the context in which estimation occurs and factors that 

affect it. This way an additional insight to the problem 

was achieved. 

The study once again confirmed the possibility of 

application of machine learning algorithms to solve the 

identified problem, this time on a somewhat different 

type of project. It encourages the enhanced effort 

estimation process through the synergy of expert 

estimation and estimation supported by the use of 

modern methods of prediction. 

4.3 Limitations 

Potential limitation of this study is the fact that it was 

performed using the data from a single large agile 

project. In regards to that in future it would be desirable 

to conduct similar experiments using the data sets from 

other projects and environments. 

In order to produce more general models future 

research could as well include projects driven by other 

Sprint 
Effort [h] Error[%] 

Estimated Actual Model Estimators Model Correction 

20 814.00 866.00 809.00 -6.00% -6.58% -0.58% 

21 1,688.00 1,549.00 1,647.80 8.97% 6.38% 2.60% 

22 1,305.00 1,109.50 1,258.40 17.62% 13.42% 4.20% 

23 1,133.00 1,281.00 1,215.60 -11.55% -5.11% 6.45% 

24 497.00 539.00 500.60 -7.79% -7.12% 0.67% 

Table 3: Efforts, Estimation error and correction per sprint for the validation set. 

 

Figure 3: Values of estimated, actual and predicted 

effort for the validation set. 

 
Figure 4: Estimators error, model error and correction in 

% for validation set with correction trend. 
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methodologies and those implemented using other 

technologies. Certainly, relatively straightforward 

approach used to construct the models, described here, 

encourages its replication. 

5 Conclusions and future work 
The paper presented the approach to the effort estimation 

on agile software project using data mining techniques 

on the local set of telco project data. It positions the 

research within the field of software engineering in 

addition to affirming the actuality of the topic being 

presented. 

Recent research suggests the intensive application of 

proposed methods to model the effort estimation though, 

up to our best knowledge, there has been no similar 

experiment conducted using data set constructed from the 

mentioned sources and within such environment. This is, 

among other, the contribution of this work. 

The approach proved its validity, providing 

corrections of the estimated effort generated by the 

models in most cases in comparison to the experts, and 

thus can be suggested for use in this or similar forms. 

Future work is aimed towards extending the 

presented model by including data from other entities 

within the studied environment. Additionally, if possible 

it would be valuable to include data from other projects 

of different size and technological basis. 

All stated can contribute to the reliability and 

performance of the predictive models being built and in 

case of their application in practice support the 

development process through more optimized project 

management. 
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Retrieval of optimal solution(s) for a Permutation Flow-Shop Scheduling Problem (PFSSP) within a 

reasonable computational timeframe has been a challenge till yet. The problem includes optimization of 

various criteria like makespan, total flowtime, earliness, tardiness, etc for obtaining a set of Pareto 

solutions in the process of Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO). This paper remodels a Discrete 

Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (DABC) from a single objective optimization method to a multi- 

objective optimization one to solve the PFSSP executed and explored through the alternative and 

combined use of two local search algorithms named as: Iterated Greedy Search Algorithm (IGRS) and 

Iterated Local Search Algorithm (ILS). The algorithm has been classified into three different scenarios 

raised with the analysis of time complexity measure of applied local search methods prioritized through 

the insertion and swap operation of neighborhood structures that intensifies the local optima in the 

search space. The results of the DABC algorithm are summarized with respect to Total Completion Time 

(TCT), Mean Weighted Tardiness (MWT), and Mean Weighted Earliness (MWE). Based on the time 

complexity measure of the obtained results a Multi-Objective Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (MOABC) 

has been proposed by adopting the simplest local search method of all in order to reflect the enhanced 

version of previously remodeled DABC algorithm. Finally, we propose a Chaotic based Technique for 

Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (Chaotic-TOPSIS) using a suitable chaotic map for 

criteria adaptation in order to enhance the decision accuracy in the multi-Criteria Decision Making 

(MCDM) domain. 

Povzetek: Članek se ukvarja z NP problemom večkriterijske optimizacije izdelave urnika z imenom  

Permutation Flow-Shop Scheduling Problem (PFSSP). Uvede Multi-Objective Artificial Bee Colony 

Algorithm (MOABC), tj. več-kriterijski algoritem z umetno čebeljo kolonijo in pokaže izboljšane 

rezultate. 

1 Introduction and related work 
The flowshop scheduling problem (FSSP) is a 

combinatorial optimization problem, inheriting the ideas 

from Barkers sequencing problem [1] that is based on 

ordering of jobs to determine a schedule. However, the 

problem is NP-hard and introduced by Johnson in 1954 

[2]. It has a wide application in logistic, industrial, and 

many other fields. It aims to find the minimal total flow 

time (TFT) or total completion time (TCT) execution. 

The permutation flowshop scheduling problem (PFSSP) 

is a particular case of FSSP, consisting of a set of n jobs 

which should be processed in the same order as to the 

available m machines. The goal is to find the best 

permutation of jobs that would result best minimal TCT 

execution of all the processes subject to the constraints 

that each job is independent, and available for processing 

at time zero. From time zero onwards, each machine is 

continuously available and is able to process one 

operation at a time. Each job can be manufactured at a 
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specific moment on a single machine. When a machine is 

not available, automatically the jobs remaining are 

queued to a waiting state. An ongoing job, in a machine 

is not interrupted till completion. 

During the last decades, the research attention for 

combinatorial optimization has turned to hybrid systems. 

It is observed that combination of different features from 

various optimization heuristics results in more robust and 

unique combinatorial optimization tools. Since the 

pioneering work of Johnson [2], a number of heuristics 

have been approached for solving FSSP. These proposed 

heuristics can be specified either as constructive or 

improvement. Most constructive heuristics [3-7] are the 

extended version of the Johnson’s algorithm [2], based 

on two or three-machine flowshop problems. In his work 

Palmer [3] developed a slope order index for sequencing 

the jobs with some allotted machines and processing 

times. A little variation to Palmer’s algorithm was 

proposed by Gupta [4] in order to estimate the same 

slope index. Also a lot many variants of branch and 

bound algorithms were developed subsequently [8-11] in 

this regard. Ignall and Scharge [10] applied the branch 

and bound scheme for the first time, based on two lower 

bounds in the two-machine FSSP. Bansal [8] extended 

the proposed idea to an m-machine case.  

Due to the essence of optimizing multiple objectives 

in PFSSP, it is also extended to the multi-objective 

domain with many challenging approaches (non-heuristic 

and meta-heuristic). Selen and Hotts [12] solved a multi-

objective flowshop scheduling problem (MOPFSSP) 

with m-machines by formulating a mixed-integer goal 

programming model with two objectives that is 

makespan and mean flowtime. Wilson [13] proposed an 

alternative model for it, by considering a fewer number 

of variables but at the same time he has added large 

number of constraints to it. Both the models have 

included same number of integer variables. Daniels and 

Chambers [14] proposed a branch and bound approach 

with two objectives (makespan and maximum tardiness) 

where they computed the Pareto solution for a 2-machine 

flowshop scheduling problem. Rajendran [15] also 

presented a similar procedure along with two heuristic 

approaches for the 2-machine flowshop scheduling 

problem with two objectives: minimization of TFT 

subject to optimal makespan. Similarly two different 

methodologies (one is based on a Branch and Bound 

(B&B) technique of exact algorithms and other one is 

based on Palmer approach of heuristic algorithms) are 

used [16] to find the optimum solution for minimization 

of bi-criterion (makespan, weighted mean flowtime) 

objective function of three machines FSSP with 

transportation times and weight of the jobs. Recently a 

production scheduling problem in hybrid shops has been 

solved by Mousavi et al.[17], by assuming some realistic 

assumptions.  

Like the non-heuristics, many meta-heuristic 

methods like trajectory based and population based 

methods have also been proposed to solve MOPFSSPs. 

Chakravarthy and Rajendran [18] proposed a simulated 

annealing (SA) algorithm for resolving the m-machine 

FSSP to minimize makespan and maximum tardiness. 

Similarly many SA algorithms [19-21] were proposed to 

optimize various objectives like makespan, TFT, and 

total tardiness. Another SA algorithm was approached by 

Loukil et al. [22] based on m-machine case. The 

algorithm assumed objective pairs out of a number of 

objectives such as: average weighted completion time, 

makespan, average weighted tardiness, maximum 

earliness, maximum tardiness, and the number of tardy 

jobs. A novel multi-objective memetic search algorithm 

(MMSA) [23] is proposed to solve the MOPFSSP with 

makespan and total flowtime.  The performance of the 

algorithm is validated and compared with the four state-

of-the-art algorithms on a number of benchmark problem 

and provides better solutions than these compared 

algorithms. Another novel fuzzy multi-objective local 

search-based decomposition algorithm has been 

approached for solving a fuzzy-MOPFSSP for two fuzzy 

objectives, that is, the fuzzy makespan and the fuzzy total 

flow time. An extensive computational study on Taillard 

benchmarks has been conducted to compare the proposed 

algorithm with the fuzzy NSGAII and the results 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm 

[24]. 

Among meta-heuristics, swarm intelligence has 

created a class of its own, which models the collective 

behavior of self-organized models and applies these 

models to solve many complex problems. Earlier works 

have adopted ant colony optimization (ACO) and particle 

swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms to simulate the 

swarm behavior of ant colonies and flocks of birds, 

respectively. There are a few researches which 

implements the PSO and ACO for solving the MOPFSSP 

[25-29] subject to makespan, TFT and completion time 

variance. Recently, a lot many algorithms have been 

proposed by modeling the intelligent behaviors of real 

bee swarms in this regard. The emerging research with 

artificial bee colony algorithms (ABC) demonstrates that 

these algorithms outperform and is equally competitive 

as compared to other population-based algorithms with 

the advantage of employing fewer control parameters 

[30-35]. Sharma et al. [36] provided a state art survey of 

ABC algorithm and its performance analysis with 

different size of population. Singh [37] has explained 

how one can solve different optimization problems using 

ABC algorithm. Recently, Amlan et al.[38] applied a 

Regional Flood Frequency Analysis (RFFA) to 33 stream 

gauging stations in the Eastern Black Sea Basin, Turkey. 

Tereshko [39] proposed a DABC algorithm for the FSSP 

with intermediate buffers (IBFSP) in order to minimize 

the maximum completion time. The DABC algorithm 

uses the effectiveness of the insertion and swap operators 

to produce neighbourhood solutions at the employed bee 

phase. From many such articles [40-42] it is clearly 

understood that, swarm intelligence provides a better 

algorithmic framework inspired by the intelligent 

behaviour of the animals, birds and social insects.  

The earlier work of PFSSP solved using DABC 

algorithm, mainly focuses on optimization of TCT 

criterion. As the DABC algorithm uses many strategies 

to find the nearest solutions in the search space, no 

detailed work has been done that counts the time 
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complexity of the algorithm. To deal with this, we have 

remodelled the DABC algorithm of Tasgetiren et al.[43] 

for three different cases by the application of some 

effective strategies. The proposed algorithm is inherited 

with the hybridization of swap/insertion operations and 

construction-destruction procedures for the 

neighbourhood structures known as iterated local search 

(ILS) and iterated greedy search algorithm (IGRS) 

respectively. Through an experimental analysis, the 

proposed algorithmic cases are evaluated for best CPU 

time utilization with respect to three objectives such as: 

TCT, weighted mean tardiness (WMT), and weighted 

mean earliness (WME). Again in the same scenario we 

have tested the results of canonical ABC against DABC 

algorithm.  Genuinely due to multiple objectives, here 

ABC has been turned to multi-objective ABC (MOABC) 

with necessary improvements to solve the MOPFSSP.  

While working with multiple-objectives it is almost 

impossible to get a single compromising solution. The 

situation leads to a multi-criteria decision making 

(MCDM) scenario. MCDM is the most powerful branch 

of decision making: generally handles multiple objective 

functions together and includes a lot many approaches 

that have been applied to different problem domains to 

choose the best alternative. But major parameters like 

criterion weight in these methods are founded on 

randomness of data. Mareschal [44] has claimed that 

proper weight assignment to each criterion will lead to a 

better and more appropriate decision making framework 

for both qualitative and quantitative data. However, the 

weight assignment procedure (specifically to qualitative 

criteria) is completely dependent upon the decision 

maker’s preference and varies remarkably from one 

decision maker to other. This paper proposes TOPSIS 

using chaotic maps for generating random numbers 

during criteria adaptation to improve the decision 

accuracy. The chaotic number generators emerges a 

random number each time when needed by the decision 

maker to define the criterion weight. To maintain the 

criterion preference, we have sorted the random numbers 

and assigned them accordingly. 

The remaining parts of the paper are assembled as 

follows. Section 2 presents the problem formulation and 

assumptions. The canonical ABC and DABC algorithm 

has been illustrated in Sections 3 and 4 and Section 4 

also represents the details of the ILS algorithm and IGRS 

algorithm applied in MOPFSSP.  Section 5 encloses the 

multi-objective ABC for PFSSP. Section 6 contains the 

computational results for both algorithms with two 

different synthetic datasets. Decision making using 

chaotic-TOPSIS is illustrated in section 7. Section 8 

concludes the article with future directions. 

2 Problem description and 

assumptions 
A PFSSP is consisting of n jobs (ᴨ1, ᴨ2, ᴨ3........ ᴨn), each 

having m number of tasks, that have to be processed in 

separate machines. A schedule for the jobs is the 

assignment of tasks to time intervals on the available 

machines. Task Tji must be assigned to machine j where 

the task belongs to job i, additionally for any job i, the 

processing of task Tji cannot be started till Tji-1 has been 

completed.  

Where, 

 i ϵ(1, n) and j ϵ(1, m). 

 Ojk = processing time of job j on machine k. 

Assumptions 

(i) Jobs consist of a pre-ordered sequence of 

operations. 

(ii) At a time only one job can be processed on one 

machine. 

(iii) The job orderings are same for all machines. 

(iv) Timeslot of different job operations is 

predetermined. 

(v) Once a job starts being processed on the first 

machine, cannot be interrupted in between 

either on or between machines. 

(vi) Release time of all jobs is zero. 

As per above stated assumptions, a dummy PFSSP; 

having ‘3’ jobs, each with ‘3’ operations having some 

random processing time can be executed in ‘3’ different 

machines as follows:  

With regard to the above context: F (ᴨj), the 

flowtime of job ᴨj is same as the completion time C (ᴨj, 

m) on the machine m. So the total completion time (TCT 

(ᴨ)) of all jobs is equal to maximum of flow time or 

completion time of all jobs and is calculated as: 

 

Figure 1: A dummy PFSSP. 
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Similarly let Dj, be the due date and Cj the 

completion time of job j, for jϵn. The jobs earliness and 

tardiness can be computed by, Ej=max {Dj-Cj, 0} and 

Tj=max {Cj-Dj, 0} respectively. Hence the weighted 

mean tardiness and weighted mean earliness of different 

job sequence can be calculated as: 
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where, 

n =number of jobs 

j =job index 

jD =due date of job j. 

jC = completion time of job j.
 

jA =arrival time of job j in the shop.
  

je = earliness cost per unit time for job j 

jr =tardiness of job j penalty per unit time. 

3 Canonical ABC algorithm 
ABC, a member of swarm intelligence is a meta-heuristic 

algorithm based on the intelligent behavior of honey 

bees, introduced by Karaboga [30, 34-35, 45]. Due to its 

simplicity and good performance reported in various 

fields while optimizing both single and multi-objective 

problem, we motivated to extend its usage in PFSSP. It is 

inspired by the nature that is by the foraging behavior of 

real honey bees, their self-organization capability, and 

specially division of labor features. The canonical ABC 

algorithm has some essential components like food 

sources, nectar-amount in each source, and three kinds of 

foraging honey bees (employed bee, onlooker bee, and 

scout bee). Here every food source signifies a candidate 

solution in the search space and the fitness of these 

solutions is equivalent to the nectar-amount of those food 

sources. Employed bees go on searching random food 

positions; they also share the collected information about 

food sources among the onlooker bees through the 

waggle dance. Onlooker bees select the better sources 

(better solutions) with high nectar amount (high fitness 

value), based on the information (fitness value) from the 

employed bees. Scout bees are those employed bees 

which could not found remarkable food sources. The 

pseudo-code of canonical ABC is given below. 

 

  

 

Initialize population (P) 

Fitness evaluation (fi) 

{ 

While (cycle<=maximum number of cycle) 

{ 

Employed bee phase 

{ 

Produce neighborhoods 

Fitness evaluation selection (fi) 

Probability calculation (pi) 

} 

Onlooker bee phase 

{ 

Select a solution based on probability pi 

Produce new solution 

Fitness evaluation 

Greedy selection procedure 

} 

Scout bee phase 

{ 

Replace the abandoned one 

} 

Memorize the best    

cycle++ 

}      

 

4 Modified discrete artificial bee 

colony algorithm 
Though ABC algorithm is a proved continuous optimizer 

for various combinatorial optimization problems, later 

has also shown its efficiency towards discrete version of 

it. Here, we use a modified version of the above ABC 

algorithm to handle discrete decision variables. We have 

extended the single objective problem of Tasgetiren et al. 

[43] to a multi-objective one and the detailed of modified 

DABC has been discussed below:  

Initialization: 

The population is initialized with a random set of 

solutions, each consisting with a random permutation of 

jobs. 

ᴨ = (ᴨ1, ᴨ2, ᴨ3........ ᴨn)                                         (4)

      

Employed bee phase: 

According to the basic ABC algorithm, the employed 

bees generate their neighborhood nectar sources. Here 

for obtaining the nearer food sources, we will take the 

advantage of the adopted strategies from IG_RS 

algorithm and ILS [43]. From IG_RS algorithm we have 

borrowed the concept of construction and destruction 

procedure and the two common operators named insert 

and swap are being inherited from ILS. Each one of these 

is used for determining the neighboring solutions in the 

search space. In order to evaluate their performances, we 

will adopt three different cases with the alternative and 

combined use of these operators (insert and swap) and 

procedures (destruction- construction). For suitability, 

we named each these cases of DABC algorithm 
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separately as DABC-I, DABC-II and DABC-III 

respectively. This step attempts to improve the 

population deterministically by accepting the improved 

adjacent solutions by examining their fitness values. The 

solutions to next step are chosen on the basis of equal 

number of best solutions from each objective 

respectively to maintain the population diversity. 

Case I: 

Each nearest solution in the population is determined by 

any one of the following strategy. The selected strategy 

is applied two times separately to each permutation ᴨ in 

the population, resulting two nearest neighbors and the 

best one is selected to the next step.  

(i) Applying two-insert moves to a permutation ᴨ 

with p=2. 

(ii) Applying three-insert moves to a permutation ᴨ 

with p=3. 

(iii) Applying two-swap moves to a permutation ᴨ 

with p=2. 

(iv) Applying three-swap moves to a permutation ᴨ 

with p=3. 

Case II: 

Each nearest solution is chosen by applying any of the 

following strategy. 

(i) Applying two-insert moves to a permutation ᴨ 

with p=2. 

(ii) Applying three-insert moves to a permutation ᴨ 

with p=3. 

(iii) Applying two-swap moves to a permutation ᴨ 

with p=2. 

(iv) Applying three-swap moves to a permutation ᴨ 

with p=3. 

(v) Applying one destruct-construct procedure to a 

permutation ᴨ with destruction size x. 

Case III: 

The nearest solutions are determined by using the 

following strategy. 

(i) Applying destruct-construct procedure to a 

permutation ᴨ with destruction size x. 

Onlooker bee phase: 

This phase selects a food source based on the 

probabilities obtained from the fitness values during 

employed bee phase. The aim of this phase is to find 

further better compromising solutions by applying well 

devised local search. The probabilistic selection can be 

described as: 

)5(
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j

j

i
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fit
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Here fiti is defined as the fitness value of the ith
 

solution compared to other solutions in the solution set. 

The solutions with a higher probability are always 

selected to the next cycle. In addition to this, almost an 

equivalent strategy to that of employed bee phase is 

employed during the onlooker bee phase to produce a 

new neighborhood solution. An efficient local search 

method has to be applied to further improve the 

candidates of the onlooker bee phase. A better food 

source has to replace the current one and become a new 

member in the population; else both are treated as non-

dominated to each other. 

Scout phase: 

In general, the scout bee phase removes the abandoned 

solutions (worst solutions) from the search space and 

tries to discover new ones with better fitness value. 

Therefore, the DABC algorithm removes a defined 

number of worst solutions and replaces them with new 

ones by the process of tournament selection in order to 

deal with local optima by avoiding the trial counter. 

During the evolution process, the solutions will be 

prioritised with respect to TCT, WMT and WME. Also 

the different cases of the employed bee phase will fall to 

different CPU utilization of the algorithm. As per the 

selection of basic ABC algorithm, an old solution is 

replaced by a new one if it is found to be superior in all 

objectives by using a greedy selection procedure.  

A common framework for DABC-I, DABC-II, and 

DABC-III as follows: 
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Figure 2:  DABC algorithm 

4.1 Local search methods: IG_RS 

algorithm and ILS algorithm 

The insert operator eliminates a job from the job pool 

(position r) and reinserts it into another position (q) in 

the same pool that is in the permutation ᴨ, such that qϵ (r, 

r-1) and the swap operator simply interchanges the 

position of two random jobs in a permutation ᴨ. Similarly 

the destruction- construction procedure of IG_RS 
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algorithm reconstructs a job pool by assigning best 

positions to a sub part of the original job sequence. Here 

the destruction phase randomly removes x number of 

jobs from the permutation ᴨ without repetition resulting 

two partial solutions ᴨx(x number of jobs) and ᴨx’ (x’=n-x 

number of jobs).  Then the construction phase adds each 

removed jobs back to the pool in the same order by 

searching its best position. The motivation of using the 

above methodologies in our algorithm is inherited from 

the efficacy of the DABC algorithm. Here the focused 

parameters are: perturbation strength p and the 

destruction size x that has to be carefully chosen. A 

perturbation is achieved by a random insertion of a job to 

another position or by swapping of some jobs randomly 

in a permutation ᴨ. Similarly choosing a larger 

destruction size for x will lead to a better result and a 

smaller one will be good for CPU time minimization. 

Tasgetiren et al. [43] have considered the perturbation 

values are as 1or 2 and the x values as 8 or 12 for 

different instances of Taillard [46]. However in our 

work, we have considered two synthetic datasets for 

small and large sized systems with variable number of 

jobs and machines. Here the p values are considered as 2 

or 3 and the x values are considered as 2 (for small sized) 

and 4 (for large size) respectively. 

5 MOABC for MOPFSSP 
The above proposed DABC algorithm is the direct 

extension of single objective DABC proposed by 

Tasgetiren et al. [43]. The algorithmic framework and 

search for local optima is much more flexible and 

effective with the advantages of local search algorithms 

in the DABC algorithm. To achieve a more accurate and 

efficient problem solving approach in the field of multi 

objective optimization; we have simulated these 

advantages to model a multi objective Pareto-based ABC 

algorithm with same objectives to solve the FSSP. The 

proposed MOABC algorithm combines the main idea of 

ABC with the above local search strategy to search the 

neighborhood structure. To apply the local search 

algorithm in the next proposed one, we have adopted one 

of the simpler one i.e., the swap () local-search instead of 

using all methods randomly. Firstly the proposed 

MOABC algorithm initiates a number of randomized job 

sequences of n jobs, and is stored in the population 

matrix. These sequences represent the random food 

sources of ABC, with certain quality and diversity. 

Secondly, an exploitation search procedure for the first 

two bee phases (employed and onlooker) is designed to 

best suit the problem and to intensify the local search 

operation. To record the updated non-dominated 

sequence emerged in each cycle, it uses a Pareto-based 
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Figure 6:  Destruct-construct procedure. 
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archive set.  In addition, the population is well-adjusted 

to maintain diversity in scout bee phase by eliminating 

the worst solutions. It is seen that proposed algorithm is 

able to find the best set of solutions and a proper 

statistical analysis has also been done to evaluate the 

proposed algorithm’s performance with different inputs. 

Some important terms related to MOABC can be defined 

below. 

Pareto dominance 

Any solution S′ is said to be non-dominated to S′′ if and 

only if, 

(i) (i)The solution S′ is no worse than S′′ in all the 

objectives. 

(ii) The solution S′ is strictly better than S′′ in at 

least one objective. 

Pareto optimal solution set and Pareto optimal front 

Pareto optimal solution set is the group of all Pareto 

optimal solutions, and the respective graphical 

representation in the objective space is known as the 

Pareto optimal front. 

Archive  

An archive records the track of the non-dominated 

solutions from time to time. It is iteratively updated 

throughout the search procedure. Once a new non-

dominated solution generated, the archive is updated 

accordingly. 

5.1 Problem formulation  

The FSSP is rescheduled (fixed to similar assumptions as 

stated above) with the same three defined criterions 

(TCT, WMT and WME) and n jobs to be solved with 

ABC. As we know mostly there will be multiple 

solutions, non-dominated to one another will be emerged 

during the simultaneous optimization of multiple 

objectives (known to discover true Pareto front), we have 

done a straight forward extension of uni-objective ABC 

as well as above DABC to redesign an MOABC 

algorithm. In the employed bee phase, an exploitation 

search procedure is applied on the initialized solutions, to 

derive the non-dominated solution set. The generated 

Pareto front is maintained in an archive with the 

corresponding trial counters and will be updated from 

time to time. Onlooker bees search for more intensified 

solutions within the neighborhood of the food source in 

their memory. Finally, the abandoned solutions are 

deleted from the archive to stand with a best fitted Pareto 

front. 

5.2 Architecture  

As per the problem architecture, ‘n’ jobs are divided into 

‘m’ number of tasks, to be sequenced differently and to 

be processed in different machines. Each job sequences 

are evaluated through their fitness values against the 

individual objective functions. After the problem 

evaluation, the resulted sequences are listed out that are 

non-dominating to each other.  Figure 7 is representing 

the MOPFSSP problem architecture which needs to be 

optimized to a set of optimal job sequences as 

corresponding non- dominated set. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

Figure 7: MOPFSSP architecture. 

Figure 8 is represents the proposed solution strategy 

using MOABC. The proposed model generates multiple 

Pareto optimal solutions iteratively which are updated in 

an external archive time to time. Here the algorithm 

adopts the 2swap () local search strategy to generate the 

neighborhood structures in the solution space. The 

selection of the same local search procedure is based 

upon the time complexity analysis of all considered 

methods in the remodeled DABC algorithm. 

5.3 Proposed MOABC 

This section presents the algorithmic representation of 

proposed MOABC algorithm to solve MOPFSSP. 

The derived MOABC algorithm, initializes the 

population ‘ᴨ’ with ‘n’ solutions, each consisting of a 

random number of job sequences similar to the DABC 

algorithm. Each updated solutions in the population 

matrix are evaluated for the corresponding fitness value 

using the objective functions 1- 3. The generated non-

dominated set is maintained in an archive with the 

corresponding trial counters; which is updated in every 

cycle. Employed bees explore for better sources in the 

neighborhood by applying swap () operation, where two 

randomly selected jobs i and j (two random selected 

dimensions) for a random solution (sequence) k are 
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Figure 8: Proposed framework using MOABC. 
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swapped with each other. Onlooker bee selects a 

candidate source depending on its probability values 

calculated and provided by the employed bees. The 

solutions with a greater probability are shifted to the 

archive. Within a defined number of cycles, the 

employed bees whose solutions cannot be further 

improved (through a predetermined number of trials) are 

treated as abandoned ones and are deleted permanently 

from the archive. These abandoned solutions are 

calculated by the help of trial counters. If a solution in S 

is improved by the corresponding solution in S’ then the 

trial counter is set to zero (0), else it is set to one (1). 

6 Numerical simulation 
The numerical results represent the performance of both 

DABC algorithm and MOABC algorithm respectively 

with respect of TCT, WMEe and WMTr. Two different 

datasets have been initialized with little parameter 

variation. One of this has been initialized with small 

processing times and due dates named as ‘small-size 

dataset’ and the other one is named as ‘large-size’. For 

both the proposed algorithms, we have considered 

similar input datasets. 

6.1 Control parameters  

However both the algorithms require same control 

parameters except the case of abandoned solution. The 

DABC algorithm removes a defined number of worst 

solutions and replaces them with new ones in order to 

remove abandoned solutions from the population where 

as the MOABC algorithm removes those solutions based 

on a trial counter limit. 

6.1.1 Parameters of DABC 

Parameters:     Values: 

Population size    10 

Maximum iterations   50 

Number of onlookers  1/2*(colony size) 

Number of employed bees  1/2*(colony size) 

Worst solutions to be replaced             2 or 4 

6.1.2 Parameters of MOABC  

Parameters:     Values: 

Colony size    10 

Maximum iterations   50  

Number of onlookers  1/2*(colony size) 

Number of employed bees  1/2*(colony size) 

Limit for abandoned solution    20 

6.2 Description of the numerical data 

To evaluate DABC-I, DABC-II and DABC-III, two 

instances of datasets are customized with two different 

combinations of jobs and machines. With a little 

parameter variation both the datasets consider same 

population size of 10. The due date of each job is 

initialized separately with respect to two datasets. We 

have assigned same weight for both tardiness and 

earliness in both the input sets, while evaluating WMEe 

and WMTr. Again the same datasets are used to 

characterise the performance of MOABC.  

6.2.1 Small-size data 

To validate the results at an eye, a small size dataset is 

randomized with a combination of 4 jobs and 3 machines 

with an ideal parameter setting. The processing time (Oik) 

of the jobs are set within [0, 5] and the due times are set 

in [10, 15]. The earliness and tardiness weights are 

considered in the range [1, 10]. Based on the due time, 

the calculated TCT and the weights (earliness and 

tardiness), the MWT and MWE of the jobs have to be 

calculated. The destruction size has been assumed as 2. 

All these parameters, input data, corresponding statistics 

and the initial population sequence are tabulated below. 

BEGIN  

{  

Set parameters;  

Set population size;  

Initialize solutions;  

Archive=Null; 

Trial counter=Null; 

For each solution find the fitness 

value;  

Generate the non-dominated set; 

Update Archive; 

Do 

 { 

//Employed bee phase// 

Generate all employed bees and check 

their dominance relation to nearby 

solutions by swaplocal_         search 

procedure; 

Compute the Fitness value; 

Compute non-dominated set;  

Update Archive; 

Update trial counter; 

//Onlooker bee phase// 

Update the solutions using 

swaplocal_search () algorithm; 

Compute the Fitness value; 

Compute non-dominated set;  

Update Archive; 

Update trial counter; 

} While (Stop criterion=Max. no. of 

iterations);  

//Scout bee phase// 

Delete abandoned solutions 

Update Archive; 

}  

END 

Figure 9: MOABC pseudo code. 
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Parameter setting 

(i) Ojk :[1-5] 

(ii) Weight (tardiness and earliness): [1, 10] 

(iii) Population size: 10 

(iv) Destruction size: 2 

(v) Due time: [10, 15] 

Table 1 represents the processing time of 4 different 

jobs with respect to 3 machines. Also it initializes the 

expected finish time of each job and an assigned weight 

which will be further used to calculate the fitness value 

of the defined objective functions. 

Table 2 contains the statistical analysis of standard 

deviation for each job( small-sized dataset).To calculate 

the standard deviation we have summarized the 

minimum and maximum processing time of each job 

from the pool. The result shows that, standard deviation 

of each job ranges between [0, 1]. 

Using the above information a randomized job 

sequence is initialized with population size 10. As we 

have considered 4 jobs here, it can have 24 numbers of 

different possible sequences. Table 3 contains a random 

selection of 10 sequences out of these. These sequences 

will be the initial input for the proposed algorithm and 

the resulted intermediate sequences will be the further 

inputs for different iterations and bee phases.  

6.2.2 Large-size data 

The other synthetic large size dataset with population 

size 10 is generated with 10 jobs and 9 machines are set 

with the following parameter setting. Here the processing 

time of jobs are set to [0, 10]. The weights and due times 

 Job 1 Job 2 Job 3 Job 4 

Machine 1 O11=4 O12=1 O13=5 O14=2 

Machine 2 O21=3 O22=2 O23=4 O24=3 

Machine 3 O31=5 O32=2 O33=3 O34=4 

Due time 10 12 30 15 

Weight 2 3 4 2 

Table 1: Processing time of machine vs task of each job. 

Jobs Minimum Maximum Standard 

deviation 

1 3 5 0.81 

2 1 2 0.47 

3 3 5 0.81 

4 2 4 0.81 

Table 2: Statistics of the small-size dataset. 

 

Population 

sequence 

Job sequence 

1 J0 J1 J2 J3 

2 J1 J2 J3 J0 

3 J2 J3 J0 J1 

4 J3 J0 J1 J2 

5 J3 J2 J1 J0 

6 J0 J3 J2 J1 

7 J1 J0 J3 J2 

8 J2 J1 J0 J3 

9 J0 J1 J2 J3 

10 J1 J2 J3 J0 

Table 3: Initial population. 

 

 

Job 0 Job 1 Job 
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Job 

3 

Job 

4 

Job 
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Job 
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Job 

7 

Jo

b 8 

Job 
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Machine 1 

 

O11=10 O12=5 O13=8 O14=5 O15=1 O16=7 O17=2 O18=0 O19=9 O1 10=3 

Machine 2 O21=3 O22=4 O23=5 O24=8 O25=3 O26=6 O27=2 O28=5 O29=7 O2 10=4 

Machine 3 O31=5 O32=3 O33=0 O34=3 O35=5 O36=9 O37=0 O38=0 O39=2 O3 10=3 

Machine 4 O41=4 O42=2 O43=4 O44=7 O45=2 O46=3 O47=4 O48=9 O49=0 O4 10=3 

Machine 5 O51=1 O52=2 O53=1 O54=5 O55=4 O56=7 O57=2 O58=3 O59=4 O5 10=6 

Machine 6 O61=7 O62=3 O63=2 O64=5 O65=3 O66=6 O67=9 O68=4 O69=4 O6  10=2 

Machine 7 O71=3 O72=0 O73=2 O74=0 O75=5 O76=5 O77=5 O78=4 O79=2 O7  10=2 

Machine 8 O81=8 O82=4 O83=1 O84=0 O85=5 O86=9 O87=4 O88=5 O89=4 O8  10=6 

Machine 9 O91=2 O92=4 O93=1 O94=10 O95=8 O96=3 O97=4 O98=5 O99=4 O9  10=7 

Due time 80 42 75 85 95 60 10

0 

10

5 

9

0 

65 

Weight 2 3 4 6 10 1 4 5 7 9 

Table 4: Processing time of machine vs job task. 
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are initialized within [1, 10] and [50, 100] respectively. 

The destruction size has been assumed as 4. The same 

required data as per the small sized dataset are also 

represented using different tabulations in the same 

sequence. 

Parameter setting 

(i) Ojk :[0-10] 

(ii) Weight (tardiness and earliness): [1, 10] 

(iii) Population size: 10 

(iv) Destruction size: 4 

As per the parameter setting, Table 4 is finalized 

with different processing times for individual jobs with 

respect to corresponding machines. It also assumes the 

due times and job weights.  Job weights are basically the 

representative of their priorities. 

Similar to the first dataset, we have also done a 

statistical analysis of the large-size dataset in Table 5.As 

per the minimum and maximum processing time of each 

job, the standard deviation of the jobs ranges between 

[1,3]. 

Table 6 contains the initial population set consisting 

of 10 jobs. These jobs can be arranged in 10! number of 

possible ways and we have selected a random 10 out of it 

as the initial input. As compared to the small-sized 

dataset there is a very less chance of repeating the same 

sequences as the intermediate result sequences, due the 

application of different tuning operators 

(insert/swap/construct-destruct). 

6.3 Numerical results and analysis 

Using the above specified inputs the results are tabulated 

separately for each algorithm. First, the results of DABC 

are represented and then that of MOABC. Firstly the 

results are tabulated then are reflected into corresponding 

graphical representations through the help of various 

figures where ‘X’ and ‘Y’ dimensions represents the 

‘performance score’ versus ‘job sequences’ respectively. 

Each unit of ‘X’ and ‘Y’ dimension in the small-size 

dataset counts as 5 and 1 respectively, similarly it counts 

as 20 and 1 for the large- size dataset for the same 

dimensional sequence. 

6.3.1 Results of DABC Algorithm 

The tabulated results include the performance of DABC 

algorithms for individual cases with two specified inputs. 

Table 7-9 represents the final job sequences for small 

dataset corresponding to TCT, MWT and MWE and 

table 10-12 includes the results for the other input 

dataset. Table 7 and 10 includes the results of DABC-I 

algorithm with swap () and insert () operation having 

random perturbation values 2 or 3. Table 8 and 11 shows 

the results of DABC-II, that include another operation 

construct-destruct () additional to the operations of 

DABC-I. Only construct-destruct is used in DABC-III 

and the results are tabulated in Table 9 and12.  

6.3.1.1 Small-size dataset 

Table 7 contains the resulted TCT, MWT, MWE of the 

small-sized dataset for DABC-I. As mentioned, DABC-I 

uses the swap () and insert () algorithms to update the 

solution vectors. The result includes the completion time 

of every job in different sequences and TCT of each job 

sequence is equal to the completion time of the last job of 

the individual sequence. According to the initialized 

weight and due time the respective MWT and MWE has 

been calculated. 

The graphical representation of Table 7 has been 

shown in Figure 10. Each job sequences have been 

represented individually with its corresponding TCT, 

MWE, and MWT scores. 

The results of DABC-II is tabulated in Table 8.Based 

on the completion time, weight and due date of 

individual jobs   the corresponding TCT, MWT, and 

MWE values are summarized and presented here. To 

update the job sequences here all the local search 

methods (insert/swap/construction and destruction) have 

been applied randomly. 

Jobs Minimum Maximum Standard deviation 

1 1 10 2.81 

2 0 5 1.45 

3 0 8 2.40 

4 0 10 3.18 

5 1 8 1.94 

6 3 9 2.07 

7 0 9 2.40 

8 0 9 2.72 

9 0 9 2.53 

      10 2 7 1.76 

Table 5: Statistics of the large-size dataset. 

P Job sequence 

1 J

J0 

J

J1 

J

J2 

J

J3 

J

J4 

J

J5 

J

J6 

J

J7 

J

J8 

J

J9 

2 J

J1 

J

J2 

J

J3 

J

J4 

J

J5 

J

J6 

J

J7 

J

J8 

J

J9 

J

J0 

3 J

J2 

J

J3 

J

J4 

J

J5 

J

J6 

J

J7 

J

J8 

J

J9 

J

J0 

J

J1 

4 J

J3 

J

J4 

J

J5 

J

J6 

J

J7 

J

J8 

J

J9 

J

J0 

J

J1 

J

J2 

5 J

J4 

J

J5 

J

J6 

J

J7 

J

J8 

J

J9 

J

J0 

J

J1 

J

J2 

J

J3 

6 J

J5 

J

J6 

J

J7 

J

J8 

J

J9 

J

J0 

J

J1 

J

J2 

J

J3 

J

J4 

7 J

J6 

J

J7 

J

J8 

J

J9 

J

J0 

J

J1 

J

J2 

J

J3 

J

J4 

J

J5 

8 J

J7 

J

J8 

J

J9 

J

J0 

J

J1 

J

J2 

J

J3 

J

J4 

J

J5 

J

J6 

9 J

J8 

J

J9 

J

J0 

J

J1 

J

J2 

J

J3 

J

J4 

J

J5 

J

J6 

J

J7 

10 J

J9 

J

J0 

J

J1 

2

J2 

J

J3 

J

J4 

J

J5 

J

J6 

J

J7 

J

J8 

Table 6: Initial population. 
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The tabulated results of DABC-II are graphically 

represented in Figure 11. Like DABC-I, most of the 

cases have more earliness penalty than the tardiness 

penalty. While adopting selection of average number of 

solution sequences from each objective, we found some 

of the repeating sequences. These have to be treated as 

one ultimately.  Hence, the total numbers of non-

dominated sequences are 7 in number but we have 

represented all repeated sequences also. 

The results of DABC-III have been listed in Table 9. 

The three objective functions are evaluated with a 

recursive set of sequences and the fitness values are 

summarized. DABC-III explicitly uses destruct- 

construct for perturbing the solution sets. 

P  Final job sequence &  

completion time                               

TC

T 

MW

T 

MWE 

1 J3 J1 J0 J2 19 0.72 5.54 

9 11 16 19 

2 J3 J1 J2 J0 20 0.9 5.9 

 9 11 15 20 

3 J0 J1 J3 J2 21 2.0 4.36 

12 14 18 21 

4 J1 J0 J2 J3 21 1.3 5.6 

5 13 17 21 

5 J1 J2 J0 J3 22 1.54 5.27 

5 13 18 22 

6 J1 J2 J3 J0 22 1.54 5.63 

5 13 17 22 

7 J2 J1 J0 J3 23 2.36 4.0 

12 14 19 23 

8 J0 J3 J2 J1 21 2.54 4.0 

12 16 19 21 

9 J0 J3 J1 J2 21 2.54 4.36 

12 16 18 21 

10 J2 J3 J1 J0 23 2.9 4.36 

12 16 18 23 

Table 7: Results of DABC-I. 

Population  Final job 

sequence &  

completion time 

TCT MWT MWE 

1 J1 J3 J0 J2 19 0.72 6.9 

5 10 15 19 

2 J3 J0 J1 J2 19 1.27 5.27 

9 14 16 19 

3 J1 J3 J2 J0 20 0.90 6.9 

5 10 15 20 

4 J3 J2 J1 J0 21 1.63 5.27 

9 14 16 21 

5 J3 J2 J1 J0 21 1.63 5.27 

9 14 16 21 

6 J3 J2 J1 J0 21 1.63 5.27 

9 14 16 21 

7 J3 J2 J0 J1 21 1.63 4.18 

9 14 19 21 

8 J0 J2 J3 J1 22 2.72 3.63 

12 16 20 22 

9 J0 J2 J3 J1 22 2.72 3.63 

12 16 20 22 

10 J2 J0 J1 J3 23 3.18 4.0 

12 17 19 23 

Table 8: Results of DABC-II. 

 

Figure 10 Graphical representation of DABC-I. 

 

Figure 11: Graphical representation of DABC-II. 

 

Figure 12: Graphical representation of DABC-III. 
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Table 9 results are graphically represented in Figure 

12 showing a clear-cut demarcation of TCT, MWE, and 

MWT for 10 different sequences.  Apart from TCT, most 

of the non-dominated sequences have earliness penalty is 

more than tardiness penalty. 

6.3.1.2 Large-size dataset 

Table 10 stores the results of DABC-I for the large-sized 

dataset. Along with every sequence, the completion time 

of individual jobs are listed leading to the TCT score of 

that sequence. Out of 10 random sequences of 10 

different jobs, 8 sequences are having greater MWE 

score than MWT.  

Table 10 is graphically represented in Figure 13, 

showing the ratio of MWE score, MWT score, and TMT 

score of individual job sequence. Except sequence 10 and 

9, other sequences are having more MWE score than 

MWT score.  

Results of DABC-II for the second input are stored 

in Table 11. The results also show similar efficiency as 

that before. Here also the earliness cost is more in many 

sequences. 

Figure 14 represents Table 11. We can obtain the 

better sequences having minimum TCT, MWT, and 

MWE. As discussed, DABC-II uses all the local search 

methods to improve pre existing solutions. 

DABC-III results for the large-sized input are 

tabulated in Table 12. It shows construct-destruct () has 

similar efficiency to search good solutions from the 

search space. But, out of all local search algorithms this 

one is having maximum algorithmic complexity. 

Figure 15 represents DABC-III, pictorially showing 

the fitness value of different resulted sequences. 

 As discussed above the result tables and 

corresponding graphs have been represented below. 

P Final job 

sequence &  

completion time                               

TC

T 

M

WT 

M

WE 

1 J3 J0 J2 J1 20 1.45 4.54 

9 14 18 20 

2 J0 J1 J3 J2 21 2.0 4.36 

12 14 18 21 

3 J0 J3 J2 J1 21 2.54 4.0 

12 16 19 21 

4 J0 J3 J1 J2 21 2.54 4.36 

12 16 18 21 

5 J3 J2 J0 J1 21 1.63 4.18 

9 14 19 21 

6 J3 J2 J0 J1 21 1.63 4.18 

9 14 19 21 

7 J0 J2 J3 J1 22 2.72 3.63 

12 16 20 22 

8 J2 J3 J1 J0 23 2.9 4.3 

12 16 18 23 

9 J2 J3 J1 J0 23 2.9 4.3 

12 16 18 23 

1

0 

J0 J2 J1 J3 22 2.72 4.36 

12 16 18 22 

Table 9: Results of DABC-III. 

P  

Final job sequence &  completion time 

TCT MWT MWE 

1 J7 J4 J3 J5 J6 J8 J9 J0 J1 J2 92  5.21 14.43 

35 43 53 64 69 73 82 85 91 92 

2 J7 J2 J4 J5 J6 J3 J8 J9 J0 J1 96 6.11 14.6 

35 36 48 64 69 79 83 90 92 96 

3 J7 J5 J8 J4 J9 J0 J1 J2 J3 J6 98 7.49 11.94 

35 55 60 69 76 78 83 84 94 98 

4 J0 J1 J6 J3 J4 J5 J2 J7 J8 J9 100 7.25 12.84 

43 49 55 65 73 80 81 88 92 100 

5 J1 J2 J3 J4 J8 J6 J7 J5 J9 J0 104 8.68 14.0 

27 29 56 67 71 75 81 91 101 104 

6 J9 J7 J0 J1 J2 J8 J3 J4 J5 J6 106 8.84 17.8 

36 43 49 55 56 62 80 91 101 106 

7 J0 J1 J2 J9 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 106 9.7 12.52 

43 49 50 61 71 81 91 96 102 106 

8 J5 J6 J9 J8 J0 J7 J1 J2 J3 J4 107 10.17 9.0 

55 60 69 73 76 85 88 89 99 107 

9 J1 J2 J3 J5 J4 J6 J7 J8 J9 J0 106 9.7 9.11 

27 29 56 74 84 88 93 97 104 106 

10 J8 J2 J0 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J9 J1 107 9.66 11.9 

36 37 55 65 74 84 89 95 103 107 

Table 10: Results of DABC-I. 
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6.3.1.3 Discussion and time complexity analysis of 

DABC algorithm 

The DABC algorithm is tested under three types of 

scenarios using the local search algorithms such as two-

swap (), three-swap (), two- insert (), three-insert () and 

destruct-construct () iteratively. Each time a random 

local search algorithm is used to find out nearest optimal 

solutions. To achieve the population diversity we have 

used the selection strategy of selecting proportionately 

equal number of solutions from each objective function. 

In the small-sized input data we see that many times the 

resulted sequences are being repeated because of less 

number of jobs, which is a rare in the large one. We 

checked the complexity of these algorithms in terms of 

number of machines (M) and number of jobs (N). 

P Final job sequence &  completion time TCT MWT MWE 

1 J9 J0 J1 J7 J3 J4 J5 J6 J8 J2 94 6.07 14.82 

36 46 52 58 68 76 84 89 93 94 

2 J7 J8 J9 J4 J1 J0 J2 J3 J6 J5 95 5.3 20.49 

35 39 49 57 61 63 64 74 85 95 

3 J6 J3 J4 J5 J7 J2 J8 J9 J0 J1 95 5.74 13.64 

32 45 56 66 73 74 78 86 89 95 

4 J3 J4 J8 J6 J7 J0 J9 J5 J1 J2 95 6.8 13.6 

43 54 58 62 68 73 84 89 94 95 

5 J6 J2 J3 J4 J5 J8 J7 J1 J9 J0 100 7.5 13.47 

32 33 53 64 74 79 85 89 97 100 

6 J8 J9 J0 J2 J7 J1 J3 J4 J5 J6 109 7.78 15.82 

36 49 54 55 66 70 80 88 96 109 

7 J8 J4 J0 J5 J6 J7 J9 J1 J2 J3 105 8.7 10.6 

36 51 54 71 76 82 90 94 95 105 

8 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J0 J3 J2 J1 J4 104 9.17 8.76 

55 60 66 70 78 81 91 92 96 104 

9 J5 J2 J6 J0 J7 J8 J9 J1 J3 J4 111 11.13 9.45 

55 56 62 69 77 81 89 93 103 111 

10 J8 J2 J0 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J9 J1 107 9.66 11.9 

36 37 55 65 74 84 89 95 103 107 

Table 11: Results of DABC-II. 

Population 

individual 

Final job sequence &  completion time TCT MWT MWE 

1 J6 J3 J4 J7 J5 J8 J9 J1 J0 J2 93 5.7 13.6 

32 45 56 61 71 76 85 89 92 93 

2 J1 J9 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J2 J0 94 5.4 14.47 

27 42 52 62 72 77 83 87 88 94 

3 J6 J7 J3 J9 J0 J1 J2 J5 J4 J8 95 5.54 19.31 

32 39 49 56 60 66 67 81 91 95 

4 J6 J7 J3 J9 J0 J1 J2 J5 J4 J8 95 5.54 19.31 

32 39 49 56 60 66 67 81 91 95 

5 J7 J6 J3 J8 J9 J0 J1 J2 J5 J4 96 5.64 19.0 

35 43 53 57 64 66 70 71 86 96 

6 J4 J6 J0 J1 J2 J3 J5 J7 J8 J9 99 6.2 19.17 

36 40 47 53 54 64 80 87 91 99 

7 J3 J4 J7 J5 J6 J8 J9 J0 J1 J2 97 7.52 11.19 

43 54 59 69 74 78 87 90 96 97 

8 J5 J3 J1 J6 J7 J8 J9 J0 J2 J4 101 8.41 8.43 

55 65 69 73 78 82 89 91 92 101 

9 J5 J7 J8 J9 J0 J1 J6 J2 J3 J4 106 9.96 9.19 

55 62 66 74 77 83 87 88 98 106 

10 J7 J8 J5 J9 J0 J1 J2 J3 J4 J6 106 9.3 9.9 

35 39 64 74 77 83 84 94 102 106 

Table 12: Results of DABC-III. 
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We have used these functions alternatively in 

DABC-I, DABC-II and DABC-III, and see that using 

construct-destruct (), the algorithm is not giving any 

significant improvement in the result. Based on the time 

complexity of different local search methods, we 

conclude that DABC-I is better than DABC-II and 

DABC-II is better than DABC-III. 

6.3.2 Results and discussions through MOABC 

While optimizing three objectives through MOABC, a 

number of non-dominated solutions are resulted and are 

listed below with their respective Pareto fronts. Here we 

do not find any abandoned solutions as there was no 

solution in the final archive having trial counter value 

more than 20. In the small-size dataset there are ‘7’ non-

dominated sets and the large one is resulting 10 such 

solutions in the resulting Pareto front.  

 

Figure 15: Graphical representation of DABC-III. 

 

Figure 16: Pareto front (small-size). 

 

Figure 17: Pareto front (large-size). 
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Local-search 

algorithms 

Time complexity 

Two-swap O(MN) 

Three-swap() O(MN) 

Two-insert() O(MN) 

Three-insert() O(MN) 

Construct-destruct() O(MN2) 

Table 13: Time complexity analysis of local search 

algorithms. 

 

Figure 13: Graphical representation of DABC-I. 

 

Figure 14: Graphical representation of DABC-II. 
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6.3.2.1 Small-size dataset 

7 non-dominated solutions emerged from the first dataset 

and are listed in Table 14. These solutions can be further 

evaluated by the decision maker to reach at the definite 

goal. 

The resulted non-dominated set of table 14 has been 

depicted to the corresponding Pareto front in figure 16. 

The 3 objectives fitness values show a clear graphical 

visualization of the non-dominated set.  

6.3.2.2 Large-size dataset 

Table 15 stores the 10 non-dominated solutions emerged 

from the large-sized dataset. Each solution is represented 

with individual job completion time and finally the TCT 

value of the same sequence, followed by MWT and 

MWE respectively.  

Each best fitted solution for the large-sized dataset is 

captured as its Pareto front and is represented in figure 

18, with its respective fitness values. 

The MOABC also yields equally compromising 

optimized solutions as that of DABC algorithm. The 

results reveal that the proposed algorithms are superior 

enough to deal with multi-objectives with a little 

parameter variation to the canonical ABC. It is a straight 

forward extension of uni-objective ABC with mixing 

advantages of local search procedure from the proposed 

DABC algorithm. We have just applied one of the 

simplest local search procedure that is two-swap () 

procedure to optimize the local optima which definitely 

helps in reducing the algorithmic complexity. 

From the result analysis, apart from the completion 

time, it is seen that most of time the earliness penalty is 

more than the tardiness penalty. Hence with a required 

priority level of all the objectives a decision maker can 

easily go for making a balanced decision for him by 

applying a suitable MCDM method. 

7 Decision making with chaotic-

TOPSIS 
After generating successful optimized solution set, we 

cannot avoid for selecting an appropriate one among 

these during the decision making process. MCDM is a 

successful tool for decision making with conflicting 

P Final job sequence 

&  completion time 

TCT MW

T 

MW

E 

1 J0 J1 J3 J2 21 2.0 4.36 

12 14 18 21 

2 J3 J1 J2 J0 20 0.9 5.9 

9 11 15 20 

3 J1 J3 J0 J2 19 0.72 6.9 

5 10 15 19 

4 J3 J2 J1 J0 21 1.63 5.27 

9 14 16 21 

5 J1 J3 J2 J0 20 0.90 6.9 

5 10 15 20 

6 J3 J2 J0 J1 21 1.63 4.18 

9 14 19 21 

7 J1 J2 J3 J0 22 1.54 5.63 

5 13 17 22 

Table 14: Non-dominated job sequence. 

P Final job sequence &  completion time TCT MWT MWE 

1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J0 J1 104 8.96 10.27 

24 51 62 72 77 83 87 95 98 104 

2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J0 J1 J2 97 7.54 10.60 

43 54 64 69 75 79 87 90 96 97 

3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J0 J1 J2 J3 99 7.19 12.86 

36 56 61 67 71 79 82 88 89 99 

4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J0 J1 J2 J3 J4 106 9.8 9.47 

55 60 66 70 78 81 87 88 98 106 

5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J0 J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 101 6.54 21.29 

32 39 43 51 57 63 64 80 91 101 

6 J0 J1 J5 J3 J4 J2 J6 J7 J8 J9 109 10.39 5.03 

43 49 70 80 88 89 93 98 102 109 

7 J1 J2 J6 J4 J5 J3 J7 J8 J9 J0 99 7.37 15.01 

27 29 50 60 71 81 86 90 97 99 

8 J2 J3 J7 J5 J6 J4 J8 J9 J0 J1 107 10.15 8.76 

24 51 61 74 79 89 93 100 102 107 

9 J4 J5 J9 J7 J8 J6 J0 J1 J2 J3 99 7.19 11.21 

36 56 66 71 75 79 82 88 89 99 

10 J0 J1 J5 J4 J3 J2 J6 J7 J8 J9 111 11.05 4.29 

43 49 70 80 90 91 95 100 104 111 

Table 15: Non-dominated job sequence. 
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criterion. Various methods show their respective 

efficiency in this regard. By a comparative survey we 

have concluded to decide the final optimal solution here 

with in our problem using TOPSIS method which really 

seems to be fit .We have summarized some of the recent 

TOPSIS applications followed by the discussions of our 

motivation. 

Li et al. [47] presents a new method based on 

TOPSIS and response surface method (RSM) for MCDM 

problems with interval number. Similarly Madi et al. [48] 

provided a detailed comparison of TOPSIS and Fuzzy-

TOPSIS in a systematic and stepwise manner. Sotoudeh-

Anvari [49] suggested a stochastic multi-objective 

optimization model for assigning resource and time in 

order to search the individuals who are trapped in 

disaster regions. To reduce the heavy computation of the 

model, two efficient MCDM techniques, i.e. TOPSIS and 

COPRAS are employed which tackles the ranking 

problem. Zavadskas et al. [50] reviewed 105 papers 

which developed, extended, proposed and presented 

TOPSIS approach for solving DM problems from 2000 

to 2015. Recently Wu et al.[51] proposes an improved 

methodology for handling ships which uses TOPSIS 

method to make the final decision.  

TOPSIS 

TOPSIS was developed by Hwang and Yoon [52] in the 

year of 1981 as an alternative to the elimination and 

choice translating reality (ELECTRE) method. The basic 

idea of TOPSIS is quite simple and it has been originated 

from a displaced ideal point from which the selected 

solution has shortest distance [53-54]. Further it is 

refined [52] to the rank based method by assigning 

specific orders to the available alternatives. The whole 

concept is based on the two artificial ideal points; that is 

the ultimate solution is measured by having longest 

distance from the positive ideal solution (PIS) and the 

shortest from the negative ideal solution (NIS).  Hence a 

preference order of all alternatives is generated as per 

their relative closeness to the ideal solutions. As 

concluded by Kim et al. [55] and our observations, basic 

TOPSIS advantages are recorded as:  

(i) It is an accepted logic that is focused to 

rationale of human choice;  

(ii) A scalar value justifies  both the ideal 

alternatives together;  

(iii) Simple algorithmic framework and can easily be 

coded to the spreadsheet;  

(iv) A straightforward performance evaluation of all 

alternatives against the defined criteria which 

can be clearly visualized and represented for 

two or more dimensions.  

The above defined advantages make TOPSIS an 

omnipresent MCDM technique as compared with rest 

techniques [52]. In fact it is a utility-based method that 

evaluates every alternative directly depending on the 

available data in the decision matrices and weights [56]. 

Apart from this, the simulation comparison [57] of 

TOPSIS method signifies that it has the fewest rank 

reversals apart from rest methods in the category. Thus, 

TOPSIS is chosen as the backbone of MCDM. 

The preliminary issue with the method is the 

normalized decision matrix operation, where randomness 

is achieved while assigning the criterion weights. Hence 

a narrow gap derived between the performed measures 

due to the weighted normalized value of the decision 

matrix. It can be advantageous to substitute this 

randomness with a suitable chaotic map. Chaos has a 

very similar property to randomness with better statistical 

and dynamical characteristic. Such a dynamic mixing is 

truly appreciated to enhance solutions potentiality by 

touching every mode in a multi-objective landscape. 

Hence the use of a well-suit chaotic map in TOPSIS can 

be definitely helpful to enhance the decision making by 

generating preferred randomness in criterion weight. 

Chaotic maps 

Simulation of complex phenomena such as: numerical 

analysis, decision making, sampling, heuristic 

optimization etc. needs random sequences for a longer 

period and good uniformity [58]. Chaotic map is a 

deterministic, discrete-time dynamic system that is 

considered as source of randomness, which is non-

period, bounded and non-converging [59-60]. However 

the nature of chaotic maps is apparently random, 

unpredictable and it has a very sensitive dependence on 

its initial condition and parameter [58].  

A chaotic map can be represented as: 

)12(...3,2,1,0,1,0),(1 ==+ kxxfx kkk   

Different selected chaotic maps that produce chaotic 

numbers in [0, 1] are listed below in table 16 [59-60]. 
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Table 16: Different Chaotic Maps. 
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Again it is a challenging task to find out a proper and 

suitable chaotic function to well fit to our decision 

making problem. Researchers used a number of chaotic 

sequences to tune various parameters in various meta-

heuristic optimization algorithms such as particle swarm 

optimization[61-62], genetic algorithms[63], harmony 

search[60], imperialist competitive algorithm [64], ant 

and bee colony optimization [65, 59], firefly algorithm 

[62] and simulated annealing [66]. Each research in 

different direction has shown some promise once the 

right set of chaotic maps is applied. Gandomi and Yang 

[67] founds sinusoidal map is the most suitable for the 

bat algorithm to replace with loudness and pulse rate 

respectively. Similarly Gandomi et al. [61] have 

experimented twelve different chaotic maps to tune the 

major parameters of PSO. They revealed sinusoidal map 

and singer map perform better result in comparison to the 

rest. Talatahari et al.[64] proposed in a novel chaotic 

improved imperialist competitive algorithm by investing 

seven different chaotic maps and sinusoidal and logistic 

maps are found as the best choices. Also in Gandomi et 

al. [62] experimentally revealed sinusoidal map and 

gauss maps are the best performed chao to be adopted for 

firefly algorithm. Most experimental results proved 

sinusoidal as a common better performing random 

generator. By watching the efficiency of sinusoidal map, 

we have used the same to find out the random numbers in 

the TOPSIS weight assignment procedure. Again it is 

important for the decision maker to maintain the priority 

level of all criterions. To cope up with this we have 

sorted the random numbers and assigned them to the 

respective criterions. 

Decision results  

To finalize the decision results we have generated a 

set of three chaotic numbers using sinusoidal map and 

sorted them to represent different criterion weights. With 

respect to each decision matrix we have allotted the same 

criterion weight, in a preference order i.e., {0.5, 0.3, 0.2}. 

Here we have assumed of TCT with highest preference, 

Altern

-ative 

TCT MWT MWE Closeness 

coeff  

Rank 

A1 92 5.21 14.43 0.2960 10 

A2 96 6.11 14.6 0.3667 9 

A3 98 7.49 11.94 0.4132 8 

A4 100 7.25 12.84 0.4320 7 

A5 104 8.68 14.0 0.6617 3 

A6 106 8.84 17.8 0.8070 1 

A7 106 9.7 12.52 0.6873 2 

A8 107 10.17 9.0 0.5862 5 

A9 106 9.7 9.11 0.5640 6 

A10 107 9.66 11.9 0.6613 4 

Table 20: Alternatives from DABC-I. 

Altern

-ative 

TCT MWT MWE Closeness  

coefficient  

Rank 

A1 94 6.07 14.82 0.2946 9 

A2 95 5.3 20.49 0.4250 6 

A3 95 5.74 13.64 0.2352 10 

A4 95 6.8 13.6 0.3047 8 

A5 100 7.5 13.47 0.3839 7 

A6 109 7.78 15.82 0.5232 3 

A7 105 8.7 10.6 0.4484 4 

A8 104 9.17 8.76 0.4466 5 

A9 111 11.13 9.45 0.5918 1 

A10 107 9.66 11.9 0.5668 2 

Table 21: Alternatives from DABC-II. 

Altern-

ative 

TCT MWT MWE Closeness 

coefficient  

Rank 

A1 19 0.72 5.54 0.1524 10 

A2 20 0.9 5.9 0.2130 9 

A3 21 2.0 4.36 0.5606 5 

A4 21 1.3 5.6 0.3238 8 

A5 22 1.54 5.27 0.4201 7 

A6 22 1.54 5.63 0.4302 6 

A7 23 2.36 4.0 0.7036 4 

A8 21 2.54 4.0 0.7278 3 

A9 21 2.54 4.36 0.7475 2 

      A10 23 2.9 4.36 0.8476 1 

Table 17: Alternatives from DABC-I. 

Altern-

ative 

TCT MWT MWE Closeness  

coefficient  

Rank 

A1 19 0.72 6.9 0.2462 7 

A2 19 1.27 5.27 0.2515 6 

A3 20 0.90 6.9 0.2704 5 

A4(A5,A6) 21 1.63 5.27 0.3907 3 

A7 21 1.63 4.18 0.3604 4 

A8 (A9) 22 2.72 3.63 0.6813 2 

A10 23 3.18 4.0 0.7755 1 

Table 18: Alternatives from DABC-II. 

Altern- 

ative 

TCT MWT MWE Closeness  

coefficient  

Rank 

A1 20 1.45 4.54 0.179

6 

8 

A2 21 2.0 4.36 0.396

7 

6 

A3 21 2.54 4.0 0.668

8 

5 

A4 21 2.54 4.36 0.687

3 

4 

A5(A6) 21 1.63 4.18 0.198

3 

7 

A7 22 2.72 3.63 0.756

4 

3 

A8(A9) 23 2.9 4.3 0.946

1 

1 

A10 22 2.72 4.36 0.835

6 

2 

Table 19: Alternatives from DABC-III. 
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then MWT and lastly MWE. The decision matrices are 

nothing but various resulted non-dominated sequences of 

TCT, MWT and MWE. For every individual decision 

matrix we have generated the closeness coefficient value 

w.r.t both the ideal solutions and so as the ranks. Firstly 

we have calculated the ranks of all the alternatives 

generated from DABC-I, DABC-II and DABC-III for the 

small-size dataset followed by the large one. Lastly the 

alternatives from MOABC are evaluated in the same 

sequence. 

DABC (Small-sized) 

Table 17 represents the alternatives generated from 

DABC-I. 10 alternatives are evaluated with the proposed 

chao-TOPSIS procedure and the ranks are presented. 

Alternative A10 is having highest closeness coefficient 

value than all, hence is chosen as rank 1 alternative for 

the decision maker. 

The non-dominated sequences of DABC-II (Table 

18) are having some of the repeating sequences; hence 

they are treated as one single alternative. Alternatives A4, 

A5, A6 are the same sequences and that of alternatives A8 

and A9. These repeating sequences are the result of 

selecting the proportionately best fitness values from 

each objective function and application of local search 

algorithms repeatedly to a small sized data set. Hence 

altogether we have evaluated 7 sequences and the last 

alternative A10 is the best ranked. 

Similarly table 19 contains the resulting sequences of 

DABC-III. Out of 10 sequences two pairs ((A5=A6) and 

(A8=A9)) are repeated sequences. Hence 8 sequences are 

evaluated against the three objectives using chaotic-

TOPSIS. The calculation shows, the seventh sequence 

i.e. A8 ( or A9) is having rank 1. 

DABC (Large-size Dataset) 

The large-sized synthetic dataset has again 3 decision 

matrices from DABC-I, DABC-II and DABC-III to be 

evaluated. Table 20 contains the decision matrix resulted 

from DABC-I. The 10 different alternatives (sequences) 

are having different closeness coefficient values   and A6 

is the highest ranked alternative. 

The following decision matrix of Table 21 is the 

resulted optimized sequence of DABC-II for the large 

input data. Each alternative are processed to check the 

best set of functional values from the calculated 

closeness coefficient value.  Here alternative A9 is found 

to be superior one. 

The non-dominated sequence of DABC-III is 

represented as the decision matrix in Table 22 with 10 

alternatives. Two alternatives A3 and A4are having same 

sequences. Hence altogether 9 different sequences are 

processed and according to chaotic-TOPSIS, A9 is the 

best one to be chosen by the decision maker. 

MOABC 

Table 23 contains the non-dominated sequence of 

MOABC for the small sized data set. It is consisting of 7 

alternatives and chaotic-TOPSIS valuates A1 as the 

suitable alternative for the decision maker among all. 

Altern

-ative 

TCT MWT MWE Closenes

s coeff  

Rank 

A1 21 2.0 4.36 0.7498 1 

A2 20 0.9 5.9 0.2380 7 

A3 19 0.72 6.9 0.2529 6 

A4 21 1.63 5.27 0.6696 2 

A5 20 0.90 6.9 0.3065 5 

A6 21 1.63 4.18 0.6129 4 

A7 22 1.54 5.63 0.6554 3 

Table 23: Alternatives from MOABC (Small-sized). 

Altern-

ative 

TCT MWT MWE Closeness 

coefficient  

Rank 

A1 104 8.96 10.27 0.1132 6 

A2 97 7.54 10.60 0.1098 7 

A3 99 7.19 12.86 0.1441 4 

A4 106 9.8 9.47 0.8105 1 

A5 101 6.54 21.29 0.2516 2 

A6 109 10.39 5.03 0.0744 10 

A7 99 7.37 15.01 0.1750 3 

A8 107 10.15 8.76 0.1015 8 

A9 99 7.19 11.21 0.1192 5 

A10 111 11.05 4.29 0.0847 9 

Table 24: Alternatives from MOABC (Large-sized). 

Altern

-ative 

TCT MWT MW

E 

Closen

ess  

coeffic

ient  

Rank 

A1 94 6.07 14.82 0.2946 9 

A2 95 5.3 20.49 0.4250 6 

A3 95 5.74 13.64 0.2352 10 

A4 95 6.8 13.6 0.3047 8 

A5 100 7.5 13.47 0.3839 7 

A6 109 7.78 15.82 0.5232 3 

A7 105 8.7 10.6 0.4484 4 

A8 104 9.17 8.76 0.4466 5 

A9 111 11.13 9.45 0.5918 1 

A10 107 9.66 11.9 0.5668 2 

A1 93 5.7 13.6 0.2540 9 

A2 94 5.4 14.47 0.2760 8 

A3(A4) 95 5.54 19.31 0.4281 6 

A5 96 5.64 19.0 0.4291 5 

A6 99 6.2 19.17 0.4806 3 

A7 97 7.52 11.19 0.3873 7 

A8 101 8.41 8.43 0.4526 4 

A9 106 9.96 9.19 0.6012 1 

A10 106 9.3 9.9 0.5810 2 

Table 22: Alternatives from DABC-III. 
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The non-dominated sequences of MOABC for the 

large data input is consisting of 10 sequences and are 

represented in Table 24. After checking the closeness 

coefficient values A4 is found as the best alternative 

among all. 

The use of generating random numbers using 

different chaotic functions has been one of the 

remarkable techniques to tune the parameters in various 

algorithms in many fields, and this has become an active 

research topic in the recent optimization literature. By 

watching its advantage, we have introduced the concept 

of chaotic map to the standard TOPSIS, and have 

checked for the best alternative among a set of non-

dominated solutions. The decision makers will be 

definitely confident enough to take a right decision 

among the conflicting ones using the approach. 

8 Conclusions and future research 
The DABC and MOABC algorithms were coded and 

applied to the multiple instances of dataset ranging from 

3 jobs with 3 machines to 10 jobs and 9 machines. In this 

paper, we considered the MOPFSSP under the multiple 

(three) criteria. The DABC algorithm is hybridized with 

a variant of iterated greedy algorithms employing a local 

search procedure based on insertion (), swap () and 

destruct- construct () neighborhood structures. In 

addition, we also presented an extended version of ABC 

algorithm to the proposed MOABC algorithm employed 

through a particular local search procedure with reduced 

complexity. Our proposal is having a significant 

application of DABC to check the time complexity of 

different local search procedures. Hence, we are 

motivated to use simple swap () operation in local search 

procedure in the MOABC algorithm.  The performances 

of both the proposed algorithms were tested by using 

different instances of datasets and it has been shown that 

the performances of both DABC and MOABC 

algorithms are highly competitive with the best 

performing existing literature. Also we have extended 

our work to optimize the non-dominated solutions to a 

single optimal solution using chaotic-TOPSIS method to 

derive the optimal decision in the field of MCDM. The 

proposed approach will definitely help the decision 

makers to solve various MCDM problems in future.  

Further the problem of FSSP can be extended with no-

wait flowshop, blocking flowshop and no-idle flowshop, 

etc. Apart from three criteria we may practically have a 

many objective (MaO) PFSSP, which will obviously 

increase the number of non-dominated solutions in the 

search space. We may further work to find other 

effective ways to make a right decision for the decision 

makers to reach at a definite goal. 
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The popularity of mobile Internet makes the application of mobile terminals need more computing 

resources, and cloud computing enables mobile terminals to handle application tasks that need high 

computing resources under the premise of maintaining small specifications. However,  it is difficult to 

obtain high-quality low latency services as the mobile Internet edge is far away from the cloud computing 

center; hence mobile edge computing (MEC) is proposed. This study introduced computing resource 

allocation methods based on power iteration and system utility, applied them to the mobile edge computing 

network, and carried out simulation experiments in MATLAB software. The experimental results showed 

that the network throughput and system utility under two resource allocation methods increased and the 

average transfer rate decreased with the increase of users in the mobile edge network; under the same 

number of access users, the edge network based on the system utility allocation method had higher 

throughput, average transfer rate and system utility. 

Povzetek: Robno računalništvo (edge computing) omogoča boljše delovanje mrež, ker podatke v oblaku 

prestavi na rob mreže. Prispevek se ukvarja z analizo in izdelavo tovrstnih metod. 

1 Introduction 
The development of mobile Internet technology has 

further facilitated people's life, and the popularity of 

mobile terminals such as mobile phones and IPADS has 

greatly promoted mobile Internet technology [1]. The 

emergence of cloud computing [2] greatly reduces the 

requirements of the mobile terminal for computing and 

storage performance, thus reducing the manufacturing 

cost. However, even if the mobile Internet has a large 

coverage, there is only one data center that can provide 

cloud computing services. When data are transmitted in 

the nodes of the mobile Internet, there will inevitably be a 

delay. The further the distance with the data center is, the 

more serious the delay is. High delay will seriously affect 

the service reliability of various mobile applications. The 

emergence of mobile edge computing [3] solves the above 

problems. Compared with the cloud server in the data 

center, edge devices are closer to users and have shorter 

time delay. The combination of cloud server and edge 

device can provide more reliable services to users on the 

edge. Liu et al. [4] proposed a deep learning architecture 

based on the close connection network,  transplanted it 

into the mobile edge algorithm, and found through the 

simulation that the algorithm had obvious overall 

efficiency advantage. Zhang et al. [5] proposed the weight 

based algorithm and mobile prediction based heuristic 

algorithm for users with certain and uncertain mobile 

tracks to reduce the network overhead caused by task 

migration and found through experiments that the two 

algorithms could effectively reduce the network overhead 

caused by task migration. In order to solve the joint 

optimization problem of task caching and offloading in 

edge cloud computing, Hao et al. [6] proposed an efficient 

task caching and offloading algorithm based on the 

alternative iterative algorithm and found through the 

simulation that the algorithm had lower energy 

consumption. This study introduced a computing resource 

allocation method based on power iteration and  a 

computer resource allocation method based on system 

utility, applied them to the mobile edge computing 

network, and carried out a simulation experiment on the 

two computing resource allocation methods in MATLAB 

software. 

2 Mobile edge computing (MEC) 
In recent years, the configuration performance of mobile 

terminals has been greatly improved with the progress of 

science and technology, mainly reflected in small volume 

and large amount of computing. However, in order to 

maintain its mobile convenience, the size of mobile 

terminal itself must be portable. Unless there is a 

breakthrough in the existing materials and technologies, 

the amount of computing must be limited and lower than 

that of large-scale computing equipment. In the face of 

today’s huge mobile network applications, mobile 

terminals with limited computing and energy are gradually 

difficult to provide good services. The development of 

cloud computing technology has greatly liberated the 

computing burden of mobile terminals, but the increase of 

terminals which are accessed to mobile network for cloud 

computing has increased the network burden and delay. 

Cloud computing services usually give priority to meet the 

service request of mobile terminals near the data center; 
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therefore terminals on the edge of the network will have 

network delay. 

In order to solve the problem that the service quality 

of edge network cloud computing reduces due to the 

excessive access of mobile terminals, mobile edge 

computing is proposed. The basic structure of MEC 

system includes the bottom structure, functional 

components and application layer. The bottom structure 

mainly includes the virtual layer structure and hardware 

facilities which are used for generating virtual computing 

resources [7]; the functional components in MEC system 

play the role of interaction interface between internal and 

external data, assisting the system to access the mobile 

network without obstacles; the application layer is the 

application interface of the system, which is used for 

interacting information with users. After connecting MEC 

system to cloud computing service, its basic architecture 

is shown in Figure 1. The access location of MEC system 

is between the wireless access network and mobile core 

network. The wireless access network contains MEC 

servers, and they constitute the edge cloud and connect 

with various kinds of mobile terminals through the base 

station. The mobile core network is the center of the whole 

mobile Internet, which is used for realizing the large area 

transmission of communication data.  The cloud service 

center is an important part of providing cloud computing. 

The principle of MEC system improving the service 

quality of cloud computing can be generally described as 

lowering the task that needs to be executed in the cloud 

computing center to the edge server. In the traditional 

cloud computing data interaction, the request is first sent 

to the base station of wireless access network, and then the 

base station transmits the request to the core network for 

data protection. The request of any user follows the above 

process even though the request is the same. Once the 

number of access users increases, not only channel 

resources will be wasted, but also network congestion will 

cause delay [8]. After adding MEC, cloud computing 

resources are distributed to MEC server. When users 

repeat the same request, they can directly obtain resources 

from MEC server, which greatly improves the speed of 

service response. 

3 Resource management based on 

power iteration 
For the convenience of explanation, it is assumed that 

the mobile edge network has one base station (BS) and 

several mobile terminals (MT). MEC server is set in BS, 

which can directly carry out data interaction. Then all MTs 

in the edge network can be expressed as 
},...,3,2,1{= nN

, all communication channel resources can be expressed as 

},...,3,2,1{= mM
, the tasks to be performed by the i-th 

MT can be expressed as 
),,( max

iiii TCDX =
, where iD

, 

iC
 and 

max
iT

 are the  size of calculation data, the required 

calculation power and maximum time delay respectively. 

If the transmission power is used to control resource 

allocation, the resource allocation problem of the edge 

computing network can be expressed as: 

objective function is: 
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where mia ,  indicates whether the i-th MT passes the 
m -th channel migration tasks or not, 1 for yes, and 0 for 

no; mB
 indicates the bandwidth of the m -th channel, 

2
m

 

stands for the Gaussian white noise on channel m  [9], 

miI ,  indicates the interference of other MT in channel  m  

to the i-th MT, mip ,  indicates the transmitting power of 

the i-th MT in channel m , mig ,  indicates the channel gain 

of the i-th MT in channel m , 
min
iR

 indicates the 

minimum transmission rate of the i-th MT in channel m  

to ensure the transmission quality, SNR  indicates the 

signal to noise ratio [10], and D  indicates the threshold 

of the signal to noise ratio. 

It is seen from equation (1) and (2) that the 

corresponding allocation scheme is optimal when mip ,  is 

optimal, then the solution step of optimal mip ,  is: 

① Related iteration update parameters including 

number of iterations t and Lagrange multiplier λ  and 
μ

  

are initialized. 

② Let 1+= tt , indicating one time of iteration, and 

then the Lagrange multiplier is updated according to the 

following formula: 

 

Figure 1: The basic architecture of MEC system. 
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③ Transmission power  mip ,  is calculated according 

to the Lagrange multiplier [11] obtained from the previous 

update, and the formula is: 
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④ mip ,  which is calculated after updating and before 

updating is compared. If the difference between them is 

smaller than the set threshold value, iteration updating 

stops, otherwise step ② and ③ repeat. After several  

times of iterations, optimal mip ,  is obtained. 

4 Resource management based on 

system utility 
First of all, the model structure of MEC system is, same as 

above, set as multi-user MT-single BS. The resource 

allocation of the edge computing network is designed 

based on the utility function of the system. Then the 

allocation can be expressed as follows: 

objective function is:  
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where i  indicates the priority of the i-th MT 

receiving MEC service, ]1,0[ , is  indicates whether 

terminal equipment I selects task immigration or not, 1 for 

migrating to MEC server and 0 for processing tasks 

locally, 
T
iγ  and 

E
iγ indicate the preference of  equipment 

I for improving efficiency and reducing energy 

consumption respectively [12], i.e., the intention of users 

to efficiently solve problems and save energy, ]1,0[ , 
l

iT  

and 
r

iT indicate the time delay of processing tasks locally 

and processing tasks by migrating to MEC server 

respectively, the former depends on the CPU performance 

of equipment and the latter depends on computation 

resource if  allocated by MEC server  and the time delay 

of information transmission, 
l
iE  and 

r
iE indicate the 

energy consumption of processing tasks locally and 

processing tasks by migrating to MEC server respectively, 

the former depends on the power and processing time of 

equipment and the latter depends on the energy during 

data transmission, ip  indicates the transmitting power of 

equipment i, which cannot exceed its maximum 

transmitting power, S  indicates a set of equipment 

participating in task migration. 

Steps to solve objective function (5) are as follows. 

① First, the optimal transmission power of the 

equipment in each mobile edge network was calculated 

using the dichotomy method [13]. 

② Then whether task migration is required for each 

equipment is determined. If necessary, a task migration 

request is issued; if not, a NULL message is issued. 

③ After receiving the message from the device, the 

equipment is classified according to the following 

formula: 
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where lS
, rS

 and sS
 are the equipment set of 

locally processed tasks, the equipment set of task 

migration and the equipment set to be allocated 

respectively,  
)}{(),( iSNii l −−

 are the intermediate 

quantity for calculating the system marginal utility value 

in the original migration equipment set after adding 

equipment i, iη , iγ  and iτ  are intermediate variables for 

calculating 
)}{(),( iSNii l −−

, 
l

iF
 is the working 

frequency of mobile equipment CPU, ia
 is the ratio of 

channel gain to channel  noise power during the 

transmission of equipment i, and 


 is the working 

efficiency of transmission power amplifier. 

④  Whether the number of equipment in rS
 exceeds 

the total number of channels ( K ) in the edge network is 

determined. If it exceeds, then a equipment with the 

smallest system utility is selected from rS
 and moved to 

lS
. The cycle stops until the number of equipment in rS

 

does not exceed K . Then rS
is output, and task migration 

and allocation of computation resources were performed 

according to rS
. 
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⑤ If the number of equipment in rS
 is smaller than 

the total number of channels in the edge network, then the 

equipment with the largest system utility is selected from  

sS
 and added to rS

 . rS
 does not shrink after adding the 

new equipment, i.e., the system utility of the set does not 

decrease. The step repeats until the number of equipment 

in rS
 reaches the largest number of channels in the 

network or rS
 does not extend. After the cycle stops, rS

 

is output, and the task migration and allocation of 

computation resources were performed according to rS
. 

5 Simulation experiment 

5.1 Experimental environment 

In this study, the two edge computing network resource 

allocation methods mentioned above were simulated and 

analyzed by MATLAB software [14]. The experiment was 

carried out in a laboratory service. The server 

configuration included Windows7 system, i7 processor 

and 16 G memory. 

5.2 Experiment setup 

In this study, a mobile edge computing network area was 

established using MATLAB, and the basic parameters are 

shown in Table 1. In the simulated mobile edge network, 

the effective coverage of the network was 500 m. In the 

network, there was a base station and a MEC server. The 

base station and MEC server were connected. The total 

channel bandwidth provided by the base station of the 

edge network was 30 MHz, and its subchannel bandwidth 

was 1.5 MHz. The maximum number of subchannel that 

could be provided was 20. The maximum transmission 

power of MT held by users in the edge network was set as 

25 dbm. The computing performance was 1.3 GHz. The 

user’s preference for improving task processing efficiency 

and equipment energy saving was randomly distributed 

between 0.3 and 0.8. For the convenience of simulation 

calculation, the task data size of the MT which was needed 

to be processed by user was set as 450 kB, and the 

computing power required to process the task was 1200 

Mcycles. The MEC server used for remote processing of 

tasks had a computing performance (computing resources) 

of 25 GHz. 

The simulation network was was set as described 

above. Then grouping experiments were carried out 

according to the number of users in the edge network. 

There were seven groups in total, 5 users in the 1st group, 

10 users in the 2nd group, 15 users in the 3rd group, 20 

users in the 4th group, 25 users in the 5th group, 30 users 

in the 6th group and 35 users in the 7th group. The above 

two resource management methods are used in each group 

of simulation experiments. The indicators of resource 

management method are network throughput, average 

transmission rate and system utility. Network throughput 

[15] refers to the number of successfully transmitted data 

in unit time, while System utility is the effective utilization 

of network computing resources. 

5.3 Experimental results 

Changes of throughput in the edge computing network 

with the increase of the number of access network users 

under the two resource management methods are shown 

in Figure 2. It was seen intuitively from Figure 2 that the 

network throughput under the two resource management 

methods was on the rise with the increase of the number 

of access users in the edge network, and the rise amplitude 

reduced when the number of users was larger than 20. 

Generally speaking, the throughput of the edge network 

based on power iteration was lower than that of the system 

utility based network under the same number of access 

Parameter Radius of 

edge 

network 

area  

Total 

channel 

bandwidth 

Subchannel 

bandwidth 

Numerical 

value 

500 m 30 MHz 1.5 MHz 

Parameter Channel 

gain 

Channel 

interferenc

e noise 

Maximum 

transmitting 

power of 

MT 

Numerical 

value 

)lg(5.371.128 r+  -175 

dBm/Hz 

25 dBm 

Parameter Task size Resources 

required to 

process 

tasks 

CPU 

performanc

e of MT 

Numerical 

value 

450 kB 1200 

MCycles 

1.3 GHz 

Parameter User 

preferences 

(
E
i

T
i  , ) 

MEC 

server 

performan

ce 

  

Numerical 

value 

0.3~0.8 25 GHz   

Table 1: Basic parameters of simulated mobile edge 

network. 

 

Figure 2: Changes of network throughput with the 

number of users under the two resource management 

methods. 
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users, and the network throughput performance of the 

system utility based network was better. 

Changes of the average transmission rate of the edge 

network under the two resource allocation methods with 

the increase of the number of access users are as shown in 

Figure 3. In the edge network using the power iterative 

based allocation method, the average transmission rate 

was 0.45 MB/s when the number of users was 5, 0.4 MB/s 

when the number of users was 10, 0.39 mb/s when the 

number of users was 15, 0.32 MB/s when the number of 

users was 20, 0.30 MB/s when the number of users was 

25, 0.27 MB/s when the number of users was 30, and 0.25 

MB/s when the number of users was 35. In the edge 

network using the system utility based allocation method, 

the average transmission rate was 0.73 mb/s for 5 users, 

0.65 mb/s for 10 users, 0.56 mb/s for 15 users, 0.53 mb/s 

for 20 users, 0.51 mb/s for 25 users, 0.46 mb/s for 30 users, 

and 0.41 mb/s for 35 users. It was seen from Figure 3 that 

the average transmission rate of the edge network under 

the two resource allocation methods decreased with the 

increase of the access users in the edge network. The 

reason for the decrease was that the increase of users 

occupied more subchannels, and moreover the 

interference between the transmitted signals strengthened. 

In addition, under the same number of access users, the 

average transmission rate of the edge network under the 

system utility based allocation method was higher. 

Changes of the system utility of the edge network 

under the power iteration and system utility with the 

increase of the number of access users are shown in Figure 

4. As shown in Figure 4, when the number of access users 

was 5, the network system utility of the former was 1.9, 

and the system utility of the latter was 2.0; when the 

number of access users was 10, the system utility of the 

former was 2.8, and the system utility of the latter was 3.0; 

when the number of access users was 15, the system utility 

of the former was 3.7, and the system utility of the latter 

was 4.0; when the number of access users was 20, the 

system utility of the former was 4.5, and the system utility 

of the latter was 4.9; when the number of access users was 

25, the system utility of the former was 5.0, and the system 

utility of the latter was 5.5; when the number of access 

users was 30, the system utility of the former was 5.6, and 

the system utility of the latter was 6.0; when the number 

of access users was 35, the system utility of the former was 

5.0, and the system utility of the latter was 6.3. It was seen 

from Figure 4 that the system utility of the edge network 

under the two resource allocation methods increased with 

the increase of the number of access users in the edge 

network, and the increase amplitude decreased gradually; 

under the same number of access users, the edge network 

under the system utility based allocation method had 

higher system utility. 

6 Conclusion 
This study introduced computing resource allocation 

methods based on power iteration and system utility, 

applied them to the mobile edge computing network, and 

carried out the simulation experiment on the two methods 

in MATLAB software. The experimental results are as 

follows: (1) with the increase of users in the edge network, 

the network throughput under the two computing resource 

allocation methods showed an increasing tendency, and 

the edge network under the system utility based allocation 

method had higher throughput; (2) the average 

transmission rate of the edge network decreased with the 

increase of the number of access users, and the edge 

network under the system utility based allocation method 

had a higher average transmission rate; (3) with the 

increase of the number of users in the edge network, the 

system utility of the edge network under the two methods 

of computing resource allocation was on the rise, and the 

edge network under the system utility based allocation 

method had higher system utility. 
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Support vector machine (SVM) has a good application in intrusion detection, but its performance needs 

to be further improved. This study mainly analyzed the SVM optimization algorithm. The principle of SVM 

was introduced firstly, then SVM was improved using the improved whale optimization algorithm (WOA), 

the improved WOA (IWOA)-SVM based intrusion detection method  was analyzed, and finally experiments 

were carried out on KDD CUP99 to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm. The results showed that the 

IWAO-SVM algorithm was more accurate in attack detection; compared with SVM, PSO-SVM and ant 

colony optimization (ACO)-SVM algorithms, the performance of the IWAO-SVM algorithm was better, 

the detection rate was 99.89%, the precision ratio was 99.92%, the accuracy rate was 99.86%, and the 

detection time was 192 s, showing that it had high precision in intrusion detection. The experimental 

results verify the reliability of the IWAO-SVM algorithm, and it can be promoted and applied in the 

detection of network intrusion prevention. 

Povzetek: Algoritem SVM je bil prilagojen za iskanje napadov v omrežjih. 

1 Introduction 
With the development of technology and the further 

popularization of computer, the use of network has 

become more extensive [1], which not only changes the 

way people study and work, but also creates great values 

for economic development. However, the network 

security problem is becoming more and more prominent 

[2], means of intrusion attack is becoming more complex 

and diverse [3], which means  greater and stronger harms, 

and the difficulty of intrusion prevention is becoming 

higher. In order to deal with all kinds of network intrusion, 

more and more methods have been applied in intrusion 

detection. Li et al. [4] studied relevance vector machine 

(RVM), determined the parameters of RVM using the 

cloud particle swarm optimization algorithm (CPSO), and 

verified its high accuracy through experiments. Sangeetha 

et al. [5] designed a method based on application layer 

signature. If the signature did not match the rule base, the 

system would generate an alarm. The method could 

effectively reduce the false alarm rate and improve the 

accuracy. Kannan et al. [6] designed an enhanced C4.5 for 

intrusion detection in hybrid virtual cloud environment 

and verified the effectiveness of the method through the 

data set and feeding. Geng et al. [7] designed an intrusion 

detection algorithm based on rough set and Bayes and 

combining with weighted average and found through 

experiments that the resource consumption of the method 

was low and it was easy to realize and had higher 

efficiency. This study optimized support vector machine 

(SVM), applied it to the detection of network intrusion, 

carried out an experiment on the data set, and compared 

the performance of different SVM optimization 

algorithms to verify the effectiveness of the designed 

optimization algorithm, which provides some theoretical 

bases for its further application in the actual network and 

offers more ideas for the design of intrusion detection 

methods. 

2 Network intrusion prevention 

detection 
Network intrusion refers to the behavior of trying to access 

or destroy a system without authorization to make it 

unavailable [8]. Detection of network intrusion is to 

analyze the key information collected from the inside and 

outside of the computer, such as security log, etc. [9], find 

out the characteristics that may generate attacks [10], and 

give responses such as alarm and network outage [11], and 

its flow is shown in Figure 1. 

Firstly, multiple monitoring points are set in the 

network to collect data such as system log, firewall log, 

software information and intrusion information as much 

as possible and comprehensively to ensure the detection 

effect. Then, the collected data are normalized to reduce 

the detection error, and the processed data are analyzed 

 

Figure 1: The detection process. 
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using detection methods to obtain the detection results. 

Finally, the system makes response to defend according to 

the detection results. 

3 Detection method combined with 

SVM optimization algorithm 

3.1 SVM algorithm 

SVM is a machine learning algorithm [12], which has 

advantages of strong generalization ability, learning 

ability and applicability. Its classification idea is that two 

separate categories are on both sides of the hyperplane and 

have as large an interval as possible (Figure 2). 

If there is a dataset, 

( ) ( ) ( )  1,1,,,,2,1,,,,,,, 2211 −+= yRxniyxyxyx ii 
, 

and the hyperplane of its classification can be written as: 

bwxy i +=
, where  w  stands for weight and b  stands 

for the threshold value. To find the optimal classification 

plane, the constraints can be written as: 
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where C  refers to the penalty factor, and then the 

Lagrange method is introduced to transform it into a dual 

problem: 
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. The final classification function can be written as: 
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The kernel function used in this study is RBF kernel 

function, and the formula is as follows: 
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where r  is a nuclear parameter. 

3.2 SVM optimization algorithm 

In SVM, penalty factor C  and nuclear parameter r  has a 

great impact on the final allocation performance. In order 

to be able to get optimal values of C  and r , the whale 

optimization algorithm (WOA) [13] was used to obtain the 

optimal value of parameters in this study, and SVM was 

optimized. WOA is an optimization algorithm based on 

the simulation of whale hunting behavior. It is easy to 

operate and implement, but it also has the problem of slow 

convergence speed. Therefore, inertia weight σ  was 

introduced to obtain an improved WOA (IWOA). 

Suppose that the population size of whales is N , the 

position of the i -th whale in the d -th space is 

( )d

iiii xxxX ,,, 21 =
, Ni ,,2,1 = , and the position of the 

prey of whale is the optimal solution of problem. In the 

process of surrounding prey, the formula of the position 

updating of whale can be written as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tXtCXAtXtX ii −−=+ 1
, (6)

 

where t  stands for the times of iterations, σ  is an 

inertia weight, 
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t
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, A  and 

C  are coefficient vectors, aarA −= 12 , 22= rC , 

max

2
2

t

t
a −= ,  and 1r  and 1r  are random quantity in 

[ ]1,0 . 

The hunting strategy of whales is called bubble-net 

[14], which means generating bubbles through the 

spiral path to surround the prey. This process can be 

expressed as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )tXzeDtX i

bz  +=+ 2cos'1
, (7) 

where ( ) ( )tXtXD i −=' , b  stands for the constant 

defining the spiral shape, and z  is a random  number 

in  1,1− . 

In addition to bubble-net, whales also conduct random 

search, which can be expressed as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tXtCXAtXtX randrand −−=+ 1 , (8) 

 
Figure 2: The principle of SVM. 
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where 
randX  refers to a randomly selected whale 

position. 

3.3 IWOA-SVM intrusion detection 

algorithm 

After optimization with IWOA, the flow of the IWOA-

SVM algorithm is shown in Figure 3. 

The specific steps of the algorithm are as follows. For 

the collected sample data set, after preprocessing, the 

parameters of IWOA are set, and parameter C  and r  

which need optimization in SVM are taken as whale 

individuals. The population is initialized, and then the 

fitness value of the individual is calculated to obtain the 

optimal value of the individual and population. Then, the 

location is updated by IWOA to obtain new solutions until 

the termination conditions are met, and optimal value C  

and r  are obtained and regarded as the parameters of 

SVM. The SVM model is established. After training, the 

model is tested using the testing samples. Finally, the 

system responds according to the test results. 

4 Experimental results 

4.1 Experimental environment and data set 

The experiment was carried out on Linux operating 

system, with Intel Core i7 CPU@2.40GHz, 8 GB memory, 

and Python language. The size of the IWOA population 

was 20, 
maxt  was 50, minσ  was 0.3, and 

maxσ  was 0.9. 

The experimental data set was KDD CUP99, including 

probe, DOS, U2R and R2L in addition to Normal. As 

KDD CUP99 is too large, only a part of data was randomly 

selected in this study. There were 3500 normal data, 8260 

attack data in the training set; there were 1500 normal data 

and 3540 attack data in the testing set, as shown in Table 

1. 

4.2 Evaluation index 

The detection algorithm was evaluated using the 

confusion matrix, as shown in Table 2. 

In Table 2, A represents that attack data is correctly 

judged as attack data; B represents that normal data is 

misjudged as attack data, C represents that attack data is 

misjudged as normal data, and D represents that normal 

data is correctly judged as normal data. 

(1) Detection rate = A/(A+B) 

(2) Precision ratio = A/(A+C) 

(3) Accuracy = (A+D) / (A+B+C+D) 

4.3 Experimental results 

In order to verify the detection effect of the IWOA-SVM 

algorithm, it was compared with SVM, particle swarm 

optimization-SVM (PSO-SVM) [15] and ant colony 

optimization-SVM (ACO-SVM) algorithms [16]. The 

confusion matrix result of the IWAO-SVM algorithm is 

shown in Table 3, and the result comparison between 

different algorithms is shown in Table 4. 

The four numbers separated by slashes in Table 4 

represent the results of SVM, PSO-SVM, ACO-SVM and 

IWOA-SVM algorithms respectively. According to the 

 

Figure 3: The flow of the intrusion detection algorithm. 

Category Training set Testing set 

Normal 3500 1500 

Probe 2100 900 

DOS 4900 2100 

U2R 700 300 

R2L 560 240 

Table 1: Experimental data set. 

  Detection result 

Attack data Normal 

data 

Actual 

condition 

Attack data A B 

Normal 

data 

C D 

Table 2: Confusion matrix. 

  Normal Probe DOS U2R R2L 

Normal 1497 1 2 0 0 

Probe 0 899 1 0 0 

DOS 0 1 2198 1 0 

U2R 0 0 1 299 0 

R2L 0 0 0 0 240 

Table 3: Confusion matrix results of the IWAO-SVM 

algorithm. 
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data in Table 4, the detection rate of the algorithms was 

calculated, and the results are shown in Figure 4. 

According to Figure 4, first of all, the detection rate 

of the PSO, ACO and IWAO optimized SVM algorithms 

was 6.21%, 8.71% and 14.88% higher than that of SVM, 

respectively. It was seen that the detection rate of the 

IWAO-SVM algorithm significantly improved; the 

precision ratio of the four algorithms were all over 90%, 

of which the IWAO-SVM algorithm was the highest, 

99.92%; from the perspective of accuracy rate, the 

optimization by PSO and ACO improved the accuracy rate 

of the SVM algorithm, but not as significant as IWAO; the 

accuracy of the IWAO-SVM algorithm was 15.51% 

higher than that of the SVM algorithm. 

The detection time of different algorithms was 

compared, and the results are shown in Table 5. 

It was seen from Table 5 that the time complexity of 

the SVM optimization algorithms increased compared 

with the SVM algorithm, the detection time of the PSO-

SVM algorithm increased by 4.23% compared with the 

SVM algorithm, the detection time of the ACO-SVM 

algorithm increased by 4.76%, and the detection time of 

the IWAO-SVM algorithm only increased by 1.59%, 

2.54% lower than the PSO-SVM algorithm and 3.03% 

lower than the ACO-SVM algorithm, which showed that 

the optimization algorithm designed in this study not only 

had obvious advantages in the detection rate, but also had 

a good performance in the detection time, i.e., it could 

provide more excellent service for network intrusion 

detection. 

5 Discussion 
It is very important for network protection and control to 

detect intrusion attacks effectively [17]. In the network 

intrusion detection, clustering algorithm [18], Apriori 

algorithm, decision tree [19], Q-learning, neural network 

[20] and hidden Markov [21] have a wide range of 

applications. This study mainly analyzed SVM. As a 

common classification and prediction algorithm, SVM has 

a good application in many fields, such as face recognition 

[22], risk assessment [23], electricity price prediction [24] 

and image classification [25]. 

In order to improve the effectiveness of SVM in 

intrusion detection, it was optimized by the WAO 

algorithm in this study, and then it was verified by KDD 

CUP99 data set. It was seen from Table 3 that the IWAO-

SVM algorithm had excellent accuracy in the 

classification of intrusion attacks, and only seven data 

were wrongly classified. Then, it was seen from Table 4 

and Figure 4 that the IWAO-SVM algorithm had a better 

detection performance, with the detection rate reaching 

99.89%, 14.88%, 8.18% and 5.68% higher than the other 

three algorithms respectively; the precision ratio improved 

by 7.10 %, 6.43% and 3.93% respectively; the accuracy 

increased by 13.41%, 10.64% and 6.86% respectively, 

which verified the effectiveness of IWAO in SVM 

optimization and the good precision of the IWAO-SVM 

algorithm in the intrusion detection. Finally, the 

comparison of the detection time showed that the method 

proposed in this study had a good advantage in time 

compared to the other optimization algorithms, only 

1.59% longer than the SVM algorithm. 

Although some achievements have been made in the 

research of network intrusion prevention and detection, 

there are still some shortcomings that need to be solved in 

the future work: 

(1) the detection effect of the SVM algorithm should be 

compared when choosing different kernel functions; 

(2) the performance of more optimization algorithms in 

SVM should be compared; 

(3) the performance of the IWAO-SVM algorithm in 

practical application should be studied. 

6 Conclusion 
Aiming at the detection of network intrusion prevention, 

this study analyzed the optimization of SVM, designed an 

improved WAO algorithm, and compared it with other 

optimization algorithms on the data set. The results 

suggested that: 

(1) the IWAO-SVM algorithm could detect intrusion 

attacks accurately; 

(2) the detection rate of the IWAO-SVM algorithm was 

99.89%, the precision ratio was 99.92%, and the 

accuracy rate was 99.86%, which were all higher than 

the other excellent algorithms; 

(3) the detection time of the IWAO algorithm was 192s , 

only 1.59% longer than the SVM algorithm. 

  Detection result 

Attack 

data 

Normal 

data 

Actual 

condition 

Attack 

data 

3540 3320/3478

/3486/353

6 

220/62/5

4/4 

Normal 

data 

1500 134/38/12/

3 

1366/146

2/1488/1

497 

Table 4: Comparison results of different algorithms. 

  
SVM 

PSO-

SVM 

ACO-

SVM 

IWAO-

SVM 

Detectio

n time/s 

189 197 198 192 

Table 5: Comparison of testing time. 

 

Figure 4: Comparison of the performance between 

different algorithms. 
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This work focuses on Human Computer Interaction (HCI) for multidisciplinary product modeling. Re-
quirement Functional Logical Physical (RFLP) structure has emerged as one of the prominent approaches
for modeling the multidisciplinary products. To simplify the HCI of an RFLP structured product model,
Information Content (IC) provides effective communication and interaction. It controls the RFLP level by
the Multilevel Abstraction based Self-Adaptive Definition (MAAD) structure. However, it needs an appli-
cation to represent the modeled behavior data and zone information of a multidisciplinary product model.
Further, the IC application requires an interface to interact with the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) based
multidisciplinary product model application and exchange the information between the database of the
servers. As per the knowledge of authors, no work has been done yet on the HCI of the IC. Therefore,
this paper proposes a Content Web server, which is used to store the modeled behavior data and zone in-
formation of the multidisciplinary product model and represented by the IC web application. Then, the
Content database is created to store the Layer Info-Chunk (LiC) entities’ information of the multidisci-
plinary product model. Finally, communication between the Content Server and the CAD server is done
to represent the IC application interface in the multidisciplinary product application. The Apache Tomcat
server, PostgreSQL database, and RESTful web service are used to explain the operations.

Povzetek: Pristop HCI temelji na izkoriščanju prednosti človeških možganov in računalniške umetne in-
teligence. Na ta način so avtorji prispevka izboljšali multidisciplinarno modeliranje oblektov.

1 Introduction

A good Human Computer Interaction (HCI) interface in
the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems deals smartly
with the relationship between industrial designers and com-
puter software and hardware, studies the design of man-
machine interface model efficiently, the smart design of
the virtual interface, multi-user, and multi-sensory inter-
face, and provide a good technical foundation for industrial
design [1]. CAD systems simplify the engineering tasks
in collecting, using, creating and sharing information, but
interface designed without consideration of usability often
results in unsatisfied experiences and limited outcomes [2].
Classical Product Models (CPM) in the CAD systems [3]
allow product development firms to meet their goals more
efficiently. It improves product development time, prod-
uct quality, productivity and reduces manufacturing as well
as product costs. Also, the Requirement Functional Logi-

cal Physical (RFLP) structure [4] is applied from the sys-
tem engineering and offers to handle the multidisciplinary
product model as a system. Product assembly is done in the
specification tree (white square) of the RFLP structure as
shown in Fig. 1. Here, Dassault Systém’s CATIA 3DEX-
PERIENCE [5] is using the RFLP structure for multidis-
ciplinary product modeling. The authors have considered
this CAD software for explaining the proposed concepts.
There is plenty of research done for improving the HCI of
the CAD systems. Some of the appreciated work are as
follow:

– A webized interactive CAD review system [12] that
uses Super Multi-View (SMV) autostereoscopic dis-
plays renders the content through a web browser and
handles user interactions via JavaScript. But it is an
expensive technology and limited to the CPM.

– A VR (Virtual Reality)-CAD server [13] that embeds
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a commercial CAD engine for loading and modifying
native CAD data in a CVE (Collaborative Virtual En-
vironments). It is a distributed architecture that allows
collaborative modifications on native CAD data from
heterogeneous VR platforms. It is based on the man-
agement the CAD product data and need improvement
in terms of visualizing and representation of 3D prod-
uct data.

The complexity increases in the case of a multidisciplinary
product model as it requires the coordination of huge
amounts of model information of the multiple disciplines.
Indeed, Information Content (IC) [9] handles the multi-
disciplinary product model indirectly to record and apply
the content of modeled information efficiently [10], which
further drives the RFLP level by the Multilevel Abstrac-
tion based self Adaptive Definition (MAAD) structure [4].
However, there is a need for Information Content based
Web application to represent and store the behavior mod-
eled data [11] from the Process plane [14] and Commu-
nity Zone information [15] of a multidisciplinary product
model.
As a solution, this research work proposes a Content Web
Server that consists:

– IC based web application to represent the modeled
behavior data and Community zone information of a
multidisciplinary product model.

– Content database to store the entities of the modeled
behavior data of a multidisciplinary product model.

Figure 1: Multidisciplinary Product Model using the RFLP
Structure

For the smart interaction of a multidisciplinary product
model through the Information Content (IC), an interface
is introduced in the multidisciplinary product application
through the IC web application. The Apache HTTP Server
[16] hosts the IC based web application with the Post-
greSQL database [17] to store the multidisciplinary prod-
uct model data and RESTful web service [18] to exchange

the information between the Content and CAD system web
server. For the IC web application, the objects collect the
Functional and Logical layer information from the Info-
Chunk [28] entities of the RFLP structure. These objects
communicate with the objects of the MAAD structure and
collect the modeled behavior data of a multidisciplinary
product model. The retrieval of data is according to the
process plane of the IC. The objects are based on Object-
Oriented Programming (OOP) [8] concepts. The concepts
are used frequently in software engineering [29]. The zone
and extracted modeled behavior data of a multidisciplinary
product are displayed by the IC web application.
This paper starts with the preliminary research where RFLP
structured product model, IC, MAAD Structure and Info-
Chunk entities are discussed. Then human interaction with
the IC application and Multidisciplinary application are
outlined with the introduction of the Content server. Then,
the Content server is explained where the operations and
Content database are emphasized. Here, the PostgreSQL
database is used for the explanation. Then, Operations of
the Content Web server are emphasized. Finally, commu-
nication between the Content and CAD system web server
is elaborated. Here, the RESTful API web service is used
for the explanation.

2 Background

The product modeling is the prominent field. There are
plenty of companies like Dassault Systémes [19], Autodesk
[20], Robert McNeel [21], Pixologic [22] investing a lot of
money in this market. The feature driven CPM (Classical
Product Model) [7] is most commonly used for discipline
specific product modeling. CPM is limited to the physical
level. Handling a complex product model is a challeng-
ing task due to the involvement of a large number of engi-
neering objects and their relationship. But, product mod-
eling is not limited to the physical layer. The separated
or only slightly integrated mechanical engineering mod-
eling increasingly demanded multidisciplinary integration
[30]. Modeling of a multidisciplinary product must have
a means for the integration of discipline specific models
into a model with a unified structure. Higher abstraction is
realized by using of RFLP structure based product model
[4]. It is commonly used for multidisciplinary modeling
as it models the product as a system. It is compliant with
the IEEE 1220 standard. This structure has four layers i.e.
Requirement layer for the requirements against the prod-
uct, Function layer for the functions to fulfill requirements,
Logical layer for the product wide logical connections, and
Physical layer for the representations of physically existing
objects. It accommodates product behavior definitions on
its Functional and Logical levels. In the RFLP structure of
the Dassault Systém’s CATIA 3DEXPERIENCE software,
Dymola [6] is used to analyze the dynamic logical behav-
ior of a product and Modelica [7] is used for logical and
physical modeling of the technical system. Modelica is a
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multi-domain modeling language for component-oriented
modeling of complex systems and based on the OOP con-
cepts. [30].
Information Content (IC) [9] assists effective communica-
tion in the multidisciplinary product modeling. It drives the
RFLP level by the MAAD structure. The MAAD modeling
[31] methods and model structures are introduced as gen-
eralized means for the support of higher level abstraction
based generation of RFLP elements. The MAAD model-
ing was based on the knowledge representation, contextual
change propagation, and extended feature definition capa-
bilities for advanced modeling systems. In the IC, the intent
is defined by the human to control the definition of engi-
neering objects of a product model[32]. In the Engineering
objectives layer, the Process plane [14] is used to store the
processes performed on a multidisciplinary product model.
Also, Community zones [15] are used by the IC to organize
the complex product model entities and their relationship as
shown in Fig. 2. Here, product model space is divided into
community zones based on the discipline, specification or
configuration. In this figure, the multidisciplinary product
model is divided into community Internal or External based
on configuration. The information of the process plane and
community zones are shown on the representation plane of
the IC.

Figure 2: Community Zones in the RFLP Structure

Layer Info-Chunk (LiC) [28][38] entities were introduced
in the Functional and Logical layer of the RFLP structure
for effective communication with the IC. It controls the be-
havior data activities of the RFLP structure. The Logical
layer Info-Chunk (LiCL) entity stores the information of
the Logical layer and the Component Info-Chunk (CiC) en-
tity stores the information of the Logical component. Fur-
ther, the Functional layer Info-Chunk (LiCF) entity stores
the main function information of the Functional layer and
the Sub-Function Info-Chunk (SFiC) entity stores the sub-
function information of a function. Considering the above
mentioned concepts as a base, the authors propose the ef-
fective Human Computer Interaction (HCI) for the multi-

disciplinary product modeling by using the IC application.

3 User interaction and
multidisciplinary product
application

In this research work, the Multidisciplinary product model
is handled and controlled through the IC application. IC ap-
plication is a web based application in the JSP (JavaServer
Pages) format [23]. It resides on a web server called Con-
tent Server. It is explained in the next section. A mul-
tidisciplinary product model application using the RFLP
structure is an application in the 3DXML format [24]. The
3DEXPERIENCE [25] CAD software requires ENOVIA
[26] Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) system in the
backend that allows the data to be stored in one central
location, therefore, access from anywhere. ENOVIA V6
uses Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Enterprise platform
for database management [39]. Therefore, in this research
work, CAD Product server refers to the Microsoft SQL
Server [27]. The IC, MAAD Structure and LiC entities in
the RFLP structure communicate through the Info-Chunk
objects, which is based on the Object-Oriented Program-
ming Principles (OOP) [8]. The advantage of the IC appli-
cation is a simpler user interface and efficient organization
of objects retrieved from the product model. There are two
scenarios to be considered:

Figure 3: User Interaction from the Information Content
application

– The user interacts with the IC application to access
the Multidisciplinary product application as shown
in Fig. 3. IC drives the RFLP structure through the
MAAD structure. Every application has its own web
server for the resource management and database to
locate the information. The database of the CAD
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product server is isolated from the database of the con-
tent server.

– The user interacts with the Multidisciplinary product
application to access the IC application through a sep-
arate plane as shown in Fig. 4. There is an interface
between the two applications. The database of the
CAD product server retrieves the process and zone
partition information using the web services from the
database of the content server.

Figure 4: User Interaction from the Multidisciplinary prod-
uct application

4 Content web server
Content Web server is the Apache Http Server [33] that
used to store and display the data of the Information Con-
tent (IC) as shown in Fig. 5. The Tomcat Servlet [34] is
used for the Information Content web application. Enter-
prise Management Agent (EMA) is the integral software
component responsible for managing and maintaining the
IC based Web application. It also allows monitoring the
CAD Product database, through management plug-ins and
connectors. The Process partition consists of the outcome
of the process plane of the IC, the product model after a
certain set of the process applied and the files that explain
the location of outcomes of the process plane and product
model. Similarly, the Zone partition consists of the out-
come of the community zone of the IC, the product model
after divided into the zones and the files that explain the
location of outcomes of the community zone and product
model. The outcomes are the graphs obtained from the
Process plane and Community zones. The authors store
the graphs in the PNG format [35], product model applica-
tion in the Dassault Systém’s 3DEXPERIENCE file format
(3DXML) [36], XML file format [37] for the data inter-

change and SCN file format for the 3D product model (As-
sembly model or part model) management.

Figure 5: Content Server

The Content database is created by using the PostgreSQL.
It stores the data of the Information Content application
while handling the behavior modeled data and zone infor-
mation of the multidisciplinary product application. En-
tity Relationship (ER) [40] diagram is used for the physical
data modeling as shown in Fig. 6. It is required for the
schema level for creating a database. There are nine tables
created based on the concept of LiC entities of the RFLP
structure. During the product modeling using the RFLP
structure, there is a set of information transferred from the
Requirement layer to the Physical layer. Behaviors of a
product model are represented in the Functional and Logi-
cal layer of the RFLP structure. LiCF table is used to store
the attributes of the Functional layer and the LiCL table is
used to store the attributes of the Logical layer of the LiC
(Layer Info-Chunk) entity of the RFLP structure. In these
tables, some of the data types are built-in while others are
user-defined. In the case of the LiCL table,

– LiCLConnector is the Enumerated data type that
stores the inner and connector values of the LiCL en-
tity.

– LiCF, CiC, and LiCLDataModel are the composite
data type, whose attributes and data types are speci-
fied in the Content ER diagram.

– In the CiC table, CiCConnector is the Enumerated
data type that stores the inner and stream values of
the CiC entity
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Figure 6: Content Entity Relationship Diagram.

– In the CiC table, SFiC and CiCDataModel is the com-
posite data type, whose attributes and data types are
specified in the Content ER diagram.

– In the LiCLDataModel table, LiCLSituation and Li-
CLProcess are the user-defined composite data types.

The CiC table is used to store the attributes of the CiC
(Component Info-Chunk) entity present in a LiCL entity.
LiCLDataModel table is used to store the attributes of
the detailed description of the Physical layer of the RFLP
structure. LiCLProcess table is used to store the attributes
of the Process plane of the IC. LiCLSituation table is used
to store the attributes of a situation in the logical layer of
the RFLP structure. Here, LiCLGeometry composite data
type is used to store the information of a part model or as-
sembly model in a situation. In the case of the LiCF table,

– LiCFLink is the Enumerated data type that stores the
inner and connector values of the LiCF entity.

– SFiC and ReqInfoChunk are the composite data types,
whose attributes and data types are specified in the
Content ER diagram.

– In the SFiC table, SubFunctionLink is the Enumerated
data type that stores the inner and stream values of the
SFiC entity

– In the SFiC table, Element is the composite data type,
whose attributes and data types are specified in the
Content ER diagram.

– In the ReqInfochunk table, attributes and data types
are specified in the Content ER diagram

For reference, LiCLConnector, LiCLDataModel, and Li-
CLProcess commands are demonstrated using the SQL
statements of PostgreSQL as shown below. Here, new ta-
bles and data type is created using the CREATE statement.

CREATE TYPE LiCLConnector AS ENUM
( ’ i n n e r ’ , ’ Stream ’ ) ;

CREATE TYPE LiCLDataModel AS (
LiCLD_ID INT ,
PO_Contex tua l VARCHAR( 2 5 5 ) ,
PO_Connected VARCHAR( 2 5 5 ) ,
PO_Output VARCHAR( 1 0 0 ) ,
PO_Input VARCHAR( 1 0 0 ) ,
P r o c e s s LiCLProcess ,
S i t u a t i o n L i C L S i t u a t i o n ) ;

CREATE TYPE LiCLProcess AS (
LiCLP_ID INT ,
P r o c e s s _ A n a l y s i s BOOLEAN,
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Figure 7: Communication between Content server and CAD server.

P r o c e s s _ E f f e c t BOOLEAN,
P r o c e s s _ O p t i m i z e BOOLEAN,
V a l u e _ A n a l y s i s TEXT [ ] ,
V a l u e _ E f f e c t TEXT [ ] ,
Va lue_Opt imize TEXT [ ] ) ;

The modeled behavior data of a multidisciplinary product
is stored in the entities based on the entities’ relationship.
The entities are populated by the IC application.

– In the context of the Functional layer, One LiCF entity
may have many SFiC entities and one or many LiCF
entities may have one ReqInfoChunk entity. Further,
one SFiC entity may have one or many Element enti-
ties.

– In the context of the Logical layer, One LiCL en-
tity may have one LiCF entity and many CiC enti-
ties. Also, one or many LiCL entities may have one
LiCLDataModel entity. Further, one and only one Li-
CLDataModel entity may have one or many LiCLPro-
cess and LiCLSituation entities. Here, one or many
LiCLSituation entities may have one LiCLGeometry
entity. Also, One CiC entity may have one CiCData-
Model.

4.1 Operations
A human expert handles the multidisciplinary application
through the IC application. To model the behavior data, the
process plane from the Engineering objectives layer of the
IC interacts with the Info-Chunk objects of the Product Be-
haviors level of the MAAD structure, which further, drives

the Info-Chunk objects of the Functional and Logical layer
of the RFLP structure. Here, the Process plane of the IC
communicates with LiC entities of the RFLP structure us-
ing the Info-Chunk objects to retrieve the modeled behavior
data of a multidisciplinary product plane. The data is stored
in the Process partition. Also, the Product model is divided
into community zone based on the discipline. The outcome
is stored in the Zone partition. Then, a human interacts with
the results stored in the partition through the representation
plane of the Interactive IC application. The outcome could
be static or dynamic and represented as graphs, images or
animation.

4.2 Communication between content server
and CAD product server

The CAD Server pulls process partition and zone partition
from the Content server when replaying through the IC in-
terface in the Multidisciplinary web application as shown
in Fig. 7. Content server partitions information is saved in
CAD server cache and auto deleted almost immediately af-
ter a replay. EM-EMA Link handles publishing of config-
uration between framework and Content server. RESTful
Web API Link handles passing of modeled behavior data
and zone partition details from Postgres job queue to Lo-
cal Contact DB which then gets moved on to Central Con-
tact DB by ETL SQL process of the CAD server. The ad-
vantage of this API there is no need to install additional
software or libraries and provide a great deal of flexibility.
Content Server handles retrieval of .XML, .PNG, .3DXML
and .SCN content from the Content server to IC Webtop
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application [41] interface of the Multidisciplinary applica-
tion for replay. The process and zone partition details are
taken from Central Contact DB and converted to .3DXML
format for the multidisciplinary application and then it is
deleted.

5 Conclusion
This research work proposes the Content server to store
zone and modeled behavior information of a multidisci-
plinary product model. This work starts with the Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) of a multidisciplinary product
model where the model is handled directly by the Informa-
tion Content (IC) web application or through an interface
in the multidisciplinary product application. The operation
and process of IC web application are stored in the Content
server. Then, the server is explained in brief, where data is
stored in the Zone partition and Process partition based on
the communication between the IC and RFLP structure. It
is done by the Info-Chunk objects and stored in the Con-
tent database. Finally, communication between the Con-
tent Server and CAD product server is explained where in-
formation of zone partition and process partition pushed
temporarily to the CAD product server so that IC webtop
application in the main application could handle the multi-
disciplinary product model. As Modelica and Info-Chunk
objects are based on the OOPS concepts, the RFLP struc-
ture and IC could be compatible with each other and ex-
change information easily. This research work is an effort
to provide efficient user interaction of a multidisciplinary
product model through the Information Content.
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The paper summarises a Doctoral Thesis in which we focus on two main goals: (1) building models for
differentiation between three most common tremors: Parkinsonian, essential and mixed type tremor and
(2) development of a novel method for attribute visualisation on series.

Povzetek: Članek povzema vsebino doktorske disertacije, v kateri se osredotočamo na dva glavna cilja:
(1) gradnja modelov za razločevanje med tremi najpogostejšimi tremorji: parkinsonskim, esencialnim in
mešanim tipom tremorja ter (2) razvoj nove metode za vizualizacijo atributov na vrstah.

1 Introduction

Tremor is an involuntary movement of the body and is one
of the most common movement disorders. It is primarily
associated with various diseases of the nervous system, in-
cluding Parkinson’s disease. Since there are more than 20
different types of tremors, differentiation between them is
important from the treatment point of view.

Spirography is a diagnostic method where the subject’s
task is to draw a left-twisted spiral while the doctor ob-
serves the process of drawing (speed, hesitation, etc.) and
the final drawing. With the development of tablets digi-
talised spirography emerged, making it possible to store the
course of spiral drawing and the analysis of the acquired
time series.

In order to increase confidence in such a system, we
would need to provide an explanation of the results to doc-
tors. One option is to visualize the anomalies and results
onto the drawn spirals. These visualizations must make
sense to physicians and, above all, they must be consistent
with their medical knowledge of the domain.

This paper summarises a Doctoral Thesis [1] which tries
to address the need for automatic differentiation of tremors
and visualisation of the decisions such system would give.

2 Diagnostic models for tremor
differentiation

In the thesis, we focus on differentiation between three
of the most common tremors: Parkinsonian, essential and
mixed type of tremor. For the purpose of building the di-
agnostic models, we used the digitalised spirography for
collecting the data needed.

The first diagnostic model distinguishes between the
three tremors, based on clinical examination data, family
history and digital spirography. The process of building
a model was carried out using argument-based machine
learning technique which enabled us to build a decision
model through the process of knowledge elicitation from
the domain expert (a neurologist). The obtained model
consists of thirteen rules that are medically sensible. The
process of knowledge elicitation itself contributed to the
higher classification accuracy of the final model in com-
parison with the initial one [2, 5].

In the first diagnostic model, attributes derived from the
spirography were included in more than half of the rules.
This motivated us to build a model based solely on the
digital spirography data. For the needs of constructing
an understandable model, we first built several attributes
which represented domain medical knowledge. We have
built more than 500 different attributes which were used in
a logistic regression to construct the final diagnostic model.
The model is able to distinguish subjects with tremors from
those without tremors with 90% classification accuracy.
The final diagnostic model is built into the freely available
PARKINSONCHECK mobile application [6].

3 Method for attribute visualisation

During the process of attribute construction, we wanted to
know what our attributes were detecting. Thus, we have de-
veloped a method for attribute visualisation on series. The
method not only helped us with attribute construction, but
it is also useful for visual interpretation of the diagnostic
model’s decisions. The visualisation method and conse-
quently the decision model were evaluated with the help of
three independent neurology experts. The results show that
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both the diagnostic model and the visualisation are mean-
ingful and cover medical knowledge of the domain.

Different visualisation approaches and their benefits
have been published in several peer reviewed publications
[3, 4, 7].

4 Conclusion
The Thesis [1] describes the development of different di-
agnostic models for digitalised spirography systems. The
emphasis is given to elicitation of expert’s knowledge and
including that knowledge into the built-in attributes. To
increase physicians’ confidence in such systems, a novel
method for attribute visualisation has been proposed. The
results were published in several peer-reviewed publica-
tions [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
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